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TRIPP; ELLEN LOUISE, Ph.!i. Free Southern Theater: There Is 
Always a Message. (1986) Directed by Dr. Robert 0. Stephens. 
467 pp. 

'I'he Free Southern Theater (FST) was one of the first 

Black peopl.e 1 s theatres of the 1960s. J:t was founded by 

;rohn O'Neal. and Gilbert Moses in Jackson, Mississippi, in 

1963 but soon ::w.oved to New Orleans where it headquartered 

for the better part of two decades. :rts avowed purpose 

was to carry theatre with a message to its audiences. First 

it was a Civil. Rights message, then a Bl.ack Liberation 

message, and finally a Ma...-xist-oriented political message. 

During its existence FST produced works from the 

standard repertory plus a number of original. plays. The 

major purpose in this paper was an examination of these 

scripts to determine if they ha .. .re continuing interest or if 

they were simply products of their time and place with no 

l.asting artistic appeal. 

Many of these plays exist in t}J?escript in the FST 

archives at Alnistad Research Center in New Orleans. A few 

have been publ.ished and a few others are in the personal 

files of John 0 'Neal. These scripts were the basis of the 

research. Also exaJD.ined were archival material.s rel.ating to 

the history and philosophy of the theater. Key people in 

the group's founding and development were interviewed: O'Neal, 

'!'om Dent, Richard Schechner, and XalaJD.u ya SalaaJD.. :rn addi

ticn published material relevant to the T'neater and the 

general movement was consul ted. 



Chapter :r reviews briefly the histories of Black and 

;?-ec;9:..:: •:: ~::;:atres in 'the United States in order to place the 

FST in context.. Cha!;lte.~ I!: traces the Theater • s own history 

and Chapter :r:r:I looks at applicable esthetic theories. The 

next three chapters discuss the plays and the final chapter, 

essentially a summary, concludes that Free Southern Theater 

did leave a legacy of worth. Some of the plays are still 

being performed; others are still timely. More than that, 

the inspiration the Theater provided to similar groups that 

are functioning today was considerable. Appendices include 

several original scripts and poetry performed by the group. 
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11 The building shall bear the 
following inscription on its 
facade: PEOPLE 's THEATRE. " 

--The Committee of Public 
Safety, 1794 

CHAPTER I 

LOOKING BACK: CYCLES OF COMMITMENT 

People's theatre .•. protest theatre .•. poor theatre •.. 

workers ' theatre •.• propagandist theatre ••• political 

theatre ... revolutionary theatre: the names are numerous. 
1 

The theories vary, in title at least, with the theorist: 

Robert Brustein speaks of the theatre of commitln.ent and the 

theatre of (Romantic) revolt; C. W. E. Bigsby talks about 

the theatre of commitment and the theatre of confrontation 

(of reality), differentiating finely between thel!l; Romain 

Rolland (quoting the above) recalls early mentions of 

people's theatre in Revolutionary France and draws up a 

codicil for a moC:.ern version. 

Oespi te the different designations, the essence of each 

can be summarized as "theatre with a Pll-""POSe11 --a pu...-rpose 

beyond entertainment, beyond art for art's sake, beyond fame 

and fortune--or, in Richard. Schechner's words: "A theatre 

engCJ.ged. Engaged for and against. committed to a network 

of struggles: political, social, aesthetic, environmental" 

(19). 



W'"hatever its name, politically oriented theatre has 

been with us in the Western world at least as long as the 

theatre of Aristophanes in the fifth centu.ry B.C. And 

chances are that there were antecedents to this Old Comedy 

of Greece--as there certain1y had to be forerunners more 

developed than Dionysian rites to the sophisticated drama of 

the Greek tragedians that seems to have sprung up full. grown 
2 

hal.£ a century earlier. 

But, intriguing as it may be, the history of drama-

even the general history of protest drama--is not the issue. 

The subject is the Free Southern Theater (FST), its role in 

the peopl.e's theatre movement of the 1960s, and the quality 

of its plays. 

FST was born in the '60s, a decade that saw a boom in 

the birthrate of pol.itical. theatres; both experimental (in 

form) andjor propagandist (in content). We general.ly accept 

that art reflects in some way, directl.y or indirectly, the 

society which propagates it, and so it was in the '60s: thz 

theatrical revolt was a reflection of our society's impul.se 

toward reform. sired by the Civil Rights Movement, the 

progeny included the pacifist protests, the feminist furor, 

the awakening awareness of Native and Asian-Americans and 

Chicanos; for many the mother was Marxism with the emphasis 

now on Mao rather than on Marx himself. As many (relatively 

speaking) young adults (joined by a few conscientious over-

3 Os) turned from compl.acency to commitment, they took to the 



streets and the rural roads to call. for Black rights and 

women 1 s rights, for workers' rights and gay rights, for 

cessation of war in Vietnam--for a repledged all.egiance to 

the unrealized ideals of America. And they took theatre 

with them. 

Theatre broke its remaining bonds to Broadway, a..?ld off

Broadway, to present its messages on street corners, in 

parks and fields, in churches, union halls and warehouses-

wherever it could find a place and people. To many--parti

cipants and observers--the '60s, following the post-war 

retrenchment and McCarthyism of the '50s, seemed to intro

duce a new awareness to America and a new importance for the 

theatre. The time boundaries are of course arbitrary: the 

Living Theatre began its work in 1951 and its production of 

Jack Gelber 1 s The Connection {considered by many critics a 

landmark in the new American drama) came in 1.959. That was 

al.so the year Lorraine Hansberry' s ~ Raisin !!! the Sun 

conquered Broadway and the San Francisco Mime Troupe was 

born. The FST, gestated in 1963, struggled through into the 

'SOs_, It wasn't until 1972 that Hanay Geiogamah organized 

NATE (Native American Theater Ensemble--originally called 

the American Indian Theater Ensemble) , and it was the 1 70s 

that nurtured grassroots theatre. Schechner in fact assigns 

this wave of experimentation and protest to the period "from 

the 1 50s to around 1975 11 and hopes that the grassroots and 

disarmament movements herald a new wave ( l.S) • 
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Even though the theatre of the 1 60s really began in the 

'SOs and even though it survives, somewhat shakily, in the 

mid- 1 80s, it was the decade of the 1 60s that promised, as 

Bigsby says, 11 a genuine renaissance in American drama 11 and 

11a corresponding renewal of social commitment" (Confronta

tion ••• xv, xx). :tf, looking back from the mid- 1 70s, 

critic Richard Kostel.anetz saw "little difference between 

the sixties and the seventies," fellow critic Stanl.ey 

Kauffman recognized in the latter decade a diminution in 

11politically revolutionary content of exp:arimental work" and 

Michael Feingold credited the earlier decade with radically 

altering "the nature of our theatre institutions" and spur

ring "the growth of a national resident theatre movement" 
3 

("American Experimental Theatre ••• 11 14+). For now the 

consensus is that ~~e 1 60s was the important theatrical 

decade of our time, producing new performing groups, new 

performance approaches, new audiences, and new messages. 

It is impossible to go into detail about--or even to 

enumerate--all the contemporaries of FST. It should, how

ever, help to put FST into context and to evaluate the 

group's work if we consider a representative sampling of the 

more important companies and/or types of theatres of the 

era. 

As mentioned above, a number of avant-garde theatres 

experimented with forms in attempts to break down the bar-

riers between performer and spectator, to break through to 



the essence of the situation. Starting with the Becks' 

Living Theatre, which evolved radicall.y from its rather con

ventional 1.951 beginning, theatre people probed their 

psyches for new channels of expression and, hopeful.ly, com

munication. Peter Schumann's Bread and Puppet Theatre, 

founded in 1961: Joseph Chaikin's Open Theatre, born in 

1.963, Schachner's Performance Group, started in 1.967 and 

named in 1.968, and Richard Foreman 1 s Ontol.ogical-Hysterical 

Theatrer begun in 1.968, exemplify the radical. ensemble pro

ductions of the 1 60s and '70s. Some drew from Oriental 

mysticism, others stripped away both words and apparel to 

put actors and audience in close communion, some played 

surrealistically with language, others hid behind maJIIllloth 

masks. Traditional staging, traditional texts, traditional 

techniques gave way before an outpouring of experimentation. 

But here again, as with time boundaries 1 there is no 

clear dividing line: The Living Theatre has become and the 

Bread and Puppet Theatre has always been highl.y political. 

whereas avowedly propagandist theatres with minimal interest 

in art have experimented with new or new applications of old 

theatrical elements. The san Francisco MLD.e Troupe, for in

stance, has drawn from commedia dell' arte, minstrelsy and 

:melodrama, the comics 1 and the Federal Theatre 1 s The Living 

Newspaper in concocting their distinctive works. Black and 

Chicano theatres have resurrected and reinterpreted ancient 

rituals, incorporating them into thsir passionate protests. 
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Because FST is the focus here and because Black theatre 

is primarily protest rathsr than experimental theatre, only 

a few of its clear counterparts will be cansidered: the San 

Francisco Mime Troupe, El Teatro Campesino, a trio of grass

roots theatres, and some other Black companiesa These are 

people 1 s theatres, theatres in which the message is the 

reason for performance. And they are also, for the most 

part, theatres with a direct relationship to FST. John 

0 1 Neal, one of the founders of FST noted 11 a corollary of 

concern between the Mime Troupe, the Free Southern Theater, 

the [sic] Teatro Campesino"; not onl.y did they emerge in the 

same era but they had parallel interests~-free speech, farm 

workers, civil rights. They, and their successors, were all 

"expressions of the social climate and the social forces at 

work and 

mainly • 

• the differences between various groups were 

[differences between] aspects of the various 

movements 11 (Personal interview 1983). Doug Paterson, 

founder in 1977 of one of these groups (Dakota Theatre Cara

van) , says that "the most distinctive characteristics of 

peopl.e's theatres are: (1.) a social and political con

sciousness that is progressive, i.e. democratic, egal.i

tarian, forward-looking; (2) a focus on a particular audi

ence, c:r sometimes a particular political struggle; and 

(3) a desire to align with the audience, not attack, insult, 

accuse, or condescend to them, or profit off of t..'le::m'' ("Some 

Theoretical Questions. • • " 6) • 
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San Francisco Mime Troupe 

Founded in 1959, the Mime Troupe is one cf the rare 

survivors of the original wave al.though it has in the past 

two years changed direction somewhat: it has an indoor 

theatre, it has accepted federal (NEA) grant money, it is 

hiring only professional actors, it is moving from being a 

loosely structured performance Unit to a controlled 

director-in-charge company and from concentration on words 

(message) to concern for the visual (aesthetic). It is, i:u. 

sum, finally compromising with the commercial. But, 

promises Joan Bolden, a company member since 1967 and its 

chief writer and spokesperson since 1978, the group will not 

compromise its essential Marxist message. Although she says 

that the old Marxist models are no longer viable and Ameri-

cans are going to have to make their own revolution, 11 I 

still know who the enemy is, who is poisoning and starving 

Africa, who is getting ready to blow up the world . • . ! 11 

(Kleb 49-52) 

The group 1 s work was political from its inception. 

Founder Ronnie Davis was perhaps 10.ore interested in form for 

itself--the form of the commedia, of Chaplin, of the 

circus--than were his successors but the message has always 

been there. Davis insists that the Troupe was never a 

guerrilla theatre, distinguishing between such a theatre and 

street agitprop theatre this way: 

[guerilla troupes] ''surprise people in the midst of 
their daily routines by creating a theatrical situation 



where performers and audience are mixed. Often the skit 
happens so rapidly that the audience doesn •t know it 
has been hit until. the piece is over. The peopl.e, mild
ly duped, are supposed to become conscious of their 
responsibility and guilt •••• 

11 [The Mime Troupe] didn 1 t tey to insuJ.t or as
sault people: we decided to teach something useful. 
We began by teaching general. city-folk how to stuff 
parking meters with tab-tops .••• 

11Agitational propaganda is not revolutionary art. It 
supports rather than examines, explains rather than 
anal.yzes" (Sain 64-65) • 

wtether one draws such a nice distinction between agit-

prop (the very term dates to the Russian Revol.ution) and 

revolutionary theatre, the company members did discern dis

tinctions among their ideologies a.."'ld goals, so in 1.970 Davis 

and some members at the opposite end of the spectrum (the 

more militant Marxists) left and the company became a col-

lective. Since then the Troupe has addressed a nwnl:ler of 

local, national and international problems in its plays and 
4 

actos. Whatever the particular topic, as Peter Solomon 

points out in his introduction to the San Francisco Mime 

Troupe 1 s collecti~n of plays, 11the plays have a st:cong 

central similarity: they are political plays •••• plays 

of protest. • • • They usually end hopefully, but only 

hopeful.ly. • • • And they make us laugh, in the belief that 

laughter gives us the distance to understand, and under-

standing brings the desire to work for change" (4-5). 

The sa.n;.e could be said abo1.4t ::~.any of the plays produced 

by FST (and other Black theatres) ; interestingly, FST 

writers also developed what they cal.led "sets" which 

rese:mble the~· 



The Mime Troupe began, by happenstance rather than 

plan, as all-white but since 1974 it has been a determinedly 

interracial, interethnic col!'.pany. Among the topics it has 

addressed since the earlier more tentative days are racis~ 

and imperialism, the building of an Arts center in San 

Francisco, women's roles, the Moral Majority, Reagan, cen

tral America, and--permeating most of tneir works--the per

niciousness of the capitalist system with its industrial-
S 

military hegemony. 

Becal!se the Mime Troupe has determinedly taken its per-

formances to the people, playing every summer since 1.962 in 

San Francisco 1 s parks, it has succeeded in reaching non

traditional audiences, a major aim of people's theatres. 

Stil.l, as Theodore Shank notes, its subjects in earlier 

years came 11more from the intellectual. Left than from the 

working class" since the troupe mel'l'!bers and their core 

audiences were educated :middle-class intel.lectual.s (65). 

'!'his is a problem. faced by most of the peopl.e 1 s theatres 

(including FST) : the founders and workers are coll.ege-

trained and usuall.y have phil.osophical interests that go far 

beyond the daily bread-and-rent problems of their intended 

audiences. In 1971 the I-Ii!it.e Troupe began concentrating on 

working class issues but some of their more recent works 

seem to be moving back up the intel.lectual scal.e: the Fact

person and Factwino trilogy, particularl.y the two Factwino 

plays which feature a very intellectual superhero and which 
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have now been transformed into an opera, are likely to 

appeal. more to players of Trivial Pursuit than to the semi

literate laborer or secor..dlanguaqe English speaker. The 

basic messaqe in these plays is that we al.l need knowledqe 

in order to combat the hydra-headed militarist-industrial.ist 

powerholder, but mixed in are sub-warnings about friendship, 

the evils of booze, breaking trust and so forth. The comic 

book trappinqs and suspenseful action undoubtedly qive 

Factwino papular appeal but the approach is essentially 

intellectual and in eperatic fo:!!lll is probably even hiqher 

above some spectators• heads. 

The Mime Troupe's NEA grant takas it to 1990 by whicb 

time it will likely have evolved into an entirely different 

theatre from the ones of 1959 and 1970--and even 1985. It 

is likely to find itself movinq farther from the peeple, as 

did FST after its first years. Because the Troupe's aims 

and problems parallel in several siqnificant ways those of 

FST, and because it has survived, it serves as one standard 

of comparison. 

!! Teatro Ca.mpesino 

The Farmworkers Theatre was founded. by Luis Valdez in 

1965, the year after his qraduation with a drama deqree from 

San Jose Collec;e and the same ye.u he worked for a time with 

the Mime Troupe. Valdez orqanized his theatre with the 

express purpose of aiding Cesar Chz:. ..... ""az • s strike aqainst the 

grape qrowers. From a .flatbed truck or a union hall plat-



form the performers would dramatize a problem involving the 

workers--confrontations with scabs, conflict between them

selves and the qrowerjbcss, livi:::.g conditions. This was 

agitprop theatre in the mode of the Mime Troupe, using 

satire and exaggeration to make the point and to inspire the 

audience to overt social action. 

If El T2atro Campesino had, however, done no more than 

act as a mouthpiece for and reinforcer of the National Farm 

Workers Association, it would not have survived. The group 

did move on, as did l!lost of the Black theatres, to examine 

group values, to explore in depth the Chicano situation--not 

simply to agitate for change in the repressive American 

system. In their examination of group values, theatre mem

bers (U.'Tl.der the guidance of writer Valdez) attempted, as did 

Black dramatists, to reinforce the Chicano sense of identi

ty, of pride in heritage. Whereas the Mime Troupe, despite 

its avowed intention of addressing the working person, plays 

to ethnically and racially diverse viewers, El Teatro (and 

its B~ack counterparts) did--at least in the beginning--aim 

at a much more cohesive audience. 

After two years 1 devotion to the farmworkers 1 movement, 

Valdez moved on to the exploration of identity mentioned 

above and in so doing created the mites--the myths--drawing 

heavily from Mayan philosophy and practices (as many of the 

Black dramatists of the period turned to Africa for inspira

tion} • During this time of search and expe=imentation the 
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company did not abandon the aetas: as late as 1970 they did 

Vietnam Campesino which addressed the problem of pesticides 

in tJ::i.s fields, the draft, the grape boycott, and the paral-

lel between the Vietnamese peasants and the Chicano l.aborers. 

Teatro members in 1971 moved to s~, Juan Bautista where 

they lived communally and far!lled the way their ancient 

ancestors did (or as they perceived the Mayans did). And 

their goal changed: 

No longer was the aim of their theatre work to rall.y 
the Chicano community against those who were seen as 
oppressors but to harmonize the individual with mankind 
and with the cosmos (Shank 79). 

The most elaborate of the mitos was created for the 

1.974 Chicano and Latin American Theatre Festival in Mexico: 

g Baile ~ los Gigantes was presented at noon on 24 
June at the pyramids of Teotihuacan • • • • It seemed 
to us [t.lte audience members] that the performance suc
ceeded in harmonizing the spectators with each other, 
with mankind, and with the cosmos (Shar.k 82). 

Many members of the audience joined the performers in the 

fina1 ritua1 (82). This turned out to be not only the most 

elaborate but the final mite although later works have con

tinued to incorporate Mayan influences. 

By now Valdez was out of the Chicana-Latino mainstream 

which was becoming more Marxist as he was becoming more 

mystic. As has typically been the case with the Black move-

ment, the Chicana-Latino movement had fragmented and Valdez 

seemed to be on a· path by himself. But, Dieter Herms 

argues, those who have criticized the Teatro for its appar-

ent abandonment of politics and social action simply do not 
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recognize that "in the long run, Valdez• new cultural 

nationalism is probably more radical and revolutionary than 

[was] ••• his campesino agitprop art11 (261). Valdez 

himself has said that the Teatro 1 s new role is to present to 

intercultural audiences the history of his people and their 

part in the history of California and the United States 

(Shank 89; Herms 277) • 

To do this, valdez has turn~d to history (again, as 

have many Black dramatists), incorporating into his his

torias elements of the mites and of the corridos (folk 

ballads which he has translated into narratives within the 

plays) • Perhaps the most widely publicized of the historia::; 

is ~ suit (written incidentally with a Rockefeller 

Foundation grant) • The play, after a successful run at the 

Mark Taper Theatre in Los Angeles, moved to Broadway where 

it lasted less than two months. ~ suit dramatizes a 1942 

murder case in which l. 7 Chicano youths were wrongfully 

convicted of :murder. 

The Broadway experience was part of Valdez • plan: he 

has deliberately moved into the realm of professional 

theatre, seeing conanercial success as necessary for survival 

and as inspiring for his workers and viewers. Perhaps, how

ever, his most significant legacy (at least to date) is the 

approximately so Chicano-Latina theatres which have followed 

El Teatro Campesino (Shank 90). 
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The Grassroots Theatres 

The Dakota Theatre Caravan, Roadside Theatre and Eco-

theatre are typical of the grassroots theatres which have 

been at the fore of the people's theatre scene in the last 

decade. Roadside was one of the theatres that agreed to 

perform for the Free Southern Theatre Project (FST 1 s 11grand 

funeral") in November 1985. In his introduction to The 

~ Review (TOR) issue devoted to "Grassroots Theatre" 

(Summer 1983), journal editor Michael Kirby defines the 

basic characteristic of grassroots theatre as the fact that 

"it is rural, non-urban" as distinct from the "international 

cosmopolitan theatre" of the cities. 

[It] derives its content, its subject 10.atter, its mes-
sage: its "nourisbment11 ••• from its own area. It is 
11 about 11 things that are of special--and perhaps unique 
concern to the people of its region (2). 

Kirby also points out the diversity among the groups, 

some working in the experimental modes of the 1 60s, some 

broaching commercial theatre, some supported by government 

and foundation grants (as have been, at one time or another, 

most of the people's theatres that have achieved any con-

tinui ty and/ or conspicuousness) • 

Doug Paterson founded the South Dakota Caravan in 1977 

[as] a professional rural theatre that creates plays 
about life in the great plains based on interviews with 
and our living with rural people, and then tours almost 
exclusively to small towns, average population 2500 
("Some Theoretical Questions ••• " 5). 

:In this respect, the Caravan (as do others of its ilk) 

parallels FST which was formed to take theatre into small 
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rural Black communities of the deep South. Also like FST, 

the Dakota group sought grant money from its earliest days 

and started with its headquarters in a regional collet::~. 

BUt the caravan started its first tour fully funded, albeit 

not at a professional level. Parallels with the fledgling 

FST continue: performances were given in any available 

space--often outdoors--and publicity was generated on the 

spot by the troupe itsel.f with leafleting, posters, pre-

performa.7!.ce shows, etc. And after the shows audience mem

bers were urged to share responses and material. (for incor-
6 

poration into later shows) . 

The Caravan 1 s first tour of 2 0 towns was so successful 

that it became Equity the next year which saw an eight-week 

season (two of rehearsals, six of tour) again sponsored by 

the South Dakota Arts council. In the spring of 1979 addi-

tional support from the Council came through and four of the 

six Caravan members quit their full-time jobs to make the 

theatre a full-time project. (One replacement for the two 

who did not come along was hired, reducing the performance 

company to five members plus a manager. Aong with the new 

status ca:m.e the final name change to Dakota Theatre 

Caravan.) The group's commitments also expanded: this first 

full-time season, for example, they spent a month in one 

town, working in the schools and the adult community and 

helping t_l].e town develop an historical play for its centen

nial; they toured to Oregon and appeared in Minneapol.is, 
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Los Angeles and San Francisco; they worked for two weeks on 

an Indian reservation. 

And they ran into another problem ubiquitous with this 

type of theatre (certainl.y with ::'ST): lack of management 

skil.l and ti!ne. As Paterson reports in the TDR article, by 

the time they realized what straits they were in, survival 

had become problematic. The group did its fall 1980 tour 

and then reverted to a SUl'IUUer-only existence (1.0). 

Both Roadside Theatre and Ecotheatre are based in Appa

lachia, the first in Kentucky and the other in West 

Virginia. Founded in 1.97 4 by Don Baker, who came back to his 

native Kentucky from an arts counselor job in Washington, 

Roadside was an outgrowth of the Appalachian Actors' Work

shop. But whereas the Workshop did traditional plays, Road

side began immediately to draw its material from the "col

lective memories of the community" (Hatfield 45). Its first 

show was a potpourri of stories titled appropriately 

Mountain Tales; the company has continued to put together 

such collections for presentation in area schools. 

The second show was a full-length script based on the 

saga of "Doc" Taylor, known as 11Red Fox," a complex man who 

was both doctor and preacher, U.s. marshal and convicted 

murderer. Red Fox/Second Hangin 1 is still being presented: 

in the fall of 1984 it was scheduled at the company's home 

theatre in Whitesburg and as part of their Kentucky, Ohio, 

Virginia, and Pennsylvania tours. The same is true for 
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Brother Jack, Roadside 1 s third major production, and south 

.£f the Mountain. its fourth. Brother Jack has material 

written by actor Ron Short but also draws heavily on tales 

adapted from local material collected by the WPA Writers 1 

Project. South .Q! the Mountain premiered at the l.982 ROOTS 

Festival in Atlanta; a Dusical, it is based on author 

Short 1 s family history. rt too is still in the repertoire; 

it is the show that was performed at the FST funeral. 

The company now has its own theatre in the new Appalshop 
7 

Center in Whitesburg. But it remains essentially a touring 

company and, although today it tours far outside its native 

habitat (as did FST), its purpose remains 11 to encourage 

people to work from their own resources" (Hatfield 45) • 

Ecotheatre is an interracial company that in a way pro

vides a link between grassroots and Black theatre: Maryat 

Lee, its founder, caJD.e to West Virginia to organize her 

mountain theatre in 1975--10 years after she had founded the 

Soul and Latin Theatre (SALT) in East Harlem. SALT pre-

sented urban street theatre from a haywagon; Ecotheatre 

presents rural theatre from a farm wagon. Lee's experience 

with people 1 s theatre, however, goes back even further than 

SJ..-LT to 1951 when, on a woode..'"l. platform erected in a vacant 

Harlen:. lot, she staqed Dope! for street people of the area. 

(Performed by street people, it anticipated Gelber's The 

ccr.nection by some eight years. ) 
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Ecotheatre also goes to its people for script material. 

But, unlike the other two grassroots companies discussed, 

Ecotheatre has not gone to the foundations or big government 

agencies for grants; its actors are unpaid and, thus, part

time; it is truly a theatre for those who do not know or 

typical.l.y go to theatre. The actors are from the area; the 

scripts are worked out by Lee in rehearsal, with the pet

formers adapting the roles to their tastes and abilities. 

More agitprop oriented than the Caravan or Roadside, Eco

theatre uses the post-play discussion to call its audience 

11to social action and to individual change" (French 33). 

Black Theatres 

The United States has had Black theatre companies since 

the first quarter of the nineteenth century; from the 1920s 

on they have been profuse and influential although many have 

lived very briefly. Starting in about 1967 (Errol Hill 

marks this as the significant year [1: 213; 2: 156]) and 

continuing to the present., Black community theatre groups 

have resurfaced across "the cc"U.. .. tr"i'; "t...'lera has :been a surge 

also in the number of professional and semiprofessional 

groups. In the early 1 70s Woodie King estimated that there 

were some 70 Black theatres in the u.s., not counting col

lege groups (35) ; in 1977 Winona Fletcher counted over 180 
8 

active Black theatres (1.41.) • 

Most commentators credit LeRoi Jones (today known as 

Amiri Baraka, the name used hencefor-~) with instigating the 
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Black theatre movement of the • 60s; others, Jnore accurately, 

draw finer lines of distinction, crediting Jones as the 

dominant voice of the Black revolutionary drama that took 

center stage in the mid- 1 60s whil.e recognizing the concur

rent work of other groups andjor such immediate antecedents 

as Raisin !!:! ~ Sun and The Blacks, both produced in 1959~ 

(Genet's The Blacks, albeit written by a white Frenchman, is 

generally seen as an important event heralding the new Black 

theatre of the 1 60s e ) Ted Shank acknowledges FS'l' as 11the 

first of the black theatres of the 1960s" (51) and Bigsby 

gives the correct date (1963) for the theatre's founding but 

fails to credit it as the first major group of the decade 
9 

(3: 393). S;,tffice it to say, without worrying dates to 

death, that among the people 1 s theatres of the 1 60s Black 

groups were prominent. 

They thrived from coast to coast and from north to 

them thoroughly. I have chosen to look at three of FST 1 s 

:most ilnportant contemporaries, all in New York and all well 

known. The New York location is apt because, although based 

in the South, FST for years had a New York office, garnered 

wide support from New York 1 s theatrical community and drew 

scripts from writers for two of these theatres--the New 

Lafayette Theatre and the Negro Ensemble Company (NEC) • In 

fact, at one point, FST and the New Lafayette tried 11to 

build a collaborative relationshiP: 11 trading people so that 
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members of the FST company could have easier access to the 

New York theatre scene and members of the New Lafayette 

could better "understand what the context of the struggle 

is~ " A couple of members from each company did make the 

switch but the plan never came to full fruition because of 

economic problems at both ends and because of increasing 

philosophic differences (O'Neal 1983). The third group 

considered is the National Black Theatre (NBT) , a group that 

impressed O'Neal and other FST members who made a tour to 

study other Black theatres in the early '70s. 

The New Lafayette was formed in 1966 by director Robert 

Macbeth as a Harlel!!. theatre for a Black audience. The fol-

lowing year Macbeth was joined by Ed Bullins who, in order 

to get his plays produced, had already organized a Black 

theatre on the West Coast; the New Lafayette throughout its 

existence (until 1974) staged plays by a nwnber of writers 

and at one time ( 1972) had four playwrights-in-residence 

Bullins, Martie Charles, Sonny Jim and Richard Wesley) but 

Bullins was its most active and best known writer. 

In 1967 the theatre began productions with Ron Milner's 

Who's Got His own, continuing the season with Athol Fugard's ----10 
The Blood Knot. In the spring, having been burned out of 

their Harlem home, the New Lafayette did a quartet of 

Bullins' plays downtown at the American Place Theatre. They 

inaugurated their new Harlem theatre in December 1968 with 

another Bullins play, !!! the Wine Time. 
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Macbeth and Bullins were dedicated to showing "Black 

people who they are, where they are and what condition they 

are in'' (Macbeth). In line with this dedication to the 

Black community, the New Lafayette was aggressively pro

Black; no whites were ever physically kicked out of the 

theatre but ''the}'" did actively discourage white reviews and 

with a theatre situated smack dab in the middle of the 

ghetto they didn't real.ly have t.o worry about a bombardment 

of whites''; however by 1972 they were talking to the white 

media and moderating their exclusive attitude somewhat. By 

then Bullins was talking about the theatre as "a meeting 

place11 where "many people can recognize many things in it 

and have a collective experience"; he went on to say that 

"the in~tial sloganeering has been done and there 1 s no sense 

in repeating it" (Gant 55-56) . 

From the beginning some critics and colleagues (in

cluding John o 'Neal of FST) have thought that Bullins' work 

lacks political punch despite the author's LTlvolvement with 

the Black Panthers. As Bigsby says, "Bullins tends to be 

absolute in his statements but equivocal in his art" (3: 

408) • Bull.ins obviously disaqrees and Peter Bruck agrees 

with hi!!!. (133). Many of the plays, as Bullins himself 

cl.assifies them, are- plays of Black experience but some of 

his earlier ones approach agitprop: The Gentleman Caller for 

instance, reminiscent of Ionesco and Genet, carries a clear 

political message and it is a militant one. Its directors 
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certainly considered the New Lafayette a revolutionary 

theatre even if some of its offerings were quite traditional 

in form and feeling. 

Like FST, the group was ambitious in its plans for the 

Black community: it established workshops for writers and 

amateur (neighborhood) actors but abandoned them after a 

couple of years; it set up a theatrical agency to handle 

scripts for the company•s writers; it produced the unfor-

tunately short-lived Black Theatre Magazine (six issues); 

and it tried film making. But, as have so many others, the 

New Lafayette finally gave up, finding that life without 

substantial foundation aid was impossible if community sup

port and self-sufficiency were not forthcoming. In a sense 

the New Lafayette tried to do for the Harlem community what 

FST attempted to do for its r.lral. and New Orl.eans communi

ties. Both eventual.l.y succumbed to the exigencies of eco

nomics and, perhaps even more directl.y 1 to the paroxysms of 

pol.i tics, both internal. and external.. 

The NEC on the other hand 1 despite some very tentative 

years and drastic cutbacks in its outreach and production 

programs, has survived and is today considered the l.eadinq 
].]. 

Bl.ack company in the country. The company, with actor; 

pl.aywriqht/director Douql.as Turner Ward at its hel.m, was 

establ.ished at New York's St. Mark's Pl.ayhouse in 1967. 

(Today it is on West 46th Street.) Turner, whil.e calling 

for a 111 permanent Neqro repertory company, 1 11 did not desiqn 
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the NEC as a COI!I';lunity theatre; if he had, it would have had 

111 to !.ocate in the midst of that community--Harlem or 

Bedford-Stuyvesant.''' Rather, it "'was designed for the 

entire metropolitan area. Therefore we wanted a central 

location that would be easy to reach from all the outlying 

Black communities 111 (Bigsby 3: 392-3). It is this breadth 

of view that accounts, according to Ellen ForeJn.an, for 

NEC 1 s su..'1'"Vi val (Eill 2 : 73) • 

J:nterestingly1 O'Neal sees a closer political rela-tion

ship between FS'l' and NEC than he does between FST and other 

Black companies; this relationship he attributes to the 

involvement of the FST founders in the civil Rights Movement 

of the early 1 60s and the involvement of Ward in the union 

movement of the • 4 Os. 

But because the theatre was downtown (off-off

Broadway) , not in Harlem, because it used the word "negro" 

in its name, because it courted white as well as Black audi

ences, because in the beqinninq it produced plays by white 

writers--because:, in short, it was more theatrically than 

politically oriented, NEC was received with less than whole

hearted admiration by some of its companions and in discus

sions of Black theatre is frequently iqnored. 

Yet the company has offered a rich and diverse fare of 

Black drama over the years and more than any other company 

has produced, despite its financial problems, full-scale 

major productions encompassing a remarkable variety of 
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dramatic modes. Today it appears stronger than ever al

though, as for any theatre in the United States, existence 

is always p:recarious. 

One of the most, if not the most, experimental Black 

companies of any era was Barbara Teer 1 s NBT. Founded in 

1968 in Harlem, this group was committed to reeducating the 

Bl.ack community and restoring its cultural traditions. The 

cOlD.pany 1 s home base was a room three flights up in a build

ing on East 125th Street but it· presented its message 11on 

the streets, in bars, in churches, ••• anywhere Black 

people are'' (O'Neal. & Oduneye 3). 

O'Neal and Oduneye continue their report: 

The National Black Theater [sic], as the name suggests, 
started out to be a theater but • • • they have con
cluded that there are several things which come before 
the expressive form--namely that which seeks for 
expression. When you find that message1 when it finds 
you, you will find the form. 

The message the NB'r found was the essence of Blackness. 

They presented not plays but rituals, or revivals, incor-

porating music and dance as integral elements--except that 

they called dance 11 evolutionaryjre-evolutionary movement" 

ar.d they called the parts of their presentations "spaces" 

and their performers "liberators." "Intermissions were the 

one concession to traditional theatre practice" but during 

these the "liberators" mingled and talked with audience 

members (Haskins 1.49-50) • 
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Whatever the form, the presentation must: 

''~) :!s:P1~~t;e~~ ~~~~!~fn~e~e ~~~;h c~~~~ating 

112) 

"3) 

"4) 

people. 

~ political, i.e., must deal. in a positive manner 
with the cond.itions of oppression. 

!hl:mis w:i~e:~;c:1~in:' · ~I~eb~~~l~~:e ~~ 
truth. 

Clarify issues a • • • 

"5) Lastly, .•. entertain" (Harris 39). 

Although 'I'eer and her troupe professed to be more 

interested in the message than the medium and although t..l].ey 

were probably more politically focused, NBT was exploring 

along some of the same lines as the Open Theatre and the 

Performance Group except that the focus and inspiration were 

Black. Their work with ritual pioneered to a large degree 

forms that became popular with other Black theatres. Today 

(1986) Teer is director of the National Black Institute of 

Communicative and Theater Arts, the NBT's successor, and 

talks about the need for Black artists to develop business 

acumen. 11 'For too long, 1 11 she says, " 1 Black artists have 

concentrated on the artistic end and not on the business 

end 1 " ("Black Theater . • • Comeback" 6l.) • 

Did the people's theatres of the '60s--Black, Chicano, 

labor--leap onto the scene out of nowhere? No, of course 

not. The theatre of the '60s was simply another particular

ly potent :manifestation of the reform cycle the 0. s. was in 

at the tine. However, some of these "young zealotsn of the 
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1 60s, as Randolph Edmonds remarked, seemed to have forgotten 

their predecessors (412). Edmonds was speaking of the 

makers of the new Black theatre but his remark applies also 
].2 

to the other 11 new11 people 1 s theatres. 

Some historians see American history as a series of 

reform eras inter.L~ptad by periods of retrenchment and reac-

tion. (Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. is one of the chief 

spokespersons for this school.) The altruists of the 1960s 

coUld have traced their impulse to reform back to pre-

Revolutionary days, to the very colonizing of the country. 

The Revolution itself, especially the framing of the Consti

tution, was a manifestation of this impulse; then, after a 

breathing space for consolidation and expansion, came a 

melange of ante-bellum reform movements: the Utopian 

experiments, pacifism, prison reform, women 1 s rights, 

temperance, and the dominant movement which culminated in 

the Civil War--abolition. :In fact, David Brion Davis, in 

his introduction to Ante-Bellum Reform, points this out: 

The 1960s have hauntingly echoed the ante-bellum ideal 
of non-resistance, the 'come-outer' spirit of dis
engagement from a sinful society, and the reliance on 
individual conscience as opposed to all forms of cor
porate and bureauc=atic power (2). 

Although limited to the South, Radical Reconstruction 

was another attempt at reform--a failed attempt, giving way 

to a period of virulent reaction. The next major nationwide 

reform movement, Proqressivislil, was brought to a premature 

close by World War I. Then came of course the New Deal of 
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the 1 30s, stretching through World War II into the 1 40s. 

For a while it seemed to some of us that the United States 

was finall.y about to live up to expectations. But, as 

always before, a cycle of reaction set in: McCarthy ranted, 

r\ll.nlng lives in the process, but many Americans turned 

their backs as they built their dream homes, produced drealll 

kids and financed their dream cars. 

John F. Kennedy voiced the reawakened conscience of the 

United States as once again reform moved to the forefront. 

But the '70s saw the start of a reaction that deepened as we 

moved into the '80s. Only now in the mid-' 80s does there 

seem to be a glilmller of the next reform impetus: the anti

nuke movement, never moribund, is bringing together diverse 

elements and gaining renewed strength; Central America and 

Africa are refocusing- our attentions to life outside our 

ids; Alnericans are again awakening to inequities within our 

own society as, for many, economic prosperity turns into 

financial fear. 

Theatrical developments have paralleled these general 

historical trends. Of course no one would maintain that 

these cycles--historical or theatrical--can be neatly de

lineated by fixed starting and ending dates. In the essen

tially devil-may-care post-war 1920s, for instance, American 

theatre came into its own with plays that probed American 

problems, and Black theatre sank its modern roots. Con

versely, the reform-marked '3 Os were marred by a resurgence 
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of the Klan, by Father Coughlin and his Jew-baiting, by the 

didactic Dies committee that anticipated McCarthy in making 

"Communist" synonymous with 11traitor11 and that killed the 

Federal Theatre Project because of its · supposed Communist 

infiltration. I:t was in the quiet •sos (~954) that the 

Supreme Court spurred the Civil Rights Movement with its 

momentous Brown decision and that the protest theatre of the 

'60s actually began to emerge. And throughout the 1 70s, 

with their burlesque politics and resultant egocentric cyni

cism, some Americans--and some American theatres--remained 

dedicated to the ideals of t..lle '60s. 

Despite this American impulse to reform that is evident 

from the days of the settlers, we were slow in producing a 

native people's theatre. Whereas Rolland can trace rudi

mentary concepts of a People's Theatre to the eighteenth 

century and whereas as early as 1919 Yeats was claiming to 

have created the first "'true "people's theatre,"'" Eric 

Bentley credits Hallie Flanagan, i.lllpresario of the Federal 

Theatre, with having created our first. people's theatre 

(1976: 458-70, 331). certainly in 1925 Montrose Moses was 

complaining a.l:Jout American theatre: 

We have never seriously [in our drama) dealt with his
tory, we have never dealt with politics, we have never 
honestly faced our business problems • • • • The social 
fervor of our playwrights has been tenuous, interl!dt
tent. Not any of it has changed to the slightest 
degree a wrong condition • • • ( 13 ) • 

Moses :may have been a little hard on our native drama-

tists: it is usually difficult to pin down exact effects of 
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protest drama on ensuing reforms and it seems sure that some 

anti-slavery plays contributed to the abolitionist movement. 

But to a large degree Bentley and Moses are right: in its 

early centuries the United States was too concerned with 

colonization and survival to produce indigenous drama so, 

with few exceptions, our drama remaine.d borrowed directly 

from or frankly imitative of British drama. By the nine

teenth century there were a number of theatres in the United 

States but since that century was not, until its close, 

dramatically innovative in England, it follows that 

American theatre was also wanting in masterworks. 

Our few native writers did adapt peculiarly American 

themes to English forms--American society, the Revolutionary 

experience, the Indians--and very early in our dramatic 

histor! succeeded in creating (with the help of their 

British brethren) American steraotypes--the noble Indian, 

the ruthless tycoon, the honest Yankee, the comic Negro. 

Still, throughout the nineteenth century, theatre devotees 

such as part-time playwrights M. M. Noah and William Dean 

Howells lamented the lack of an American drama (Moody 123-

24, 614-l.S). The only truly native theatre before our 

century was the minstrel show and its end-of-the-century 

offspring, the American musical comedy. It is somewhat 

ironic in light of the rejection until recently of most 

Blacks and Black works in commercial theatre that this genre 

had its roots in Africa and was developed into its modern 
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form by such Black stars as Bob Cole and Billy Johnson (~ 

~ ~ coontown in 1.898) and Bert Wil~iaJilS and Georg-e 

Walker (The Sons ~ Ham in 1900 a."ld !!!. Dahomey in l.903). 

There are of course exceptions to the general lack of 

concern with social and political issues. The earliest, as 

far as we know, American-written dramatic pieces were dia-

logues performed by college students. Among these are two 

pieces by a John Smith which were presented at Dartmouth in 

1779 (Moody 7-S). The second is a slight comedic piece 

piece titled 11A Littl.e Teatabl6. Cidtchat" but the first, "A 

Dialogue bet'...;een an Enqlishlnan and an Indian, 11 may be our 

first native theatrical offering and it is polemical.. In it 

the Indian (portrayed at Dartmouth l:ly a " 1 real. Aboriginal' 11 

student) argues with the Englishman about the true merits 

and character of Indians with the Indian eloquently carrying 

the day. The piece is pure propaganda aimed at presenting 

the Indian in a favorable light and counteracting the view 

of him as an uneducable savage. 

Somewhat of a phenomenon among message plays is The 

Drunkard, .2!: The Fallen Saved, by w. H. Smith, which opened 

in Boston in 1844 as an adjunct to the temperance movement. 

One hundred years later it was still attracting audiences--
13 

albeit not for the same reasons! In its own time the play 

enjoyed "the first uninterrupted run of one hundred per

formances in American theatre" when it played New York 1 s 

Barnum Museum.; it had already reached 100 performances in 
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not the first temperance play nor was it the last but it was 

the most frequently performed. In fact, as ancestors of the 

committed theatres of the 1960s, we have in the 1840s 

"theatrical companies devoted exclusively to the temperance 

drama • • • • 11 Typical was a troupe that crossed the coun-

try uncier the direction of a Dr. and Mrs. Robinson. Starting 

in New Hampshire in 1843, they reached San Fr~~cisco nine 

years l.ater: 

Robinson boasted that of the two hundred thousand per
sons who had patronized them 11more than 1.0, 000 had taken 
the Abstinence Pledge, out of which number more than 
12,000 [sic] were drunkards" (Moody 280) • 

The most important frankly propagandist plays to be 

presented in America during the nineteenth century were 

those to do with abolition. Uncle Tom 1 s Cabin was produced 

in a variety of adaptations, none by Harriet Beecher Stowe; 

the major version was George Aiken's. This was however 

neither the first nor the final of the anti-slavery plays. 

Other 11 Tom11 shows, also white-written, included The captured 

~ and The Branded Hand, both predating the Aiken play 

by seven years. Loften Mitchell clailns that no proof exists 

that these two plays were ever produced (Black Drama 32) but 

Edward Smith credits them, among others, with having helped 

trigger the Civil War ( 4 0) • And Robert Montgomery Bird • s 

1.831 play The Gladiator was an unmistakable analogy to 

Southern slavery despite its Roman setting. We know of only 

one Black playwright, William Wells Brown, who contributed 
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works to the abolitionist movement. An escaped sl.ave and a 

popular lecturer on the abolitionist circuit, Brown wrote at 

least two plays: Escape: ~ ~ ~ for Freedom and Experi

ence; ~How~ Give.!. Northern Man!!_ Backbone. Apparently 

neither was ever staged and only the first script exists 

today. Brown did give readings of this play which were very 

well received. (He JD.ust have been quite a performer--there 

are many characters, of both sexes and races 1 speaking a 

divergence of dialects and on occasion breaking into l.engthy 

songs!) 

So there were a few essays at propagandist theatre 

during the first century-plus of our nationhood but it was 

not until the 1920s that theatre in the United states really 

came into its own. It is then that we meet the grandparents 

of our theatres of the '60s: experimental theatre and organ

ized polemical theatre--though the family resemblance is 

rather slight. As with their progeny, at times the two were 

happily married and at ether instances 't.!.7.ey took separate 

ways; the latter is our main concern but because it did 

sometimes cohabit with the former, we must consider both. 

Any new approach to theatre is at its inception "ex

perimental" but not always consciously so. Twentieth

century experimental theatre has had the expressed aim of 

theatrical innovation. From surrealism and expressionism 

through t..lle absurd and post-mOdernism, forms and techniques 

have been designed to break the strictures of realism, to 

·------ ---· -------------------
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remove al.l wall.s--not just the fourth; in some manifesta

tions the script, if not scrapped completely, has been mada 

incomprehensible. 

Europe, particularly France, originated these modern 

movements: Jarry's pre-absurdist ~Rei in 1896 was fol

lowed by Dadaism, Surrealism, Existentialism with its poli-

tical. overtones, the very influential Theatre of Cruelty of 

Artaud and, in a sense, modern Absurdism since Ionesco and 

Beckett settled there and write in French. From Germany we 

took Expressionism and the overtly political. theatre of 

Piscador and Brecht. Agitprop was honed in post-revol.u

tionary Russia. American theatre, until the 60s, was much 

less innovative. What seemed to our audiences daring in the 

work of Eugene 0 'Neill and his Provincetown associates was 

in truth tame and tardy compared to what was happening on 

the stages of Europe. 

But what the Provincetown, the Theatre Guild and the 

burgeoning little theatres of the teens and '20s did provide 
14 

was theatre away from Broadway. From this time on, there 

was to be a steady stream of off-Broadway theatres willing--

committed in fact--to take a chance on new playwrights, 

serious topics, innovative methods. 

O'Neill is generally regarded as the first major native 

playwright. From the stylized symbolism of The Great God 

Brown to the expressionism of The Hairy ~ to the extended 

realism of The Iceman Cometh, he covered a range of styles 

----·-------·· 
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and subjects, inc~uding the dilemma of the American Black 

(The Emperor Jones and All God 1 s Chillun Got Wings) • Along 

with Paul Green, Ridgely Torrence, Marc Connolly and a very 

few others, 0 1 Neill wrote plays that starred Black actors 

and came somewhat closer to presenting the American Black as 

a complex human than had most white plaT~ights previously. 

(How well they succeeded is still being debated.) 

0 'Neill was undoubtedly the most important playwright 

of his era (perhaps the most important of any American era 

to date) but he did not institute this new American theatre: 

it had gotten a heal thy start in the middl.e-teens. The 

little theatre movement was inspired by Maurice Brown's 

establishment of the Chicago Little Theatre in 1912. That 

same year saw the organization of the New York stage Company 

and the Neighborhood Playhouse at the Her~ Street Settle

ment. Not long after, the Liberal Club in Greenwich Village 

formed its ow-n theatre group and in 1914 this group, which 

was to evolve into the Washington Square Players and later 

into the Theatre Guild, gave its first play. And in 1915 

George Cook and Susan Gaspell began the Provincetown 

Players. Of these theatres perhaps the closest to the 

people • s theatres of the • 60s and 1 70s was the Neighborhood 

Playhouse which was concerned with serving a specific--in 

this case, immigrant--community (Bigsby 1: 9). The 

Provincetown, on the other ha.'"ld, in its objectives and 

methods anticipated the modern experimental theatres with 
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their emphases on qroup work and on destroying the barriers 

between spectator and performer. 

O'Neill himself provided a bridg'e from these fledqlinq 

theatres to the socially committed theatre of the 1 30s, bUt 

despite his early socialist lear..ings, he was always more 

concerned with universal humanity than with political 

actions. A numl::ler of writers who were more politically com

mitted worked with the Theatre Guild and/or with the Group 

Theatre, one of the Guild 1 s offspring. Among the activists 

involved with the Group were Elmer Rice, William Saroyan, 

Robert Sherwood, Maxwell Anderson, Lillian Hellman and the 

major voice of 1930s political theatre, Clifford Odets. 

Influential as Odets and the Group were, they were 

still restricted by the exigencies of commercial theatre. 

Meanwhile openly propagandist people 1 s theatres were strug

gling off-Broadway. Inspired by European and Russian 

theatres, John Dos Passes, John Howard Lawson and Michael 

Gold were amonq those who attempted to build political 

theatres. :In the late 120s their New Playwriqhts' Theatre 

(NPT) , also an offshoot of the Guild, and the Workers' Drama 

League were the United states• first attempts at true 

people's theatres. :In a 1927 ~ ~ article Dos Passes 

explained that a revolutionary theatre 

11must draw its life and ideas from the conscious sec
tion of the industrial and white-collar workinq classes 
which are out to qet control of the qreat flabby mass 
of capitalist society and mould [sic] it to their 
own purpose" (Biqsby ~: ~94). 
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Facing many of the same problems as their successors of 

the • 50s--lack of administrative organization, gaps between 

the perceived and the actual audience and between the per

formers • world and the workers 1 world--neither of these 

groups survived long. During its two years of existence, 

however, NPT did attempt works comparable to what was being 

done in Europe. One of the problems of course, as Bigsby 

points out, is that the American political picture was vast

ly different from the European, a fact that NPT failed to 

consider carefully but, again to quote Des Passes--this time 

from a 1929 New Masses article, 111 the fact that it [NPT] 

existed makes the next attempt in the same direction that 

much easier~:: (Bigsby 1: 198-99) • 

Other groups did follow, boosted in their predictions 

of the collapse of capitalism by "tl."le stock market crash. 'In 

fact the early 1 30s 11 saw an explosion of protest theatre in 

New York11 with the emphasis on workers• theatres which dealt 

with such moral issues as war, racism, statist oppression, 

the role of the working class and the inequities of the 

government. 'It was not long before Broadway absorbed these 

themes. 11 For this if for no other reason, the workers 1 

theatre proved a tremendous break-through in the redefini

tion of what is useful in American playmaking11 (Mordden 

J.22). 

Not only did 'these theatres introduce new themes which 

were to be echoed by the protest theatres of the 1 60s, but 
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they re1ied on new techniques that also were to be adapted 

to the newer theatre. Modern dance, chanting, improvisa

tion, involvement of the audience--these were used to drama

tize the message. And the 1nessage was often presented in 

the form of a sketch (an acto, a 11set11 ) --the short piece 

that is a mainstay of agitprop theatre. Again like their 

descendants, these workers 1 theatres tended to rely heavily 

on single authorship. Finally, these groups priced their 

shows for their audiences: 30 cents to $1.50 bought a 

ticket to radical theatre and brought in a new theatre 

audience (Mordden 127) • 

One of the :more professional of these workers 1 theatres 

was the Workers' Laboratory Theatre founded in 1930 as an 

agitprop theatre committed to the class struggle; renamed 

the Theatre of Action in 1934, it attempted to broaden its 

audience appeal by moving from agitprop outdoor pieces to 

professional pla~ts of social realism and. by including non-

Party advisors and workers. Even with these ~opular Front 

efforts it and its branch, the Theatre Collective (which 

began in 1932) managed to last only until 1936. There were 

other workers' theatres, some of which in 1932 banded into 

t..'le New Theatre League ( original.ly called the League of 

Workers • Theatres). The League strugglec! on until 1941, the 

high point of its existence being Odets • Waiting for Lefty, 

undoubtedly America's best known agitprop play, which it 
15 

first sponsored in January of 1935. 

-----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Some of the most significant of the protest plays were 

presented by the Theatre Union, founded in 1932 as a 

broader based workers• theatre than those with Party links. 

Its second show, Stevedore, attacked racism, preached worker 

unity and elicited praise from BrOadway reviewers as well as 

radical critics. 

But the most influential of the people 1 s theatres of 

the 1 30s was ironicall.y that sponsored by the United States 

government, the Federal Theatre. Hallie Flanagan, the Vassar 

professor recruited by Harry Hopkins to head the Federal 

Theatre Project (FTP) , took as her model European polemical 

theatre and set out to build a peopl.e 1 s theatre based on 

politics. She believed that '"a truly creative theatre was 

one which responded socially and artistically to a changing 

world 111 and that propaganda was not necessarily negative but 

a designation for any work containing 11 ideas, social con

tent, and controversial issues cal.ling for action" (Buttitta 

and Witham 20-21). During its four short years the FTP 

through its Living Newspapers, its nationwide Negro and 

children's units, its staging of new works and classic left 

its deep imprint on the theatrical. world and on the United 

States: with as many as 185 producing units, it played to 

combined weekly audiences of 500, COO in 28 states; al.to

gether almost 1000 FTP productions were seen by some 25 

million people (Buttitta & Witham 230-31) • 
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The FTP archives at George Mason University contain 

material (full scripts or scenarios) for some 23 ~ 

Newspapers; of these only seven were produced by the FTP; 

one (the first--Ethiopia) aroused State Department anxiety 

and fell victim to censorship even before it opened so there 

was a press preview only: one (Medicine Show) was produced 

post-F~P. Yet these dramatic docwnentaries have provided 

models for today's protest theatres. 

Assigned to interpret issues of the day, the Living 

Newspaper staff was :modeled on that of a daily newspaper and 

each subject was seriously researched; most of the scripts, 

howev·er, ended up credited to a particular playwright. 

Barred from tackling international. issues after the 

Ethiopia fiasco, Flanagan turned to domestic subjectse 

Triple-A Plowed Under deals with the plight of the farmer. 

It was called Communistic and unpatriotic and, perhaps po

tentially more daliiiling, undraJllatic (and this by some of the 

cast members) e In spite of, or perhaps because of, the 

names it was called, Triple-A was a success: opening night 

allayed the fears of the cast and turned out to be the first 

of many nights with performances in Chicago, San Francisco, 

Cleveland and Los Angeles as well as New York. Power 

brought the TVA issue to the stage, coming down on the side 

of the government enterprise; it was accused of toadying to 

the government. Spirochete, which caiil.e from the Chicago 

--------------------------------



unit, tells the story of the fight against syphilis; it 

surely must have been called ilm:noral by someone! 
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rn defending the Living Newspaper, Flanagan argued that 

one role of the Federal Theatre was 11to experiment with new 

forms, particularly because we wished to supplement and 

stimulate, rather than to compete with commercial Broadway 

productions" (Federal Theatre Plays ix) • She admits that 

the form borrows with fine impartiality from many sources: 

from Aristophanes, from the Commedia dell'Arte, from 
Shakespearean soliloquy, from the pantomime of 
Mei Lan Fan .••• Although it has occasional reference 
to the Volksbuehne and the Blue Blouses, to Bragaglia 
and Meierhold and Eisenstein, it is as AJnerican as 
Walt Disney, the March of Time and the Congressional 
Record to all of which • • • it is indebted. • • (xi). 

In its concern with current topics and its production tech

niques--episodic scenes, use of music anci proj eetions, for 

example--the Living Newspaper is directly tied to its grand

children of the 1 60s, the docudramas of the San Francisco 

Mime Troupe, the chronicles of the Black theatres, the 

immediacy of the guerrilla theatres. 

The Living Newspaperf as indicated above, was only one 

small part of the FTP's output, an output that on the whole 

was anything but radical. Flanagan herself put the radical 

work at 10 percent of the total; it may well have been less 

than that (Mordden l.S2). And in the long run these radical 

works were probably not as important as some of the other 

contributions such as the writing, technical and managerial 

training that it afforded Blacks. There were a number of 
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Negro units (16 says Brown [National Conference. • • ] , 22 

says Ross [Hill 2: 37]). Clustered in the Northeast and 

t:."1.en scattered around the cou..'1try, they offered a wide range 

of productions--cl.assics, contemporary drama, some new pl.ays 

by Bl.ack playwrights, African dance, historical pl.ays. The 

11voodoo 11 Macbeth directed by orson Well.es and the 11swing11 

Mikado :may have attracted the most attention at the time but 

they are footnotes onl.y in the history of Afro-American 

dralD.a. so too are those FTP pl.ays written by whites and 

selected by whites to be performed by t..~e Bl.acks. The 

important materials are those dramas written by Bl.acks 

(sometimes with a white collaborator) for the Black audi

ences. Although lnallY of these ended up unproduced (at least 

by the FTP) , the project gave writers the experience and 
].6 

guidance that they had lacked before. 

one of the almost immediate outcomes of the FTP was the 

American Negro Theatre (ANT) founded in 1940 by AJ::)ram Hill 

and Fred 0 1 Neal. This group, although integrated from start 

to end, saw itself providing a Harlem theatre for Blacks. 

I.n its first nine years ANT produced 19 plays, 1.2 of which 

were original scripts and 4 of which went on to Broadway. 

One of these--Anna Lucasta, ANT 1 s major success--ironically 

triggered its decline, for after the play became a Broadway 

hit, ANT became a showcase--a stepping stone to Broadway-

rather than an experimental training theatre. ANT 1 s program 

as it developed foreshadows the grandiose plans of some of 
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its successors including the New Lafayette, NEC and FST: it 

opened a full school of drama (ANT studio Theatre) offering 

courses in acting, stagecraft, playwriting and broadcasting 

and producing its own shows. ANT also presented a regular 

series of radio dramas and operas (with its name mentioned 

only at the end of the progralll.) • ANT thus spread itself too 

thin and, also like its foll.owers, the slide to the end ac

celerated when it lost its Rockefeller grant. By the early 

• 50s, its last years, ANT was doing only variety shows. 

Other Black theatres of the late 1 30s and early '40s 

included the short-l.ived Negro Playwrights Company, Langston 

Hughes' Harlem Suitcase Theatre, his New Negro Theater in 

Los Angeles and his Skyloft Players in Chicago. (The only 

one of the three that lasted more than a few years, Skyloft 

continued into the 1 60s.) The Suitcase Theatre was actually 

the cultural branch of an International Workers 1 Order local 

though it received no monetary support from the union. From 

the start, Hughes 1 work had mirrored his strong social con

cerns, but after his trip to Russia he began to distance 

hi:mself from his close ties to radical socialism. Then in 

19 3 7 his work in Spain as a journalist with the anti-Fascist 

forces reinforced his radical principles. 

Earlier Hughes had been involved with the John Reed 

Club, a project in radical drama; now he was working in 

Harlem attempting to radicalize Black theatre rather than 

working with white radicals. The vehicle Hughes chose to do 
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this was Don't You Want :!:2 ~ Free? (used also to launch his 

other theatres) • OVer a period of more than a year, there 

were some 125 weekend performances of the show in the Harlem 

theatre; by the end of the first season about 3500 people-

approximately 75 percent of them Black--had seen the show. 

Free set the stage for Black per-formances to come, using 

minbal lighting, no sets or props, and including music and 

dance: it was Black theatre with a radical socialist mes-

sage. Over the next 25 years Hughes updated the play at 

least six times, softening the original communist ending. 

Don't You Want :!:2 ~Free? was "a major event in Black 

protest drama even stripped of its radical socialist point"; 

in it "protest and art were completely :mixed, completely 

Black" (Rampersad) • 

Black theatre obviously did not start with the FTP nor, 

as we know, did it end with these contemporaries. As with 

American protest theatre in general, it gees back to earl.ier 

times. Although Carole Singleton traces Black protest, 

including drama, back to the seventeenth century, it is 

generally accepted that organized Black drama in this coun

try started with Mr. Brown•s African Company which func-
l.7 

tioned from about 1820 to about 1.823. No scripts survive 

from Brown's company but we know that in addition to the 

regular fare of classics and popular melodraiD.as he staged at 

least two original pieces, one of which we can identify 

safely as protest drama and the other which we can guess 
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about. The first was only a sketch added, as W'"as the cus

tom, to Pierce Egan•s melodrama Tom~ Jerry; Brown's added 

scene was titled "On the Slave Market" and involved slaves 

(the company) and an auctioneer (Mr. Smith). Since Brown's 

company played primarily to Blacks and since this was 1823, 

we can guess that this slave scene might have been, in 

today 1 s terms, akin to agitprop theatre. Mitchell, however, 

assumes it · ras a song-and-dance bit (Black Drama 26). Two 

weeks lats.::- Brown presented a play he had written, The~ 

~ ~ Shotaway. An historical figure, Shotaway was a hero 

of the revolt by the Caribs against the British on St. 

Vincent (Brow"'l' s native land according to Hay) • Hay 

theorizes that in the play Brown advocated a Black American 

revolt, but Errol Hill. is content with assuming that it was 

11 a vivid anti-slavery statement :30 years before Uncle Tom's 

Cabin made its appearance'1 (National Conference • • • ) • 

Although some Black theatre continued to exist in New 

York even after the African Company folded and although at 

least one Black (and a respectable number of whites) pro

duced anti-slavery pieces in the 1 40s and •sos, the nine

teenth century produced nothing significant in the way of 

Black protest drama (or any other American drama for that 

matter) • Blacks did get involved again in minstrelsy and 

evolved the musical comedy, but that is another story. 

Although the early twentieth century history of Black 

theatre is fascinating, it has been documented thoroughly 
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so, once again, coverage must be cursory e The teens of this 

century saw the tentative beginnings of modern Bl.ack drama 

with a rapid rise in the number of Black community theatres 

and an increased output by Black writersa Still there was 

not much to pick fro~ and even by ~927 when A1ain Locke and 

Montgomery Gregory selected their Plays 2! Negro Life, only 

9 of the 20 were by Black writers. (All the plays in the 

anthology are technically one-acts--even The Emperor Jones; 

the collection would have been impossible if three-act pl.ays 

had been considered.) In his introduction to the book, 

Locke anticipated the day when there would be a "national 

Negro Theatre" that would 11 int~Z'i)Z'Gt the soul of [its] 

people in a way to win the attention anci admiration of the 

world" whil.e at the same time he cautioned against the 

tendency of both white and Black dramatists to succumb to 

11 sordid realism" and tainted sentimentality in writing about 

Black life. He regretted the prevalence of the problem play, 

for 11 it is not the primary function of drama to reform us"; 

he saw the folk play as "the more promising path for the 

sound development of Negro dra111a 11 (n. page) e 

0n2 of the earliest and strongest calls for a Black 

theatre came from William E. Be Du Bois--who thought that 

the prime purpose of art ~ to propagandizee In 1913 he 

wrote The Star ~ Ethiopia, an historical pageant using 1.000 

actors, for the NAACP's 50th anniversary cel.ebration of the 
18 

signing of the Emancipation Procla.Jnatione More important, 
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OU Bois stiln.ulated Bl.ack playwrights through a contest spon

sored by the NAACP 1 s magazine The. Crisis. He organized the 

Krigwa Players in Harlem and helped establish the Washington 

NAACP Drama Committee which was midwife to the Howard 

Players. Du Bois, anticipating the position of the Bl.ack 

Nationalists of the 1 60s, called for a Black theatre--a 

theatre by, about and for Blacks. 

As mentioned, there was a surge in the numl:Jer of Black 

little theatres. Although many did not last long (some for 

only one show) , over a dozen--from Boston to New Orleans, 

from Atlantic City to Dal.las--did ttaive (Edmonds 41.7-18). 

The Karamu. Theatre, established in 1.916 in Cleveland as the 

Gilpin Players, is still. going strong. Today an interracial 

company housed in a mill.ion dollar complex, it is now di

rected by Don Evans • :Karamu is credited with over the years 

having produced 11allllost every play concerned with Negro life 

by a white or Negro author ••• 11 (Hughes and Meltzer 189); 

thus Karamu stands out as an exception in the history of 

Black theatres. Chicago 1 s Ethiopian Art Players, established 

in 1923 by both Black and white sponsors as a Black art 

theatre, brought Salome and Willis Richardson's ~ ~ 

Woman's Fortune first to Harlelll and then to Broadway in 

1923; the latter was the first serious play by a Black to 

reach Broadway and it is a slight one-act collledy. (It has 

been said that to write of Black life in America is to write 

protest drama, but in some of these early plays it is hard 
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to find that hard kernel! ) In addition to Black little 

theatres and other community groups, Black colleges turned 

to drama: in the 1 20s groups were established at Howard, 

Atlanta University, Shaw, and Tougaloo (first home of FST). 

BUt with al.l this flurry of activity in the Black com-

munities, the major plays dealing with the injustices faced 

by American Blacks were still. being written by whites: 

From 1917 to 1930 ••• no less than fifteen white 
playwrights • • • presented works on the Broadway 
stage dealing with Negro themes and characters, while 
only five plays on Negro life by black playwrights 
managed Broadway production (Oliver & Sills 15) • 

1\_r..d some of these certainly don • t qualify as problem plays 
19 

much less protest drama! 

Interestingly, Black women writers, who did not make it 

to Broadway at all until Lorraine Hansberry in 1.959, were 

writing protest plays as early a,g 1.91.6: Angelina Grimke's 

Rachel, for example, was produced by the NAACP in New Yorkr 

Washington and Cambridge with the aim of garr.,aring support. 

for anti-lynching legislation. 

It: has obviously been off-Broadway--downtown and uptown 

and out-of-town--that Black theatre, by both men and women, 

then and now, has made its mark. 

The 1 20s are important because the decade gave birth to 

serious Black drama. The 1 20s led into the 1 30s when, 

really for the first time, professional Black dramatists 

raised their voices in protest. The '3 os in turn led 

through the quiet 1 40s into the bubblinq '50s which merqed 
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with the '60s and Black Theatre 1 s "eruption" (as Errol Hil.l 

dubbed it [National Conference • • • ] ) • 

Part of that eruption was the Free Southern Theatre. 
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Notes 

1 
As we trace briefly the evolution in the United 

states of this theatre with a message, I '11 use several of 

these names except that "revolutionary" will be reserved for 

a special type of Black theatre which wil.l be explained 

fully in chapter 3. 

Honor Moore reminds us in her introduction to fem

inist drama that Dionysian rites stemmed from those honoring 

Demeter (xxxvi) ; Loften Mitchell has assigned the start of 

drama as we know it to the Ethiopians and put the age, with 

some disregard for historical data, at sao years prior to 

the Greek dates. (National Conference • • . • ) : at another 

time he put its beginnings in Egypt more than 6000 years ago 

whe!! the Egyptians were Black (Black Drama 13); E. T. Kirby 

theorizes that the birth of drama cannot be assigned to any 

one culture but should be seen as worldwide outgrowths of 

various shamanistic rituals. 

The number of non-profit theatres remains remarkably 

high: Theatre Communications Group (TCG) , the national 

organization of non-profit theatres, had some 22 0 me:ml:lers in 

1984. Although most are regional establishment theatres 

such as the Goodman in Chicago, the Arena in D. c. , the 

Guthrie ir1 Minneapolis, and the New York Shakespeare Festi

val, such people's theatres as El Teatro Campesino, Reper-
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torio Espanol, the Roadside Theater of Kentucky, and At the 

Foot of the Mountain, a feminist theatre in Minneapolis, are 

also members. And TCG's roster does not include a number of 

such groups, many of which were represented at the 1981 

Gathering of people's theatres; in 1982 Schechner guessed 

that alternative theatres in America today number "in the 

many hundreds, maybe thousands 11 ( 7 4) • :In this numerical 

sense then, the impetus of the '60s has not faded. 

Actos are short dramatic pieces, more developed than 

skits, shorter and less complex than one-acts. Used pri

lllarily by the Chicano companies, they are, as Luis Valdez 

explains, intended to help the audience understand 111 speci

fic points about social problems'"; these agitprop pieces 

rely heavily on satire to make their points (Brokaw 249). 

5 
Ironically, as of the sUJDmer of 1985, the Troupe was 

in conflict with labor: what appears to be simply a misun

derstanding with Equity over a quest artist contract mush

roomed into a boycott of the Troupe by the San Francisco 

Labor Council. The company at that time was seeking Equity 

membership but, because it is a collective and Equity de

fines everything in terms of actors versus management, 

agreement had not been reached. Negotiations were continu

ing, and the company' s two quest artists did receive Equity 

scale ("Trends ••• " 39-40). 
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I find no proof that FST was a model for the Cara

.. .,..an but, at least after the fact, Paterson did know of FST 

and its work. (See 11 Some Theoretical Questions ••• 11 6.} 

Appalshop was set up by the Office of Economic Oppor

tunity in 1969 to train people of the area for media 

careers; it was later funded by NEA and foundation grants. 

The Triad is home currently to three companies: North 

Carol.ina Black Repertory Theatre, A & 'I' University's Harri

son Players, and the Flonnie Anderson Theatrical Association 

(FATA) • Founded in 1979 by Larry Leon Hamlin, Black Rep in 

1.985 became the first funded Black member of the Winston-

Salem Arts Council. The group has garnered wide support in 

the Black community in the form of Guild memberships but 

less support in terms of attendance. It is finally attract

ing some whites though not nearly enough in light of its 

consistently excellent productions. Hamlin provides train

ing and experience for local talent but regularly imports 

his leads from New York or Lo_s Angeles. Black Rep aims for a 

place in t..."le comm.u..1.ity's :m.ainstream and frequently draws its 

plays from the Black repertory of 20 years ago and from 

Athol FUgard' s oeuvre: they are socially significant plays 

of Black experience but lack the revolutionary fervor that 

marked many of the '60s works. 

Anderson, a local teacher, was instrumental in forming 

the Community Players Guild which worked in the Black commu-
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nity from 1951. until 1959. I:n 1981 she organized FATA in 

order to develop and sht~wcase Black talent. Much of her 

work is tailored for young people. Like Hamlin and 

Anderson, H. D. Flowers, director of A&T 1 s group, is not 

mili tar..t in his approach to theatre (Amidon) • Errol Hill's 

contention that militant Black dralll.a is gone from the scene 

(National Conference • • • ) seems to be borne out by the 

work of these local groups and by reports of what is happen

ing nationally. For instance, KuUlllba, in Chicago, has moved 

from the rituals of the 1 60s to 11a more traditional dramatic 

approach" ("Black Theater ~ •• Comeback" 58). 

9 
He also erroneously lists Richard Schechner as a 

founder and makes New Orl.eans its home base from the start 

(3: 393). 

l.O 
South African Fugard, although white, writes with 

rare understanding about Blacks--about their relationships 

with each other and with whites--and his works are frequent

ly performed by Black theatres. 

l.l. 
If the success in the 'l'riad of its 1984 production 

of Charles Fuller's Pulitzer Prize-winning~ Soldier's lliY_ 

is any indication of the response it received nationwide, 

NEC should finally be secure i!l its success. 
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12 
It is amusing to note that in 1983 Doug Paterson was 

already grouping these theatres of the 1 60s and early 1 70s 

with the experimental groups of the ~ 20s and 1 30s as 'the 

avant-garde to which the ~ people's theatres owe gratitude 

("Some Theoretical Questions • • '' 6) • How quickly the 

vanguard becomes the Old Guard! 

13 
According to Richard Moody the play concluded a 20-

year run in Los Angeles in the early 1950s (277) • However, 

I believe Moody has his locales :mixed: a friend (Arnold 

Spencer) who was involved in this long-running production 

places it in San Diego. 

14 
Broadway actually is more of a symbol for American 

commercial theatre than an absolute fact; it was a long tilne 

before New York theatre arrived as far uptown as Broadway, 

and there have always been theatres off-Broadway and out of 

New York City. 

15 
The Group Theatre, which had actually presented the 

play 1 mounted its own production the following spring. 

Within weeks of its opening 1 Lefty was :being performed (at 

reduced or zero royalties) by amateur and semiprofessional 

groups across the country, and on Broadway it had a total of 

138 performances. In Harold Clurman's words, Waiting for 

~was "'the birth cry of the thirties'" (Seward and 

Barbour 48). 
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16 
:If the FTP as a whole was subject to governmental 

scrutiny and censorship, the Negro units got a double dose-

from government agencies and from Project administrators e 

Ted Ward's ~White ~' for example, aroused the Chicago 

censors 1 fears; they showed up at the final. rehearsal. ready 

to del.ete subversive items: "They removed one 'damn' and 

one reference to a 'yellow dog'" (Brown). But after only 37 

performances the show was transferred from the main theatre 

to a South Side school where it closed after 4 performances. 

AbraiD. Hill 1 s Liberty Deferred, the only Black Living News

paper, was rejected by Emmet Lavery, the WPA administrator 

responsible for play selection, although he at least once 

commented on the l.ack of material by Black writers (Craig 

64) • Ted Brown's adaptation of Lysistrata was closed by the 

censors after one performance. 

Not all the problems originated with white administra

tors or politicos. Some Blacks objected to ~ White !..29:-

not because it was supposedly incendiary but because it 

frankly dealt with, among_ other issues, the discrimination 

by light-skinned Blacks against those of darker hue. And 

Richard Wright reported his tribul.ations with the Chicago 

unit: after engineering the removal of the "skinny white 

woman" director who revamped ordinary plays into 11 'Negro 

style,' with jungle scenes, spirituals, and all,'' Wright 

also engineered the hiring of his friend Charles DeSheim (a 

white) as a replacement. They prepared to offer plays that 
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dealt in a meaningful manner with Black life. on the first 

bill of one-acts was Paul Green • s gm !2 the Rising sun. 

Cast members rebel.led against doing such an 11 indecent" play 

that moreover falsified conditions in the South! DeSheim 

and Wright soon parted company with the cast--and with the 

Negro branch of the FTP (113-16) • But basically Black 

scholars and theatre people regard the FTP experience as a 

very positive one. 

17 
Dates are not the only vague things about the com-

pany. Some sources attribute its founding to the actor Jantes 

Hewlett but the very few original sources that are available 

indicate that Brown was the impresario and Hewlett the star. 

We do not even know Mr. Brown 1 s first naJne which might have 

been James or Henry or William. Sam Hay of Morgan State is 

in the midst of a determined study and promises to shed 

light on the question. 

18 
Du Bois wanted through this spectacular to interest 

the Blacks in their own history and heritage and to reveal 

Blacks to the white world as t..~inking humans. In some of 

his correspondence he talked of it as "one of those unfor

gettable moments of the race" without any explicatione 

David Levering Lewis attempted to track down people who 

might remember the 1916 pageant and be able to tell him what 

its message really was. He was elated to find a woman who 

had danced in the Washington performance and who said she 
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could of course tell him about the show. She did--"much more 

than :I really wanted to know" about who had performed. But 

when it came to content, she said, '"Oh, dear, 1916--well, 

we were so busy with our choreography that we didn't pay 

much attention to the message''' (National Conference • • • ) • 

].9 

The record hasn't been much better in succeeding 

years: through ].965 onl.y l.S Bl.ack pl.aywrights had been 

produced on Broadway--and 4 of these had white 

collaborators. 
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If you don 1 t know where you • re 
going, any road will take you 
there. 

--African :Proverb 

CHAPTER :r:t 

FREE SOU'I'HERN THEATER: BIRTH AND REBIRTHS 

In November ~985, some 22 years after its difficult 

birth, some 5 years after its actual deJD.ise, and some 2 

years after its legal death and planned wake, the FST was 

finally laid to rest with appropriate fanfare. The 11Second-

Line Funeral for the Free Southern Theater," held in New 

Orleans 1 Louis Armstrong Park on Saturday morning, November 

23, culminated three days of symposia on the history and 

legacy of the South • s pioneer Black people's theatre. (The 

accompanying performance festival opened Wednesday night 

with a performance by BLAC of Oklahoma City of FST's Where 

~ the Blood 2!, Your Fathers? and continued through a Sunday 

performance of Volume 2 of 0 1 Neal 1 s Junebuq Jabbo Jones 
1 

[JJJ) .) 

In a sense, the history of the funeral (the Free 

Southern Theater Project) is a microcosm of the Theater • s 

history--grand plans, delays, retrenchment, disorganization. 

originally set for 1.983 by O'Neal., the project was postponed 

until. 1.984 and again until 1.985 when funding was final.ly 
2 

obtained. Then the funeral was planned and publicized 

on a grand scale--with the same sort of optimism that marked 
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FST throughout its history. But, also typical of FST, ses-

sions were cancelled and no money was reserved for editing 

the reels and reels of video tape that were used to record 

every mol'!lent of the event. 

The long history of FST can be briefly summarized: 

born in 1963 at Tougaloo College in Mississippi, moved to 

New Orleans in 1964, became all-Black by 1968-69, reorgan-

ized after a severe illness (not its first) in 1971., became 

a one-man canopy for O'Neal's JJJ in 1980l' declared legally 

dead by 1983, buried in 1.985. But these bare dates do not 

begin to tell the story of the struggles--theoretical, ar-

tistic, political, personal--that kept FST in chaos during 
3 

most of its existence. 

FST grew out of 11the Movement," the civil rights surge 

that brought freedom workers by the thousands to the Deep 

south during tl"ua early 1 60s. One of these was John O'Neal, 

then a recent graduate of Southern Illinois University with 

a double major in English and Philosophy and a university-

produced play to his credit; he was in Jackson, Mississippi, 

on the staff of SNCC. Gil Moses, who had gone to Oberlin 

College and the Sorbonne and who had already appeared at 

Karamu Playhouse and off-Broadway in The Good Soldier 

Schweik, was in Jackson as editor of the Mississippi 

Free ~ The two met and clicked. And in the fall of 

1963 they started FST 1 s progenitor, the Tougaloo Drama 

Workshop at Tougaloo College. Also involved was Doris 
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Derby, an artist and another SNCC worker; she faded out of 

the picture quite early and disappeared compl.etel.y when 
4 

0 'Neal. and Moses moved to New Orl.eans in 1.964. 

Throughout the summer and fall of 1 63 the founding trio 

were crystal.lizing plans for a "free" theatre that would 

bring-, as an adjunct to the Movement, theatre to the rural 

areas of the Deep South. O'Neal ~~'"Jnce said that he and Moses 

viewed themselves "as pl.aywrigh+:s and actors without a 
5 

theater (Antioch [program notes or speech] 1965) • " But they 

were also committed to the civil rights struggle. How could 

they reconcile these apparently conflicting priorities--pur

suance of a professional. career and active political parti

cipation? They found, they "t.t."lought, their answer in 

theatre: 11We soon came to the obvious conclusion--if 

theater means anything anywhere it means something in the 

South--The Free Southern Theater was born. 11 They developed 

a basic prospectus and spent that fall and winter trying to 

raise money. This first prospectus read in part: 

l'le propose to establish a legitimate theater in the 
deep South with its base in Jackson, Mississippi. 

our fundamental objective is to stimulate creative 
and reflective thought among Negroes in Mississippi 
and other Southern states by the establishment cf a 
legitimate theater, thereby providing opportunity for 
involvement in the theater and the associated art forms. 

We theorize that within the Southern situation a 
theatrical form and style can be developed th3.t is as 
unique to the Negro people as the origin of blues and 
jazz. 

A coml:dnation of art and social awareness can evolve 
into plays written for a Negro audience, which relate 
to the problems within the Negro himself, and within 
the Negro community. 
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Through theater, we think to open a new area of pro
test. One that permits the development of playwrights 
and actors, one that permits the growth and sel.f
knowledge of a Negro audience, one that supplements the 
present struggle for freedom (Free Southern Theater 
[FST] 3-4) .6 ----------

In earl.y winter of 1.964, the founding trio changed the 

course of FST 1 s history when they contacted Richard 

Schechner who was at that time in the drama department at 
7 

Tulane University. Schechner was to bring valuable theatri-

cal friends to FST, but he was also to bring major dissents. 

Schechner offered his services as consultant and direc-

tor of one of the plays. He also suggested that they or-

ganize a group of local men and women to work for the sum-

mer, find professional directors (such as himself), and tour 

the selected plays. 

From here, the time frame blurs. Oates and memories 

are contradictory but sometime that spring he agreed to 

become the third producing director for the embryonic FST 

and almost immediately began instigating s. move to New 

Orleans. In the meantime, plans for a first summer of 

touring were made, a fund-raising brochure was drawn up and 

a New York agent was hired. On April 21 in a New York 

Herald Tribune story, Stuart Little announced the estab

lishment of the FST 11on a nationwide basis to extend the 

live theater into the deep South, beginning with a pilot 

project in Jackson, Mississippi. 11 '!'he article credited 

Schechner and Moses with the idea for the theatre and an-

nounced the backing of 11 leading Negro and white playwrights, 
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performers and producers" as well as the first summer's 

season: a l.O-week Jackson run with a schedule of seven 

plays. "A permanent stock and repertory company will be 

established in Jackson with mobile units to tour surrounding 

areas." 

Despite later protestations that the Theater in its 

infancy was seen as a project rather than as a permanent 

institution, copy for another early brochure presented this 

plan: 

The Free southern Theater in Jackson, Mississippi, is 
to be the first traveling repertory theater established 
in the deep South. In order to achieve consistently 
high standards, professional actors, directors and will 
join and assist students and members of the local com
munity. The company .!§. E ~~permanent institution 
which will perform .!!:; Jackson and tour Mississippi 
[emphasis added] (ts). 

This prospectus also set out the overall program for the FST: 

1. a seasonal summer stock traveling repertory 
theater. 

2. a permanent traveling repertory theater durinq the 
academic year. 

3. a theater workshop for college students and the 
community. 

4. an apprenticeship training program. 
5. a community theater in Jackson by September, 1965. 
6. sponsorship of artists and performing troupes in 

the Jackson community. 
7. the establishment of other Free Southern Theaters. 

By July fu.."ld-raising efforts were in full swing: a 

release from Philip Rose Productions reported on these: 

Leadinq figures of the Broadway stage are now active
ly supporting the FREE SOUTHERN THEATER, which is soon 
to begin in Jackson, Mississippi, presenting plays with 
integrated. casts to integrated audiences (ts) • 
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The opening of the Theater, according to this release, had 

been delayed until Septe.Cer to allow l!lore fund-raising and 

to assure full protection "from harassJUent by Mississippi 

authorities.'' Production was to begin fol.lowing a 20-week 

training program; the plays were to deal "principally with 

the problems of race and freedom. 11 Anticipation 

continued that satellite theaters "to be partiall.y supported 

by the local community" would be established in other 

southern cities. 

A letter on FST letterhead dated July 2, 1964, from 

Paul Newman confirms that a name-laden national board of 

sponsors was already in place and that active fund-raising 

was underway: 11My wife, Joanne Woodward, Diana Sands and I 

were delighted that so many friends could join us at the 

cocktail party at Patrick o 'Neal's new restaurant to help 

found the Free Southern Theater. 11 Also in July Lucille 

Lortel presented two benefit performances of Athol Fugard' s 

Blood Knot for FST. 

But, although publicity and func"s were being generated 

in New York, nothing was happening in Jackson, and Moses and 

O'Neal were chafing. Actress Madeline Sherwood was one of 

the volunteers who came to Jackson to help FST get its 

official start. She encouraged the two to go ahead and 

mount a production and they finally did just that, present

ing the decision to Schechner as a fait accompli. On July 

30, Little announced that FST was opening in Jackson the 
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following night with 1!1 White America and would tour the 

production in 1.5 Mississippi towns and wind up in New 

Orleans. Littla. explained that the group was still. in the 

formative stage and that there were headquarters in New 

York, Jackson and New Orleans. The goal was "an integrated 

acting company to begin performing plays in New Orleans and 

Jackson in December and thereafter to tour • • • '' (I' South to 
8 

See • • • '') . Thus began the first period in FST' s turbulent 

life--years of l!lainstream idealism when integration was the 

goal and, with FST, the reality. 

Q!! the Road: FST's First Incarnation 

The company played (as it was to continue to do for the 

next few years) in community centers and churches, in parks 

and fields, to rural Blacks, Movement workers and, occa

sionally 1 non-involved whites. The tours of the Black Belt 

were this theatre's raison d' etre and its shaping force. 

What frustrated o' Neal the most was the lack of time in 

each town and the inability to build real community rela

tionships or to run theatre workshops. Thus the plan was 

formulated to provide a two-pronged progral!l.: a professional 

touring company supplemented by a community program. It was 

anticipated that the touring company would spend a week or 

more in one place 1 putting en plays and running workshops, 

while those not touring would settle temporarily in other 

communities to involve local people in play productioil. 

This never happened. 
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Meanwhile Schecbner was insisting upon a move to New 

Orleans !! O'Neal and Moses wanted him to remain an integral 

part of the organization. Correspondence of that summer 

implies already growing friction but, despite instinctive 

reluctance to take their theatre away from the center of the 

Movement, the founders agreed to the move. The typescript 

of a revised prospectus projects FST as "an integrated 

professional ensemble company with its administrative and 

rehearsal center in New Orleans": 

[Such plays as] Antigone, Blues for Mr. Charlie, Romeo 
and Juliet, The Miser, and :In White America [will] 
Serve the double purpose ofConfronting the audience 
with experiences relevant to their own and [provide] 
1 good theater' in the finest sense of the phrase. 

While dedication to the Freedom Movement is iterated, the 

shift of emphasis from tours of rural Mississippi to per

formances in urban settings is noticeable. 

The problem of the Theater 1 s identity and purpose was 

never really resolved. At a company meeting that fall, two 

members complained about the lack of defined goals. One, 

James Cromwell, argued that all the terms in the name--free, 

Southern and theater--were misnomers for what the group was 

doing: begging for funds, operating out of New York for all 

financial purposes, and participating in a 11 revolution11 

rather than creating a theater (FST 50) • 

Further indications of problems to come had surfaced at 

the first New Orleans board meeting in October when one of 

the new board members admitted to being "vague on the pur-
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poses of the theater." Schechner explained that these were 

trifold: "to create a theater"; to arouse audiences 1 con

sciousness "of their human condition"; and to "seek out 

audiences that have not seen or had a theater. 11 o 1 Neal 

tactfully countered these assertions by admitting to a con

tinuing "dialectic between the producing directors'' regard

ing purposes; the present situation, he expl.ained, was being 

defined by "external things" (i.e., funds; at the time the 

theatre had some $3,000 out of a total of about $11,000 

raised to date, mainly from personal contributions plus an 

$800 donation from Minneapolis 1 Guthrie Theater) • 

Schechner evidently tried to arrange sponsorship of, or 

at least cooperation with, FST by TUl.ane: a letter from 

Monroe Lippman, chair of the university's Department of 

Theatre and Speech, voiced severe reservations about 11an 

arrangement between the department and such a theatre. 11 

Lippman spelled out some of these reservations: unrealistic 

hope of attracting top-rated directors for $150 per week; a 

questioning of the claim that the theatre would be of 11 • im

mense benefit to the community, the department and the 

University•••; doubts that 11the three producing directors 

[were] fully qualified to undertake both the artistic and 

business direction••• and a flat rejection of their claim to 

be tr.1ly familiar with the deep South. 

A small integrated company of about eight finally did 

establish itself in New Orleans in the fall. of 1964 and pre-
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9 
pared for the first true FST tour. The company, re-

cruited for the ID.ost part in New York, toured from November 

until February 1965 with Purl.ie Victo..-ious and Waiting for 

Godot. The New York Times, the Tribune, and the Post 

covered the opening in New Orl.eans, a performance of Purl.ie 

that played to an SRO audience, but 'the New Orleans press 

seems to have ignored the group, as it continued for the 

most part to do for the next decade. on this tour approxi-

:mately two dozen towns in Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia 

and Louisiana were visited; after a break at Christmas, the 

tour ended in New York City with benefit performances of 

Godot at the New School and of ~lie at American Place 
-- 10 
Theater. 

Despite the confusion and the conflicts, the first 

season was successful. FST had received a lot of publicity 

including appearances on NBC 1 s Today Show and ABC 1 s local 

New York, New York program. Optimism remained high even 

though after the tour half of the company left, ostensibly 

for better jobs or for a return to college. 

:In fact it was so high that the directors increased the 

company for the 1.965 season. (Reports of company size vary 

from l.3 to 23!) According to an FST progress report of 

the following summer, t.J."le company was now 11 al.most entirely 

professional and Equity. 11 Yet in his diary Robert Costl.ey 

(Big Daddy, or Big D) con:me..'"lted that 90 percent of the 
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actors were amateurs (FST 75). Certainly they received even 

less than amateur pay: $35 weekly. 

Among those who became active with FST this second 

season were Tom Dent, who startad as a volunteer and went on 

to head the company for several years, Costley, and Roscoe 

Orman, who was later to join the ~rew Lafayette as a key 
ll. 

member. 

As suggested above 1 monetary problems had plagued the 

company from the beginning; there was still no funding in 

sight as the enlarged troupe prepared its tour. Fund-

raising efforts continued outside of New Orleans, mainly in 

New York. An afternoon benefit in December, for instance, 

at the Village Gate featured Leon Bibb, Dick Gregory, Viveca 

Lindsfors, Josh White, Jr. and members of the Cambridge 

Circus company. And volunteers showed up from all around 

the country to help out. still funds dwindled even as new 

programs were instituted. 

Joanne Forman came from Apple House Gal.lery in 

Cal.ifornia to join the company as community theatre direc

tor. In May she announced that FST woul.d sponsor a non

credit workshop in creative dramatics at Tul.ane during the 

swnmer; in June she was inviting l.ocal. students to partici

pate in the FST-sponsored Orl.eans Players which were "cur

rently rehearsing 1 Don Juan in Hell' and a bill of one-acts, 

and [were] casting for the world premiere of 'Day of 

Absence' by the young New York playwright Douglas Turner 
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12 
ward." By this time she had also organized several 

children 1 s theatre workshops, two of which were 11 to be 

conducted through CORE Freedom Schools." In August Beauty 

and the Beast, a fable for children, was presented. 

At the same time, however, that Forman•s letters indi

cated activity and a positive outlook, other material from 

the files gives a gloomier picture. Throughout the spring, 

to add to personal conflicts and the pervasive poverty, the 

integrated company suffered from police harassment in New 

Orleans. And in a May 27th report to the board Schechner 

complained about the "lousy" community relations engendered 

by company members and suggested 11conscious politeness when 

dealing with the co:mmunity, 11 along- with "improved standards 

of dress and address•• and an effort 11to understand our 

communi ties . . . • 11 He also discussed dissent within the 

company. Next Schechner tackled the repertory which had, he 

claimed, been criticized by board members for its serious

ness and militancy. Why, he wondered, had the company 

rejected plays like these: 

The Lesson, The Miser, Lysistrata, ~ !§. Man [sic], 
etc. Plays with a good deal of comic emphasis--a bal
ance to our repertory which, this year at l.east, seems 
heavily concerned with armed rebellion. 

After three months of rehearsals, In White America and 
------ 13 

Rifles opened in July at the Tulane University Playhouse. 

A handwritten press release claims: 

an overflow crowd of al:m.ost 200 people saw the tense 
wartime drama of the Spanish Civil War •••• For the 
many who had to be turned away, F. s. T. will. preview the 
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dralD.a two times this week. . • • These previews are 
really public rehearsals. • • • and everyone is 
invited. 

Even before the tour started in early August, Denise 

Nicholas reported that the company was 11 in a panic about 

money to continue" (Letter fragment) ; in the middle of the 

tour, money did run out and the season was terminated. 

Operations were suspended at the end of August and the 

company reduced radically, to approximately half its start

ing size. This nucleus plan•"'led to continue workshops in 

speech and movement to enhance their acting skills and to 

concentrate on raising funds. 

What had gone wrong? In reply to a missive from the 

Schechners that he wrote in mid-August while at Antioch 

College starring in Purlie, O'Neal tried to analyze the 

problem. Schechner had apparently said that the theater was 

11 on the verge of disintegration••; o•Neal, although admitting 

that severe problems existed, refused to accept that ver

dict. One problem, according to him, was that the group had 

grown too big, too quickly: 

[W]e have pulled together more people than we can have 
participate in the ensemble-of-the-free idea that is 
essential to the notion of the fst [sic]. In so 
doing I think that we have denied ourselves the oppor
tunity to develop our own thinking and premises that 
must of necessity remain at the core of the Theater if 
it is [to] develop coherently and with meaning. 

He went on to say that the second major error had been in 

their estimation of 11 earning11 potential: 

Our thinking has been, at my instigation, let • s figure 
out what we need and not worry about how much it costs . 
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We 1 l.l get the money. I still [think] that's the 
appropriate way to proceed; we just need to be more 
rigorous in our description of what we need and in our 
estimations regarding when we must have the money in 
order to proceed with a meaningful development of the 
program •••• 

He suggested l.ooking at ways to cut the payroll without 

reducing the projected program; that is, he asked, could a 

way be found to finish the tour? The tour was not salvaged. 

But the Theater did not die. 

In addition to the actors• workshops, community work

shops in karate, acting and writing were offered plus occa

sional performances of a poetry show. In September three of 

the company members went to New York on a fund-raising 

mission. (A story in the Tribune during this visit rather 

grandiosel.y described the Theater as being "comprised of 

young professional actors, designers, directors and techni

cians, assisted by apprentices from the South and other 
14 

regions 11 [Molleson ~8] • ) 

Also in September a letter went out to colleqes an-

nouncing that ''in order to raise funds for its admission[-] 

free performances in the deep south," the Theater was 11 ac-

cepting contracts from colleges between October 15 and 

December 15, 1965" for a program "consisting of 

Brecht 1 s The Rifles ~ ~ carrar and an original show of 

our own, The Negro Revolt.!!:!~ and Scene." The latter is 

based on "experiences in Bogalusa, Jonesboro, Jackson and 

many other places. . • • 11 There is, however, no indication 

that any such performances took place. 



Again publicity reflected half-truths: in his Noveiilber 

15th 11 The Theatre11 column in the World-Telegram ~ ~' 

Norman Nadel described the company as "neither a civil 

rights group nor a political body but a theater with very 

high standards11 and a goal of becoming "one of the best 

repertory theaters in America. 11 Obviously based on out

dated information, the column reported that the 23-:meiilber 

company (all of whom had left much higher paying jobs to 

join FST) had a repertoire including Godot, Purlie, 

White America, Senora Carrar, the O'Casey work, and Beauty 

and the Beast. FST meiilbers, according to Nadel, were 

leaving New York that week to return to New Orleans for 

rehearsals of a new play by Gilbert Moses, tentatively 

called The Leader. He concluded that, despite harassment, 

the company was bring·ing "honest drama on challenging themes 

to audiences who have never known theater. They are an 

unparalleled force of cultural awakening in Alllerica." 

FST was making its mark, inspiring other theatre people 

to attempt similar projects. Marc Riofrancos, editor of 

streets: Art ~ criticism from the New Left, in a letter to 

Joanne Forman said that a group in New York was in the 

precess of trying to establish a "popular permanent reper-

- tory company" modeled on FST. And in October the 

New England Theater Conference presented a Special 

Achievement Award to the group. 
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But what was actually happeninq in New Orleans was far 

different than what was being reported nationally. The 

lull before the 1966 season lasted five months. During this 

time major changes occurred. In October O'Neal. had stood 

trial as a conscientious objector and was forced to move to 

New York to do alternate service; Moses left the company 

that spring to study acting; Schechner was replaced as board 

chair by Tom Dent who later took charge of FST; the company 

officially reverted to ''a workable11 a-member crew, and a 7-

month seasonal program (from March 1 through September 30) 

was instituted. 

During this hiatus, the next major crisis took form: 

the question as to whether the company should continue as an 

integrated unit or should become Black. The debate evolved 

even before the departure from active roles of O'Neal, Moses 

and Schechner. In a letter to 0 1 Neal in November 1 Moses had 

argued that FST had gotten completely off-track--that 

charging no admission was patronizing 1 that the plays were 

poor choices and that the Theater, along with the rest of 

Afro-America, must separate itself from the white power 

structure: 

I think we should change our name to The Third World 
Theater. I think we should use whatever actors we 
have and any from the community and play in the ghettos 
of New Orleans, and travel perhaps on weekends [the 
position to be adopted by Dent]. We shoul.d charge 
admission: $1.00 for adults and $.50 for children in 
the cities and a somewhat lesser price in rural com
muni ties . • • • I think we should do Frank Greenwood 1 s 
play If We Must Live and Doug Turner's ~ of Absence, 
and pOSs'IblY"""WWlliam Branch's Medal for WiliTe-;-a:rur-
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possibly a pl.ay of mine if it is good enough. In other 
words, I think we should start over (FST 94-95). 

Holding out against Moses, Dent and Schechner, who agreed 

with the all-Black concept, was 0 1 Neal. He went so far as 

to say that if it came down to a choice :between a Black 

theatre and no theatre, he would propose liquidating the 

debts and assets of FST, turning over any remaining funds to 

the Moseses and Orman and letting them build a new theatre 

with the condition that his name not be used (FST 100). 

0 'Neal, however, is essentially a compromiser (in the 

better sense, a resolver of conflicts) and he was in New 

York; FST did eventually become all-Black and he did not 

separate himself from it. And Mose~ later softened his 

stand, arguing that his basic disagreement with Schechner 

was over the question of professional vs. Black community 

theatre and that he did not want necessarily to exclude 

whites completely but to make their presence temporary and 

subservient to the priorities of a Black theatre. 

:If FST had not disintegrated, it had become a different 

theatre. And it was becoming obvious that one of the core 

problems was that the key people had different goals: Moses 

had professional ambitions, O'Neal held to the vision of a 

political theatre (that would also nurture his personal 

dreams) , Schechner was interested in experimental theatre. 

Whatever the other reasons for the problems, Schechner was 

probably right when he wrote to 0 'Neal that cataclysmic 
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spring complaining that the Theater had been hoodwinked by 

its own publicity: 

We have endless slogans, and a few workshops; a theater 
full of writers who write very little; actors who do 
not act much; a theater without performers. And com
munity contact? It tock Roscoe to start a workshop-
CL"ld he never theorizes in public (FST l.OE) • 

Despite the debates some decisions were reached and 

actions taken: the company rented an old supermarket in the 

Desire section and converted it to a 1.25-seat theatre; work-

shops in writing and acting were resuscitated; a small Afro

American Information Center was set up at the new theatre; 

and, :most important, the 1.966 season was set to open in May 

with Moses' one-act play Roots and a program of poetry 

developed in the writing workshop. The company then planned 

to put into rehearsal Alice Childress' play The Haitian 

Vendor; later Fugard 1 s The Blood~ was added to the 

schedule. The latter two plays were never produced but 

Brecht's Does Man~ Man? and William Plomer's mime play 

! speak 21_ Africa were added and the company went on tour 

again, playing in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and 

Georgia. The summer included week-long stays at five pre

dominantly Black colleges in conjunction with the pre

college program of the Office of Economic Opportunity. 

However, Tom Dent was now man-in-charge and his prime aim 

was to build a New orleans-based theatre with touring de

emphasized. Dent never opposed the idea of touring but felt 

it should be secondary to building a New Orleans theatre and 
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should be undertaken only when and where there was enough 

money. He is proud of FST for inspiring the creation of 
15 

other theatre groups in Southern communities. Too, he 

believes that touring was important for the company members 

as wel!. as for the places visited: many of them did not know 

the south outside of New Orleans and these excursions 

broadened their horizon--a necessity if they were to create 
16 

a southern theatre (Dent, Phone interview) . 

The 19 6 6 season was sweetened by a small grant 

($14,840) from the Rockefeller Foundation and an anonymous 

gift of $10,000. The company continued to attract national 

attention and support. A July 26 l.etter from Eric Bentley 

11 To Whom It May Concern•• praised FST as more than a civil 

rights theatre and lllore than a regional theatre; it was part 

of a movement towards a "national and popular" theatre. In 

an August 11 letter to Stanley Taylor, Joseph Papp rated 

"the Free Southern Theater [as] one of the JDost significant 

in the United States today. 11 Steven Rubin of Louisiana 

State University, also asked to evaluate the merit of FST, 

responded that "artistically ••• the F.S.T. has been doing 

first-rate work" but even more significant is its 

most meaningful contribution to the deep South 
I know of no way to measure [its] impact, but having 
been a member of your audience • • • , I've not the 
slightest hesitation in saying that this impact is 
enormous and inspirational (Letter, 11 August) • 

On its Look £E and Live program on· Augo.J.st 7 , CBS aired a 

special about FST ("Ghetto of Desire"); Life (Prideaux) 
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covered the summer tour; the~~ Times on July 31 ran a 

three-quarter page feature; Playbill that spring had a six

page story; and local TV stations aired short features. 

It looked as if FST was once again on the move although 

its aims were being presented somewhat differently. A fund-

raising appeal called for support of an attempted "break

through toward cultural. development of untouched audiences" 

and of an effort to bring "solile clarity to social and cul

tural issues." The third goal. also echoed previous goal.s: 

to provide a forum in which the Negro playwright can 
deal honestly with his own experience, express himself 
in what may prove to be a new idiom, a new genre, a 
theatrical form and style unique as blues, jazz and 
gospel. 

In addition the Theater also aillled to establish "self-

knowledge and creativity [as] the foundations of human dig-

nity11 ; to stimulate through workshops "a method for devel

opment of playwrights and actors; to acquaint audiences with 

the rich history of Negro America 11 and "to emphasize the 

universality of the problems of the Negro people. 11 The 

piece went on to proclaim that the Theater 11 is unique among 

American theater ventures. 11 For one thing 11 few theaters 

have existed as long as FST with a free admissions policy. 

It has existed because of stubborn pride, determination, and 

the belief of hundreds of people in an idea11 (ts). 

Certainly there was determination. And the financial 

outlook improved, at least temporarily: in early 1967 the 

Theater received a three-year grant from the Rockefeller 
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Foundation for a total of $62,500. And in April. FST's fifth 

season finally got underway when the group went to 

Sunfl.ower, Mississippi, to present a special preview--an 

improvised poetry show--in conjunction with local. el.ections. 

However, in a letter to Nicholas and Orman dated May 9, 

1967, Dent lamented that he "was actually ashamed to tell. 

people I was with FST. 11 Previous performances, even when 

ragged, 11were trying to ~ something • • • • [whereas this 

show] came out to me like a mish-mash of watered down 

Strasberg and Alnateur Night at the Apollo. 11 

once again, the company was facing organizational prob-

lems with people assuming duties by default and the focus of 

the group becoming hazier. Walter Lott, a newcomer to the 

company, for instance had assumed al.l the directorial duties 

and frustrated the other company members (at least Dent) 

with a regimen of Actors • studio type workshops, and the 

friction among company members was palpable; in fact, Lott 

left the troupe before the season officially opened. 

For the regular season which, after several postpone

ments and preview performances in New Orleans, opened at 

LeMoyne College in Memphis on June 13, tr..ree shows had 

finally been settled on: Ward's ~ Ending, Uncle Tom's 

~ Line Funeral (~~ Afro-American poetry show) and 

Ionesco's The Lesson. But of the three shows, Dent 

reported, "only ~ Ending was halfway ready" (FST 145) . 

The group was sc~eduled to perform that summer in New 
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Orleans and at colleges in Tennessee, Texas, Alabama and 

Georgia; unlike other seasons, this was not to be primarily 

a 11 community" tour. After the LeMoyne opening, Dent was so 

discouraged that he told the company he was going to recom

mend to the Theater's board that the tour be cancelled and 

that the rest of the summer be spent in New Orleans doing 

community workshops. 

A good rehearsal changed his mind and the Memphis stint 

continued. On the 15th they did a rehearsal performance of 

The Lesson and the poetry. And on the 16th they repeated 

~ Ending, the eleventh performance and the best to date; 

Dent was :aow convinced that, after a brief respite in New 

Orleans, they should go on with the Texas tour (FST 147-52). 

They played at Prairie View A & M and at Texas Southern 

University and also at two sites in Houston's Black communi

ty. In July the company performed at Xavier University in 

New Orleans, at Tuskeegee Institute and at Albany, Georgia, 

before returning to New Orleans for a final month. 

By this summer of 1967 Dent was also having doubts 

about the role of FST. In early June he had urged the board 

of directors to 11 adopt a program geared to teenagers in the 

community dealing with 'racial reality. 111 Training Black 

youngsters in the techniques of theatre seemed to him of 

little value although he agreed that if that was what was 

necessary to get foundation money, that is what FST would 

do. But, he argued: 
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[The] value of the FST as I see it has to do with 
psychology, with an attack on the racist psychology of 
the united states, whether crass or genteel, and an 
attack on the self-denigrating psychology of the Bl.ack 
communities, and especially, ... on the self
denigrating psychol.ogy of the Bl.ack ~·outh. This attack 
can be philosophical through the shows, but it can also 
be through simple exposure to racial reality through 
history, discussion, and the availability of materials 
like books which are not now and never have been 
avail.able to Bl.ack youth (Memo 4 June 19 67) • 

That same month, however, FST submitted a 11Creative 

Arts Proposal" asking for $220,180.68 to make up the deficit 

in a $240,310 budget. The funds were targeted for both 

workshops and tours: $55,200 was earmarked for workshop 

salaries (directors, writers and actors in residence and 

program participants) ; $107,200 was budgeted for the acting 

company and $22,100 for the administrative staff. The rest 

was allocated among equipment and O:?erating and transporta

tion expenses. Individual expenditures were modest enough 

but overall the budget again was unrealistically grandiose. 

The proposal explained FST' s role: 

The FST is more, however, than an itinerant theater 
scampering through the Southland. • • • The Free 
Southern Theater views its presentations and workshops 
as steps towards the appreciation and development of 
Negro culture in America, with emphasis on the essen
tial concerns of Negro people: justice, full equality, 
re-education, self-analysis, strength (ts). 

The proposal went on to recount some of the Theater! s sue-

cesses: a 1966 poetry night that "resulted for the first 

time in public discussions on the deplorable living condi

tions" in the Desire Housing Project; the performance of 

Roots; the workshops which enabled New Orl.eans youngsters 
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"to begin to seriously undertake the study of theater arts. 11 

The prospective funders were assured that the FST "plans to 

develop a year-round program, with workshops and profes

sional tours continuing throughout the year. 11 The work-

shops, for young people, would be run by "established 

actors, actresses, writers, poets, and photographers. 

:In a letter to Dent, 0 1Neal questioned the val.idity of 

the proposal: 

[FST is] a theater, not a creative arts program. 
:Its mission is nothing l.ess than to participate in the 
historic struggle for change that is occuring [sic] in 
the quality of life that our people are leading . . . 
and at the same time . • • we in the FST have the op
portunity •.. to revivify the western theater •.• 
To show the Theater how to find a new and more mean
ingfUl relationship to the people. 

This was to be accomplished through the performance group 

which had to be kept distinct from the community workshop 

which was of secondary importance. Yet a press release from 

that same summer announced: 

FST has committed itself to become a community theater 
in New Orleans with ~ emphasis [emphasis added] 
on performances and workshops. • • • 

The FST is and must continue to be an instrument for 
the training and development of Black artists • • . • 

The FST is and must be a political theater. Not 
political in the sense of topical or prosaic limita
tions, but political as theater which looks always out
ward upon racial oppression in America as an evil which 
the Black artist must play a prime role in attacking. 
FST does not believe in art divorced from essential 
concerns of Black people (ts) • 

That summer too the Rockefeller Foundation funded an 

evaluation by David w. Payne of the Theater's operation. 

He noted that the group was plagued with both chronic and 
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acute problems but that the former must be resolved if the 

theater was to continue. Payne agreed with 0 'Neal that the 

FST 11could and should be a revolutionary force in American 

Theatre--but it is not that now." He argued that contrary to 

the Rockefeller Foundation 1 s "patronising" summation of the 

theatre's goal as presenting "theatre in culturally deprived 

areas," the FST had a much more positive role: 

to hold up a clear and brilliant mirror to these 
people, wherein they would see themselves, wherein 
they might discover their humanity and beauty •••• 
In theatrical translation, it means to accomplish a 
revolution in theatre 1 to return to the most ancient 
purposes of theatre: the presentation of a religious, 
ritualistic celebration of the human situation. 

This goal was attainable, Payne continued, but not if the 

FST kept operating as it had. Cherishing a mistaken notion 

about the uniqueness of their theatre, members of the FST 

had used this myth "as an excuse to avoid dealing with 

theatrical problems in a theatrical way. 11 The myth had also 

enabled them to escape facing up to the reality that they 

really knew "very little about the operation of a theatre. 11 

A theatre, explained Payne, must operate for the bene

fit of its audiences whereas the FST, despite its protesta

tions, had been operating "for the benefit of its members"; 

from its inception anarchy, not democracy, had been the 

governing (or non-governing) principle with the result "that 

FST operates on a crisis basis • • • never solving the basic 

problems, not developing a program, not developing a style, 

not developing so much as a schedule. 11 
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Payne saw workshops as a necessity and noted that some 

had been started: 

[but] with absolutely no consideration or discussion of 
how the "program" would operate, what the workshops 
should be designed to do, who would be on the staff, or 
how much the "program" woul.d cost. 

Grant monies were spent haphazardly; further funding could 

not be expected unless a program was established. Also 

needed was a functioning board of directors to set policy 

and to hire an artistic/executive director with sole power 

and responsibility for developing and implementing such a 

program. 

Payne seems to have pinpointed emphatically the weak

ness of FST--the lack of leadership stemming from a distaste 

for authority and from ignorance of management skills. It 

is not that the people in charge did not recognize their 

shortcomings. They, at least sporadically, aclalowledged 

them and made stabs at correcting the situation. But the 

problem was never solved and it was aggravated by con-

flicting personal goals and philosophies. 

Minutes from board meetings that summer are revealing: 

on July 27, Dent announced that the company would be playing 

on weekends in New Orleans through August 2 6; Carmel 

Collins, in charge of the workshops, gave an optimistic 

report on tJ.'le start-up of the workshops at the end of July; 

Richard Aronson, then serving as general manager, reported 

on potential grants and fund raising in New York. But less 

than t.'tlree weeks later, at the August l.Sth meeting, Dent 
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company had voted to end the performing season. 11 
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The dissolution of t.ltis company marked the ending of 

FST's first phase. For the next few years, under Dent's 

leadership, FST was to be primarily a New Orleans operation 

with emphasis on workshop productions. It was also to be an 

all-Black group heavily influenced by the Black Power move

ment and rhetoric. 

M Home with Black Power: FST's Second Persona 

The workshops in writing and acting, however, continued 

with sporadic performances of poetry and plays by student 

writers and minor touring by the Black Mink Jockeys (some of 

the adult workshop writers). Dent and Kalamu ya Salaam (Val 

Ferdinand) also established Blkartsouth as an arm of the FST 

and printed the first issue of Nkombo (then titled Gumbo) 

which featured work produced in the worksho:ps. Thus FST 

h:ad, at least for the ti:me, become a New Orleans community 

undertaking. 

But, typically, the way was not easy. A fragment of a 

report from early l968 notes that despite steadily in

creasing participation and awareness by New Orleans people, 

the proqram was in financial trouble; this meant elj..minating 

the paid-apprenticeship program and not paying the directors 

"during the current crisis. 11 

By February 1968 workshop participants had increased to 

"SO to 75" and a number of activities, if not productions, 
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were going on. B' .• ::t 't..'la fcllc;;ing September the writing and 

drama workshops were combined because of an overlap in 

memberships and because of lagging participation in both. 

At the end of the year the combined group began rehearsing 

Salaam's one-act play Mama for a February presentation in 

New Orleans. And the FST-affiliated Golden Agers prepared 

their first production, The Doctor and His Patients, a one

act comedy by o. R. Henry. 

While the workshop program was struggling (or thriving, 

depending upon whom one talks to or what report one reads) 

in New Orlea."'ls, fund raising was going on in New York. In 

November a benefit showing of The Lion J:n Winter at Lincoln 

Art Center was followed by a champagne party at L'Etoile. 

But the most spectacular fund raiser was to come in the 

spring: on May ll.r 1.969, a Soul Food Dinner (chaired by Ava 

Gardner and Bill Cosby, hosted by Brock Peters and starring 

such luminaries as Duke Ellington, Lena Horne, Jack Lemmon, 

and Liza Minnelli) was held at the Waldorf-Astoria and 

attracted 850 people. 

More important, 1969 heralded the return of O'Neal as 

producing director and, briefly, Moses as artistic director 

and the beginning of a conflict that was to split FST and 

Blkartsouth. The National Foundation on the Arts and 

Humanities had given FST a $10,000 grant, and a grant was 

expected from the General Convention Special Program of the 
18 

Episcopal Church. The Rockefeller Family Fund ha6. also 
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granted the theater $25,000 for the year and $68, coo had 

been raised toward fulfilling a $100, coo matching require

ment of the Ford Foundation. Altogether the finance com

mittee projected a budget of $45,600 for the workshops and a 

budg~t of just under $206, coo for the ensemble and adminis

tration. Although at the end of January only $105,000 was 

on hand, there was enough money--and optimism--to announce 

an ambitious touring season and to hire a professional cast. 

The season was to open on April 13 in New Orleans and to 

then tour some 11 50 southern locations. •! 

The ensemble began rehearsals in New York and moved to 

New Orleans in February. Some of the workshop apprentices 

were to tour with the ensemble. The season did open as 

scheduled on April 1.3 with a benefit premiere of Wal.ker 1 s 

East~~ at New Orl.eans 1 Civic Theatre. 

The projected tour was to take the company through 

Mississippi and Louisiana and then to Texas, Al.abama and 

Georgia. The actual. tour covered more l.ike 21. towns than 43 

and ended in August rather than extending into November as 

schedul.ed. During the tour, four members of the original 

ensemble resigned 11because of problems in adjusting to the 

Southern environment and to unorthodox performance loca

tions 11 and a new technical director from Louisiana, who had 

begun the season as an apprentice, joined the crew. (These 

incidents contributed to the decision to try nto build [the] 

entire company11 from southern recruits the next season.) 
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Reportedly the Theater was received as enthusiastically as 

it haci been in previous years with audiences totalling "an 

estimated 30,000 people" (Undated report fragment). 

one indisputable outcome of the 1969 tour was the final 

break of Gil Moses from the FST into the New York (and 

Hollywood) professional theatre: witnessed by Woodie King, 

the FST production of Sl.ave ~ laid the basis for the 

highl.y successful Chelsea Theater Center production which 

was directed by Moses. 

A draft of an October fund-raising letter signed by 

Brock Peters (then chair of the FST board) boasted that "for 

the first time 5 •• , the F.S.T. has been able to operate 

simul.taneously three different, but complimentary [sic] 

aspects of its program": the touring ensemble; Blkartsouth, 

now a group of 15-18 Black writers working 11to create new 

material for the F. S. T. Ensemble and the :many budding black 

theaters across the country"; and the community workshop 

program "which opens channels of expression to many other 
l9 

people, primarily in New Orleans. 11 By the first of the 

year, the Theater hoped to add to the co:mmunity program ''a 

black studies program for children and a coffeehouse to 

highlight F.S.T. and other local talent, and perhaps some 

film." while the Theater wanted to continue free perform

ances in primarily Black communities, it also 11 looks forward 

to developing a bookstore, a print shop, special perform

ances, and other projects" which will help support it. 
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The minutes from the aro..n.ual. November meeting of the 

board note that the 1970 ensemble was to be built with 

people from the South; to train prospective company melllbers, 

drama workshops were underway in New Orleans and were being 

directad by LeRoy Giles while Gilbert Moses was in New York 

directing Slave ~a Plans were to open in lllid-December 
20 

with "several productions. 11 

Once again plans were unrealized. The following Octo

ber an 11-page letter from Dent to the board of directors 

summarized the traumatic year of 1.970; 

By Dec., 1969, the theater was able to maintain work
shop productions . • • due to a l.oan of $6, coo from 
IFCO, a grant of $25,000 from the Rockefeller Brothers 
Foundation & smaller grants from the New York Founda
tion and the National Endowment ·of the Arts. Most of 
this lii.oney was used, however, to pay overdue 1969 pay
rol.l taxes (a large portion of this bill is stil.l un
paid) and other outstanding bill.s. 

It was obvious, Dent continued, that a 1970 tour "was out 

of the question" unless further foundation help was forth

coming. There was optimism, however, about the workshop 

productions of plays by FST writers that were being 

scheduled regularly on weekends: 

Attendance at the performances was always good, and 
brought us to the forefront as an originator of theater 
for black people in New Orleans. 'I'he work of the 
monthly PLAIN TRUTH newspaper was also important in 
that it dealt with controversial ••• issues in a 
forthright manner. 

In March, with no funds forthcoming, salaries were suspended 

as wer; activities of the New York office (except for plan

ning a spring fund-raiser) • Workshop activities continued 
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on a volunteer basis through the spring although two key 

staff meml:lers left in March. 0 1Neal was on leave of absence 

and had gone to Africa, so once again Dent took over as 

acting director. Dent continued his recap of the year: 

During March and April we continued with workshop pro
ductions, including a trip to Little Rock (our first) 

;~~d~n~e~;o~:n~~T~a~o~~~~i~a~d: s I~S.::r~d M:y the 
poets did six performances at various towns in 
Mississippi •••. Meanwhile, it seemed as if plans to 
hava a Spring affair were falling apart in New York, 
and nothing was going to be iiD:mediately forthco:minq 
from Rockefeller. • • • 

An emergency meeting in New York in May left this im-

pression that the New York organization "had disintegrated, 

that many of the people • • • had lost touch with what we 

were doing in New Orl.eans and/or had lost interest in sup-

porting the theater. 11 At this point, Brock Peters resigned 

as chair, adding to tlle breakdown. 

A June benefit in New Orleans featuring Denise Nicholas 

11brought little if any profit and it was our last program 

effort. 11 O'Neal returned and in June the board approved his 

reappointment as director contingent on receiving the grant. 

The picture was, however, so gloomy that 0 1Neal brought 

up the possibility of bankruptcy. Rockefeller Foundation 

did come through, this time with a three-year grant total-

ling $110,000. Of that, $50,000 was allocated for the 1970-

71 fiscal year to be used toward sal.aries for workshops, 

touring and administration. However, a thorough review of 
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the books revealed debts of approximately $35, coo and the 

recommendation was made to close. 

A decision "to kill the FST" was 111ade at the end of 

October. The IRS debt was to be paid from the Rockefeller 

money; the foundation was to be notified of this decision; 

and an offer was to be made to return the rest of the grant. 

The Foundation, however, recommended that the closing be 

reconsidered and that a management consultant be hired. In 

Ncveml::ler the consultant came to New Orleans, showed 0 'Neal 

how to make a budget, do a cash flow analysis, and helped 
2l 

with the proqram format. So by the beginning of 1971 a 

new start was being made and FST was entering its third and 

final period. 

By then the split between the FST and Blkartsouth was 

final and acrimonious. There were basic disagreements be

tween O'Neal and Dent about goals and methods. The former 

clung to his idea of a touring company. The latter held on 

to his dream of a New Orleans rooted community theatre: 11 I 

argued that there was tremendous talent in the South • 

and that our job should be to nurture and develop that 

talent and to build our material from the South." The 

Theater also needed suitable plays; finding material had 

been a problem from the start. Baraka 1 s works, for in

stance, are northern urban and don't speak to the southern 

Black experience. And, Dent continued, he felt that 

southern youth needed nurturing; they shouldn't have to 
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leave the South as he had because of lack of opportunities 

(Phone interview) • 

In any case, it was money, not ideology, that was the 

immediate cause of the break. The argument had bequn the 

previous year when FST had auditioned professionals to bring 

south (even flying them in from the West Coast) and then 

paid them $135 a week while the Blkartsouth people were 

still struggling in New Orleans. 'I'hen when the Rockefeller 

grant came through, Dent argued, understandably, that those 

who had been working and keeping the Theater alive should 

receive some recompense. o • Neal., on the theory that they 

would lose their New York support unless they had a touring 

company, disagreed and decided to reorganize, U$ing none of 

the Blkartsouth people. At this point, the dispute became 

irreconcilable; the disagreement over methods and aims had 

become personal. It was several years before the two re

established a speaking relationship and, eventually, a 
22 

working friendship. 

Q!! the Move ~Marxism: FST 1 s Last Life 

In August 0 1Neal had submitted "for discussion only" a 

massive analysis of the FST and its future. Apparent is his 

embrace of Marxism and its methods. Concern with indoc-

trination and ideology and, more dal!l.aging, the accompanying 

organizational paraphernalia were for the next few years to 

interfere with production. He saw the Theater•s illllllediate 

needs as follows: 
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We must find ways of getting doubl.e and triple service 
from each resource unit, human, fiscal and informa
tional. The method or process we devel.op must at the 
sCDte time serve the objectives of our over al.l [sic] 
struggle as Black people. For example if we see capi
talism as one of the basic instruments of our oppres
sion can we reasonably expect to forward the struggle 
for l.iberation by reiterating the essential objectives 
of capitalism in our own structures? At the same time 
it is rediculous [sic] for us to speak of independence 
self determination while cur financial program reiter
ates our dependency and confirms our dependence on 
white folk in particular •••• We :must •.• think in 
terms of building a cultural institution . . • 
which will be able to relate continuously to the prob
lem of Black mind development. 

Effective Black leadership is dangerous. Known 
Black leaders die young .••• [I]t is necessary that 
we find a method of distributing responsibility and 
authority ••• that will make it impossible for the 
absence of one or two individuals to stop the progress 
of the institution ( 11 • • • Future Development • • • 11 

ts, O'Neal files). 

Getting down to specific long-range objectives and 

plans, O'Neal proposed that Theater members study the Black 

condition; that the group "develop a means for creating ~ 

writers capable of giving form and expression tc the priori

ties we discover through work and study"; and that actors 

receive training in voice, dramatic style, and improvisa

tion. Extended tours using professional imported actors 

would have to be eliminated and "series of short concen-

trated out of town dates" arranged instead. If these sug

gestions were warmed-over ideas, the following was a :major 

departure from previous policy: 

[FS'l' should] continue to work through established com
munity organizations with basically correct political 
positions but add either a straight out fee or work for 
a percentage of the gate receipts. 
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They should play Jnore schools, also for fee; performances on 

white campuses shoul.d be sponsored by a Black student group. 

The community workshop program should become a "com-

munity communications project" with its central. thrust being 

the identification of "areas in the Black community with 

critical gaps in communication" and the development of 

"necessary data, process and other resources as required to 

solve the problems. 11 Programs which complemented each 

other and which had the capability of being self-sustaining 

should receive priority. The newspaper, for instance, 

"satisfies a clear and pressing need for communications" and 

can support itself through sales and advertising. On the 

other hand, the Golden Agers progralll "has a limited capacity 

to influence Black mind development •••• Neither does 

such a program have the capacity to support itself. 11 Pes-

sible new programs that match these criteria could include 

11a bookstore and Liberty-House type boutique, a school for 

Black Children and the coffee-house concept. :• 

The group should work to become dependent not on out

side resources but 11('n those whose interests [it) is de

signed to serve. 11 While the idea of a free theatre had some 

validity in the beginning, we can see now that it is 
erroneous to permit the people to think we do not need 
their financial support. • • • By continuing to do 
so • • • we simply reiterate the welfare dependency 
syndrome and place oursel..,res in a category with the 
white aristocratic elite ~ahose money does in fact sup
port our operation at the present time. 
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grants and other funds e 
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However 1 the New York fund raisers shoul.d not be board 

members but assigned to ad hoc committees, a.."ld a membership 

campaign should be started promptly. Staff members should 

have most of the decision-making power including keeping a 

check on the producing director who "would hold final ap

proval and the only •constitutional' veto [at] the program 

level." 

0 'Neal also proposed new programs as the new year and 

new era began, acknowledging that in the past "we at FST 

have regarded New Orleans simply as a base without giving 

what now seems the proper credit to the fact that ~ ~ 

home"~ thus regularly scheduled performances in New Orleans 

plus a touring program to high schools and colleges during 

tl:. , ll and winter and to outlying communities during the 

sprinq and summer were envisioned. As for plays, material 

should r.eflect Black history and culture in the United 

States 1 past and present African reality and should include 

original scripts by "young, Black, Southern writers almost 

without regard to subject matter. • 

As a final note to 1970, total receipts for the year 

were over $142,000, yet as it started 1971. FST's future was 

as probl.ematic as it had been at the beginning of the year. 

No sU!!UD.er production season was planned, only workshop acti

vity, and it was not until May that the FST Black Theater 
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Workshop was started with African actorjdirector Bayo 

Oduneye as artist-in-residence. 

A release that month in. the Washington Post reported 

that the Theater's purpose was 11 to influence the way black 

southerners perceive themselves and how they approach the 

task of solving their common problems.'' Presenting as a 

fact what was simply a plan, the piece went on: 

To ful.fil.l their teaching role the touring players 
present dramas about middle-class American blacks, 
African kings of the past century, or first performed 
dramas written by young negroes about southern l.ife 
today (Mearns H12) • 

Three classes were started--in May, June and July--with 

a capacity enrollment of 25 in each. Only 20 students com

pleted the program, enough, however, to cast Milner 1 s The 

Warning--A Theme for Linda which opened in October. 

A New York office was reopened and a major fund-raising 

project was started: Arthur Ashe and Julian Bond agreed to 

co-chair the Theater's sponsoring committee (which replaced 

the old New York board) and were planning 11 a large benefit" 

in New York for the following May. I find no evidence that 

this materialized; Ashe did organize a tennis exhibition for 

the benefit of FST but it was held in New Orleans. 

In November o 'Neal presented another working draft to 

the FST staff to clarify philosophy and objectives. By now 

he had coined the slogan "Help Strong Black Hands to Break 

the Shackles of the Mind." The position paper iterates the 
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conflict between African and European peoples and the argu-

ment that theatre does not work in a vacuum: 

In the real world politics bumps into sex, economics 
into education, all into all othersa 'tn the theater . 
we should be as fully aware of developments in other 
areas as possible yet cognizant of the limits of the 
discipline that we have chosen to follow. 

Our mission is to help in the task of stimulating and 
challenging Black peoples [sic] thought about what has 
happened, what is happeninq now and what should happen. 
What they do as a result of the experience we offer 
will be depending on how effective other institutions 
are in their efforts to carry out other missions 
( 11 FST Philosophy and Objectives .•. " ts, O'Neal 
files). 

Continuing, O'Neal warns that the Theater cannot suc-

ceed "on a 'project• basis11 but must strive to become rooted 

in the community we seek to serve. Our central goal 
this year, therefore, must be keyed to making • • • a 
stable base from which it can grow into an important 
independent cultural institution. 

Because the workshop program was the base on which the new 

FST would be built, O'Neal stressed the need for finding "an 

effective method" for training these volunteers and doing 

plays "under the same basic conditions" that would be met on 

tour. 

O'Neal had not lost his commitment to touring altho1lgh he 

recognized the need to modify the touring organization: 

The thing that distinguishes Black Theater in general 
and the FST in particular is the audience--a Black 
audience--and in our case, a southern audience •••• 
The most important thing about our relationship to that 
audience is the fact that we go to where the audience 
is rather than simply wait for them to come to us. The 
reason we have a 'theater' (building) is that it is im
portant to have a home base. But as home serves child
ren as a place to grow and develop in, then to leave 
from, so does the home base serve the FST. 
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I:n addition to strong support :in New Orleans FST needed 

strong bases in Texas, rural Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama 

and Georgia: "We must develop reliable relations with at 

least four organizations in each state." 

O'Neal noted that 11 95% of our money is [still.] white 

and 95% of the audience is Black. • • • 11 A l.ong-range 

approach was needed to get the theater to the point where it 

would be Black-supported. l:n the meanwhile, the 1972 o:Cjec.;. 

tive was simply "to break even. n The goals had not really 

changed. 

And, despite the rhetoric, in December the staff found 

itself "caught without adequate plans for the [workshop] 

kids. 11 A production of one-acts was put together that ran 

for about five weeks. 

A Christlnas day fire that destroyed FST costumes, 

props, scenery and personal belongings was another blow but 

on December 28, FST presented "A Black Festival for Blk 

People." The publicity proclaimed "popcorn, games, food, 

entertainment, black poetry, a band, a children's play"--all 

free and all to be presented between 2 and 10 p.10.~ at the 

new FST theater~ 

The festival can be viewed as a precursor to the FST 

Coffee House, the name given to a "series of cultural and 

educational programs focusing on l.ocal. talent~ 11 The first 

series, which began on Sunday, February 20, 1972, included a 

poetrJ, ~usic and dance program by FST Workshop students; an 
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exhibit and lecture by l.ocal artist Fred O'Neil; a play "and 

several other interesting activities" presented by st. 

Mary's Academy; and a performance of Sal.aal!l.' s The Quest by 

students from Gateway School. Later coffee houses included 

presentations on Red China and a series of discussions on 

South African culture. 

I.n February a new workshop class began with carefully 

selected students, and the company formed the previous fall 

from 1971 "graduates" went into rehearsal for a program of 

two plays presented under the wnbrella title of The Black 

Bourgeoisie ••• or~ Hurts Doesn't n: Rosalee Pritchett by 

Carl ton and Barbara Molette of Spelman College and Edifying 

~ Elaborations ~ the Mentality £!. ~ Chore by Sharon 

Stockard Martin. 

Cast members each received a stipend of $5 per week and 

the fee asked for a college performance was only $650 which 

included travel expenses for 20 people. Yet average weekly 

costs were running around $3500. Obviously FST was again in 

the :midst of a financial crisis. On hand toward the end of 

March was $9972: anticipated income was $25: 000 from the 

Rockefeller Foundation and $5000 from the National Endo'i'.-ment 

for the Arts. Management figured they could now eke out the 

budget through June. Their "needs at this point [were] 

$55,000 to complete the workshop progrant year, $26,000 for 

the fund raising program and $45,000 to open up a performing 

group in september. 11 
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Two days after the above gloomy report to the board, 

Cduneye, Costley, Joe Stevens, Ben Spillman and O'Neal met 

and decided to hold such a meeting monthly with one of the 

members presenti..'"lq "a research paper on the subject of his 

choice for the consideration and criticism of the staff. 11 

They also aqreed that each director would henceforth be 

responsible for drawing up and submitting to the staff ••a 

written description of his concept and plan" for any play 

going into rehearsal. Tentative assignments were made for 

Stevens to direct Ward's !!!I1E£ Ending and for Spillman to 

direct a play titled Contributions (possibly his own script) 

for performances at the end of April; neither of these, ac-

cording to performance records, was produced nor was the 

full-length play to be directed by Oduneye, Trials !!! 

Brother ~ 2£ the Vow. Rather, performances of Black 

Bourgeoisie continued through the spring in New Orleans and 
23 

on tour. And in May! Black Experience was offered (see 

chapter 6) • Salaam • s Black Love !2m! !! was also presented 

that spring along with Daddy Gander~. an imported one

'm.an show by Arnold :Ir.niss.. The Black Arts. Lab, FST 1 s succes

sor to Dent's Blkartsouth, was begun in New orleans and 

there were several s~ort tours in May and June. 

on May 10 O'Neal welcomed new members to a board 

meetinq and told them that "after nine years of stru.gqle, 

the FST is just coming to the point that it should have been 

when we started n (Minutes ts) • Despite continuinq adminis-
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trative problems, the future seemed promising. By July the 

optimism had tempered: money, as always, remained a problem. 

Concentration that summer was on rehearsing Raisin !n 

the sun for a run in the fall as a fund raiser as well as a 
-- 24 
major production. In addition the Black Arts Lab had 

booked performances throughout July in New Orleans and was 

scheduled to go to San Francisco in September to perform 
25 

Black Fragments at the Bl.ack Expo's Dral!la Festival. 

At a three-day meeting in August the staff decided that 

Black Arts Lab, which had been designed to bring together 

"people with a variety of artistic interests" but which had 

ended as only a writers' workshop, would write material for 

the workshop students who would tour on ''a trimester basis 11 ; 

these works were al.so to be student-directed. ('I'he first 

tour on this basis was of We Are the Suns 1 another song-
26 -----

dance-poetry program.) 

During this meeting 1 Costl.ey wondered how the new l.ogo 

and sl.ogan "Strong Bl.ack Hands to Break the Shackl.es of the 

Mind" squared with the original motto 11 'I'heater for those who 

have no theater.n 0 1Neal explained that FS'I' originally had 

a kind of missionary purpose and also seemed to carry a 
kind of eliteness [sic] point of view. • • • FST was 
also considered a theater formed only to set up other 
community theaters. • • • Our new motto • • • defines 
something that is definite and permanent. 

The current ideology is aimed at defining how the Theater 

can "influence the world situation •••• of transforming 

the consciousness and value of Black thinking into positive 
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patterns relating to our Blackness." Another staff member 

objected that FST wasn't reaching the people it needed to, 

that its audience was people who were already changing their 

perceptions; he went on to say that the l!lotto should be 

al!lended to add 11action11 as a goal. :It was agreed, after a 

good deal of discussion, that a decision on the motto would 

be reached at the end of these evaluation sessions. (It was 

not amended.) 

It was also agreed that priority would be given to 

monthly study sessions for the staff on such topics as 

various African or African-influenced movements, key Blacks 

and political leaders (such as Marx and Mao), theatre move

ments and key playwrights {including Brecht and Shaw) . 

Furthermore the monthly Coffee House would supplement the 

study sessions as a vehicle for presenting historical skits 

to be developed by the Lab and the study sessions would also 

be made a part of 'the new workshop. Ideology, as noted, was 

taking precedence over production. 

Raisin opened the end of August and played for approxi

mately two weeks, with an average audience of about 50 and a 

gross box office of $1216.82; the cast received 75% of the 

receipts: promotional expenses ran just over $622 which 

means that despite good coverage and good reviews, the 

theater lost, rather than raised, money. 

FST was once again in debt--over $3000 in debt--and 

needed to raise almost $29,000 to meet the year 1 s budget. 
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Two solicitation letters elicited "rather good" response 

(how good is not spelled out in the September board minutes) 

and efforts to get foundation monies continued. Another 

direct mail solicitation of 10,000 was pl.anned for October. 

However these fund-raising efforts weren't sufficient and 

in October sal.aries were suspended because of lack of funds. 

Also in October Free Southern Productions (a subsidiary 

of FST) began producing in conjunction with WYES-TV a bi

monthly hour program titled Nation Time which had a magazine 

format. 

And in November New Orleans mayor Moon Landrieu pro

claimed the week of November 27-December 3, 1972 "Free 

Southern Theater Week" and urged "that the citizens of the 

City give full support to the expansion of this very impor

tant cu1tura1 institution" (Proclamation rpt. FST 1972-73 

Annual Report) • 

To complete the year the workshop presented two one-act 

p1ays by Steve Carter, di:::-ector of NEC's Writers' Workshop: 

One Last Look and Terraced Apartment. As the year ended, 

there were also major staff changes: Oduneye returned to 

Africa and Costley resigned. 

Although staff had been officia1ly 1aid off, January of 

1973 started with the half-hour weekly radio show "Plain 

'I'a1k," which focused on "events, p1aces, and people in Black 

New Orleans," and a biweekly Sunday morning (midnight to 5 

a.m.) Jam Session. The January board meeting, understandab-
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ly, tackled the continuing- problems of existence. According 

to the staff, the primary probl.em had not changed, that 

being 11the contradiction between the aims and objectives of 

the Theater and the interests of those persons and agencies 

who have provided the necessary resources": 

our program is striving to make a useful instrument of 
the Theater in the struggle of the masses of Black 
people to gain control over their own reality. :rn 
order for this to happen we shall have to struggle 
successfully against those who oppose the liberation 
of Black people. . . • To a very great extent these 
are the very same peopl.e who have established the large 
philanthropic institutions •..• The result is that no 
matter how well we decorate the proposals and programs 
that we try to establ.ish the thrust and direction of 
these programs is cl.ear. In consequence, the peopl.e we 
depend on for resource support are more interested in 
finding ways to suppress or change our program than in 
supporting it. . . . 

The rhetoric was not changing, simpl.y becoming more strident. 

Nor was the financial. fact changing: foundation support 

continued to be sought. 

FST did not fol.d but as it entered its 10th-anniversary 

year, another chanqe in direction was beginning to sol.idify. 

From now on, FST's major concentration was to be on produc

ing pl.ays written by O'Neal. himsel.f. Hurricane season was 

the fi:.:-st cf t.."lese. It opened on February 1.6 to a paying 

audience of 75 (plus 14 comps) and played through mid-March 

to houses that ranged from 23 (paid) to 101 (to~al) for the 
27 

closing. 

In May FST wrt.s happy to learn that the Ford Foundation 

had promised a three-year grant of $225:000 based on the 

Theater's ability to raise matching funds. But there was no 
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salaries paid. However, program expansion was possible 
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because of the increased involvement and support of 
poor, Black people in the New Orleans area, the support 
of Black students' groups in schools across a wide area 
and deep commitment of the people who have served .'J_s 
staff and volunteer workers in the FST. 

That same month FST staged Cha Jua' s ~ Black Experience 

and~ Are the suns. certainly these performances did not 

show "increased involvement and support 11 ; the average audi-

ence was about 40 and not all were paid admittances. Atten-

dance was not any more encouraging in the fall for Where ~ 

the Blood ~ Your Fathers?, a documentary drama that was 

performed Septel!lber 7 through October 7: houses ranged from 

l.l. to 55, again with not all of those being paid tickets. 

In addition to these Black Theater Workshop produc-

tions, the FST season included The Curing Melon, which 

played weekends from June 3 0 through July 15 and lost over 

$600, and Red Beans !_ Collard Greens, a poetry prograll!. by 

the FST Black Writers Lab which was presented in August. 

That summer the Theater went to the New Orleans city 

council for $15 1 000 help toward meeting the Ford challenge 

grant. After some questioning 1 the council approved the 

request which was unsuccessful.ly challenged by the presi

dent of the Patrolman's Association of New Orleans, Irvin L. 

Magri! who charged that FST 111 deal.s in racism and anti

American rhetoric. ' 11 The things Magri specificall.y cited 

(poetry in Nkombo and the production of The Homecoming) 1 
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however, dated from 1970 and involved Blkartsouth members no 

longer affiliated with FST. :rn discussing the charges, an 

article in the States-J:tem noted that the new (1973-74) 

season 

finds FST considerably removed from the distasteful 
passivity of its earl.y years, as well as from the fer
vid militancy of its middle period. It has, like the 
movement to which it is dedicated, matured into an 
artistic entity concerned with honest, reasonable 
responses to the Black situation at larqe, at home and, 
in recent productions, its specific locale ("Theatre: 
Yet Another Strugqle . • . 11 ). 

:In April FST had been one of 12 cultural and theatre 

groups tha·~ met in Little Rock to form the Southern Black 

CUltural Alliance. And during the summer WYES-TV applied 

for an NEA grant to produce 0 1Neal•s Hurricane season, a 

one-hour program to be directed by O'Neal. :In the applica

tion, this point was made: 

[FST had been] vitally involved with drama and its 
relationship to the black community for ten years, 
and is one of the only black theater groups [sic] in 
the deep South with regularly scheduled performances 
throughout the year. :In addition, F.S.'r. has placed 
great emphasis on drama workshops, and as a resUlt has 
been a fertile training ground for some excellent 
theatrical talent. • • (Grant application). 

That fall the 'rb.eater 1 s Nation Time program was ap

proved for regional broadcasting on the SECA Network (the 

Southeastern arm of PBS); now a half-hour program, it was 

aired each Saturday. Also that fall there were discussions 

of a cooperative venture between FST and Cinema Systems (of 

New Orleans) to produce a film but that came to naught 

because of, according to O'Neal, too big a gap between the 
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two organizations 1 points of view (Letters 23 Oct. ~973, 

4 Jan. l.974). 

An end-of-year report by 0 'Neal noted the hardships and 

triumphs of the anniversary year. Among the latter was the 

fact that, for the first time, FST had worked sol.ely with 

original scripts. However, these had not emanated directly 

from the writers 1 workshop whose members had not gotten ~~be

yond •.• doing poetry'' ("A Narrative Report ••• 11 ). 

0 'Neal blamed this l.ack of progress on the ~oose organiza

tion of the group and the lack of formalized teaching. He 

also noted the continuing management problems. And the 

basic complaint of previous years was echoed: production 

activities were still not meshed with the overall purpose of 

the theater. 

At a December staff meeting a Production Staff Group 

had been established "to review, criticize, evaluate and 

correlate the production activities • " (Summary of 

Discussion • • • ) • And an FST Special Events program had 

been started to present Black musical performances which 

"heighten the level of awaren~ss amcng Black people • • • 

[and] permit us to make more significant contributions to 

the overall effort to achieve liberation." The idea was for 

the FST to represent various groups: FST performing groups 

which would, of course, be under the Theater's full. control; 

other groups which were directed by FST staff persons and 

thus directly influenced by FST; professional. groups that 
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might be influenced to "use more relevant and useful mate

rial 11 through the relationship with FST; and professional 

performers who were al.ready doing significant work. 

Program participants were to meet regularly "for political 

education" and "to develop a sense of group cohesion" 

(Summary • • • J • 

Discussions pointed up t."'lat the major problem was "the 

l.ack of class consciousness" on the part of the Black 

masses; thus the FST had the responsibility of stimulating 

this consciousness. Nation Time should be used "to clarify 

the class nature of tha problems confronting Black people in 

the region. • • • " And the workshop should ''produce presen

tations that will reflect the struggles of the working class 

and possible solutions to those problems" by training people 

into a cohesive theatrical group and solidifying the parti

cipants' ideology (Summary • • • ) • 

Looking ahead, there was optimism that FST had 11 reached 

the point that we feel able and competent to start rebuild

ing a professional performing group. 11 But this profes

sional group differed from previous companies in being 

11home grown11 ( 11A Narrative Report •• •''). On the bill for 

touring in 1974 were O'Neal's When the Opportunity 

Scratches, Itch It! and Inez D. Williams' Small Winds be

fore the Revolution. In New Orleans these two plays were 

to alternate with workshop productions of Martie Charles' 

Black cycle and ~ EVening with Langston Hughes to be 
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compiled and edited by Cha Jua. All except the Charles play 

were original scripts. Of these, only the O'Neal was staged 

that year. 

As 197 4 opened, the booking agency was in the fore

front. An undated letter soliciting clients announced that 

in February the FST would for the first time attend the 

National Entertainment Convention 11Where a great deal of 

booking for the college and university circuit is done... In 

addition to promoting entertainers, they would "be promoting 

the Free Southern Theater 1 s Touring Company. • By 

March the thinking had changed. A meeting was called on 

March 22 11 to redefine program operation in line with program 

or Theater objectives. . Despite the projection of 

almost $22,000 in annual revenue, the question was raised, 

n 'Why and to what end is a Special Projects Department?'" 

The staff finally agreed that 11 special projects be 

abolished" (Minutes, Special Projects Meeting). A feature 

article in the New Orleans Times-Picayune on Sunday, 

March 10, confirmed the above schedule. But the Charles play 

was cancelled after it was already in rehearsal and another 

workshop production substituted, Going Against the Tide by 

O'Neal. Opening finally in September, this production "con

sumed the better part of five months 11 and meant that Small 

Winds was also scrapped. Cha Jua' s Langston !. Company was 

not to be ready for production until the following summer. 
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Although not adhering to the announced schedule, once 

again FST seemed to be on the upswing with a lot of communi-

ty activity and a short season of productions. A major 

shift, however, bad occurred in the Theater' s thinking, a 

shift away from touring: 

[I] t dawned on us that there 1 s something wrong when 
artists and scholars from other countries come by the 
dozens to see us while there are thousands of the very 
people whose interests we seek to serve within a few 
blocks who don't know what we're here for! 
(Annual. Report l.974) 

The annual report that contained this revelation also 

l.aid the blame for "other organizational, financial and 

artistic problems" to this lack of community involvement. 

Thus a Youth Progralll and Community Theater Production Pro-

gram were developed, the Coffee House concept was revised 

and other proqrams were 11re-oriented. 11 

The closing months of 1974, in O'Neal's words, saw a 

''frenzy of activity" and 1975 opened with a tour of Opportu

~ to colleges in Alabama and Kentucky. The Kentucky trip 

was apparently something of a disaster--unorganized and 

disorganized. But the main problem, at least as O'Neal 

interpreted it, was 11 failure to integrate properly our 

artistic work with our political work." The Louisville 

visit offered, he thought, a microcosm for examining the 

specific errors that had arisen along with the new touring 

program: 

The main cause of the problem in my view is that we 
have fallen into the trap of setting individual inter
ests in opposition to political interests. More pre-
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cisel.y, we have tended to view individual interests 
in isol.ation from col.l.ecti ve interests. This tendency 
results in the counterposition of art and politics in 
the bourgeois fashion ••• {"Sum Up of Kentucky Trip"). 

And though there were "modest gains on the ideological 

front, we were unable to lll.ount in three days one performance 

of consistent quality. 11 Placing individual interests over 

coll.ective interests is "characteristic of bourgeoise 

philosophy. • • • n 

[W] e are taught to view artistic creativity as a 
wholely [sic] subjective and individualistic process 
almost void of science and order. . • • This erroneous 1 

one-sided view which denies the social basis of art 
stands at the center of our difficulty. . .. . I thi:nk 
that the way to solve this probl.em is increase our col.
l.ecti ve study o Our principal aim shoul.d be to gain a 
firmer grasp of the pol.itical principal.s [sic] which 
appl.y to the struggl.e of the broad masses in general. 
and the Black masses in particular to overcome im-
perialism. • o o At the same time we need to put these 
principal.s to the test of more disciplined workshops, 
rehearsal.s and performance ("Sum Up o •• 11 ). 

The troupe was operating, or attempting to operate, on 

collective principles. In a June 17 meeting, the Play 

Selection committee reaffirnted the policy c:f selAeting 

scripts for performance by "the staff collective. 11 Any 

play could be rejected by two members of the staff and any 

one member could recommend "consideration of an analysis. 11 

(The artistic director had been replaced by a program co

ordinator.) It was also agreed that the Writers' Workshop 

should not have a key role in script selection though 

everyone associated with the FST "should be encouraged to 

submit scripts. 0 0 11 (Minutes) 0 
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The summer of 1 75 saw the first major production in 

nine months and the first Community Theater production when 

Langston ! Company, edited and directed by Cha Jua, at last 

opened in August for a run of five weeks. More than 700 

people saw the l.S performances (Box office records). 

A Summer Youth Program was inaugurated and 26 young 

people aged l.0-17 participated; the program was geared 

"towards helping young people to better appreciate Black 

culture and ~he artistic expressions manifested by our 

cul.ture. 11 The participants presented a show, Look for the 

Children, featuring original poems, songs and dances which 

garnered 11enthusiastic and supportive" audience response 

(FST Voice 1.2: J.), 

In September it was announced that FST's touring group 

would present four productions with preview performances in 

New Orleans beginning October 3: a revival of Opportunity, ~ 

Black Experience, Fight the ~ and Blood. Audiences were 

uniformly small for the October previews in New Orleans. In 

November the company went to the West Coast. 

The first big news of 1976 was the production of 

Theodore Ward's our Lan' with Ward himself on hand as 

playwright-in-residence. The April issue of the FST Voice 

(the quite sophisticated newsletter that had been started 

the summer before) announced that "some forty-three (43) 

community people are participating as actors in the play, 

includi~g for the first time in several years the involve-
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:ment of some whites. • • 11 Our~ opened on Friday, 

April 23 to an audience of 1.20; the following night it 

attracted 103 viewers but the Sunday matinee brought in only 

51 people--still more than had attended many previous FST 

performances. The show played weekends through Sunday, May 

23 but only the final Saturday night performance saw an 

audience that again topped 100 (123 people attended to be 
28 

exact and $40 was stolen from the box office!). Pleased 

with the success of this production and of Langston ! 

Company the previous summer, FST announced plans for at 

least two productions by the Community Theater each season. 

At the same time of our Lan', the FST' s Performing 

Group, the chief "artistic performing body,'' was doinq Blood 

and Opportunity; however, the April. and May calendars show 

no performances of the former and onl.y one of the latter 

schedul.ed and that was in Urbana, Il.l.inois (FST Voice 2 .1.) • 

Twel. ve years after FST' s reluctant move to New Orleans, 

members of the Theater continued to argue about the pri:m.acy 

of a New Orleans theatre over a touring company: added was 

the q<.J.estion of the "professional" versus the community 

program. The latter, it was finally agreed, should be the 

focus of the artistic work, the position of artistic direc-

tor shOuld be reinstituted, and there should be more per-

formances in New Orleans. 

In line with its new determination to become truly a 

part of the New Orleans coll!ID.unity, the FST actively involved 
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itself in the Gary Tyler Defense Movement (a project that 
29 

brought the Klan out in full-force opposition) e 

In June the Performing Group appeared at the New 

Theater Festival in Baltimore doing Blood, one of 19 groups 

selected from over 100 applicants. In this instance FST de-

scribed itself as a 111 theatre of, by, and for those who 

struggle for social justice and human dignity. • '' 

At the festival FST discovered that the ProVisional 

Theatre, a white coll.ective based ir.. Los Angeles, was also 

working on a play dealing with slavery. The meeting of the 

two resulted in a special integrated production of the two 

plays and, in April 1977, a visit to New Orleans by Pro-

Visional people. 

The second FST Summer Youth Program also got underway 

in June. Two groups, one for ages a through 12 and the 

other for ages 13 through 17, met three hours a day, Monday 

through Thursday 1 from June 14 through August 2 0 . More than 

50 young people were involved. (Thirty-six actually finished 

the program.) 

Money was, however, once again a serious problem. 'l'he 

August issue of the FST Voice featured a plea for contribu-

tions and in September special appeals went out to some 1300 

'!'heater supporters: the goal was to raise $3 0 1 000 "matching 

funds for the Ford Foundation grant which ran out August 

31. 11 But only $1500 from some 50 individuals and organiza-
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tions had come in by the beginning of October. once again 

FST was retrenching, 

planning activities which wil.l. result in the consolida
tion of a program for the coming year. Yearly plan
ning is something we've tended to neglect, but will 
not in the future. The financial rebuilding of the 
FST • • • will. be the central focus for the coming 
year. 

A Dollar Campaign to bring the theater into "direct contact 

with a broad sector of the community we seek to serve 11 was 

planned for February. FST was still seeking its audience. 

In August, in an end-of-fiscal-year report, O'Neal had 

equated the history of FST with that of the Black Libera~ion 

movement as a whole--a history of "failures, setbacks, 

frustrations and obstacles" that still had not succeeded in 

killing either the theater or the movement; in fact both had 

"endured and grow[n] stronger.'' 

He also explained that time sper.t developing a "Basic 

Program Document" had restricted productions and touring 

during the 1975-76 season. Unfortunately, he reported, 

failure on the Theater's part to make clear their goals and 

accomplishments had "been used by the National Endowment for 

the Arts • • • as justification for making a $30,000 reduc

tion in their support of our program. " The Community 

Theater program and the Youth Program were conceived as 

"essential to audience development" and the former was also 

seen as a training ground for those who could become members 

of the Performing Company. The Performing Group 1 s objective 

was now defined as the development and maintenance of "the 
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highest level of achievement in the struggle for unity of 

revolutiona_ry content and artistic form" through the build-

ing of "a repertory touring ensembl.e which tours and assists 

in the training and devel.opment of peopl.e in other aspects 

of the program. 11 The Documentary Theater Project, aimed at 

providing "a deeper understanding of the history and devel

opment of the Black Liberation struggle" was to give the 

Performing Group scripts. 

The goal was now this: 

• • • a permanent company of 8 to 1.6 actors, who work 
to devel.op a collective method of theater work, de
signed especially to meet the objectives of the FST. 
This group should be capable of playing a variety of 
roles under widely varying circumstances and conditions. 

The troupe was to "maintain a repertory of at least three 

full evenings of theater, always including at least one 

Documentary Theater production for the duration of the Black 

history project. 11 

(Blood was the only documentary ever fully produced.) The 

company for the just completed season had involved essen-

tially 10 actors, all of who worked full time outside of the 

Performing Group (though a of them 't...-ere working for FST in 

other areas) : 

This fact constitutes the most serious impediment to 
the qualitative development of the wcrk of the 
Performing Group. Rehearsal time is l i..:l!l.ited, training 
time is limited, touring and performance time is 
limited. 

Still the Group had performed for three weeks at FST' s own 

theatre and had toured for eleven weeks for 11 a total of 39 
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performances. This is the highest level of productivity 

that we've ever been able to achieve in any touring season 

of the FST. 11 

But, O'Neal went on: 

[ I.t was] a dubious accomplishment. • • • Because of 
conflicting obligations • • • , we were forced to re
fuse many opportunities for performance, and have been 
unable to maintain a consistent program of training and 
rehearsal. 

Uneven performances and a drop in morale resulted even though 

11performances were enthusiastically received. 11 Blood was 

particularly popular and usually received standing ovations. 

A community radio station in San Francisco was so im
pressed • • • that they recorded one of the songs from 
the show to use as a theme. The enthusiastic response 
of the audiences, however, did not compensate for our 
own recognition that we were not [living] up to the 
potential of the group. 

The goal of the Community Theater Program was enunci

ated as raising "the level of popular understanding of the 

role of culture in the Black Liberation struggle and [en-

couraging] involvement in community action efforts •••• 11 

Because this program was not restricted by the costs and 

logistics inherent to touring, its productions could 11 take 

entirely different approaches. The first plan for 

1977 was to bring Roger Furman, then of New York•s New 

Heritage Theater, to New orleans to direct "his own exciting 

drama of urban life, The ~ Black Block." This was another 

plan that never saw fruition. 

In October a Times-Picayune feature examined the prob

lem. O'Neal explained that since its inception, the theater 
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had had "periods of intense activity!! fo~j_vwed by "periods 

of evaluation--and relative inactivity" and that part of 

"the current evaluation period•• was concern about the 

group 1 s political role and its neglect of its "role as a 

cultural institution. 11 Concern also centered on trying to 

"raise a large percentage of its annual $100:000 cperating 

budget from 'the community' 11 since there was a noticeable 

trend away from foundation funding for "their type of opera

tion" and a move to favor "the larger regional theaters.'' 

FST had hopes of attracting both more whites and the Black 

middl.e class and to pl.an ahead 11for four or five years"; 

0 'Neal said he also hoped to "•work with new aesthetic 

forms, ' continue the summer youth workshops, and be able to 

mount two large scale community productions a year, in 

addition to touring productions.•• By the end of the year 

the staff was down to three full-time people for the first 

time since 1970 (Dodds, "Where Is ••• 11 ). 

The new year brought new plans: in January 1977 the 

theater announced that Theodore Ward was returning in Feb

ruary for a year• s stay on another playwright-in-residence 

grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. Then nothing more 

was heard from FST until April. As it tumed out, the first 

production of the year was a revival of Hurricane ~ 

which O'Neal had revised slightly; its 1.5 performances had a 

11modest response11 (328 total attendance) • This time the 

play was presented as a Community Theater production. 
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The next issue of the !:2! Voice did not appear until 

July; then it announced the formation of a new Performing 

Group and the start of the Summer Youth Progralll. The latter 

was to "be on a smaller scale11 than previously because of 

t..l:te lack of staff and because of a decision "to limit parti

cipation to those children and teenagers who are specifical

ly interested in the performing arts"; this summer's program 

was financed by a $1000 grant from Total Conununity Action. 

The new Performing Group, unlike the five previous ones 

which had combined professional and amateur actors, was 

comprised mainly 11of people who don't have previous back

grounds in theater" but who had exhibited talent, creativity 

and commitment in the workshops. Plans called for a produc

tion by the end of June. The Group did do excerpts from 

Blood at the FST Annual Picnic, in Greenville, Mississippi, 

and at the John Henry Memorial Festival in West Virginia. 

They actual.ly opened o~".. October 14 for a run of three week-

ends with~ which had undergone "a lot of major changes 

and reorganization. 11 

During the summer O'Neal and Cha Jua (who, although no 

longer a staff member, still helped with the theater) worked 

with a theater class which Delgado Junior College sponsored 

at the Parish Prison Rehabil.itation center. o' Neal directed 
30 

prison inmates in an attenuated version of Opportunity. 

In an effort to rebuild audience participation, FST had 

decided to host 11 a variety series of cultural events" aimed 
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at strengthening "the connection between the fast growing 

community of progressive, innovative artists in the New 

Orleans area and the FST audience. 11 The series included 

Sharon Stockard Martin 1 s §.Q!!_ ~ Evening ~ Anxiety Pieces 

for the contemporary American state, jazz pianist-composer 

Willie Metcalf, pianist-vocal.ist Henry Butler, a production 

by C"na Jua of his own ~ Black Experience and Dent • s Ritual 

Murder. Also announced were two one-man dramas by Charles 

Pace from Austin, Texas, and a modern dance presentation by 
3l. 

the New Dance Company. 

Fiscal 1976-77 had been ''the worst year in 10 years" 

with the greatest decreases cominq 11 in earned income and 

contributions rather than fro:m foundations. It has been our 

tendency to blame the foundations for our bad times but the 

facts d.on•t support the argwnent •••• " O'Neal's February 

report to the FST board went on to predict that "this ~ 

looks like ll will ~ ~ than last ~11 and to beq for 

the board 1 s financial help. 

And. 1978 certainly did not get off to a promising 

start. ~!!!:~Wind was put into rehearsal. But on 

March 6, O'Neal sent a letter to cast members: 

l:t • • • has been necessary to suspend all activities 
leading to the production. • • • 

Chakula cha Jua, the Director • • . , has withdrawn 
from the production for personal reasons. • • • 

It is still our intentions • . . to see, what we 
b~;Lieve to be a major dramatic work in its premier pro
duction. In order to do that, however, a new director 
who would be approved by the play-wright would have to 
be found.32 
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By the end of April another director, Joe Stevens, had been 

found and casting was rescheduled for May 22-26 with rehear

sals to begin June 15 and opening to be August 11. 

Meanwhil.e, in April, 0 'Neal had terminated the workshop 

which had begun a year before: 

I felt it necessary to take the problematic decision 
because of a critical. failing on my part and the FST. 
We created a group which we were not in a position to 
provide with the necessary conditions for it[s] healthy 
and complete development (Memo) • 

In May he announced that he intended to form a smaller group 

of six or fewer actors who had "professional. level skills 

and a high level of interest in the philosophy and political 

perspective of the FST and a willingness to train others. 11 

He also iterated his intentions to continue the Documentary 

Theater Project. FST hosted several visiting performances 

that spring but its own activity was centered on candle. 

A few days before candle finally opened on August 18, 

in a letter to Larry Rand of the Commission for Racial 

Justice of the United Church of Christ, 0 'Neal asked for 

help: 

As the result of an error in our bookkeeping we have 
run out of money six weeks before we expected to. . • 
Our ba!'!.lc account is cu.-rentl y in overdraft by approxi
mately $1,500.00, we are unable to meet standard monthly 
expenses for August and September, we are trying to 
complete t..'le opening of the premier production of 
CANDLE IN THE WIND . • • [and] finally our bare bones 
staff of three people, who were only receiving thirty 
dollars a week, have been entirely cut off. 

Unfortunately this long-awaited production did not 

attract large audiences; most nlllllbered under 2 0. At the end 
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of September 0 1Nea1 thanked the cast and crew for their par-

ticipation and assured them that they would be put on the 

regular mailing list "so that you will start to receive our 

newsletter, when it 1 s published. Thru the newsletter we 1 11 

let you know when we're doing another play .••• 11 The memo 

also asked for donations to the Garaqe Sale planned for the 

end of october: 

Money is desparately [sic) needed to meet current 
operating costs .••. (Just as I sat down to type 
this note, the water was cut off and the man came by 
to collect rent that [is] two n..onths overdue!) 

As it turned out, there was to be a two-year hiatus 

before another FST production and that was to be the final 

one. In the spring or summer of 1980 in an undated news 

release, the FST announced "three plays to be presented at 

the contemporary Arts Center••: 0 • Neal• s one-man play Don • t 

gart ~ ~ Talking _Q!: ~ Tell ~.ferything ! Know: Sayings 

frc:\ .:.he Life and Writings ~ Junebug Jabbo Jones, The Good 

Woman _2! Setzuan, and Buddy Bolden • s Blues, a new play by 

Rebecca Ranson described as "a touching biographic dran~.a 

with music. •• 

Junebuq was the only one of these performed and 0 1Neal 

six years later was still touring with it. For a couple of 

years he presented the show under the FST name but by 19 8 3 , 

two decades after its birth, he had taken steps to legally 

dissolve FST. 

Writing in American Theatre, Jim 0 •Quinn said that FST 

had come and gone 11Wi thout leaving a visible markn but that 
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[it had] been indelibly absorbed into the city's racial 
myth: :rt was the South•s first int-:grated theatre, 
bringing together idealistic young blacks and whites, 
urban and rural dwellers, performing artists and ghetto 
survivors (27). 

0 'Neal has said that FST was already an anachronism when it 

was founded, that the Movement of which it was to be a part 

had been kill.ed with the March on Washington (Personal 

interview). Dent too, as early as 1970 when death of the 

theater seemed il'Dminent, theorized that "the disintegration 

of FST • • • followed exactly the • • • disintegration of 

the movement" but that it did inspire other theaters and 

theater artists. Even at its funeral, little agreement 

emerged as to what happened or why it happened. But there 

was no doubt that it had happened and had l.eft its mark on a 

number of l.ives if not on the community it hoped to touch. 

Obvicusl.y a number of factors contributed to FST 1 s 

probl.ems and eventual death. Behind them al.l was the ini

tial fail.ure to agree on the group 1 s destination much less 

which road to take. 
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Notes 

l 
Other performances were by A Traveling Jewish Theater 

of San Francisco (ATJT) ; Jomandi Productions of Atlanta who 

presented FST' s first original play, Gilbert Moses 1 Roots; the 

Roadside Theater of Whitesburg, Kentucky, an FST 'joffspring"; 

the Carpetbag Theater of Knoxville; and Voices in the Rain who 

did a poetry-music program similar to those of the young FST ~ 

The money came from diverse sources: National Endow

ment of the Arts, Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, 

Louisiana Division of the Arts, Southern Arts Federation, 

National Performance Network, People's Theater Festival, 

Institute of Human Relations at Loyola University (head

quarters for the symposia) , Contemporary Arts Center of New 

Orl.eans (the performance site), Amistad Research Center 

(holder of the FST archives), Alliance for Community 

Theaters (ACT I--the, or a, successor to FST), Alternate 

ROOTS and the Ford Foundation. Some of these same sources 

were instrumental in keeping FS'I' alive through the 1 70s. It 

is an irony of our cultural times that anti-esta},lishment 

arts groups such as FST, Roadside Theater, San Francisco 

Mime Troupe, etc. have had to turn for help to the epitome 

of the establishment--the foundations and governmental 

agencies. 
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Records too are chaotic--and seem to have always 

been. What was probably the most orderl.y set of records was 

in the hands of one of the long-time New Orleans board 

memlJers and was inadvertentl.y thrown out during an attic 

cleaning. Thus it is sometimes impossible to date accurate

ly correspondence and reports and to establish with certain

ty events and performances. After 20 years memories are 

also hazy, and even those intimately involved at the time 

cannot supply absolute clarification. 

0 'Neal's files which he turned over to the Amistad 

Research Center, and which form the basis for my research, 

were more disorganized than organized and Amistad filmed 

them as they were. Reports are mixed in with plays; frag

ments of repcrts appear with no title or date; material is 

repeated. 

4 
Derby is now an art professor in Michigan; she at-

tended the funeral and, although most cordial, was reluctant 

to revive those early crises. 

5 
Unless otherwise designated, all references in this 

chapter are to material in the FST archives m.aintained on 

microfilm by Amistad Research Center. As noted above, much 

of the material is undated and/or fraglllentary. 

6 
This prospectus is reprinted in ~ ~ Theater 

{FST) (3-6), an invaluable documentary of the theater's 

birth and first four years. One must, however, be cautious 
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in reading the book, realizing that material has been 

selected and edited and that contradictions exist throughout. 

7 
Richard's brother Bill had been a roommate of Moses 

at Oberlin and, apparently by a slip of the pen, the initial. 

letter to Schecbner was addressed to 11 Bil.ll' (FST 206) ~ 

Schechner still ostensibly wonders if they contacted him by 

accident (Personal interview) • Based on extant correspond

ence and recollections of O'Neal and on common sense, I 

doubt that; it seems more reasonable that through Bil.l, 

Moses knew of Schechner•s position and contacts with New 

York theatre. 

The show ended up touring 1.6 towns in Mississippi 

plus Memphis and New Orleans--or 22 Mississippi towns and 

New Orl.eans or 1.3 Mississippi towns in three weeks, de

pending upon which FST typescript or article you read--and 

played to OVer 3 1 000 people a 

While waiting for the qroup 1 s tax-exempt status to be 

granted, Tougaloo College continued to adlninister funds so 

that donations would be tax deductible. 

10 
Yet at a company meeting the previous fall, O'Neal 

had expressed reservations about playing in New York--away 

from the audience that FST was intended to reach (FST 39). 
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ll 
Nothing in the archives deals with personal matte~s 

but O'Neal has admitted that these contributed to the almost 

constant upheaval in the company during these first years 

(Personal interview) • 

l2 
.Q!Y ~ Absence premiered the following Novel!lber at 

New York's St. Mark's Playhouse; it was never done by FST. 

l3 
Apparently some workshop activity had occurred in 

the interim: a program for the season notes that Denise 

NiCJ.'lolas had recently been involved in FST 1 s production of 

Strindberg 1 s The stranger. 

l4 
The Sallle article relayed a story told by Orman about 

his arrest 11 in New Orleans for riding a bicycle the wrong 

way on a one-way street" and then being "fined $10 for 

having no means of support." :In the December 13, 19 65, 

issue of The Downtowner O'Neal reported he spent two weeks 

in jail for the same violation (FST 83). 

lS 
A 1.966 proposal from FST harks back to the original 

dream: 11the establishment o£ col!lmunity theater groups in up 

to twenty-five towns and cities where no such groups have 

ever existed," involving "at least 2,500 people in theater 

work as amateurs in these towns and at least 50,000 people 

as audience. 11 
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16 
The tours under Dent were, according to him, much 

more sedate than the earlier one: no drinking while driving, 

no pot, no taking chances; they could have been n a gospel. 

quartet" they were so well behaved! But, although there was 

no harass:ment because they were an all-Black group playing 

only in Black communities, there were added expenses: no 

longer was the bed-and-board of the Movement days available. 

He would have liked the group to do 10 to 1.2 shows a year, 

particularly in places that were beginning to breed their 

own companies, but finances made such a schedule impossible 

(Dent, Phone interview) • 

17 
In their first year FST had problems with Dramatists 

Play Service about royalty payments for Godot; now there 

were probl.ems about royal ties for the Ward play. Ward had 

given his personal permission for them to perform the play 

and had waived royalties because he shared their ailns; he 

assured DPS that the FST performances were professional and 

would not conflict with any amateur performances that might 

be scheduled in the area. 

16 
FST finance committee ninutes report expectations of 

over $23,000 but the proposal. to the church asked for 

$15,000. 

19 
Blkartsouth was also producing Nkombo as a quarter-

l.y, producing plays writ-::en by workshop members, and giving 

public readings of other material. by its members. The two 
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currently functioning parts of the workshop program were a 

journalism workshop which had, by mid-October, published 

four issues of a monthly newspaper (The Plain Truth) and the 

Golden Agers Drama Group with 17 participants between the 

ages of 60 and 86. (According to this same letter, the 

Golden Agers had given their first public performance on 

September 24. Yet an earlier release indicated, as men

tioned above, that they made their public debut in 1968.) 

20 
This meeting was held on November 16 and Moses 

attended; on November 19 a letter to Peters signed by Dent, 

Jones and 0 'Neal requested that Moses "be relieved immedi

ately of his duties as Director of the Ensembl.e11 and given 

four weeks 1 severance pay "because of the continual hosti

lities that have existed .•• over the last few months, and 

our feeling that there is no prognosis for improvement in 

working relationships. 

2l. 
Janet R. Kenney, who is working on a doctorate in 

arts administration at the University of Oregon, is examin

ing the businessjmanagement problems of FST in her disserta

tion. Her working title is The History~ the FST: ~ Study 

~ Theatre. Philosophy. Management. 

22 
Dent maintains that since o 1 Neal did turn to pro

ducing original works (actually a goal from FST 1 s inception) 

and did settle down to building a New Orleans organization, 

"in terms of ideas, we won oUt 11 (Personal interview). 
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23 
Attendance for this show was somewhat better but 

audiences were certainly not large enough to bring the FST 

anywh~re close to being self-supporting: a good house was 

in the neighborhood of 60 paid audience members, but many 

performances brought in only 20-30 adult ticket holders. A 

performance at Grambling Coll.ege in May had a high of 94 

paid viewers and 15 children. 

24 
The idea was for board members to give parties 

following the performance; invitations were to indicate that 

a donation would be solicited at t.."le partyo 

25 
Among the other groups performing at the Expo was 

the Dashiki Theatre Company of New orleans. Founded in 

1.969, it already had over 1.5 major productions to its credit 

and was achieving this success in the Black community. 

26 
This tour included several performances in North Carolina: 

St. Andrews College, Malcolm X College [sic], Laurinburg Prep 

Institute, and an unidentified college in Greensboro. 

27 
In the spring the play had l.O performances by the 

Buffalo Black Drama Workshop. O'Neal's ~~the Blood 

~ Your Fathers? was done by the Theater Department at 

Memphis State University in February of 1974. 

28 
FST and Amistad "Historical Notes11 give 1973 as the 

first production date for Blood: the FST notes list it as 

having been perfcr:ed in August-September and the Amistad 
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notes in September and October. However, a review of the 

show (which appears to be the first) is dated September 13, 

l.974. Furthermore a January l.975 eval.uation by Spil.l.man 

refers to Fal.l. l.974 performances in terms that indicate this 

as the premiere. There may have been workshop performances 

in l.973. 

29 
The audience count included at times 0 neighborhood 

kids, 11 presumably non-payinq. The May FST Voice mentions 

that "for the first time in many years the Free Southern 

Theater has had to turn away people for a play staqed at its 

l.240 Dryades street plant" and that :maximum seatinq for the 

production was 110. 

29 
Seventeen-year-old Tyler was sentenced to die for 

the murder of a white man during a brawl on a school bus. 

There was considerable evidence exonerating Tyler. 

30 
Performances on two Fridays were for inmates and on 

two Sundays for the qeneral public. "Oriqinal.l.y, the Sunday 

perform-ances were scheduled to be held at the Free southern 

Theater, but the Sheriff 1 s office found problems with that 

arrangement. n 

3l. 
:In November 0 1Neal lectured at Harvard's Afro-

American Studies Department on Afro-American folk tradition 

in theatre. 
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32 
A letter to 0 'Neal from Ward dated March 7 sheds 

light on Cha Jua 1 s departure: it was a controversy over 

money. Cha Jua claimed that FST was unfairly withholding 

$400, the balance owed him for directing the play whereas 

FST claimed that the aJnount had been garnisheed by another 

firm. Ward pointed out that he had given permission for 

production of an original play without a formal royalty 

agreement; "yet,'' he continues, "despite my reputation as a 

black playwright, you seem to be willing to torpedo the 

venture for the sake of a questionable indebtedness on the 

part of Chakula •••• I can't see ••• how if your dis

position should be generally known, you may hope to continue 

your reputation as an advanced proponent of Black Theatre." 

However, he reassures O'Neal that he wil.l. "continue to 

swing" with them. 
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Art is--between ourselves, 
quite confidentially ... 

Art is a weapon --
Art is a weapon in the fight 
for my interests. 

First you introduce yourselves 
as a theatre group ••• and now 
you talk about political 
propaganda. These are two 
distinctly different subjects. 
Art has nothing to do with 
pol.itics •••• 

CHAPTER III 

FROM ARISTOTLE TO BARAKA: TOWARD A POETICS OF PROTEST 

In the United Workers' Theatres' 1931. agitprop piece 

Art !§. ~ Weapon (Samuel 301-05), the Capitalist first lets 

us in on the secret that he uses art to advance his own 

interests. When, however, the workers appear to proclaim 

the message that "Art is a weapon [and] theatre is a 

weapon, 11 he denies it vehemently. 

Both o 'Neal and Dent have said many times (including 

conversations with me) that the charge was frequently 

leveled against FST that it was engaged in politics; 

propaganda, not art/drama. They refuse to accept this judg

ment, agreeing that all worthwhile art is political and does 

transmit a distinct message. 

This viewpoint that all art is engaged, and thus propa

gandistic to some degree, has been defended throughout the 
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history of Western aesthetics and has become a given with 

the modern Black theatre movement. In our time Sam Smiley 

in The Drama ~ Attack and George Szanto in ~ ! Propa

ganda have made excellent cases for the proposition that 

because all art is a product of its time, if that art treats 

the problems of the times, it is engaged--either as agita-

tion (the Workers' purpose) or integration (the Capitalist's 
l. 

use) propaganda. The modern Czech playwright Vaclav Havel 

summarizes these ideas clearly: 

li [T]he best theatre is and always has been naturally 

~~~I~!~a;~ns;o~~t~:l t~~:. I~ ~e~r~~~~~~ :d n~ruly 
sense-is an instrument of propaganda for this or that 
political. ideology . • • but as something which has the 
innate characteristic that it is not indifferent to the 
fate of the human polis, that it has a l.ive, com
mitted and penetrative relationship with its country 
and its time ••. 11 (Caute 68). 

The debate over drama as didacticism or drama as enter-

tainment undoubtedly traces as far back as the genre 1 s 

ritualistic beginni:tgs. But as with most questions, we in 

the West are content to start with Aristotle and Plato. 

The common contention that Aristotl.e argued for a milnetic, 

non-didactic theatre and that Plato approved only drama that 

bolstered the state is not solidly based. Aristotle 1 s 

Poetics is broad enough that it has been able to accommodate 

evolving modes and methods throughout the ensuing centuries. 

And Plato actually propounded no comprehensive poetics; his. 

references to the arts are sparse and scattered and his 

specific allusions to drama even slighter--some half dozen 
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(most1y in Laws). What he has to say about it in these 

brief passages does verify the usual interpretation of 

Plato•s attitudes toward the arts. '!'here is no doubt that 

he recognized the power of drama to move audiences emotion

ally and to manipulate them (preferably in the direction the 

state wished them to move) • 

I:t is the usual dichotomy that is set up between Plato 

and Aristotle that is disputable. There is excellent evi

dence that Aristotle too saw drama as a vehicle for propa

qanda. There is no argument between Plato and his pupil 

when Aristotle claims that the child learns through imita

tion and that joy of learninq is one reason we continue to 

enjoy imitation (4.2, 5). He goes on to argue in book 6 

that tragedy imitates actions, not characters, and that plot 

is thus of prime importance: 

[After plot and character comes] Thought--that is, the 
faculty of sayinq what is possible and pertinent in 
given circumstances. :In the case of oratory this is 
the function of the political art and of the art of 
rhetoric: and so indeed the older poets make their 
characters speak the language of civil life; the poets 
of our time, the language of the rhetoricians. 

Whereas character reveals moral mettle, 11thought, on the 

other hand, is found where something is proved to be or not 

to be, or a general maxim is enunciated." On1y after plot, 

character and idea come diction, song and, lastly, spectacle 

which, while it has 11an emotional attraction, 11 is "the least 

artistic" of the elements. 11For the power of Tragedy • • • 
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short, power lies in content, not in form. 

l34 

In book 25 of The Poetics Aristotle iterates that one 

of the reasons for censoring works of arts is that they are 

"morally hurtful. 11 Certainly these ideas do not conflict 
2 

with those of Plato. Art can, and does, do more than 

entertain. 

Those today who argue that all dralD.a is political would 

consign such seeming trivia as the comedies of Neil Simon to 

integrationist, or repressive, propaganda; they lull audi

ences into passive or enthusiastic acceptance of life as it 

is (or as it is romantically perceived). Eve-11 if it :may be 

difficult to accept this argument, the claim that all Black 

theatre is necessarily propagandistic theatre is easier to 
3 

accept. In the most objective drama of Black life in 

America, there is always a message and it is usually agita-

tional. Black directors of today agree that, as Val Ward of 

Chicago's Kuumba Theater puts it, Black 111 art must educate 

as well as entertain 111 ("Black Theater • • • Comeback" 58) . 

Danny Hodges, president of Houston 1 s Maceba Affairs 

(a multi-media production company), puts it even more empha

tically: 111 We will not produce anything that does not have 

a social message 1 " (58) • If the Black theatre artists of 

the mid- 1 80s are this committed, those of the 1 60s were even 

more so. 
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But on what bases do we evaluate this Black draJUa. of 

commitme.nt, particularly the work of FS'I'? Aristotle 1 s 

Poetics and its offspring are not applicable: although 

schooled in traditional. esthetics, the writers of these 

works have rejected, at least theoretically, those concepts 

and conventions. They should, I think, be judged as far as 

feasible in their own terms. 

Ncr can a particular piece be judged simply as propa

ganda ~ art. Even if contention continues over the propo

sition that all drama is propagandistic, there is consensus 

that art and propaganda can combine. Those pl.ays that are 

purely of their time will not remain the repertory; those 

that speak to basic human needs and problems not yet con

quered wil.l continue to carry their messages. O'Neal put it 

this way: if a work is conc~rned with a very narrow specif

ic issue, the work will be time-bound, but "the deeper your 

understanding of any particular set of problems, then the 

more connections you will see between this moment and that 

moment and that moment and that moment .•• " (Persona~ 

interview) . Each play must be looked at individually--but 

bow? Is there a poetics for plays such as those presented 

by the FST? 

Looking at FST • s stated purposes can help provide a 

basis for evaluation. But to put these into context we need 

to examine briefly the influences of Marxis~ aesthetics and 

th~ still evol. ving poetics of the Black ':heatre movement. 
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Marxism has been, and continues to be, one of the 

molding forces of this century, particularly for artists and 
4 

even more particularly for Black artists. Lenin recognized 

the lack of an explicit role in the revolution for the 

intelligentsia and called for a party literature: 

[It would] serve, not some satiated heroine, not the 
bored upper ten thousand • • • but the millions and 
tens of millions of working people. • . • It [would] be 
a free literature enriching the last word in the revo
lutionary thought of mankind with the experience and 
living work of the social.ist proletariat, bringinq 
about permanent interaction between the experience of 
the past • • • and the experience of the present 
(Lenin 44-49) • 

For the qeneration that came of political age in the 

1 60s Mao was the dominant Marxist influence (O'Neal, in 

formulating FST policy in the '70s, at times almost quotes 

him). Mao, even more than Lenin, emphasized the role of 

1 i terature in building the new society. Literature and art 

should be first of all for the revolutionary leaders, the 

workers. Following the workers in importance are the peas

ants, then the soldiers, then the "labouring masses of the 

urban petty bourgeoisie and • • • the petty-bourgeois intel

lectuals, both of whom are also our allies • • • capable of 

long-term cooperation with us. 11 The new literature should 

not abandon the best of the past but "should take over the 

rich legacy and the good traditions • that have been 

handed down from past ages in China and foreign countries" 

and should also utilize the old forms, remolding and infus-

ing them "with new content" and creativity (l-l:ao 11-12+). 
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:If the militant Blnck writers of the • 60s ignored this 

admonition to retain the best from the past, the followinq 

became inteqrc:.l in their new poetics: the raw materials of 

this new content are to be "found in the life of the people 

[and] shaped into the ideological form of literature and art 

servinq the masses of people" (22). Mao of course rejects 

the idea of "art for art 1 s sake": all art ie informed by 

politics and while "sul:lordinate to politics•• does influence 

politics. Literature and art are indispensable to the revo

lutionary cause (26-27). 

Mao also goes further than his Russian comrades in 

formulating specifies of this new literature. He empha

sizes the need of the artists to qet to know and learn from 

the workers and the peasants so that they may in turn be 

teachers. While one task of the arts is to raise the stan

dards of the audience, the' starting point must be those of 

the audience, not those of the intellectuals. Even more 

pressing is the need to popularize material that meets the 

masses 1 immediate needs; popularization leads to a rise in 

standards; at each new plateau popularization is again the 

priority and so the cycle repeats (16+). 

Revolutionary literature must both expose anti-revolu

tionary forces and extol revolutionary efforts (just as 

Black drama must praise Black life and condemn the white 

oppressors) but it must also criticize shortcomings of the 

people and of the artists themselves. Essential to this 
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criticism is satire although satire should be used to criti

cize outsiders rather than for self-criticism (33-34). 

Mao warns too against propagating 11 empty, dry dogJD.atic 

formulas"; these not only destroy creativity, they are 

actually a.11ti-Marxist: 

[To truly study and utilize Marxism is] to apply the 
dialectical materialist and historical materialist 
viewpoint in our observation of the world, of society 
and of literature and art; it does not mean writing 
philosophical lectures into our works of literature 
and art (36). 

Stereotypes, old and new, in language and in charac

terization, are tools of subjectivism and sectarianism 

because they stifle creativity and criticism. Language 

should be rich and varied, stemming from the language of the 

masses but also absorbing what is needed from foreign lan

guages and what is still alive in classical Chinese. Always 

of course the writer must speak to the proletariat audience 

in terms they will understand. Also to do nothing but in-

sult and threaten or 111 pass sentence 1 " rather than to inter-

pret is a type of stereotyping (92-113). 11 [I]t is one-sided 

to regard everything either as all positive or as all nega-

tive •••• We must analyse things concretely," recognizing 

both the good and the bad in our work and developing truth 

through debate (153+). 

Mar:tist literary and dramatic theory has been developed 

by a number of writers. The Marxist writer who undoubtedly 

has had the most influence on drama is Bertol.t Brecht. 

(O'Neal quotes or refers to him frequently.) In "A Short 
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orga."'l.um for the Theatre" written in 1948, Brecht sets out 

11 to define an aesthetic drawn from a particular kind of 

theatrical performance which has been worked out in practice 

over t.s.i.e past few decades. 11 He presents the theatre as 

primarily a place of entertainment but distinguishes types 

of pleasures and pleasures for different eras. our era is a 

scientific one with the emphasis on productivity, much of 

which is "applied to creating means of destruction. . . . " 

Thus a critical attitude is in order. Whil.e today's theatre 

must remain enjoyable, "it is still free to find enjoyment 

in teaching and inquiry. '' Its representations of society 

can influence that society. Its audience should be the 

workers, the builders of society: 

[They] must be entertained with the wisdom that comes 
from the solution of problems, with the "nger that is a 
practical expression of sympathy with the underdog, 
with the respect due to those who respect humanity 
in short, with whatever delights those who are 
producing something. 

This type of theatre can treat of anything, even the anti

social, because the audience brings to it an active critical 

attitude. 

What cannot be accepted is a passive detached audi-

ence. Since detachment intensifies as the acting grows 

better, the actors should "be as bad as possible. 11 What we 

need in place of our realistic 11unrealistic" presentation is 

a theatre which both "releases the feelings, insights, and 

itlpulses possible" within the particular situation and 
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stimulates "those thoughts and feelings which help trans-

form11 the historical field being dealt with. 

Historic perspective is necessary, "and if we play 

works deal.ing with our own time as though they too were 

historical," we will stimulate the critical. attitude. What 

is needed is detachment, distancing, or Vermendung, (usually 

translated as "alienation") so that the familiar seems 

strange, and complacency is dispell.ed. 

As for the story, ''the heart of the theatrical per

formance, 11 here too artifice must be apparent and the 

actions episodic with time allowed for the audience "to 

interpose • • . judgment. 11 If the individual episodes which 

comprise a play are not visibly "knotted together," the 

spectators will become too enmeshed in the drama and will 

lose their critical faculties. 

Altogether then, theatre should aim to make the fami

liar strange, to stimulate the viewer to question rather 

than accept what is presented, to make understanding of the 

particular issue easier. 

Brecht 1 s "Organlllll" obviously mixes Aristotelian poetics 

with Marxist theory spiced by his own theatrical view de

rived in part from predecessors such as Edwin Piscator. 

Others since Brecht have developed his basic principles. 

Sartre agrees with Brecht that theatre should be demysti

fying (that is, a tool to build understanding) but it must 

do more than criticize; because most audiences are not 
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politicized, they must be made to "share in the real demys

tification11 of key characters. A character should be shoY.."!l 

in the midst of a specific conflict, making a free choice. 

Sartre also insists that no theatrical techniques can be re 

nounced in presenting a message since the critical reactions 

of a non-politicized audience are not to be trusted 

(49-50). 

Szanto argues that Brecht actually wrote a nlllDber of 

his plays for a bourgeois, rather than a politicized prole

tarian, audience (87). He also goes further than Brecht or 

Sartre in dividing theatre into three distinct types of 

propaganda: agitational, integrationist and dialecticaL 

The propaganda of agitation is usually one of negation~ such 

theatre 11 at its best [excites] its audiences if not to 

action at least to an awareness they had previously lacked." 

The theatre of integration, of the establishment, is most 

prevalent. The third type, the theatre of dialectical 

propaganda, "attempts to demystify, by depicting separately, 

interactively, and always clearly, the basic elements which 

comprise a confused social or historical situation." This 

is Brecht's "epic" theatre (71-76) • 

David Caute, while questioning the efficacy of art in 

the political struggle, works out some variations on the 

Brechtia:n base. Brecht 1 s episodic approach to plot and dis

tancing techniques are indispensable to establish "a dia

lectical appreciation of the relationship of theatre to 
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reality and of theatre to itself. 11 BUt only 11those aspects 

of the Aqitprop tradition compatible with theatrical self

awareness (or intransitivity) 11 are adopted. Satire and 

irony are effective; cartoon and caricature are not. To be 

rejected are 11mitidlessness, chaos, the cult of spontaneity, 

and bogus audience participation. 11 Instead "the writer and 

the text" should be restored "to their vital primary roles11 

(201-40). 

Georg Lilies, a lllaj or Marxist literary theorist, dis

agrees vehemently with Brecht's theories; while not as in

fluential in theatre as Brecht's, his approach has carried 

weight with some Black playwrights. Lula(cs advocates 

realism that is the •accurate presentation of the total 

sociohistorical situation of a given society. n Characters 

should be neither unique nor interchangeably abstract 11but 

shoUld unite the general and the particular to form 'types 1 

illustrative of the universal laws of society" (carlson 

387). 

As a dual philosophy-English major at Southern Illinois 

university with considerable work in theatre, O'Neal, the 

chief theoretician of FST and its major playwright, brought 

to his theatre a knowledge of classic and moderr, esthetic 

and political theories. But even more important to the 

understanding of Black drama are the esthetics of modern 

Black theatre. 
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These esthetics are formed primaril.y by the political 

ideas of Malcolm X to whom the leaders of the Black Arts 

Movement turned for inspiration and commitment to a Black 

nation. Reading Malcolm X • s autobiography proved to be an 

awakening to "blackness" for many in the '60s, including 

melllbers of the FST. 

But the groundwork was meticulously laid (in this as in 

so many other areas of black awareness) by W. E. B. Du Bois. 

In establishing the Krigwa Players in 1924, DUBois enunci

ated four bases for black drama which have remained building 

blocks for subsequent manifestos: 

"I. About~· That is, they must have plots which 

~~~~a~e N~~t!~f~y a~e~o i:,;th~;~ ~ ~der~~d i~~o~ey 
birth and continual association just what it means to 
be a Negro today. III. For~· That is, the theatre 
111ust cater primarily to Negro audiences and be sup
ported and sustained by their entertainment and ap
proval. IV. Near us. The theatre must be in a 
Negro neighborhood Mar the mass of ordinary Negro 
people11 (Haskins 70). 

Some 40 years later Baraka echoed DuBois in demanding 

"a theatre about black people, with black people, for black 

people and ~ black people" (Hatch, "White Folks • • . " 

18) • In his essay "The Revolutionary Theatre11 (originally 

published in 1966) 1 he laid the foundation for a modern 

Black poetics: 

The Revolutionary Theatre should force change. . • . 
The Revolutionary ~neatre must EXPOSE! Show up the 

insides of these humans, look into black skulls. • 
It must kill any God anyone names except Common 
Sense •.•• 

The Revolutionary Theatre must Accuse and Attack 
anY'"...hing that can be accused and attacked • • • because 
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[It] ••• must be anti-Western. 
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The Revolutionary Theatre must take dreams and give 
them a real.ity. It must isolate the ritual and his
torical cycl.es of reality. . . . It is a political 
theatre, a w·eapon to help in the slaughter of these 
dimwitted fatl:lellied white guys •••• 

This should be a theatre of World Spirit •••• The 
language wil.l. be anybody' s, but tightened by the poet' s 
backbone. • • • We will talk about the world, and the 
preciseness with which we are able to su:mmon the world 
wil.l. be our art. • • • Wi ttgensteL"'l said ethics and 
aesthetics are one. I believe this •••. 

The Revolutionary Theatre is shaped by the world, and 
moves to shape the world. • • • 

It is a social theatre, but all theatre is social 
theatre. But we will change the drawing rooms into 
places where real things can be said about a real 
world •••• 

Our theatre will show victims so that their brothers 
in the audience will be better able to understand that 
they are the brothers of victims, and that they are 
themselves victims if they are blood brothers ••.• We 
will scream and cry, murder, run through the streets in 
agony, if it means some soul will be moved, moved to 
actual life understanding of what the world is, and 
what it ought to be .••• 

Americans will hate the Revolutionary Theatre because 
it wil.l be out to destroy them. • • • 

American producers will say the revolutionary plays 
are filth, usually because they will treat human life 
as if it were actually happening. American directors 
will say that the white guys in the plays are too 
al::lstract and cowardly • • • and they will be right. 

The Revolutionary Theatre, which is now peopled with 
victims, will soon begin to be peopled with new kinds 
of heroes. . . • We must make an art that will fu..'lction 
so as to call down the actual wrath of world 
spirit •••• This is a theatre of assault. 
{Selected Plays 130-33). 

Following in Baraka' s footsteps, Ed Bullins and William 

Kgositsile were equally impressionistic in their creeds for 

the new Black theatre. Bullins argues that the avant-garde 

theatre is really nothing new but that Black theatre repre-

sents a complete break with Western theatre: 
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We don't want to have a higher form of white art in 
blackface. We are working towards something entirely 
different and new that encompasses the soul and spirit 
of Black people. • • • We are attempting to take all 
the things that are positive in us • • • and ~ncorpo:Z:.
ate them into our art on a collective basis •.•. l:n 
ten years, • • • • our art will be completely different 
from • • • Angl.o-Saxon art. It wil.l :be totally Bl.ack! 
(New Plays • • • xii) 

Kgositsile, echoing Baraka, predicts that Black theatre 

will be "a definitive act, a decisive song11 that will show 

selected parts of real life using "national" symbols and 

presenting giant heroes such as Malcolm, DUBois and Nkruma 

at the same time it castigates villains: overall it will be 

pro, not anti, life (Gayle, ••• Expression 146-48). 

Other Black writers attempted more complex and concrete 

analyses than those of Baraka, Bull.ins and Kgositsile. Ron 

Milner in his 1968 article "Black Theater--Go Home! 11 defined 

this new theatre: 

• • • the ritualized reflection and projection of a 
unique and particu~ar way of being, born of the unique 
and particular conditioning of black people leasing 
time on this planet controlled by white-men; and having 
something to do with the breaking of that 
"leasing-syndrome. v; 

'I'his theatre will be the product of writers who understand 

that for Black people, especially Black Americans, all human 

maladies, problems, wants, wonders are aggravated and en-

larged by white racism. 

Milner agrees that this t..l).eatre "must go home • • • 

psychically, mentally, aesthetically, and • • • physically. 11 

He explains that 11 psychically11 means rejecting 11 1 outside 

influences'" and probing "into t.l).e real, black1 ;lOU" whereas 

---------- -----
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:m.entall.y means "understanding that you and the experiences 

of you are in time and history coll.ective repetitions ..• 

going home aesthetically will foll.ow naturally • • • since 

your aesthetics come out of your mental and psychic environ

ment." The "going home physically" means putting this 

theatre in the black community who will. sustain and judge it 

(Gayle, ••• Aesthetic 306-12). 

Ron Karenga that same year enunciated what Hil.l. 

(National Conference • • • ) regards as the cornerstones of 

the Black esthetics: collectivism, functionalism, and 

commitment. Karenga takes these characteristics from 

Leopold senghor, who sees them as inherent in Africa art, 

and argues that they should be the foundation for today 1 s 

Afro-American art. In "Black CUltural Nationalism~ he says 

that 11 the most important criteria11 for judging Black art are 

the social, not artistic, criteria: "For all art must 

reflect and support the Black Revolution, and any art that 

does not discuss and contribute to the revolution is 

invalid. • • • " Functional.ism involves exposure of the 

enemy, praise of the people and support of the revol.ution. 

This art is coll.ective if it comes "from the peopl.e" and is 

"returned to the people in a form more beautiful and color

ful than it was in real. l.ife. '' And the commitment is to the 

revolution, "to a future that is ours" (Gayl.e, ••• 

Aesthetic 32-46) • 
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The summer issue of TDR in 1.968 (T-40) was devoted to 

Black Theatre. In an article on ''The Black Arts Movement," 

regarded by some to be as influential as Baraka' s, Larry 

Neal explains the relationship between Black Art and Black 

Power: 

Black Art is the aesthetic and spiritual sister of the 
Black Power concept. As such, it envisions an art that 
speaks directly to the needs and aspirations of Black 
America •••• [It] proposes a radical reordering of 
the western cultural aest..ltetic. 

Inherent in the new Black aesthetic is th.e "African-American 

cul.tural tradition" but it goes beyond that to encompass 

"most of the usable elements of Third World culture" and is 

motivated by "the destruction of the white thing. • . . 11 It 

asks the ethics-based question, ''What is truth? Or more 

precisely, whose truth shall we express, that of the op-

pressed or of the oppressors?" Human survival is the core 

concern of contemporary life and the Black artist must 

recognize this. 11 [E]thics and aesthetics must interact 

positively and be consistent with the demands for a more 

spiritual world. Consequently the Black Arts Movement is an 

ethical movement. 11 

Neal iterates the familiar theme of the sterility of 

white Alnerican theatre and posits the Black Arts theatre as 

advocated by Baraka as an al.ternative. This 11 is primarily a 

theatre of the Spirit, confronting the Black man in his 

interaction with his brothers and with the white thing. 11 
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Implicit "is the idea that Bl.ack people . constitute a 

nation within the bell.y of white America" (29-39). 

Toni Cade sums up the • 60s and looks ahead: 

What characterizes Black Theater, then, is a newness 
in content, direction, attitude, a purpose .... The 
playwright need not any longer accommodate his vision 
to what the white conscience bel.ieves is the truth 
about this country. • • . Revolution was talked to 
death on the stages of the thirties. The residue hung 
in the air till. the sixties. But at least revolution
ary upheaval is taking place in a realer sense in our 
time . . • [and] the sixties will. at l.east have pro
vided the l.essons for the more genuine, more separate1 

more black, more liberated revolutionary theater of the 
seventies (Gayle, ••• Expression 134-43}. 

More moderate voices were heard during the '70s. 

Baraka's 1971 definition of Black theatre as that deal.ing 

11with the lives of Black people, 11 for instance, is a far cry 

in tone at least from his call to revolution of 1966. His 

explanation continues: 

It is a theater that actually functions to liberate 
Black people. It is a theater that will commit Black 
people to their own liberation and instruct them about 
what they should do and what they should be doing. It 
will involve theiD. emotionally. It will also, hopeful
ly, involve them programmatically in their liberation 

[The] Black Theater is an economic institu
tion, it is a political institution, it is a creative 
institution, it is a religious institution, it is a 
place where social organization can be taught. • • 
(Coleman 32-36). 

And in 1978, though he was still talking revolution, it 

was in a vastly different manner than in the '60s: 

The Black Arts Movement of the sixties basically wanted 
to reflect the rise of the militancy of the black 
masses as reflected by Malcolm X. Its political line at 
its most positive was that literature must be a weapon 
of revol.utionary struggle ••.• 

On the negative side, the ••. movement without the 
guidance of • • • a Marxist-Leninist communist party 
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was • • • left with spontaneity. It became embroiled in 
cultural nationalislll, bourgeois nationalism, substi
tuting the mist::ust and hatred of white people for the 
analysis of the real enemies of black people • • • • 
[A] dead end had been reached that could only be sur
mounted by a compl.ete change of • • • ideology. • • • 
Afro-American literature is going • • • [to] leap back 
into the revolutionary positivism of the thirties and 
the positive aspect of the black-arts sixties .... 
The Afro-American nation and its peopl.e • • • still 
face a revolutionary struggle. • • • The next wave of 
Afro-American literature • • • wi11 dramatically record 
this (Se1ected Plays • • • 250-51) • 

Robert Macbeth of the New Lafayette Theatre is among 

those repeating the call for the Black theatre to be an 

integral part of its community, providing "not only new 

plays, but new theatre.: new concepts of what 'plays' are." 

Those in Black theatre "must be of high purpose. • . our 

job has always been to show Black people who they are, where 

they are and what condition they are in" (ts). 

In 1.972 Larry Neal pointed the way "Into Nationalism, 

Out of Parochialism" in an article in which he went against 

the trend by praising rather than condemning the Negro 

Ensemble Company. He complains that "a black critic is 

expected to attack all playwrights wOrking: and all theaters 

playing, anywhere outside the black community" but adds that 

he does not think. that necessary: 

The NEC just represents another tendency within the 
movement. It wants to be accepted off-Broadway, wants 
to be accepted by the critics, and honestly says so. 
Everybody else wants the same thing but doesn • t want 
to admit it. 

Neal also remarks that Black artists are beginning to move 

back to a confrontation with, rather than a retreat from, 
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admitting white critics and trying' "to get the works of 

their playwrights done everywhere they can be done. . . 

Our theater should challenge the establishment theater. 

(Performance 32-40) • 
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:rn an interview with Erika Munk in the same issue of 

Performance, Bullins confirms Neal 1 s analysis of the situa

tion: "The state of the black arts is in flux . . . so 

there are a lot of perspectives ••.• 11 For the New 

Lafayette, "the initial sloganeering has been done and 

there's no sense repeating it" (52-60) • 

And in an (apparently) unpublished piece written in 

1971 titled "Black Theatre of the 70 1 s--Evolutionary 

Changes, 11 Bullins recal.ls that among the young Blacks of the 

'60s who 11 imagined t.lJ.e metaphor of the times to be :revolu-

tion" were the creators of Black theatre which was seen as a 

"revolutionary instrument" but more important was the emer-

gence of Black theatre groups. 

These artists are creating new synthols drawn from an-

cient prototypes a."'ld "translated to the people through Black 

stylistic, symbolic and literal image/renditions": 

Some of 'the obvious elements that make up the alphabet 
of the secret language used in Black theatre are • • . 
rhythm. • • ; the racial consciousness and subcon
sciousness of Third world peoples, Black Cultural Na
tionalism, Black Revolutionary Nationalism and tradi
tional • . • familial nationalism; dance . • • ; Black 
religion in its numerous forms .•• ; Black astrology, 
myth-science; also history, fable and legend, vodun 
[voodoo] ritual-ceremony, Afro-American nigger street 
styles, and of course, Black music. 
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The social role of Black theatre is of prime ilnpor-

tance: 

It is the Black artist 1 s creative duty to plant, nur
ture and spread the seeds of chanqe [but] Black theatre 
is part of all theatre, whether this fact is liked by 
Black theatre creators or denied by ignorant americans 
[sic]. Black theatre's evolution into a visible force 
in the arts and the cultural life of Black America has 
changed theatre very profoundly, though this change is 
not yet immediately evident to the white theatregoer. 

Bullins prophesies that Black theatre will evolve "into a 

profound instrument of altering the slave mentality of Black 

Americans" which is not to say that "Art and Politics should 

be identical. Black Art is to express what is best in 

us and for us Black people"; that best may include politics. 

Black theatre is ''a people's theatre, dedicated to the 

continuing survival and progress of Black people. And the 

artists will continue to evolve with the people ••• 11 {ts). 

Julian Mayfield 1 s 1971 essay "You Touch My Black Aes-

thetic and I '11 Touch Yours" could almost have been written 

in refutation of the above Bullins piece. In it Mayfield 

defines the Black aesthetic in the negative: it is not a 

secret or a special language. And while Black music may 

contribute to the Black aesthetic, it is not an essential 

component. Nor obviously has the Black aesthetic "anything 

to do with ct:r supposed sexuality. 11 Vague as it may be, 

this aesthetic "rests on something m.ore substantial than 

hip talk, African dress, natural hair, and endless, fruit-

less discussions of 1 soul' ! 11 It rests, he continues, "in 

our racial memory" which will manifest itself in different 
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individual ilnages. "The Black Aesthetic, if it is anything, 

is the search for a new program. • • • It is the search for 

a new spiritual quality, or the recapture of an ol.d one, 

lost and buried deep in our African past." And it is, 

finally, revolutionary (Gayle, • • . Aesthetic 24-31) • 

Eugene Perkins also sets out a program for the Black 

Arts Movement in the 1 70s, reminding us of its revol·ationary 

and nationalistic goals: 

[T]here is an inherent danger to any cultural movement 
which arises during a period of social crisis [ 1 60s] 
that is bordering on revolution. Unl.ess the esthetics 
of the movement support and reinforce the struggle, 
then they have no real social or political signifi
cance, and become only sterile fads •••. The Black 
Arts Movement cannot afford to isolate itself f:t'om the 
Black Revolution. 

It is the duty of the Black Arts Movement to nurture the 

awakening Black consciousness, "to help liberate black 

people from the oppressive chains of white America and to 

create a functional esthetic that expresses the total black 

experience .••• 11 In line with this, the Movement must 

involve the people as participants and ~st abjure empty 

slogans. ::ach of the arts must be dedicated to the revolu

tion. A Black esthetic implies "an interaction between the 

various art forms which embodies a secular philosophical 

reference •••• If we are to claim a Black Esthetic, then 

we must also define the qualities which make it so." Simply 

saying art is "black" does not define it. 

Perkins goes on to say that the theatre, which embodies 

many art forms, can best define "the totality of Black Art" 
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but "the Black Theatre has yet to reach the masses of black 

people. n To combat the hold of film and television, Black 

theatre groups must reach out and involve the community even 

if some community groups "do not generally see themselves as 
6 

part of the struggle.•• He rendnds us that the majority of 

Blacks are not, at least not yet, revolutionaries "and if 

we want this majority•s support ••. , then our theatre 

must capture those daily experiences and tribulations which 

are living documents to their very existence." 

'l'he underl.ying goal of Bl.ack Theatre must be educating 

the people so that they will gradually move from simple 

survival to a more aggressive stance. To achieve this the 

theatre must be aggressively realistic. 

Black arts must al.so guard against white exploitation. 

"Black Art must be controlled by black people. 11 Perkins con-

eludes by pointing out that art ••cannot be expected to 

remedy all of the problems confronting black people. 

However, it can help to provide us with a meaningful 

cultural foundation ••• 11 (SS-97). 

Sometime during the 1 7Ds Ted Ward, in a paper titled 

"Black Theatre in Relation to Black Liberation," took issue 
7 

with some of Perkins 1 ideas. Ward acknowledges that Black 

theatre is operating in opposition to the racist society, a 

struggle aggravated by the refusal of the black middle class 

to participate. Stimulated by the activity of the Civil 

Rights decade, Black artists "renounced the previous strug-
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gle for reform and took the path toward Modernism [a term 

' borrowed from Lukacs] • • • , the principal (characteristic] 

of which has been the expression of white hatred, and the 

resort to scatological language as proof of their revolu-

tionary desires." This Ward sees as a repudiation of socia

list ideals and achievements and a revolt against realism. 

Also the new playwrights ''fail to recognize the need 

for mastery of dramatic structure" and he quotes from 

Luk.tcs 1 Realism !!!. Our Times: 

There . • . is a lack of definition. The protest . . . 
is an abstract gesture; its rejection of reality is 
wholesale and summary, containing no concrete criticism. 
It is a gesture, moreover, that is destined to lead no
where. . • • In any protest against particular social 
conditions, these conditions themselves must have the 
central place. 

Furthermore, Ward :maintains, esthetics is not a politi

cal question but a question of "the capacity of a given 

artist to capture the truth of his observation relative to 

his :medium. • • • 11 This is a long way from the collectivism 

of the Black esthetics of the • 60s, a stance still held by 

other Black artists. Ward goes on to say that although 

Black artists should build on their experiences: both racial 

and individual, they should also remel!lber that the white 

workers and poor whites know nothing of Black lives and they 

should strive to educate these people and form. alliances. 

Floyd Gaffney also emphasizes the value of the indivi

dual voice: "The black 'ivTiter who speaks from direct ex

perience, hopefully through plays that are skillful, percep-
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tive and illustrative, will find the common denominator 

between ethics and aesthetics.'' :tt is not however possil::Jle 

to apply the same critical criteria to playwrights who 

deliberately ignore western principles of art as to those 

who employ them. Thus the agitprop plays must be judged in 

terms of their own goals, not in terms of universality: 

Agitprop techniques of the thirties, Brechtian tech
niques • • • and aesthetic maxims of Artaud are delib
erately applied . • • . The idea is to reach predomi
nantly black audiences through a theatrical. style that 
allows the playwright a chance to inform, motivate and 
activate spectators by direct and simple means •••. 
[T]hrough the concrete form of theatrical production 
lies their potential to revitalize American drama so 
that action and aesthetics, theory and practice become 
synonymous ••• ("Black Theatre ••• " 1.0-15). 

That the revolutionary fervor among Blacks was declin-

ing in the '70s (Carlson 4 70) is confirmed by Kalamu ya 

Salaam and Tom Dent. In the 1971. Black World "Annual Round

up" of Black theatre, Dent sets these goals for a Black 

Southern theatre: 

(a) Work toward a positive consciousness of our 
culture ••. ; 

(b) Reinvigorate and celebrate the rituals and lifestyle 
of our people; 

(c) Provide ••• a forum for debate, discussion, and 
help us define the terms of our existence, which 
involves a knowledge of history and an analysis of 
where the oppressor is ~, and how we must 
counteract this oppression; 

(d) Provide love for our people in a realistic, not 
bullshit, hysterical or jingoistic sense 1 but real, 
based on our self-acceptance, our history, our 
vision of the future. Theater,· particularly, 
should provide a place of communion. • 
("Beyond Rhetoric ••• " 14-24). 

The fol.lowing year, in his contribution to the "Annual 

Round-up" Salaam claims that revolutionary Black theatre is 
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"on the way out." Black theatre is American theatre-

produced by whites and funded by whites and in its essence 

mainstream. This does not mean that it is not relevant: 

"Art is not revolution. 11 However art can play a ~ in the 

revolution, that part being basically "transmitting informa

tion, educating people and offering the principles of work 

and struqqle" (40-45). 

Dramatists 1 interest in tracing Black roots remained 

strong. In 1979 Errol. Hill was still calling for a rejec

tion of traditional styl.istic techniques a...J.d an exploration 

of the "true origins" of Black theatre materials. Likewise, 

he wants Black theatre to be judged "in terms of its authen

tic bl.ack heritage" ("Black Black Theatre • • " 29-31.). 

Hill, typical.ly, notes the church and other Black community 

institutions and African ancestry as sources. But what ex

actly, in terms of cultural contributions, can Africa offer 

the Black American dramatist? 

l:n 1.971, while artist-in-residence at FST, African 

scholar Bayo Oduneye presented an 11 In.troduction to African 

Drama" (ts} which provides at least a partial. answer to that 

question. In the past in Africa, drama existed everyw~here: 

11 In ritual.s, ceremonies and mimetic performances the people 

of Africa enacted the most important aspects of their 

J.ives." Dance and mime were integral to these performances 

which were definitely functional. At night stories were told 

and news and gossip exchanged: 
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The storyteller could be a one man theatre or he could 
draw his audience into the play. Dialogue could lll.ove 
from person to person; it could be a long poetic narra
tive spoken by one man, or it could take the form of a 
chant a 

Today there is still theatre everywhere in Africa, 

traditional and modern. And the new Africa draws on foreign 

theatre as well as on its own past: 11 Fz-om cairo to the 

cape, from Dakar to Nairobi, performances of the works of 

sophocles, Shakespeare, Moli~re, Wilde, Arthur Miller, etc. 

could be seen. 11 African playwrights are employing modern 

dramatic techniques but they also tend to use stylized forms 

and such traditional devices as 11 spontaneous dialogue, folk 

music, simple stories, and relevant dances. Their 

audiences respond actively to performances, often partici-

pating in the staged event. 

Language is dynamic: 

Often a playwright will shift back and forth in style. 
Vocabulary, diction and sentence structure from a Euro
pean language • • • , to an African version of that 
language as it is spoken on the streets, to African 
languages and dialects themselves. 

African drama is growing i changing, assimilating, 

creating. The parallel, aJ 'though Oduneye does not explicate 

it, with American Black theatre is obvious. What the Afri

cans are not doing, he also explains, is rejecting classical 

and modern 11White 11 forms and techniques. 

Of course, despite the rhetoric and proclaimed esthet

ics of blackness, American Black playwrights are not reject-

ing the:::. either; their training is after all in western 
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theatre and theory, and that knowledge cannot be erased. 

There are, however, vital differences between Afro

American and African theatre. Paul Harrison sees one such 

difference in the lack of spirit ( 11nommo") in the former. 

African-based rituals are empty, lacking in the freedom and 

spontaneity of the original--and lacking the active audience 

participation. Our theatre tends to bog down in sociologi

cal approaches and heavy polemics (196+). 

Scott Kennedy approaches the same point: African 

theatre "is a volcanic eruption of the art forms steeped in 

the culture of its people. 11 It is "communication •••• ~ 

celebration £± life. ~ communion ~ vibrations" (1.4). It 

is a syml:Jolic theatre presenting the people's history to 

them; thus it is both classical and folk: 

Its purpose is to comment upon nature and life, not 
:merely to reproduce it •••• 

African theatre is universe-connected, concerning 
itself with both the natural and supernatural (18-19). 

But, as noted above, African theatre is richly diverse, 

tackling both 11the roots of yesterday" and 11the proble:ms of 

today 11 and doing so with botJ."'l ancient and :modern methods. 

By integrating dance and mime, storytelling and music into 

their works Afro-American playwrights have enriched their 

dramatic stock: in simply adopting ritualistic posturing 

and/ or attempting to abandon the western heritage they have 

misread the lessons of Africa and done disservice to their 

own art. 
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From Malcolm X came the commitment to development of a 

wholly Black idiom. But with the returning moderation in 

the 1 70s also came a shift back to ll!.ore traditional Marxism. 

How does the FST fit into this frame? Essentially John 

O'Neal was the FST spokesperson throughout its history. A 

sampling of his thoughts can give us perhaps a still clearer 

context in which to look at FST's work. 

O'Nea.l insists that politics and esthetic form can not 

be split because the relationship between them "is the rela

tionship between content and form" and both are necessary: 

Content is an inextricable part of every art work. • • 
:If that content is of any moment beyond the entirely 
frivolous, then it's going to support .... be related 
to some issue that people are concerned with. 

What we might consider psychological matters are, if they 

are of any significance, socially--that is politically-

determined. Granted that many things in our lives are 

completely unimportant "in the big picture" but the question 

then narrows: 

"Do you want to bother producing art concerned with the 
essentially immaterial phase[s] of our lives?" ••• 
I submit that it is possible to say things that ••• 
provide all the tension release, all the joy, all the 
humor, all the--whatever emotion you want to character
ize it with--without avoiding these substantial. 
questions. 

As a political weapon, theatre has its limitations. It 

is "a kinetic mediUlD." but "I don't think people run .•• 

out of the theatre to storm the barricades. • • Produc-

ing good theatre requires recognizing "the nature of the 

instrument" and using "it for what it is good for •• 
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one thing theatre is good for is 

the exalllination of more complicated phenomena. 
Now some people use it for other purposes but •••• 
there 1 s no point in trying to do something if you don 1 t 
try to do it the best it can be done. 

When people are 1nore concerned about the immediate 

response, they move from art into another mode, using art as 

an accessory: 

They move • • • into the discipline of political action 
with a small •~p'' and that is not necessarily a bad 
thing except that it is important to know the difference 
when you're playing which role •••• 

As for the FST, a number of statements were made at dif-

ferent stages as to its purposes. The common thread is "to 

find a way through art to support the purposes of the Black 

Liberation struggle'' (Personal interview) . 

But of course in 1.963 when FST was born, civil rights-

not Black Liberation--was the watchword. In the first issue 

of American Dialog, O'Neal introduced 11A Freedom Theater in 

the south," the still embryonic FST. Written in 1964 the 

article suggests that the Movement needs to move beyond 

politics and develop "educational, cultural and public ser

vice institutions'' and Southern leadership. Theatre "is one 

of the most effective ways possible for a man or a people to 

become aware of themselves.'' 

By the time of his follow-up article 11 Freedom Takes the 

stage," written after the first 1964 tour, O'Neal was going 

a step further in elucidating the aim of the FST: 



one question that seems constantly to concern 
people . . . [is] the q-.J.estion of whether this is civil 
rights protest or propaganda theater or whether we are 
a "theater theater." Hopefully, the kind of program 
and the kind of dialogue that we are engaged in show 
the invalidity of such a question. If a theater that 
reflects honestly and truthfully the human condition 
and which provides some insight into a particular 
situation that may be useful to its audience is a 
propaganda theater, then that is what we intend to be. 
If a theater company in the South that refuses to 
accept the standards of segregation's system for the 
destruction of the human spirit and the human ego is a 
civil rights protest theater, then we're that too. 

It seems to me, however, that even to ask the ques
tion is somewhat of an indictment. For an artist to 
sacrifice the relevance of his art to his audience and 
their particular situation is to prostitute his art. 
For a man to accept·what he knows to be evil within ~e 
context of his own commitment is to violate his 
integrity as a man. To paraphrase one of the mentors 
of modern theater, Bertolt Brecht, the only way for art 
to be non-political is for it to join sides with the 
ruling powers. 

In the Summer 1968 issue of ~ devoted to Black 

theatre, O'Neal makes some general observations on the Black 

artist: an artist in order to develop must be nurtured by 

those who love him; it stands to reason then that the Black 

artist needs to be with Black people, speaking to a Black 

audience. In speak;inq. to a white audience with different 

cultural interests and experiences, the Black artist "be

comes an explainer," a process that "takes him away from his 

legitimate work as an artist't which is to sing. The Black 

artist is in the proper milieu when he accepts "the respon-

sibility of speaking from the context of, and to, [the] 

values and needs" of the Black community. 

Also necessary to the establishment of a relevant 

theatre is "an active and critical." audience. It takes more 
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than Black actors in a Black community to make a theatre 

viable; it must address the needs of the audience in terms 

of their experience: 

There is no truth that speaks so clearly to me as the 
truth of my own experience. If I cut to the essence 
of my own truth there will lie a truth for al.l men. 
One can only achieve that kind of statement, however, 
in the context of specific historical., cultural, poli
tical, economic circumstances. • • • As the truth of 
Black people finds expression, it will be political 
("Motion ••• 11 70-77). 

A couple of years later in a piece written for The 

Black Aesthetic! O'Neal beqins to sound the more revolu

tionary note of the tilnes. The job of Black artists, he 

:maintains, 11 is to help our People to recognize themselves 

and the inevitable demands of the struggle that lies ahead" 

("Black Arts •• ~" 47-58). 

By 1971 he has identified three types of theatre based 

on purpose. In a paper prepared for the FST 1 s workshop and 

titled "The Purpose of the Black Theater Workshop of the 

FST," 0 1 Nea1 distinguishes community theatre, which has as 

its main goal the involvement of "people _!!! !!_ given communi

~ _!!! theatrical entertainment"; educational theatre, which 

has dual goals--to train students for theatrical careers and 

to "train people ~ ~ the theater ~ .! teachinq instru

ment"; and finally the Theater ~ Com.mitment, which aims 11~ 

~ the theater ~ !!.!!: instrument ~ achieve ends that are 

greater than the theater itself. 11 Black theatre is the 

latter--a theatre committed to "seeking a change in the 
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condition and an improvement in the welfare of Black 

People." 

Most of the papers from this era sound the Black 

Liberation themes: a call for a Black nation and a recogni

tion that the current struggle is for liberation and that 

"the FST is valid only in so far as it is a vehicl.e for our 

contributions to the struggle of our people for total 

liberation. 11 0 1 Neal was never really happy with Black 

Power; his Marxist orientation is too strong to let him feel 

comfortable with a segregated world but at this stage he 

identifies himsel.f as inclining toward Pan-African national

ism. The Pan-African tries to synthesize the cultural and 

Marxist positions and also believes that 11 a unified con

tinental government in Africa is requisite to the liberation 

of Blacks the world over. 11 

By the next spring 0 1 Neal was emphasizing that in 

talking about FST 1 s role in communicating ideas, he wasn 1 t 

talking about didactic theater: 

Blacks in the South tend to be less affected by na
tionalist rhetoric. • • • Now, I know a lot of northern 
black theater have :moved of late from direct political 
theater to other forms of raising our consciousness. 
But for years • • • I haven 1 t been interested in 
rhetorical or didactic theater. It locks you into a 
line •• o o 

We can use the Dozens, the street rap, and black 
liturgical forms from sermon to prayer meeting o But if 
we want to shape a new consciousness through ideas, 
these sou~ces can't just be icing on a white cake--we 
have to find ways to make their underlying rhythms and 
spirit part of our total work ( 11Perfonning o o • 11 

4l-Sl). 
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However in 1975 and 1976 internal papers, O'Neal was 

still talking about commitment "to the goal of national 

liberation • • • for the oppressed Black Nation in America 11 

with the Theater's particular role remaining education, 

unification and inspiration. More pure Marxism was now 

mixed with the Black Lil:leration rhetoric: 

As an anti-imperialist organization . • • FST bases its 
program on three basic principles: 1) human rights over 
property rights, 2) government in the interest of the 
:many instead • • • of the few, and 3) support of the 
struggles of the world's oppressed people. 

FST's works must attack living conditions, the rise in 

repression and imperialist wars. The political aspect of 

art dominates the esthetic although the highest esthetic 

quality should be sought. 

In 1979 o 'Neal. sllllmlarized the FST 1 s accomplishments and 

proclaimed the continuing struggle against oppression and 

i:ntperialism. He al.so acknowledged the simil.arity among the 

theatres that arose in the early 1 60s--FST, the San 

Francisco Mime Troupe, El Teatro Campesino, the Inner-City 

cultural center in Los Angeles, the Bread and Puppet Theatre 

and Baraka 1 s Harlem Black Arts Theater: "These groups don 1 t 

share a philosophy. Nonetheless they were among the leaders 

in an effort to create art which expresses the will of and 

supports the interests of common people. • • • 11 

There is however too much confusion of ideas, according 

to O'Neal. FST by then understood that "the artist ••• is 

responsible and accountable fozo the political as well as the 
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aesthetic consequence of his effort. 11 Others involved in 

similar artistic efforts also need to clarify their 

thinking: 

In order for the arts to become more useful in our 
effort to improve the quality and character of life, 
it is essential that we strengthen the relationship 
between the arts and people's struggles. • • • There is 
a great need for deepening and extending our under
standing of revolutionary aesthetics. • . . Without 
firm ground in theory, we are exposed to the risk of 
pointless pursuit. The quality of our work wil.l be 
deficient ("Living in the Danger Zone" 11-13). 

Two final papers--one for the southern Arts Federation 

and one given at a symposium sponsored by Mill.Gaps and 

Tougaloo Colleges that fall--iterate these basic points. 

O'Neal ends the symposium paper with this question: "How 

long before we learn that art is to the struggle for under-

standing among the people as a weapon is to warfare?" 

With this grounding in the movements and philosophies 

behind the work of the FST 1 we turn to the works themselves a 

There is always some presumption in an attempt to evaluate 

works from another milieu. But in America the Black and 

white cultures are not discrete but complementary and inter-

facing. And with the foregoing glimpse at the Marxist and 

Black Nationalist theories that motivated the FST drama-

tists 1 we can perhaps better appreciate these works a 
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Notes 

l 
Szanto makes a particularly useful distinction be-

tween these two types of propaganda: agitation which 

overtly attempts to stimulate action and integration which 

covertly aims at maintaining the status quo (9+) • In our 

contemporary Western world agitprop has typically been 

theatre of the Left; in the United States in the 1 60s Black 

theatre adopted this mode enthusiastically. 

For an elegant analysis of The Poetics, concluding 

that "al.l theater is necessarily political" and that the 

Aristotelian system is a "powerful poetic-political" used 

for integrationist (that is suppressive) purposes, see 

Augusto Baal's Theater 2! the Oppressed, pp. ix+. 

As we shall see, Black militant dramatists differen

tiate between ''protest'' and ''propaganda" (or revol.utionary) 

theatre, reserving the former term for theatre aimed towards 

white audiences and using the l.atter for their own theatre. 

4 
Ironically Marxism's appeal has been to intellectuals 

and artists, such as the leaders of the Black Arts Movement, 

and to the "peasants" of the Third World but not to the 

"proletariat." These people, Marx's hope and target for 

revolution, in developed countries have been absorbed into 
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the hated bom:geoisie. And it is the ~ack of Black bour

geois support that has made it so difficul.t for Black 

theatres to survive. 

5 
Of course not even in the '60s were all Bl.acks pro 

Black theatre. In his controversial book The Crisis ~ the 

Negro Intellectual, Harold Cruse lambasts the Black theatre 

movement. He insists that "Negroes do not want a separate 

Negro theatrical. institution" although those in the theatre 

insist on "witlessly" discussing the issue. Nor can the 

content of plays change the world: "The content of plays 

determines their form but not social forms 1 although social 

forms are influential in shaping both the form and content 

of plays. In our society, however, there is no such thing 

as revolutionary theater" (520-32) . 

What is missing in Black theatre is a philosophy, an 

esthetics. Jones 1 (Baraka' s) impulse behind the foundation 

of the Harlem Black Arts Theatre was correct but he didn't 

qo far enough with nationalism. Furthermore, the Black 

writer must understand his major role is cultural, not 

political (535-36). 

6 
Perkins hews to the line of Malcolm X who advocated 

working with non-Movement qroups in specific actions al

though it is never right "to bloc with them in supporting 

capitalist politics" (Morrison 84-91). This is, of course, 

Marxism, and Dent and O'Neal echo the theme. 
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7 
This typescript--which seems to be a rough draft for 

an oral presentation--is not dated. It very likely was 

written during one of the two periods when Ward was writer

in-residence at the FST in the mid-'70s. 
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long' caravan speeding thru alabama 
then georgia red clay 
bl.ack theatre of an al.bany 

backwood church 
and then 

the long convoy stretch to 
new 'o.' •. 

--David Henderson, "A Coltrane 
Memorial" 

CHAPTER IV 

THE PLAYS : PRODUCTIONS IN BLACK AND WHITE 

The selection of plays was from the first a problem for 

FST. Limited production resources, an integrated company, a 

theatrical philosophy dedicated to furthering the Civil. 

Rights Movement (at first) and the Black Liberation Movement 

(later) , plus individual agendas for personal and profes

sional development were bound to create problems. From the 

start there was a desire to develop original material but 

during the first four years, besides poetry shows and two 

improvisational scripts based on local events, only one 

original play was produced--Gil Moses' Roots. 

For the initial season in 1.964, an impressive repertory 

was announced: Ossie Davis' Purlie Victorious, Langston 

Hughes 1 Don 1 t You Want i2_ ~ Free?, John 0. Killens 1 Lower 

than t..l].e Angels, Douglas Turner Ward 1 s QID: £! Absence and 

~Ending, Ann Flagg's Great Gettin' ~Morning, and an 
1 

adaptation of Antigone. None of these was done that summer 

(and only two were ever performed) • The one play mounted 
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and toured was Martin Duberman's ~White America and it was 

done almost on the spur of the moment and then justified as 

a pilot project. 

Moses directed the production and he, O'Neal and Denise 

Nicholas appeared in it; they recruited three other actors 

from the Movement plus guitarist Jackie Washington, who had 

one album to his credit, and some technical help. In ten 

days they were ready to start for McComb 1 Mississippi, in 

borrowed vehicles. A Novei!Iber FST newsletter (ts) reports 

that the group played to over 3, 000 people during some 1.9 

performances that August of Freedom SUl!lm.er, lD.ostly in small 

Mississippi towns. The production was simple: one plat-

form, a few l.ights (FST 1.7). What few reports exist indicate 

that reactions were uniformly positive among the mostly 

Black, mostly rural audiences. 

!!1 White America, a docudrama, was first performed in 

the fall of 1.963 at New York's Sheridan Square Playhouse. 

Written by a white history professor for a primarily white 

audience, it was probably intended to make whites thoroughly 

ashamed of their history. The texts used are taken from 

both white and Black sources dating from the eighteenth 
2 

century to 1957 and Little Rock. 

FST added current material in the second a:::t relating 

to the disappearance of Chaney, Goodman and Schwerner (their 

murders weren't discovered until after the tour had begun) • 

In a memo to James Wechsler, Moses asks approval of a 11 scene 
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using part of your editorial and one which uses statements 

by Mrs. Michael Schwerner. • '': 

I thought it necessary for our audience to bring this 
play up to date. • • • The honesty and forthrightness 
of your editorial emphasizes [sic] the angle from 
which those involved in the Southern Freedom Movement 
regard the inactivity of the Federal Government. 

Unfortunately no script of these added scenes is available. 

Nor is a record of what music was used although a descrip-

tion in the FST book of one perf-:~rmance indicates that at 
3 

least part of the original music was retained. 

And there are only a few references to the performances 

themselves. Perhaps the most dynamic performance occurred 

the ~ight in Indianola, Mississippi, when 25 white men, 

accompanied by helmeted policemen, showed up and asked per

mission to see the show. This incident has been reported in 

numerous articles (including O'Neal's "Freedom Takes the 

Stage11 and Sutherland's "Theater of the Meaningful") but the 

fullest account is in an August 19th letter (unsigned) to 

Joy Manoff, head of the New York Fund-Raising Committee: 

We were performing in the community center, and it was 
terribly crowded ••.• The whites sat in a group, 
quietly. They were all neatly dressed, shirtsleeved, 
mostly between 30-45 years old; according to a local 
guy I talked to, they were small businessmen, truck
drivers, a garage owner, etc. • . . The project people 
figured them for [Citizens] Council members at worst, 
"moderates" at best. They sat through the entire 
play, and I have never seen such close attention paid 
--with so little visible reaction. The actors--every
one else there--were scared, and inspired, and put on 
the best performances of the entire tour. I was 
sitting in the aisle, between two rows of these whites, 
as was Cynthia Washington • • . ; we may have inhibited 
them, as someone told me that the ones farther back ap
plauded at the end of the play, and were generally 
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freer in their reaction . ... :I went up to one of them 
durinq intermission • • • and asked him what he thouqht 
of the play so far. He told me to speak to their 
spokesman •••• [H]e said that they had come simply 
out of curiosity and because they had heard of the play 
before, that they were very impressed by the quality of 
the actinq, and by Jackie Washinqton, but that natural
ly they couldn't accept the play's contents. :t asked 
asked him whether he knew that the play was documentary 
and he said he did, but he felt there was a bias in the 
edi tinq. He also said he didn 1 t want to discuss speci
fie scenes until he had seen the entire play. . . . 
The one time this man made a comment during the second 
part of the play (aside from lauqhinq at Father Divine) 
was riqht after the Wechsler speech, which infuriated 
him ("Who said that? Who said that? some qed-
dam darkie?") • ••• 

Sutherland elaborates on the event: 

:I returned to :Indianola two days later •.• to talk 
with some of the whites ... about their reactions. 
There was ... only one person available: the County 
Clerk •••• Quietly, with total hostility, he ex
plained that he had qone to the play to find out what 
the Summer Project was all about. He thought it was 
well acted, historically accurate as far as he could 
judqe--and inflammatory. The production confirmed his 
suspicion that the project was communist-infiltrated. 

Sutherland, who traveled with the qroup for several days, 

tells more about audience reactions and production conditions: 

"You are the actors,•• said John O'Neal ... to the 
larqely Neqro, larqely youthful audience si ttinq on 
folding chairs, benches, cots and the ground, behind a 
small frame house in Ruleville, Miss. They were wait
ing to see what was, for probably all of the11t, their 
first live play. The 11stage11 was the back porch; there 
was no curtain, and lights hadn 1 t been necessary be
cause it was mid-afternoon. Down the road ... came a 
pickup truck with a policeman at the wheel, and a larqe 
German police doq standing stiff and ominous in the 
back. It drove by once, then passed back again . .. 
Finally the play beqan . . . :rn. White America, less 
a play than a dramatic readinqof Neqro h1story ••• 

[FS'l''s] version ... was highly professional and 
compared very favorably to the oriqinal .••• [But] 
much of its irony and hlllllOr eluded them [Mississippi 
Negroes] and they occasionally lauqhed when they were 
not supposed to, or vice versa. 'l'hey clapped equally 
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for Booker T. Washington delivering his conservative 
11five fingers speech" and for Black Nationalist Marcus 
Garvey. Meltll::lars of the audience who started to join in 
singing with the cast would sometimes be hushed by 
others more decorous. One performance, in • • • 
Gulfport, turned into a small disaster because it was 
held in a movie theater and the audience, expecting at 
least one chase scene and three corpses, expressed its 
sense of betrayal with l.oud complaints and constant 
interruptions. 

Elsewhere, response was noisy in a different way. As 
the actors made their pleas for justice or denounced 
the white man 1 s cruelty, old- women and young men would 
shout: "That • s right!'' "Amen!'' "You tell it! 11 • • • 

During the performance • • • at Greenville, a man in 
the audience came up on the stage as a pre-Civil War 
scene ••• was ~out to begin. He had obviously be
lieved orNeal's words: "You are the actors. 11 But then 
he stood there, frozen, until Gil Moses finally whis
pered for him to leave. Afterward the man explained, 
"There was so much I wanted to say and I had it all 
figured out. But when I got up there • • • , I just 
cou1dn 1t." 

The "bast"--that is, most 'Ui'lde.:rstanding--responses 

occurred generally when the performance was in a church. 

But, tellingly, by the next tour, audiences in and out of 

churches a1ready knew what to expect and there were no more 

unruly movie-goers. 

Sutherland was not the only visitor to speak favorably 

of this first production. Ir.. a report titled "Free Southern 

Theater: History and Opportunities" that traces the group 

from 1964 through 1966, an excerpt from the September

October 1.965 World Theater is quoted: "The Free Southern 

Theater's ver~io!l ~f ~ White !>.!!!.erica was highly profes-

sional and compared very fa·.,orably with the original off-

Broadway production. " 
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~White America was revived for the 1965 summer tour, 

this time with a ''professional" cast directed by Robert 

Cordier. Apparently this production was more sophisticated, 

using projections for added effect. 11 Big 0 11 (Costley) 

describes opening night in Jackson: 

[P]reparations for opening night were to say the least 
chaotic! Our screen was delayed, we had to play out
doors instead of in, we could only get 105 chairs, we 
had no formal way to seat audiences, no house lights, 
and were inundated with children as thick as roaches. 
At 8:15 we had 350 people waiting to see the show, at 
8:45 we hit. For tile next two and a half hours we had 
rapt attention. :It was beautiful. Our curtain call 
was greeted with wild applause. we could have taken 2 0 
curtain calls. They were still applauding as the tech 
crew 111oved in to start taking apart the set (FST 
84-85). -

A feature in the National Guardian confirms the effec-

tiveness of this production: 

~~:mf~~~y~~ ~~==!n~~~~i~~-~a:i:y~: :~rir::~sa~f~;s 
the production of 11 In White America" which this writer 
saw in McComb was expertly staged and acted, with an 
electric quality of timing, tone and movement which 
surpassed even the off-Broadway original. 

The actors were individually fascinating and impres
sive. Denise [Nicholas] Moses, eloquent in gaze and 
voice and body sets the tone • • • at the beginning, 
breaking into Murray Levy 1 s passionate defense of race 
separation by rising from the back of the audience and 
111oving slowly toward the stage, singing "Oh, Freedom" 
in a calm clear voice to Levy's baffled face •••• 

The spirit and unity of the company • • • carries 
across the footlights to ignite an equivalent experi
ence among its audiences, and to spark a responsiveness 
which often breaks down completely the barrier of the 
footlights. In many towns 111embers of the audience have 
risen from their chairs to contribute to performances, 
have even rushed onto the stage in their urgency to 
express their recognition of the thoughts and experi
ences before them (Undated copy) • 
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Despite this record of success with both productions of 

~ White America, as the years went by and integrationism 

gave way to Black nationalism, the principals 1 evaluation of 

the play noticeably shifted. As early as 1965, asked why .!!! 

White America was picked, Moses responded: 

I:t was a funny choice. We picked it because its the!ne 
essentially stated that the Negro revel. t was like the 
American Revolution. And it shows the Neqro a history, 
his history here, from the beginning to now .••• [I]t 
shows people brutally treated • • • who have suffered 
for recognition for three hundred years . . • who have 
never lost their humanity ( 11Dialogue11 68). 

Nicholas elaborated: 

~ White America • • • was such a profound experience 
for everyone in the audie.~ce, and for us. The amazing 
thing was that this play gave people a frame of 
reference they'd never had beforee '!'hey saw today 1 s 
struggle as an old fight, and they recognized that 
people had been fighting much the same way, all over 
the country, for a long time: for all the time. 
They found the history they had always been denied 
(68). 

Writing about 11 '1'he FST and Me: 11 Schechner (although he 

was not partner to the original decision to mount the play) , 

reports that it "seemed the perfect scripte" Although the 

script is "sentimental" and shortchanges the Black National

ists, it umatched the temper of Freedom Summer, the time of 

I black and white together e Ill He goes on to say, however 1 

that in retrospect in 1968 "the play is condescending, 

patronizing. It is the nearly perfect representation of 

'liberal sentiment' e e . II (FST 213) e 

In 1966 in his Freedomways "EValuation" of FST, 

Dent agreed that "plays like .!!! White A.'!Uerica, Brecht's The 
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Rifles ~ Senora ~ • • • and the ilnmediate ilnprovisa

tional plays • • • [can] help the participants discover what 

the Movement means or what it should mean. 11 He then points 

out t.."le play's educational value: 

At a Cathol.ic school in New Orleans an audience of pri
JD.arily "Creol.e" Negroes was exposed to a history of 
black people in .AJnerica absolutely foreign to their ex
perience. . • • These youths were completely ignorant 
of W.E.B. DuBois, Father Divine--even Booker T (2S). 

But by 1974 in another Freedomways article, an update 

on "Black Theater in the South, 11 Dent sounded less positive 

about the play: 

Unfortunately, the first production . . . set in 
lD.otion the conflict over choice of material which has 
raged within the organization since it first had to 
deal with practicalities. In White America dealt with 
the theme of the black sagain Ainerica, but was hardly 
a black play in form, thouqh the performance was 
livened by individual and ensemble songs (248). 

Actually its episodic form combines music, narration and 

dialogue--basic elements in traditional African theatre. It 

is essentially the form that 0 •Neal chose later for the 

docudrama Where !.§. the Blood 2!, ~ Fathers? which presents 

Black history from a :Slack, not white, perspective. 

Reading ,!!:! White A:merica today, we can see the bases 

for some of the later objections: its emphasis is on the 

unfair exclusion of Blacks from American society rather than 

on (as in 0 1Neal 1 s follow-up) the Blacks 1 continual revolt 

against that exclusion; they are presented more as reactors 

than as actors. And there is no doubt that the work is 

somewhat dated: much has happened since 1957 that can now 
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recogni-tion of Dr. King and the Movement, of Malcolm X and 

the Nationalists, of the gains and, more recently, the 

losses in the continuing fight for rights. 

But Duberman is not condescending. In fact he does an 

effective job of shattering some liberal heroes: Thomas 

Jefferson is presented as concluding that Blacks are in

ferior to whites; woodrow Wilson is shown as rude and unre

sponsive to a Black delegation; the people of Canterbury, 

Connecticut, led by the Honorable Andrew T. Judson, are 

portrayed as bigots. The one scene I find gratuitous is the 

brief depiction of Father Divine; it adds nothing to the 

basic tale of the fight for freedom and if intended to be 

humorous misses its mark and is inappropriate. (Because of 

the play's structure, this scene ::an easily be cut; the fact 

that FST directors did not choose to do so indicates 

that others may see--or saw--it differently.) 

The chief problem with the script is that it is heavily 

rhetorical.--long speeches, short exchanges--rath2;r than 

dramatic. BUt again, effective acting and staging can keep 

the action moving and the audience involved. The work also 

has the advantage of being easily producible, requiring only 

seven people (including the guitarist} and minimal costumes 

and sets. Ar.d, as everyone agrees, .!!! White America did in 

1964 and 19 65 reflect the mood in Black America. It was a 

good, not a "funny, 11 choice, relating perhaps more than any 
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of the other plays of the next few years to the experiences 

and emotions of the FST audiences. 

The two plays chosen for the first 11official 11 FST tour 

in the fall and winter of 1964-65 are 11 funnier11 choices and 

have produced even more controversy than the DUberman work. 

Davis 1 Purlie Victorious, although heavily anthologized, is 

not today regarded with great favor by Black critics and 

Beckett 1 s Wai tinq for Godot is viewed by many as the strang

est choice in FST 1 s history. 

Schechner reports that he, O'Neal and Moses "met and 

argued for Jnany days" about the plays for this first profes

sional tour. Considered were Blues for Mr. Charlie and other 

plays in the Black repertory: 

We argued whether or not they were "accurate reflec
tions" of the "black experience." I knew nothing of 
that experience, and I suspect that Gil and John knew 
less of it (in the South) than they thoughte We re
jected the Baldwin play and chose instead • • e Pur lie 
Victorious. An antbivalent choice. Surely in many ways 
Pur lie is a liberating play. But in other ways it, 
like In White America, offers a sentimental path to 
freedOlii. [A year later, he labeled the choice not ambi
valent but a mistake ("Dialogue" 68).] 

So~~~e~d;:~~ i~~=~ ~~;i:~s :~e 1=~~=9=t~~e:~e of 
peoplee Or was it the language of the people? I am 
still not certaine surely the rhythms and words were 
there. But I suspect this was Delta Broadway, the 
Plaza Suite of the Mississippi flatlands (FST 
215-16-) -. - -

Schechner likes Pur lie because it is farcical and funny 

and "right-on" in terms of its politics (Personal inter

view) • The November 1964 FST newsletter rather tersely 

reports that the producing directors finally picked Purlie 
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because they felt it "embodied a spirit essential to the 

communities in which the FST wil.l play; and comedy, farce, 
4 

and parody can be liberating elements. 11 

Purl.ie premiered in 1.961 to good reviews (although it 

did not have a l.ong Broadway run) • 

(It] ridicules all of the conventional myths and ••• 
stereotypes of Southern blacks and whites; optimistic
ally it implies that these rel.ics have finally been re
moved from the American living room ••• (Turner 1.6). 

Laughter has always been a cutting weapon and modern play

wrights have used it as a tool with particular keenness. As 

Robert Hatch points out, n [W] e implicate ourselves by our 

l.aughter; more often than not, we are the victims of the 

jest •.•• " whether that jest 1nixes "absurdity with terror" 

or "hilarity with disgust. '' 

Certainly FST' s audiences found the show funny even 

though the troupe were not pleased with their performances 

or the staging (FST 59-60+; "Dialogue" 74-75). The New 

York Times reported that it opened to an standing room only 

audience of about 500 in New Orleans ( 9 Integrated .•• "). 

The major problem was the staging: the three specified 

realistic settings proved difficult--even impossible--to 

execute in the schools, churches and centers in which the 

FST played, let al.one in the field and farm.yard performances 

(Gaffney, "Interracial Theatre • • • '' lOS) • 

Although the audiences easily identified with the fallli

liar (although caricatured) characters, Gaffney questions 

its choice on the grounds of the play's ability "to chal.-
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lenge an audience 1 s reflective and critical skil.ls'' (1.09) • 

He also thinks that a weak and farcical second act "is at 

odds with the serious racial issues for which the play is a 

vehicle" (107). He is, I think, correct: the low comedy of 

Purlie does dilute the message. We cheer Zor PUrl.ie but 

recognize his shortcomings as a hero; we are appalled by the 

01 1 Cap 1 n but he is too broadly drawn to take very serious

ly; we wish Lutiebelle well but she is too gauche and naive 

to be a wholly satisfactory heroine; we approve Charlie's 

sentiltlents but he is too childlike to command real admira

tion. In short, satire--the sharpest ct:.tting edge of comedy 

--here is dulled into stereotypical characters (the in-love-

-with-his-own-words Black minister, the weak l.iberal, the 

diehard Southerner, etca) and familiarly farcical scenesa 

But the basic approach--never apparently discussed by 

the play 1 s antagonists or protagonists--is rooted in Black 

folklore: the trickster, who always starts in the weaker 

position, triwnphs over the supposedly stronger foea (For 

more about the trickster, see comments on ~ Ending a) 

Unfortunately, because Davis does parody the Black 

image, Purlie is too comic to be really revolutionary as 

Fabre notes (34-35). The main p=oblem is the message itself: 

it is, as with !!1 Wnite America, an integrationist solution 

that is posited and achieveda Thus for those critics of 

today who base their views on the esthetics of the Black 

Liberation Movement, Purlie is invalid: it is neither tru-
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ly collective, committed nor functional. It was written for 

a Broadway audience, not a primarily Black audience. :It 

satirizes both antagonists and protagonists. And it is 

traditional Western theatre in form. 

But remembering Mao 1 s advice to begin at the level of 

the people and to popularize the material lllight make Pu.rlie 

more acceptable to these critics. FST's audiences were 

neither sophisticated nor revolutionary so they could relish 

Purlie•s victory and approve Charlie's acceptance. Too, in 

the hot Mississippi fal.J. of J.964 findinq something to J.augh 

about and with must have been a relief, and the show's 

optimistic 111essage about changinq times in the South must 

have been hopefully understood. 

Godot is a different story. 

O'Neal comments on the controversy surrounding Godot: 

Time and time again the question was raised, 11What 
possible relevance do you imagine Godot to have to the 
J.ives of Black peopl.e in the South? Why do a pl.ay l.ike 
that?" Ultimatel.y J: think it must be agreed that Godot 
is not the most appropriate kind of mater~al [emphasis 
added] • The plays should come directly from the ex
perience of the people who are there. Godot was not 
written for such an audience. :It was to be a slap in 
the face for complacent western intellectuals. •fllere 
were a number of "incorrect n arguments directed at us, 
however, that J: think it important to identify. 

one of the most common arguments against the play was 
that it was too "complicated and intellectual" for the 
n ignorant rural mind. n Not only is this a condescend
ing and patronizing argument, it is one symptomatic of 
misplaced Western values Which presume education as a 
prerequisite for intelliqence. The uneducated may lack 
certain specific skil.l.s that fol.l.ow education but they 
are no less intelliqent. Often the very absence of 
these skills forces them to qreater application of 
creative facilities [sic] simply in order to 
survive •••• 
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Besides theater is a living art. While the script 
is important, the ilnmediate COinlilunication takes place 
between the actors on stage and the audience. • • • Our 
production of the play was very good and did, there
fore, communicate forcefully. 

Some saw it as a political allegory. Mrs. Fannie Lou 
Hamer • • • best typified that approach when she said 
in the discussion after the play, "Everyday we see men 
dressed just like these (tramps), sitting around ths 
bars, pool halls and on the street corners waiting' for 
something! They must be waiting for Godot! But you 
can't sit around waiting. Ain't nobody going to bring 
you nothing. You got to get up and fight for what you 
want. Some people are just sitting around waiting for 
somebody to bring in Freedom just like these men are 
sitting here waiting for Godot •••• 11 5 Others 
read it as a religious allegory making Godot God and 
the central image the fall of man ••• ("Motion in the 
Ocean," TOR 75-76; !§_! 178; ts). 

The reasons 0 'Neal gave 20 years later for choosing the 

play are somewhat simpler: it was manageable in terms of 

cast, and "someone" in the company wanted to do it! He went 

on to say that doing the play taught them never to under-

estimate the capacity of an audience, indicating that it had 

been company members themselves who had wondered about the 

ability of these uneducated people to understand (Personal 

interview). 

Moses confirms this last observation: 

We wanted to see what would happen. We chose it be
cause it • s a great play, and we thought Godot would act 
as a barometer of the limits, the ceiling of this 
audience. It did..'"l 1 t operate that way. All we learned 
was that our audience can take Godot ("Dialogue" 69). 

In a letter to Grove Press dated October 21., 1.964, 

regarding the waiving of royalties, Schechner emphasized 

that 11we feel. it is essential to do plays like GODOT and not 

simply 1 agit-prop 1 plays." He recal.ls that, for him, seeing 
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experience artistically, socially, politically and 

personall.y" (Personal interview) • 

The Novelllber 1964 FST newsletter rationalized the 

choice: 
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Waiting !£;: Godot is not only a great modern play, but 
one which speaks in universal and yet concrete terms 

:i~~s~e ~;u:~~~~s~;u~~~~d~~~~&~ ~~o~0~~P!~ racial 
Al.catraz co:nvinced the producing directors that the 
play would be readily understood and wel.comed in that 
larger prison, Mississippi. Underneath its anguish, 
Godot is a play about freedom and its difficul.t de
mands on the human consciousness. 

The newsletter rationale could have been intended to 

pacify James Cromwell, the director 1 who read the play as a 

metaphysical allegory and 11was offended by seeing a racial 

analogy, the analogy to the circumstances we played in and 

the master-slave relationship ••• 11 (O'Neal, Personal inter-

view) • Cromwell hi!nself told a reporter that the play was 

chosen '''because it moved us and we thought it worthwhile • 11 

(Minor) • In any case the cast had by the end of the tour 

stopped answering the question in post-play discussions 

(Minor). 

Whatever the reason for the choice, performances did 

not go smoothly nor were al.l. audience members as acute as 

Mrs. Hamer in arriving at an understanding. In fact O'Neal 

told Minor that "befuddlement" was the best word to describe 

the reaction. 
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At the performance in Clarksdale, Missis~ippi, cromwell 

played Pozzo in blackface and finally captured the attention 

of the audience; previous audiences had tended to ignore him 

because as the white master, he could obviously have nothing 

of interest to say to them {FST 57) • Halfway through tho;a 

tour Moses as Didi was directed to put on whiteface. For 

Schechner this "dest::-oyed the reality of the play" and he 

wondered why it was done. Moses explained: 

The reason was, 1 think, that the audience couldn 1-t go 
beyond the Pozzo and Lucky situation: the image of the 
white man holding the rope around a Neqro's neck 
shocked the:c out of comprehension. 

Nicholas elaborated: "Whiteface immediately stopped that 

first black-white reaction and forced the audience to deal 

with something else •••• It brought them closer to the 

human heart of the play." O'Neal continued: 

Finally we rejected the idea of whiteface, but kept it 
anyway because there was no other way to deal with the 
problem of racial hanqups •••• We had a white Gogo and 
a Negro Didi; two Ne.groes doing the roles would have 
been different. • • • If we keep Godot in the reper
tory--and we will--we 1 11 have to work things out 
( 11 Dialogue11 71) • 

Some people in the Southern tour towns caught the 

humor, others walked out: kids at one performance threw 

spitballs. When Minor saw it in Hattiesburg, the show 

opened to an audience of about 150; by the end some two 

dozen people remained. 

Schechner has identified three distinct FST audiences: 

the New York audience who came to the performance at the New 

School 11 to do their Movement duty11 : the New Orleans audience 
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who made the choice to come rather than to do something 

else; and the small-town Deep SQuth audience that 11was 

fascinated by a new experience.r.1J·· The New Yorkers knew about 

the plqy and ''l.ooked for meanillqs"; in the South "they 

laughed at the charactersn beceuse they continued to waite 

In the south it was a comedy; i\1 New York it was "a play of 

despair" ("Dial.ogue" 69-70). 

o' Neal says that southernraudiences "accepted Didi and 

Gogo as comic characters, wher"eas Pozzo and Lucky weret 

somehow, made analogous tc the.'"whole question of sla-very" 

(Gaffney, "Interracial Theatre .•• 11 115). 

Despite the cas .. c's insecurities, the production itself 

was reportedly quite good. Atl-least Jerry Tallmer reviewing 

the New York performance for:~e·Post thought that the 

staging compared favorably wi 'blt other productions of the 

play in New York and that Mose:s-;. as Didi was excellent (FST 

ts). 

He:t it seems from the conflicting reports that there 

must .have been a lack of focus.·,: Obviously the use of black

and/or.~. whiteface changed the -ariginal concept which cast 

each~-of the two pairs interraoi.al~y. (Just as obviously if 

Lucky had been white and PoZZQz.Bl.ack, a st.ill different 

interpretation/reaction wculd.)J.ave·been engendered.) There 

must ::-nave beer: serious disag::Eep'll~ts as to how the play 

shouJ.d:.l:?e approached with Cr<m.lld~' s "artistic" reading 

winning, but only partially, .::-O.l§el!.1 0 'Neal's more pragmatic 

----- ------------------------
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and po~itical interpretation. It 1 s probably a valid guess 

that this lack of focus confused the audience more than the 

play itself. (Godot can, after all, be read in a multitude 

of ways--witness the plethora of articles and books since 

its 1953 premiere! But this is not the place to review the 

various interpretations.) 

Focused as it might have been with its interracial 

cast, the FST production could have legitimately made poli

tical implications as a sub-layer to the metaphysical ques

tions inherent in the script. Godot is a complex work and 

there is no reason to limit a production to a single layer 

of meaning. certainly I do not agree with Gaffney's claim 

that because Godot "addresses itself to the very nature of 

human existence ••• [it] does not lend itself to pol.itics" 

("Interracial. Theatre e e e 11 16). 

Nor is it legitimate to reject the comic aspects of the 

play and expect only profound reactions. Becket has delib

erately used burlesque routines and, if played in that 

tradition, they will be funny (at least to those who like 

this type of hUlllor) • The play is after all labeled 11 a 

tragicomedy, 11 a form that has acquired new significance with 

the 11 theatre of the absurd11 --theatre that is built on the 

recognition that l.ife is both comic and tragic, that is, 

absurd. A director and cast might worry if no one did laugh 

durinq a performance! However, some FST performances of the 

play ran as lcng as 2 hours and 45 minutes {O'Neal, Personal 
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interview). :It is quite possibl.e that some people walked out 

from boredom, not from lack of understanding. 

Having said this, :r: must also say that :r: agree that 

Godot was not a good choice. :It doesn't meet the objectives 

of the FST, vague as they may have been; it is not about 

Bl.ack problems nor is it revol.utionary in any sense. (In 

fact Sartre considers it bourgeois, even reactionary [51].) 

Understood or not, l.iked or not, ~ was one half of 

the first official. tour, a tour that pl.ayed to some 5500 

people, many of whom had been introduced to the FST the 

previous summer and who were already adopting the FST as 

their theatre. 

The next season, bill.ed as "The Year of Revol.t," in-

cl.uded two plays "about revol.ution" (Handbill.) --Brecht's The 

Rifles ~ Senora Carrar and the revival of !_!! Wnite America. 

It is stretching a point to cal.l Duberman' s play revol.u-

tionary but it does carry a strong message, a much stronger 

and more direct one than either Pur lie or, obviously, Godot. 

The Brecht pl.ay, however, is expl.icitly revol.utionary. 

O'Casay's Shadow 2±, ~Gunman was also scheduled but, al

though rehearsed, was never produced because of an at

tenuated season. Moli~re 1 s George Dandin had al.so been 

announced but it never even went into rehearsal nor did the 

plar..ned new production of Godot. 

Although performed frequently during the Spanish Civil 

War and in East Germany after World War :II, The Rifles (or 
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Guns) ~ Senora Carrar is hardly one of Brecht's better 

known, or better, works. Based on Synge • s Riders ~ tile 

Sea, it was written (with M. Steffin} in 1.937 for a group of 

Germans in Paris. Unlike Brecht's major works, "it is 

Aristotelian (empathy) drama11 but the realis!ll can be al

layed ••by performing the play together with a documentary 

film showing the events in Spain, or with a propaganda 

manifestation of any sort" (Brecht, Fear and Misery • . 

xii+, 162). Bentley calls this Brecht's only 11 straight 

conversion play,;; that is, a work that speaks not to the 

already convinced but to the irresolute ( ••• commitment 

1.29). The dialectic opposes neutrality and advocates com

mitment, arguing that the former is impossible: if you 

aren 1 t with us, you 1 re against us. 

Brecht has taken the Synge work, moved the locale from 

an Irish to a Spanish fishing village and the time to that 

of the Spanish Civil War; he has also increased the cast and 

substituted the war for the sea as the focus of contention. 

Instead of a mother, two daughters and the remaining son are 

the mother, the younger son, the mother's brother, a priest, 

a neighbor and the older son's girlfriend. The mother has 

lost her husband to the war and is trying to force her sons 

to remain neutral instead of joining the other villagers in 

the fight against the Fascist..;. The priest argues neutrali

ty; the uncle militancy. What sways the mother, even moving 
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her to take up arms 1 is the senseless killing of the older 

son whom she has sent fishing. 

FST used a translation by GeOrge Tabori which they had 
6 

in typescript. Moses supplied a song but no copy has been 

found. Tabori suggests that instead of documentary film, 

songs and poems "inspired by the event, that great romance 

of solidarity and col'QIIlitJnent, 11 be used (ts). (There is no 

place to fit a song into the action, so it is likely that 

the music was used either as a curtain raiser or as an 

epilogue.) 

The play simply doesn't have the power of the synge 

drama which is compressed into a dark mood piece. The 

Brecht version with its extended arguments loses the somber 

emotionalism that permeates the model. Senora Carrar • s con

version comes too rapidly for the reader to grasp although, 
7 

played by a consummate actress, could be believable. 

The New Orleans premiere attracted the attention of 

ormond Plater. In his "Billboard11 column in the Vieux Carre 

Courier he talked about the FST and this particular work, 

sounding as if he had attended one of the Theater 1 s produc-

tions for the first ti:me: 

The [FST) arrives with little fanfare .••• It encamps 
in a heavily Negro neighborhood where the sidewalks at 
dusk are alive with children and strollers, no pickets. 
By and by a young- white woman comes to the door of a 
borrowed meeting place and invites you in. You stroll 
in or you stay in the street; you pay or you don't :;-3.y; 
you stay during the performance or you walk out 
bored •••• 

At the far end, crude scenery creaks • • • --just 
enough scenery to support the illusion. But no quantity 
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of illusion can hide the fact that the actors them
selves, in roles that call for inevitable inti.Jnacy and 
emotional tension, are black and white. . . 

Plater found it "difficult to gauge the response of an audi-

ence that included a good many children" who became rest

less; the adults, however, were quiet and applauded vigor-

ously at the end of the performance he saw. "Though the 

the distant, intricate politics of the Spanish Civil war may 

have overshot the audience, surely the ageless human theme 

[a mother • s passionate but misguided protection of her 

sons] struck home 11 (Undated copy). At another New Orleans 

performance, one young man commented that he " 1 didn 1 t see 

what Spain in 1 37 has to do with what happens in the South 

today I II ("Free Southern Theater Seeks a a a II) a 

Costley, who had a three-line role, thought the opening 

of the show in Jackson "was fair" but that nthe audience dug 

it11 although, in his opinion, the play was 11 a poor choice 

for Mississippi--or New York! 11 (FST 85) Moses too thought 

it "a bad play11 (95) a 

Since the tour was suspended after only a month, 

coimD.entary is sparse but !: would raise the same question as 

Plater and agree with Costley and Moses: in 1965 how many 

members of the typical FST audience would be likely to know 

enough about the Spanish civil War to comprehend the play' s 

situation? Brecht makes a strong statement about commitment 

--a statement as pertinent to the Civil Rights Movement as 

to the Spanish War--but the argmnent simply is not as effec-
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ti ve if the historical background is not understood. Granted 

that Brecht makes very clear that the conflict is between 

rich and poor, oppressors and oppressed, and granted that 

the play is much more concrete than Godot, it still does not 

relate directly to the Black experience. Also it exhibits 

weaknesses that are typical of short didactic plays: events 

and relationships are not developed and the dialogue tends 

to be rhetorical rather than natural. 

This was the tour that also saw the development of The 

Jonesboro Story and The Bogalusa Story,. improvisations built 

on community events and worked out by Moses. These were the 

closest the FST came to doing what El Campesino and SFMT 

were doing on the West Coast--developing material for a 
8 

particular audience and community. 

No scripts for these shows are in the files but some infer-

mation is available. Gaffney reports on the first attempt: 

Undoubtedly~ the most creative and challenging piece of 
original theatre--clearly supporting a crucial obj ec
tive of this company--was Gilbert Moses 1 improvisa
tional play ••• Jonesboro: 1965. This dialogue re
sulted from the arrest and harassment of three company 
members by Klansmen in the Louisiana town of Jonesboro. 
Free Southern Theatre [sic] actors, CORE workers, and 
the Negro community took part in this drama. Charac
ters were created to portray leading figures of the 
community, and significant events of the preceding 
year were enacted. By active participation in a drama
tization of immediate conflicts, the Negro citizens 
were exposed to a stimulating experience which, from 
the few available reports, had an immediate impact 
("Interracial Theatre • " 124-25). 

Jonesboro was the trying out of an idea; Bogalusa was a full 

working out. Dent recalls the event: 
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Imagine that you are a Negro high school student in 
Bogalusa, Louisiana. It is late August. . . . You are 
about to watch a play. The play will be performed by 
the Free southern Theater, but not tonight from a 
~Titten script. 

The pl.ay tonight is about Bogalusa itself. The cast 
includes not only the members of the FST but some of 
your classmates, many of whom have participated in 
protest marches during the sumner. • • . 

Outside across the dirt road, the police chief leans 
against his automobile talking with several of his 
deputies. The chief is not sure what a play is, but he 
is present in case any 1 troubl.P: 1 develops • • • • 

The play is about the demonstration in Bogalusa that 
SUl!JJiler, about the violence . • • and the inflexibility 
of the Mayor, his City Council and the police in the 
face of that violence, and about the determination of 
the Negro citizens to fight back, to fight for their 
rights 1 and to take action to insure their safety while 
protesting for their rights. 

The audience responds to the subtleties, humor, truth 
of every situation ••• ("Free Southern Theater ••• 11 

26-7). 

Moses also recalls Bogalusa: 

11 • • • • We went to the peopl.e and got them to tell us 
the political story of the town. • • • They complained 
about the lack of opportunities, the poor quality of 
education, the ways society treated them. • • • 

"I worked all night on the script. Ws had one re
hearsal. • • • I had 30 people on the stage, including 
the Free Southern Theater actors. We staged a scene in 
which the Ku Klux Klan came into a dead-end street 
shouting derisive terms at the people. At that time, 
there was a group called the Deacons for Defense and 
Justice, which had sworn to protect and defend the 
black community. 

11As the actors portraying the Klan got hemmed into 
this little street, t..."l.e Deacons came out on the roof, 
and the whole community stepped out with them. They 
drove the Klan away and the audience was in an uproar 
because, in a sense, this was them. • • 11 (Hunter) • 

It is surely unfortunate that just as the FST was be

ginning to develop community-specific material, it had to 

suspend operations. A short item in the New York Times that 

fall reported that during the next tour a performance in 
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each town would be "devoted to an improvised presentation" 

featuring townspeople who would be aided by the profes

sional actors in dramatizing "their experiences in the civil 

rights struggle ••• 11 ("Theater Group Seeks .''). But 

although there were to be tours in 1966 and 1967 1 circum

stances had changed: Moses, 0 1 Neal and Schechner were gone; 

the Theater had begun its move toward becoming an all-Black 

company and had begun also to sink deeper roots in New 

Orleans by finally acquiring its own facility there. 

The 1966 tour began early in July and contint:.ed through 

Septe.JDber. On the bill were ~ Evening ~ African and Afro

AJUerican Poetry compiled by the company 1 William Plomer' s ! 

Speak~ Africa; Brecht's Does Man~ Man? and FST 1 s first 

original work (other than the improvisational plays of the 

previous year) , Moses' ~. 

The poetry programs evolved from simply staged readings 

into full-scale programs with music, ensemble and dramatic 

effects. The 1967 version involved "three performers on 

stools • • • all of whom read effectively" and one of whom 

sang a capella (Novick 354). The prototype in 1966 was 

surely no more elaborate. Some of the material was written 

by FST members (Prideaux) . And, at least for the New Orl.eans 

performances, there was an account w-ritten by Tom Dent of 

how a Negro boy died because it took an ambulance so long to 

get to the Desire section of the city. A New Orleans per

formance was fil.med for CBS 1 Look !!E_ and Live and so upset 
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city authorities that they caused the program to be blacked 

out in New Orleans. (See Appendix :IV for typical poetry show 

formats.) 

The Plomer work, originally published in 1927, is com

posed of two short puppet plays, ·~e Triumph of JUstice" 

and ''The Man in the Corner. 11 FST did only the former and did 

it with live actors; how the co-star--a large black cat--was 
9 

handled is not known. What is known about this production 

comes from a short mention by Prideaux plus the report in 

FST that "it brought hoots of delight from black kids who 

saw themselves portrayed as heroes for the first time, and 

whites as crude villains" (133). 

It is a violent sketch (as puppet plays frequently 

a~e). A 11cool. 11 Black man confronts a white farmer who hates 

him. on general principles (Plomer was a white South Afri

can). The white verbally abuses the native who stands his 

ground and continues calmly to speak "the truth. 11 The 

farmer goes to get the law while his wife propositions the 

Black who disgustedly refuses her advances. She then cries 

for help, clailning he has tried to rape her. 'rhe native 

remains calm while the Judge questions him. ~e large black 

eat, who has been introduced earlier, reappears and when the 

native tells it to "punish the guilty, 11 stands up, knocks 

down the Judge and brings the Judge's wig to the Black who 

dons it and immediately assumes power. A policeman appears 

and on command lalocka Mrs. White on the head. Her husband, 
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the farmer, is given to the cat as a prize to take to its 

kittens. The cat returnts saying, "He's full of sawdust" and 

asking for the policeman who is given to it. 

As I said, it's a violent and simplistic piece and the 

attempted seduction scene hardl.y seems appropriate for a 

children1 but then neither does Punch and~ and this is 

of the same general il.k. So the kids probably did enjoy it! 

And it was not done for children alone. Although there were 

frequently a number of youngsters at FST performances, 

adults were the prime target. ! Speak ~ Africa was half of 

a doublebill, the other play being Does Man~ Man? 

No such title is listed in the Brecht canon, German or 

English. However, the central. question posed in Das Badener 

Lehrstueck ~ Einverstaendnis (variously translated as the 

Baden Didactic ~ .2!! Consent or the Baden Learning Eill ~ 

Agreement or the Baden ~ for Learning Acquiescence) is 

11Hilft der Mensch also dem Menschen?-- 11 Does man help man?" 

That FST' s production was the Baden Learning Eill--or part 

of it--is proven by a photo in FST showing Roscoe Orman and 

Joseph Perry in rather grotesque clown costume and make-up 

and by Prideaux who describes the program as two clown 

ShOWSe 

The piece was written in 1919 to be performed to music 

by Hindemith who did not like the work and later withdrew 

his music. (Schechter in fact labels it an "oratorio" [47].) 

The original script calls for four airmen who are singers, 
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three clowns, the chorus leader, a narrator and the wise 

(learned) chorus plus an orchestra and conductor. Also 

involved is the 11 crowd11 (which Baxandall assumes is the 
10 

audience ( 11 ••• J.B. 114]). 

However, the clown scene could stand alone and this is 

what was done. Such a cutting would definitely dilute 

Brecht 1 s point which i~ the main part of the piece is 

thoroughly Marxist. (The learned chorus in two sequences 

separated by the clown scene confronts the fallen airmen and 

with the help of the crowd concludes that 11man does NOT help 

man11 in today's society. Only by subjugating individuality 

and uniting to work for the betterment of society as a whole 

will :man help man.) 

Brecht 1 s piece is dramatically interesting, particular

ly considering its date, but it is flawed. As Schechter 

points out, the clown sequence does not mesh well with what 

precedes and follows it, the confrontation of the airmen by 

the chorus (50). Not only is it a break in form, it is a 

break with the overt dialectical materialism of the other 

part. Doing the scene alone of course e~i:minates that 

problem. It also eliminates the vagueness of the :metaphor 

of the airmen and the production problems that the whole 

play presents. 

The clown scene--bizarre in its humor but based on 

traditional clowning--has the same type of violent appeal as 

the Plomer piece. In the original, we are invited to watch 
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a clown scene in which men help a man. The first and second 

clowns proceed to help Herr Schmitt by trying to relieve his 

discomfort--first by removing his left foot, then the other 

leg, then his left ear, etc. until what is left of the 

dismembered body is lying helpless on the stones. At this 

point the two 11helpers11 tell Herr Schmitt that he "can not 

have everything." They laugh. Man does not help man. 

Compared with the overt Marxism of the airmen scenes, 

the clown interlude is apolitical although Baxandall. reads 

variations on Job as underlying the whole play and also 

suggests that Schmitt can be interpreted as "the proletari

at, vast in potential power but victimized again and again 

until it is helpless" ( 11 ••• J .B. 11 114-16). But this is not 

implicit in the scene. If any lesson comes across, it is 

that we will be victi:m.ized if we permit ourselves to be. 

During a post-performance discussion in New Orleans, 11Mr. 

Smith was variously seen as a sYJI!bol of the whites, the 

blacks, capitalism and Viet NaJD. ••• 11 (Prideaux). 

Dent reports that the play did work: 

:rt exploded basic emotions in the minds of our audi
ences, though it wasn•t written racially and it isn•t 
contemporary. It touched something deep in the social 
order--it hit race, then spiraled out similar conflicts 
like ever-expanding concentric circles (FST 163; 
letter, 14 July 1967) .n 

FST was still groping for material related directly to 

its audiences, material with which they could unquestionably 

identify. Prideaux "felt that a fair part of [the poetry 
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show and the Plomer-Brecht bill.] had misfired" because of 

"muddy" symbolism that confused the audience. 

Was that material found in Roots, the major production 

of the season, the first original play coming from a member 

of FST, and only the second Black play the company produced? 

Roots is a one-act, two-character ("an old Negro 

couple, to be played by young actors") play. It is theatre 

of the absurd, rooted in Beckett and Ionesco and Albee. As 

are many absurdist works, it is tragicomedy--a vaudeville 

routine through which the sad and absurd truth of a miser-

able existence in rural Black Mississippi seeps in all its 

squalor and frustrations. 

Much Black drama remains embedded in realism, undoubtedly 

because, as Schevill points out, 

black communities and pl.aywrights stil.l. feel. a great 
need for confronting real. characters in real. situations. 
Their problems are too real and immediate for ironic 
fantasies of isolation that characterize much white 
avant-garde theatre (3). 

Bullins (The Gentleman Caller), Baraka, Adrienne Kennedy and 

Moses are among the few who have written plays definitely 

allied with the absurd. 

Moses' play is funny in the uncomfortable way of much 

absurdist humor; underneath the comic absurdity is that sad 

reality. Wearing a gas mask, Dot is cooking dinner: beans, 

greens, cornbread and chitterlings followed by buttermilk-

the same dinner she's been fixing for Ray for 45 years. We 

sense their conversation has been the same also over these 
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years. Ray has come in from the cotton field where he goes 

every day--even when it's not cotton-picking season. His 

routine is invariable: cotton field, home to dinner, next 

door to shoot craps. Dot asks him if he's washed. He has. 

Dot continues: 11 You 1 re becoming so absent-minded in your 

old age. Did you wash your ears?" 

RAY: Yes. 

DOT: Are you sure? 

RAY: I washed up, Dot. 

DOT: All right, now. Don't let me find out you haven't. 
I 1 11 send you right outside. (RAY stands, 
hesitant.) 

RAY: Dot? Can I sit down? 

DOT: She, you can sit down •..• If you've washed up. 

RAY: I washed up, Dot. 

DOT: All right, then you can sit down. 

Ray looks at the paper. He can't read. Dot must read it to 

him. Ray speaks directly to the audience, explaining who he= 

is. Dot interrupts and they resume a dialogue with both 

trying to clarify who they are and what they do, at times 

speaking to each other, at tilnes directly to the audience. 

Dot starts to read the paper but reads only snatches 

aloud. The front page story is about Miss Mississippi 1 s 

breaking her little finger. Ray asks for details. Dot, who 

is very light, says she could have been "Queen of the Delta, 

and she imagines what her life would have been like if she 

had had courage to try out. She serves Ray • s dinner and 
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makes him give thanks. Ray wonders if Jesus is white or 

black. 

DOT: The Lord ain't got no color, Ray. We all his 
children. 

RAY: He got to have some color. Every statue I see of 
him is whits. See. Our picture shows him white. 

DOT: Stop this foolishness, Ray. Do you think that the 
good Lord would be black? (Laughing') Ohhh, me. 

RAY: •••• Oh, Lord. Thank you for letting me out of 
bed, for letting me pick cotton, for letting me 
eat, for letting me be an old Negro man. RUlllble 
me, Lord. Sometimes I think I •m being unjustly 
done in. But ••• I can't put my finger on the 
wrong, Lord. A-men. 

DOT: That's a good boy, Ray •••• 

RAY: Awwwww, Jesus. It's terribl.e here. Terrible! Did 
you mean it to be this way? And when I die, when 
I go back to the ashes will I sit on your right 
hand and know eternal life? Will. I? (A lordly 
voice£!!~: "Know thy murderers.••) -

Ray loses his temper. Dot loses hers ~"1d slams a pie in his 

face. 11What follows is an old-time chase, to be choreo-

graphed with fast steps. • • • •• 

They settle down and the conversation resumes. Dot 

reminisces about her childhood and then tel~s about the only 

child she ever gave birth to--whon.. she suffocated 11 because 

it would have been a nigger. Then they go into a 

routine about the food: 

RAY: • • • • I joined the LTPC club long time ago too. 

DOT: The lick-the-plate-clea!l club? I thought it was the 
SIUWC club. 

RAY: That one too. The sop-it-up-with-cornbread club. 

DOT: The EIAWF club. 

--------· - - ---------------------
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RAY: The ETPT club. 

DOT: The CGFIG club. 

RAY: The belch and fart club. 

DOT: The ins and outs club. 

RAY: The ins and outs club? 

DOT: You know. The interior and exterior club. 

RAY: I don't remember that one, Dot~ 

DOT: The club that says you cook only the interior: 
the intestines and the bowels, and the exterior: 
the snouts, the feet, and the tails. 

RAY: Oh boy, that's the main cl.ub we've belonged to 
for forty-five years. 

DOT: We're charter members. • 

RAY: That's my favorite club, Dot. 

DOT: Really? 

RAY: Well, I don •t know if I like it so much. 

Reality breaks the routine. Dot continues sharing bits of 

the news with Ray. He wants to hear more of a story about 

cotton. She refuses. 

Here Moses suggests, "if the theater can afford it, 11 a 

short silent film called "Cotton Song11 accompanied by live 

funky music. "The end result should be cotton saturation, 

and an awareness of how back-breaking cotton working is." 

But film and music, he emphasizes, are not essential and it 

is unlikely that the sequence was incorporated into FST 1 s 

production. There are no records relating to it and filming 

costs would have been prohibitive (cotton fields aren 1 t too 

accessible in New Orleans) . 
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Ray and Dot continue to talk. Dot sees a mouse. Ray 

sets traps, 11big and small, some exaggerated... A huge rat 

trap is set by the door. The traps are baited with pre-

serves. Dot reads and the conversation goes on. Then Dot 

upbraids Ray: 

DOT: You could've, if you wanted to, started some
thing out there in that cotton field--a, a, 
revolution. You coul.d have been bringing home at 
least five dollars a day. But you didn't. 

RAY: I know, Dot. 

DOT: You could have torn down the schools, and the 
Negro Zuneral homes, built sewage pipes and side
walks. You could have taken me away. You could 
have given Jne a child. BUT YOU DIDN'T! 
(Silence) 

RAY: Dot, I never knew who I was. 

The comedy has turned serious--but only as far as the dia-

logue. The action remains slapstick: Ray comes toward the 

audience, stops and tries to scream. Dot comes up, "hits 

him on the back, as if she were burping him. But only 

once. • . Finally Ray addresses the audience: 

RAY: •••• You know what I'm talking about and I 
ain't said nothing. How long ••• how long uh ••• how 
long (Pause) How long can we stay in a strange 
land without making it our own? 

He gets ready to leave, slips on preserves and is caught in 

the huge rat trap. Ray weeps and the lights fade during 

Dot 1 s last speech: 

DOT: Raymond? It's just like you to be caught 
in that trap. Just like you • • • • Do you think 
all old Negro men are like you? I wonder about 
that sometimes. • • 11 (FST) • 
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Hatch ar..d Abdullah l.abel the play a "comedyfparody" but 

it is more than that. If it parodies anything, it parodies 

the stereotypical misconception of the southe::n "darkie, 11 

the !'iTem" who is content to slave in the cotton fields and 

have his greens and chi ttlings. But that is an old figure; 

even in the deep South of the early '60s, this was not an 

image warranting a full-blown parody. Moses, if he is 

pointing the finger--as surely he is--is not pointing it at 

the white images of the faithful old Negro. (Why do that 

anyway for a Black audience?) He is instead ridiculing-

burlesquing--the thing itself, not the ilnage. That there 

were "Toms" in the communities visited by the FST is ac

cepted. To ridicule the accommodationist is to say to your 

audience: "Don't YOU be like that. Don't YOU get caught in 

your own trap." To laugh at the dreamer (Dot) is to say: 

"Dreams get you nowhere un1ess YOU make them come true. 11 

But Ray is more than ridicu1ous. Ray is pathetic. Dot 

is sad. We sympathize with both despite the Brechtian 

distancing techniques, maybe even because of them. They are 

victi.lns. And with this sympathy we move--or Moses moves 

us--beyond the rea1m of the comic into the tragicomic of the 

absurd. As Corrigan apt1y describes it: 

In tragicomedy 1 the serious merges with the ridicu1ous; 
he1p1essness is cast in a hU!D.orous vein; pain and des
pair are transcended or are miraculous1y overcome; joy 
and sadness become indistinguishab1e ••• (222). 

What bothers me, at least in reading the play 1 is the 

lack of c1ear definition of form. In ~, Beckett does 
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not jar us with dissonances: the comic routines, the 

appearance of Lucky and Pozzo are as logical as anything 

else in that never-never land of limbo; the thread of farce 

runs from curtain to curtain. :rn Roots the chase scene seems. 

out of place; the suggested film intrudes on the action. 
l2 

Farce, burlesque, expressionism are jumbled. 

Yet the question is, of course, not how academics in 

the '80s perceive the play but how Black southern rural 

audiences in the '60s perceived it. When Prideaux saw it in 

New Orleans about 80 percent of the audience was Negro 

youngsters who laughed and loved the play which 11was well 

acted, and clearly meant to be funny. BUt it also delivered 

a serious message • • . that misfired as far as the kids 

went." Again, children were not the target audience. Also 

recognizing the absurdist influence, Goodma.?l insists that 

the play is designed for and does address those prime 

audiences: 

It is they . . . who are being portrayed, and they, 
like Ray, lD.Ust recognize their personal traps and 
failures. • • • [They] represent the roots of all black 
people. • . • [and] thus symbolize the very roots of 
black experience itself. • • • Significantly, it is not 
Dot, the "house nigger," but Ray, "the field nigger," 
who is dimly aware of the pointlessness of their 
lives. 

(I think they both have this awareness but cope with it 

differently.) While not truly revolutionary, Ray's conclud-

ing speech "is a call to awareness. " (568-69). (But it 

is Dot who prods this call.) 
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Goo~an concludes his analysis by identifying Roots as 

"one of the more imaginative short plays of the Black 

Theatre Movement,'' a work that, though flawed, is not 

nearly as amateurish as many (570). 

Gaffney reports that Roots, along with the other Bl.ack 

plays FST was to present, was "enthusiastically received by 

appreciative southern audiences." He goes on to shatter 

the academic 1 s reservations: 

I have observed these people, most of whom have never 
seen live theatre or actors before, and they respond to 
the immediate theatrical situation. Problems imposed 
by audiences with what I call Middle-class socio
psychological blocks are nonexistent, and t~an 
elements become clearer and more significant ("Free 
southern Theatre • • • 11 1.3) • 

The following year, citing Roots in a "Creative Arts 

Proposal, 11 the FST itself affirmed that the play had 

"presented audiences throughout the South with an U...l'lder-

standable picture of the frustrations of an Old Mississippi 

sharecropper and his wife11 (ts) • 

Gaffney makes a valid point: FST audiences did not 

have preconceptions of genre and decorum: they could un-

doubtedly both laugh at the recognizable foibl.es of Dot and 

Ray while identifying with the squalor of their existence 

a.'>'ld taking to heart the message that they must be the in-

struments of their own changes. And despite the flaws, the 

play exhibits a dramatic awareness and talent that many 

other works of the period do not and is a most promising 

first effort. Perhaps unfortunately it has been to date an 
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only work since Moses has concentrated on directing. FS'l' 

found the play, and surely the response to it, good enough 

to revive in its 1969 season, and during the 1969-70 season, 

it was pez-formed in New York at the Afro-American studio. 

All. in all 1.966 seems to m.e to have been a strong 

season. The following year, FST's fifth tour, marks the end 

of the company's first phase, its life as an integrated 

troupe. Murray Levy was the only white performer remaining 

and he was to be the last one until O'Neal reintegrated FST 

in the mid-'70s. 

For the 19 67 season FST mounted I ones co 1 s The Lesson 

(with Levy as the professor), Ward's ~Ending and 

another evening of poetry, folklore and music--this one 

titled~~ Second Line Funeral. Compiled by Levy 

and Dent, it was built around Robert Hayden's poem 11Runagate 
13 

Runagate." 

The Hayden piece is excellent for dramatic interpreta-

tion, lending itself to a multi-voice presentation of this 

brief impressionistic account of the escape of the slaves 

(the runagates, the fugitives) to the "mythic North.'' The 

rhyth:m. recalls Vachel Lindsay • s "The Congo"--a chant that 

tends to be a favorite for oral interpretation: 

Hoot owl calling the ghosted air, 
five times calling to the hants in the air. 
Shadow of a face in the scary leaves, 
shadow of a voice in the talking leaves. • • 

A nwnber of ways of presenting the poem come to mind: 

call-response, alternation of lines, even of phrases. 
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Consider the opening: 

Runs falls rises stumbles on from darkness into 
darkness 

and the darkness thicketed with shapes of terror 
and the hunters pursuing and the hounds pursuing 
and the night cold and the night long and the river 
to cross and the j ack-muh lanterns beckoning 

beckoning ••• (Barksdale & Kinnamon 677). 

Alternating voices could be used on the first line alone 

with a solo voice or choral response on the second l.ine. The 

possibilities for the poem are intriguing; how Dent chose 

tO direct it is not recorded. All we know, from Novick, is 

that three people presented the progral!l which "consisted of 

forty minutes of short selections, mostly conventional agi t

prop, by Langston Hughes, Ted Jeans, Julian Bond, Ossie 

Davis, and a nUlllber of others whose names were new to lile" 

(354). 

Dent 1 s journal indicates that the show had problems: 

the night before the company was to open at LeMoyne, the 

"poetry rehearsal was a total. failure. • • • r decided to 

reconstruct the show, a frightening idea because of ::my in

experience. Hopefully, we can add new material later" (FST 

146). 'I'hree days later he was able to report that the 

"poetry show went well, though it is too short •.•• We 

still lack the piece to bring the show home now, and don 't 

know where we will find it'' (151). 

rn Houston the company gave a street performance of the 

poetry show in a ghetto area. Guitarist-singer Walter 

~- --~-~ ~~- ~ - ~-~-~~ ----------------
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Washington was an instant hit, but the show itself did not 

produce the same type of response: 

Our poems, even if militant and well done, are still 
too formal, too much like recitation pieces to command 
instantaneous audience response. • • • [W] e need to 
arrive at a form loose enough to allow the performers 
to groove with whatever the audience feels •.. 
(157-58). 

Another piece in the pcetry show was David Henderson • s 

"Keep on Pushing," a narrative poe:m about the 1964 Harlem 

riot: 

The Police Colt:llissioner ca.."'l 
muster five hundred cops in five minutes 

For Harlem 
reinforcements come from the Bronx 
just over the three-borough bridge/ 

a shot a cry a rumor 
can :muster five hundred Negroes 
from idle c:.:td strategic street corners 

bars stoops hallways windows 
~ 2!! pushing (Henderson 31.) • 

Henderson joined the company in mid-July as a reader and 

returned with them to New Orleans to work with the writers' 

workshop. Apparently he performed outside of (or in place 

of) the poetry show: 

Tonight, reading from his own poetry, David Henderson 
added something unique to our repertory and to the 
experience of the Tuskegee audience. His poems-
personal, mystical, urban--not the type Negro college 
students have been exposed to, but David hypnotized the 
audience. He responded to questions about his work for 
almost an hour after the reading, then read some more 
(~ 166). 

With the poetry, as with the plays, the group was still 

searching for the magic formula--the right piece and, in the 

case of the poetry, the right mode of presentation. 
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~ Endinq was also a problem for the company. FST 

had had the chance to premiere this play and its companion 

piece ~ .52i Absence. (They are not thematically related but 

premiered together in New York and are sometimes done 

separately, some"'.:.i1ii.es together.) Both were announced for 
~4 

the first season but were later rejected. In "Notes on a 

Day of Absence, 11 Ward talks about his dream of writing for 

an audience such as southern negroes or Harle111. Apolloites. 

But, he goes on, these audiences--if they come--should be 

presented not only with plays about themselves but should be 

treated to theatre that is also 

bright, colorful, irreverent, nasty, acrid, soul
stirring, lovely--and, for god sakes! not preten
tiously boring or righteously griln. • • • [W] e tend to 
concentrate merely on that which exhorts, not that 
which truly excites and entertain[s] ••• (ts). 

If not as farcical as ~ £! Absence, .lli!EEY, Ending is 

also funny, and apparently the company never felt at home 

with it because cf its type of humor. During a post-play 

discussion (July 11 according to one typescript, July 13 

according to another and July 9 according to FST 1 s book 

[163]) 1 members of the company found themselves 11saying that 

~ Endinq is really not our play." Dent goes on to 

explain, rather abstractly 1 that what FST was searching for 

was "the mythology of our experience." The discomfort with 

~ Endinq was probably the same as that which had been 

voiced about other works by northern Black playwrights-

their urban experience was not the experience of the deep 
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rural South. Al.so it is light comedy, non-revolutionary in 

purpose and in tone. 

~Ending, like Purlie, is built on the familiar 

theme of the trickster. Trickster stories show the Black 

surviving- in an alien world by his wits, not overthrowing 

t.."le world or even trying to do so but making it unwittingl.y 
15 

accommodate his needs. 

Ellie is the trickster, stealing her white employers 

blind without a qualm for the benefit of her family. Ward 

is obviousl.y not spinning a simpl.e folk legend but satiriz-

ing whites (indirectly) and Blacks (directly) --Junie, the 

college-educated nephew who preaches Black Liberation while 

he is on welfare and sponging from his aunts, and the aunts 

(Ellie and Vi) with their blithe disregard of bourgeois 

morality. 

But remembering what Ward said in relation to ~ ~ 

Absence, that theatre should be fun as well as exemplary, it 

is safe to say that the main purpose of ~ Ending is to 

entertain the audience with a modern variation on a 

centuries-old theme. 

FST's audiences the swnmer of 1967 were mainly urban, 

mainly colleqiate. But it is likely that the play would 

have been as well (perhaps even better) received if they had 

been playing their rural Mississippi communities. Some of 

the college audiences were upset by the immorality of the 

protagonists whereas others, as surely did the rural audi-

~------------------------
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ences, recognized and enjoyed the trickster theme. Novick 

reports on reactions during one of the performances at 

Tuskegee: after Ellie 1 s speech in which she explains to 

Junie how she runs the Harrisons' house, the audience burst 

into laughter and applause: 

The spectators were applauding not just Ellie, but 
1:;hemsel.ves and their race and the fact that in the 
three-hundred-year struggle with the white lllan • • • , 
they had quietly managed to win their share of victor.z-, 
to find their own kind of dignity ••• (353-54). 

~ Ending is an irreverent romp in a familiar form. The 

purpose of the trickster tale is to raise th.e morale of the 

downtrodden, to build pride. In that sense, if in no other, 

it can be viewed as an appropriate vehicle for FST. But 

obviously it is not what the Theater• s leaders had in mind 

when they talked of st.inlulating thought and awareness. 

However uncomfortable the cast was with~ Ending, 

critics liked it. FST 1 s production, according to Julius 

Novick, was "within the capacities of the actors .•• 11 

( 352) • He was also intrigued by the post-performance dis-

cussion: 11 'The point is that the FST is dealing with ques-

tions that its audience finds important, that here at least 

art and life are not sealed off from one another'" (355). 

Dent reports even more positive compliments: some people who 

had been involved with a Chicago production saw the show in 

Memphis and said "it was the best production of ~ Ending 

they had seen. 11 He goes on to say that if that is true, it 

is "because of the audience, playing before an audience of 
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black youths who understand and have lived through what Ward 

is talking about" {FST 1.51.) • The play was also well received 

at Prairie View A & M College (156) and a review by George 

New in the Houston Chronicle praised it: 

fast-paced version of Ward's biting comedy • 

in its 

, the 

troupe was living up to its credo of not divorcing art from 

the es~ential concerns of black people" (161). (Dent notes 

that this was the company's "only review by the white press 

during the entire summer tour. 11 ) Such observations plus the 

lively post-performance discussion contradict the company's 

own feelings that the play was wrong for thelll. 

The most controversial production of the season, and 

the least successful, was The Lesson. Levy played the 

psychopathic professor and Jac 1 lyn Earley played the pupil. 

This interracial casting would ilnmediately give the play a 

political twist. This seems to have been intentional and 

intensified: after the first rehearsal performance at 

LeMoyne (the show wasn 1 t ready for production when the tour 

started) 1 the question was asked: 11 1 Are you not doing 

violence to the spirit of I.onesco 1 s play by minor altera

tions in the script to give it a racial application? 111 The 

answer was: 

"No 1 at least not in theory, though in this case the 
particular changes we made may not work as well as we 
would like. We try to make productions apply particu
larly to black audiences" (FST 149). 

Interestingly--11 surprisingly 1 11 as Dent put it--not many of 

the FST audiences interpreted it racially (Novick 352). The 
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Lesson was picked because the troupe thought it was parti

cularly appropriate for the colleges which made up the bulk 

of this year's tour (FST 149). (Dent also told Novick that 

he wanted to "find out how abstract he could get in his own 

writing without losing his audience" [351].) 

The play is more likely to amuse an academic audience 

with its satire on higher education than it would be to 

amuse a more typical FST audience. And it woul.d be easy to 

give it a racial twist to show the exploitation of the Black 

student by the white establishment. But this is not one of 

Ionesco's best plays to start: the two basic jokes--the 

mathematics and the linguistics--are overextended and the 

murder is telegraphed from almost the beginning. To make it 

work at all takes rapid-fire pacing and tight control of the 

character of the professor. Although Dent credits Levy with 

being "an effective Professor , 11 after a week of work in 

Memphis the show was still not ready when it was played at 

Prairie View or at Tuskegee. Novick, who didn 1 t think much 

of the company 1 s talents anyway, although he admired their 

approach and applauded what they were doing in principle, 

was especially harsh about the " • open rehearsal' 11 of The 

Lesson he saw: 

This turned out to be a dull, clumsy, spiritless walk
through, with both ••• principals still on book ••• 
(I saw no signs that it would ever be good) ; but no 
company with even remotely professional standards would 
think for a moment of offering any audience such 
unfinished work (351). 
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At a performance in the gym at Prairie View, where bad 

acoustics destroyed any possible humor, "the students tol

erated us until a dance began" (FST 1.48+; ts). 

The~ was a poor choice. 

Gaffney sums up the problem FST was having: " • • un

til this theatre group clearly decides whether its primary 

concern lies within the area of politics or art, it will be 

unable • . . to engage an audience in exploring the ul tilnate 

meaning of life'' ("Interracial Theatre ••• " 35). FST was 

still considering classic, Broadway and avant garde works. 

And Moses was still saying that they were not concerned 

prilnaril.y with '''racial''' plays but with 111 plays which deal 

with the truth ~f human experience in our contemporary 

society''' (Gaffney 55). 

But 1967 was the last year for this mixed repertory. For 

the next few years, a Black company would produce Black works. 
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Notes 

1 
The Antigone adaptation was to be done by M<?ses and 

O'Neal; no such script, however, is in O'Neal's files and it 

was apparently never written. Also mentioned as a possibi

lity for this first season was The Fantasticks. From the 

start, the rhetoric was emphatic but the decisions were 

dubious. 

In an appendix to the published version, Dl!berman 

says that 11 the decision to make 'Little Rock' the last major 

scene came about only after considerable experimentation. 11 

Later incidents were tried at different times but "it was 

difficult to 'top' the Little Rock scene dramatically ••. 11 

(81). 

Oscar Brand chose and edited the songs for the ori

ginal production, but they were presented in the script as 

suggestions only. 

In April, at a SNCC meeting in New York, O'Neal had 

announced that FST planned to tour both Pur lie and Don 1 t You 

Want j:£ ~ Free? that summer: 11 ' [T]hey were the only 

plays we knew of that came close to the kind of thing we 

wanted'" ("Talk of the Town" 34). He told me that Blues for 

Mr. Charlie was simply too big for the company of eight to 

handle (Personal interview) . Presumably the Hughes work 

presented the same problem. 
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In an earlier draft of the newsletter the phrase "al

though seriously flawed" was used to describe Purlie, and an 

introductory statement advised that the plays were picked 

"after much argument and consideration"; in the later ver

sion this was changed to "exploration and consideration. 11 

Nowhere at this point is there a clear statement of criteria 

for pl.ay selection. O'Neal has ad::!.itted that in the final 

analysis what often determined the choice were available 

resources (Personal interview) • 

5 
The post-play discussion involving Mrs. Hamer is 

reported somewhat differently in FST (54); minor discrepan

cies exist between 0 1 Neal's piece as printed in TDR and in 

the book; and none of these versions match what he rell".em

bered 20 years lateri Then, he told me that Mrs. Hamer got 

up at intermission (thinking an hour and a half long enough 

for any play) and said what in the printed versions is 

attributed to post-play discussion. 

The play was performed in America and Britain in the 

1 30s, so there was an earlier transl.ation but it is not 

listed in the Library of Congress index. The Tabori trans

lation was published by Dramatists Play Service. The play 

was also presented for two performances at the Theater de 

Lys on the ANTA Matinee Series in December 1968 but whose 

translation was used is not known; the title used, however, 

was Guns £!. ~ which is not: the title Tabori and 
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Sauerlander use. (There is no .essential difference between 

the Tabori and Sauer lander versions. Tal:lori tends to use 

more colloquialisms and somewhat more natural diction.) 

FST knew Tabori personal.ly, probably through Schechner 

or perhaps through Murray Levy who, after leaving FS'I', 

worked with him in Germany until 1985. After the carrar 

production, he promised FS'I' a script but there is no indica

tion he ever supplied one unless it was the translation for 

Does Man ~ Man? 

Brecht was popular with the FST directors. Schechner 

adapted The Mothers which was considered for production. In 

fact the producers, mistakenl.y thinking that Carrar was the 

first of Brecht's plays featur~ng the mother in a revolu

tionary situation, considered a sequence of Brecht produc

tions centering on the mot..'ler: Carrar, The Mother (actually 

the first), Mother Courage and The caucasian Chalk Circle. 

The others were never done. 

Helene Weigel created the role and apparently made 

clear by her every word and action Carrar' s evolving feel

ings. A comparison of her performance and that of Danish 

actress Andreassen is interesting because it contradicts 

Brecht's stated principle (in the "Organum11 ) that acting 

should be "bad11 (Brecht, Fear~ Misery ••• 162). 
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8 
FST meeting notes (ts) from November 4; 1971, suggest 

that other improvisational shows may have been done: "Big D 

told of how • • • they used to go into communi ties and find 

out what [was] of interest to t.llat community, get all. the 

facts, and put on a short skit about it. 11 But there is no 

record of such performances other than those in Jonesboro 

and Bogalusa. 

Correspondence this same year between the two companies 

discussed a Mississippi tour by SFMT sponsored by FST. 

Although it did not materialize, the Mime Troupe remained 

interested in FST. The link continues: in 1986 a National 

Endowment for the Arts playwright commission grant went to 

O'Neal for work with SFMT. According to the 11 Season 

Schedules" published by American Theater, SFMT will be 

touring The Mozangola Caper by O'Neal and Joan Holden, with 

Jllusic by Bruce Barthel, this fall (1986) in the Midwest and 

central America (including Nicaragua) and in the Southeast 

in March and Apri1 (1987). 

9 
The FST typescript has no production notes but the 

dialogue and stage directions support the idea of its being 

intended for puppets and in all other references both pieces 

comprising ! Speak .2! Africa are designated "puppet plays. 11 

10 
Here is also a question as to which translation was 

used. There is no record of the publication of any English 

translation until 1960 when a very literal translation by 
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Lee Baxandal.l appeared in Tulane Drama Review. !t is of 

course highl.y likely that Schechner or his assistant Erika 

Munk, who al.so did some work for the Theater, would have 

known about this version. (Munk included it in her 1972 

compilation published by Bantalil and titled simply Brecht.) 

But there had also been an adaptation by Taheri titled "Does 

Man Need Help?" included in the Carnegie Hall performance of 

Hell !.§!. Other People on May 9, 1964. This was a performance 

of sartre 1 s !!2. Exit and writings of Brecht performed by 

Viveca Lindsfors, Alvin Epstein and Roscoe Lee Brown. Given 

that there were only three performers, they too may have 

done only the clown scene and FST may have used the Tabori 

version. 

11 
When performed at Morehouse College, FST' s produc-

tion "almost caused a fight" (over what is not indicated) 

(FST 133) • When the play was first performed at Baden

Baden, the dismantling of the third c1own 11upset the audi

ence enough to cause a minor riot 11 (Hayman 3 3 ; Schecter 4 7) . 

Does history repeat itself? 

12 
I do not know how I would react to a performance, if 

these elements would seem so dissonant. (I had to leave New 

Orleans before the~ performance at the FST funeral.) 

But based on the reaction of Betty Jean Jones, I expect that 

performance would sharpen, rather than soften, these dicho

tomies. Dr. Jones had not read the script before seeing it 
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and, despite excellent performances, had problems with the 

play. She too sees the influence of the absurdists (and of 

Genet) but also is bothered by the split between the absurd

ist view and the realistic social elements. She wondered, 

in fact, if the pie-in-the-face sequence was in the script 

or was a directorial flourish! (Personal conversation) 

13 
According to Barksdale and Kinnamon, Hayden is one 

of the major Black poets of this century, publishing consis

tently since 1946 but receiving little critical attention. 

An academic, he "had a series of meaningful encounters with 

the proponents of a Black literary esthetic" in the early 

1 60s. His 1966 collection of Selected Poems, which included 

11Runagate Runagate, 11 was one of the results of this en

counter and contains his 11:most exci ting11 work. "Here one 

finds evidence of the poet 1 s searing encounter with the 

Black Experience1 although he insists that these poems were 

written by a poet, not by a Black poet" (676-77). 

14 
Years later O'Neal was to dismiss ~ ,2! Absence as 

no :more than a gimmick, a "one-line joke" but many plays 

hinge on no more than "a gimmick" (Personal interview) • 

15 
The trickster motif derives from African Anasi 

spider and hare legends which in America became the Brer 

Rabbit tales. Brer Rabbit is the wily winner of privileges, 

often achieving them through 11 underhanded, unsportsmanlike, 

immoral methods" (Dance 180-81) • What is important is that 
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he bucks the system and wins. Slave John became the human 

counterpart of Brer Rabbit and today the trickster figure 

survives in any number of quises--Purlie and, in !!EEY 

Ending, Ellie. 
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And the WORD was given. 
GO TO BLACK! 

An unconscious command 
Understood by the lll.a.Sses 

GO TO BLACK! 

--scott Kennedy. From 
"Ninth Impression: 
Go to Black!" (276} 

THE PLAYS: BLACK ON BLACK 

The second era in FST's history, 1.968-1970, was, in 

terms of the Bl.ack esthetic, the most committed. Many of 

the works produ~ed were short pieces that came out of the 

FST workshop, now dubbed Blkartsouth. They reflect the 

militancy and the African emphasis of Black Power. The 

Theater was finally beginning to supply its own material to 

at least complement works by established writers. Although 

Dent reports that "almost thirty scripts developed out of 

Free Southern Theater writing workshops between 19 68 and 

1.970 11 (Nkombo [August 1972] n.pag.), nothing major or really 

finished emerged although there were a nwnber of interesting 

works in progress. Disorganization and reorganization re

mained the norm so that, aside from one last grand tour, we 

are left with an impression of fragmentation and 

frustration. 

Part of the sense of sketchiness may result from the 

lack of documentation of activities, for these are the years 
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for which records are skimpier than ever before or since. 

:It is not even definite which plays were done or when they 

were done. Furthermore what FST records do exist do not 

always agree with each other, with external sources or with 

the memories of those involved. Some manuscripts are 

missing and even the authors do not have copies; the where

abouts of some of the authors are unknown. Still a number 

of scripts do exist and they give a good idea of the type 

of work·being done during this period. 

After the 1.967 tour was cancelled in August, the core 

group settled down in New Orleans and concentrated on work

shop productions. Except for sporadic out-of-town appear

ances by the Bl.ack Mink Jockeys (workshop meml::lers) , there 

was no tour in 1968 nor were there any major productions. 

One of the first productions of 1968, possibly the 

first, was The smokers, a play written that fall by Charles 

Self: it was presented at an Afro-American Festival at 

Dillard University in February along with a music and dance 

production by Eluard Burt 1 s Afro-CUban band and FST' s dance 

workshop, an experimental lis!lt show by workshop members, a 

paper by Dent, and a fashion show. 

Only a fragment of the Self play survives in the ar

chives. Basically the play pits Steeple, a seminary student 

who is convinced that the way to power is through religion, 

against old friends who are so "laid back" that they are 

doing little to change their lives. The title refers to the 
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group who, except for Steeple, are smoking marijuana and 

discussing life. An interruption occurs when Jomo 1 s wife 

Shirley comes in to complain about the noise, the smoking, 

the do-nothing attitude of her husband. By the l.Bth page 

(the last extant) nothing has happened--the discussion 

simply drones on--although there is a possibility that the 

confrontation between steeple and Jerry will g-at more 

serious, possibly even violent. But what the denouement may 

be, or how it will be arrived at, is unclear. 

What script does exist shows characteristics common to 

much Black/protest/didactic drama--argumentation instead of 

action, stock photos instead of custom portraits, declama

tions instead of dialogue. At one point Jerry tells 

Steeple: 11Man you sound like a damn library. Why don't you 

speak talk." That's the problem with m.uch of the script: 

the longer speeches, particularly steeple 1 s, aren't "talk." 

And the devices Self uses to make the dialogue sound natural 

don't ring true. For instance he interjects 11 a in 1 t 11 into 

the middle of speeches by Steeple or Meatball, both of whom 

are educated and otherwise tend to sound rather pedantic. 

He tries to approximate street talk and his rhyming ap-
1 

preaches but doesn't quite reach the dozens. 

The themes too are common to much of the Black draJD.a of 

the era--the drug culture versus old-fashioned morality, man 

versus woman, Black versus white. Edmonds, in fact, in 1970 

was cautioning young writers about some of these tendencies: 
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the image of the black man. Of course there is a revul
sion of feelings for the Uncle Toms, the 10ammies and the 
other stereotypes created by white playwrights. But one 
wonders if there is an improvement in the drunkards, 
bums, prostitutes, homoser.J.als, dope addicts, criminals, 
hustl.ers and such il.k which all too often are the pri
mary and secondary characters of many of these black 
plays. A large numl:ler are in the one-act play type. 
One al.so wond~rs if this short form is sufficient . • • 
to delineate great black characters on the stage (414). 

There do seem to be an idea and a controlling image 

(;:narijuana highs) and in some of the shorter exchanges there 

is a natural.ism (though not always a logic) • But the script 

seems too much of a type and too flawed to be effective, at 

least in the fragmentary state in which it is available. 

Many of the works performed during these three seasons 

were by Dent and Salaa:m. (Ferdinand), and others by them that 

were not performed until the 1 70s were written in 1968 and 

1969. so it seems appropriate to look at these writers' 

works as wholes rather than individually in an attempt at 

chronology. 

At the end of 1968 the combined writing-acting workshop 

was rehearsing Salaam • s Mama for an early • 69 opening. Other 

works by Salaam written andjor performed during this period 

include The Pill (unavailable) , The Picket, Black Liberation 

~~ Black Love ~' The Destruction ~ the American stage, 

~ Birthday Jesus, £22 Killer (unavailable) and--written 

with Dent--~ 2! survival (unavailable), Turn~ the Cen-
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~ (attributed to Blkartsouth when printed in Nkombo), The 

Quest and Homecoming e 

Malila is a realistic one-act play treating familiar 

themes in the modern Black canon: the mother seen as both 

the bul.wark of the family and the non-understanding, non

revolutionary compromiser; the younger generation in its 

various manifestations--the get-what-I-can-however-I-can 

high-living pimp, the revolutionary, the intellectual, and 

the indecisive person who finally makes an irrevocable move. 

As evidenced by the title, the mother is the pivotal 

figure; she is a sister of Hansberry's Mama in Raisin--strong 

in her beliefs, strong in her determination to keep her 

children on the moral upward path but narrow in her refusal 

to listen to their dreams and desires and, finally, faced 

with an o1.:.tburst and their truth, capitulating. In Salaam: s 

short play, however, there is not time for character develop

ment and the sudden and complete capitulation of the mother 

is not wholly convincing. It comes when the daughter Jean, 

who has been trying to please Mama at the same time she has 

absorbed ideas of independence and revolution from her boy-

friend Ahmad, reacts to her mother's 11discipline11 and calls 
2 

her "an old nigger woman." Immediately Jean repents, apolo-

gizes and tries to assure her mother that she didn 1 t mean 

what she had said. But Mama will have none of it. She 

explains how she was indoctrinated as a chil.d with the idea 
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that she was nothing but a 11nigger11 and she had not realized 

her children would or could overcome this concept: 

. • • I tried to raise you without having to tel.l you 
like my !llama told me. . • . I was ten years old and she 
told me [never] to forget what I was. And I thought she 
meant somethin pretty and nice and I was just a-smilin 
to beat all. She told me never to forget I was a 
nigger. • • • I guess I made a mistake and thought we 'd 
always be niggers (ts) • 

Mama sl.owl.y walks out, Jean cries, Rufus (Jean's brother) 

returns and asks what happened. Ahmad tells him that his 

mother and Jean had a fight, a fight that "started over a 

empty beer bottle." And the play ends. 

Too many strings have been left untied in Mama. There 

has been a bombing. Was Ahmad involved? Is that why the 

police are observing the house? The questions are implied 

but never answered. In the beginning of the play Jean and 

her brother Pete (a pimp) argue over the role of the Black 

woman. The argwnent is never finished nor is the one be

tween Pete and Ahm.ad over commitment to--in Pete 1 s words-- 11 a 

bunch of niggers that dont [sic] no more give a dallUl about 

you than t..l!ey do for the Man. 11 A similar argwnent, but on a 

higher plane, arises between Rufus (the intellectual.) and 

Ahmad with Rufus arguing for accommodation rather than 

11bl.ack power fool.ishness 11 and Ahmad taking the extreme view 

of wanting nothing to do with the "hunkies" even to seeing a 

movie made by and about them. 

Znus, while the main subject cf Mama is Black Power and 

revolution, the subject is out of focus, blurred by Jean's 
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emotions about never having been wanted, blurred by unan

swered questions, blurred by extremes on both sides--Abm.ad' s 

intransigence and Rufus • overwillingness to compromise with 

"reality." 

Some of this fuzziness probably stems from Salaa111 1 s own 

ambivalence toward the militancy of the Black Liberation 

Movement. (It would for instance be at least two more years 

before he changed his name from Val Ferdinand to Kalamu ya 

Salaam.) At the same time he was undoubtedly attempting to 

reconcile his own conflicting impulses, he was dealing with 

stock characters confronted with what was for many Blacks the 

basic dilemma of the day: civil rights or Black power. 

still., l!lore successfully than some of the other young 

writers 1 Salaam does bring l.ife to his characters, and his 

dialogue avoids for the most part the long harangues (if not 

the clich~s) of some other plays of the era. Relationships 

are established, albeit tentatively, and the reasons behind 

the various positions are at least partially clarified. 

some of the same ambivalence is seen in The Picket, 

Salaam's first play, which was also performed during 1969. 

The author considers it "a very interesting play" to do with 

''class relationships." Of the early plays this and Rome-

coming remain, he thinks, "very important 11 (Personal inter

view} . That The Picket still had relevance in the '70s is 

evidenced by its revival for an FST student workshop produc

tion in 1.972. Along with Roger Furman's ~ Kill ~ Devil and 
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Termed a "didactic" play by Hatch and Abdullaht The 

Picket is really what. Callle to be known as a 11 set" in Blkart

south. These sets are short pieces designed to :make a quick 

point with no attempt at characterization; they are kin to 

the aetas of El Campesino and the SFMT and, while not rituals 

in the sense of what Teer and some others were doing 1 often 

used ritualistic elements such as poetry and sudden shifts. 

The Picket deals with an NAACP integrated protest 

strike. The dialectics, typically, opposes the integration

ist viewpoint in the person of George to the Black Power 

separationist stance in the person of Rabbit. Involved in 

the dispute are a white female picket and a Black femal.e 

picket; on the sideline is Rabbit's girl. Joyce, a middle

class college coed. Rabbit sets up a confrontation in which 

he shows up George for not having the courage to stand up for 

the Black girl as he did for the white. (See Appendix I.) 

The point is clear (although class relatior...:ohips seem of 

minor relevance). The difficulty lies with the two men: 

Rabbit is a bully and George picks the fight. But he vacil-

lates at the end so his voice of moderation becomes 1 as 

intended, a voice of hypocrisy--but not convincingly. Who is 

in the :!:'ight--George (Rufus 1 counterpart) or Rabbit (Ahmad's 

counterpart)? Neither is :man enough to he an effective 

debater of doctrine. 
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But for this type of sketch, the indicated staging is 

suitable (bare stage, spotlights), the brief action builds to 

its climax, dialogue approaches verisimilitude. Salaam, even 

in these earliest works, shows a dramatic talent. 

At least there is no doubt that the FST is now speaking 

to Bl.acks about Black concerns. And perhaps the questions 

being posed are questions without answers. For many Blacks 

the ambivalence has never been resolved--or it has returned 

after a hiatus in the certainty of Black Liberation. 

Written right after Mama, Homecoming is a favorite with 

the author and its first director, Costley, who (in an intro-

duction to the piece written for the August 1972 issue of 

Nkombo) had this to say about it: 

• • • "Homecoming'' • . • is the best one act play I have 
read and had the distinct honor to direct in the last 
ten years. • • • Val [Kalamu] is one of the most inci
sive and powerful new playwrights on the Bl.ack Theater 
scene. But of all the plays Val has written, ••• 
"Homecoming" to me comes closest to being the perfect 
Black one acter. The dialog !:'airly l.eaps off the page 
with the vivid ·juices of l.ife experienced by Black fami
lies and their bewildering offspring that returns from 
"over there11 fighting a war they never started, never 
wanted, could never win and will never forget. "Ray 
Junior" is the classic Black vet. The hate, fear, 
frustration, his coming awareness of how "Alnerika" had 
tricked him and stolen his somebodyness. "Mama 11 came 
close, but 11Homecoming" is now! 

Dent reports that Costley• s production had "excellent sue-

cess11 (Personal letter) . It was produced during the height 

of the bitterness over Viet Nam. But the author :maintains 

that although the piece voices anti-war sentiments, these 

were "not what the play was about" (Personal interview) . 
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An undated copy of a Times-Picayune story reports that 

the play offended some people. It is "admittedly an angry 

play" and 11typifie [ s] a stage in FST 1 s development that 

paralleled the black community's most powerful outbursts of 

the black power movement. '' 

What then is Homecoming about--Viet Nam or Black Power? 

Actually it is about a little of both but basically it is a 

rite of passage play about Ray Junior 1 s coming into his true 

ma~~ood. Junior comes home, the returning hero. But when he 

arrives, he is drunk, bitter, full of hate. He has been 

wounded; he has shot the "young punk ass 2nd lieutenant" in 

charge of his unit. E!e is lashing out not only at 11hunkies11 

but at his own faJnily and friends. We can feel sorry for the 

soldier, the living casual.ty of this divisive non-wara But 

we cana""ict see a proud Black man in this new veteran who comes 

home: drunk, gets drunker, slaps his girlfriend (who, for no 

apparent reason he has rejected), insults his neighbor and 

his priest, argues with his family. 

The strong man in the play is the father I Ray Sr a And 

he is no young Black :militant, no spokesperson for revolu

tion, but a man who knows who he is, who has pride--not 

bitterness--inside. It is not Ray Jra with his tirades 

against "whitey" and 11Amerika" that carries the day but Ray 

Sr. with his quiet but firm dignitya 

After sending his girlfriend away, Ray drinks more, lies 

on the floor and recalls his killing of the officera Yvette, 
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his younger sister who is ilnmersed in Bl.ack Liberation, 

comes back in and disgustedly tells Junior to get up. He 

tries but can't manage. She urges him: "Ain't no man sup-

pose to be sitting on a floor. Get up!" But Junior is 

tired, tired of fighting; he asks for her help. But Yvette 

has learned her lesson about the roles of Black nen and Black 

women, and she tells him that "no woman suppose to be pulling 

a man up"; she can't help him but she can encourage him and 

once he gets up, she can support him. 

He tries again but his wounded leg is hurting and he 

gives up: "I can't get up." As Yvette is sadly wondering 

why he "always got to fail, 11 the father enters. He tell.s 

Yvette to help her brother up and she does not argue. But 

Junior now refuses her help. 

RAY SR.: Well get up boy! 

RAY JR. : Daddy don 1 t call me that. I ain 1 t no boy. 

RAY SR.: ~~ get up! 

RAY JR. : I ain 1 t no boy! (hollering) 

RAY SR.: You a boy as long as you acting like you 
acting. You a boy long as you laying there on 
the floor too drunk to stand up on your feet 
like a man. 

Holding on to the cane which his father holds out to him, 

Junior finally manages to get up. 

RAY SR. : Now you remember that and don't you ever be 
bending down low less you she you can stand 
back up straight again. You remember that. 
A man can make hisself low all different kinds 
of ways. It's easy to go low, but it's hard 
to stand tall. And getting up is always 
hard •••• 
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The father tells Junior to go to bed and the son complies 

with a "Yes, sir." As he is leaving the room, the father 

stops him for a final admonition: 

RAY SR. : You a man and don 1 t you ever let nobody call 
you a boy. And if I ever catch you lettin a 
white man call you boy, I 1m going to knock 
you down to the ground where all boys belong. 
You understand that. 

RAY JR.: Yes, sir. 

RAY SR.: O.K., then. Now go ahead and get yoursel.f 
some sleep. 

RAY JR.: Yes, sir. 

RAY SR.: Welcome home, Son. [CURTAIN] 

The message here is clearer than in The Picket or Mama, but 

it does not become clear until the end. In the meantime--

t..llrough most of the play--we are lllUddled: is Yvette with 

her dashiki and natural hairdo the heroine to admire? Or is 

Roberta with her quiet assurance that she is an American, 

not an African, the model? 'I'he truth, I suspect, lies some

where between though in the later scene with her brother, 

Yvette shows unexpected strength and dignity. What about the 

mother with her Iliddle-class morality and faith in her coun-

try, a faith that her son finds ludicrous? Because the 

author 1 s attitude seems ambivalent, she remains undefined. 

Costley is right, however: the dialogue is getting 

better, the characters more complex. I don't think that 

Homecoming is by any means Salaam 1 s best play but of these 

early efforts, it is the best and shows positive development 

in his skills. 
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~ Birthday Jesus was to be included in the ~969 

professional tour but ended up having only a workshop per-
4 

formance. Salaam considers it one of his best plays and 

it has 11been performed by a number of groups'' in and around 

New Orleans (Personal interview) • 'It does have a naturalism 

and spontaneity missing in the above two. It is also lighter 

and more humorous than his other available scripts. Very 

simply, he has transformed Jesus' disciples into a group of 

Black dudes preparing a surprise birthday party for their 

master who, when greeted with the surprise, urges everyone to 

join the party. (He assures his disciples that he will 

provide enough wine for the crowd.) 

The party of course is the Last Supper--with a happy 

ending. I would guess that Salaam took the centuries-old 

supposition that Jesus might have been Black as the basis for 

this short miracle play. Implioit is the message "What a 

different world this might have been if Jesus and his dis-

ciples had been Black brothers! 11 

This very slight but quite delightful piece could, how-

ever, offend Christians of a certain ilk. And while the 

Moral Majority was still in 1969 an undreamt nightmare, 

fundamentalist worshippers--including many older Blacks--most 

likely would not have been amused. This may be the reason 

the play was not toured. 

A1 though no record exists of specific workshop produc-

tions in Nsw Orleans during the months of the professional 
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tour, Fabre ("Checklist ••• ") and Hatch and Abdull.ah as

sign 1969 spring;summer performance dates to Black Libera

tion Armv; the latter also list~ Love~!.! for that 

period. There is a record of a 1972 FST workshop perform

ance of the latter; it was half of a double bill, the other 

half being an imported one-man show by Arnold Inniss, Daddy 

Gander~-

Hatch and Abdullah also label Black Liberation ~ 

"didactic" but it too, like The Picket, is a set. It does 

advance beyond the simplicity of its predecessor to become 

almost a ritual. Music, poetry, abstraction enrich the 

short piece. (See Appendix II.) Salaam says that he got 

the idea for it from a workshop improvisation which he 

developed into a script. Moses liked the script and decided 

to produce it (Personal interview) • 

Pre-play music sets the mood for Lucky's entrance and 

his greeting of the various set pieces. Happyj ack comes on 

to try to borrow five dollars. The dialogue starts as rhyme 

(but the dozens doesn't evolve) : 

HAPPYJACK: • • • locka here boss, you just let me hold 
five for tonight, just for tonight. 

LUCKY: No nigger. You got a light? 

Lucky tries to convince Happyjack to quit begging. Peaches, 

a tart young tart, enters. Neither of the men can make 

headway 't.,.ith her. Two more girls come in, wigged and gig-

gling. They are followed by Talk Loud, a negro milit~J.t. 
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But his harangue, while containing familiar exhortations, 

has a hint of the absurd: 

All power to the people. Black power to black people. 
~ power ~ the cars [emphasis added] 1 Right On! 
yo-yo .. What's da matter wit you niggers. Don't yall 
realize that we is all slaves of the white 10.an. We got 
to get togetha. What 1 s da matter with you niggers. 
Don't yall understand nuthin. 

Not only the "horse power11 line and the "yo-yo" but the 

sudden intrusion of eye dialect and non-standard granuna.r 

takes the edge off (or puts it on) what would otherwise be a 

stereotypical speech. Happyj ack tries to borrow money from 

Talk Loud. And he gets the same flavor answer: 

Why don't you gc rob a bank. Everything the white man 
has belongs to you nigger. Al.l you got to do is take 
it. It all. bel.ongs to you. La-la. Yo-yo. Ungawa, 
Black Power! 

Talk Loud is a phony. Lucky accuses him of being a 

high-paid agent of KNQP--Keep Niggers Quiet Program, his 

synonym for the· poverty program. To prove himself, Talk 

Loud suggests burning down the place. The argument between 

Lucky and Talk Loud is continuing when X enters on crutches 

with a truly revolutionary, albeit arbsurdist tinged 1n.essage: 

This sun is not our star. White men are walking live 
red flower pot ti tty pink grass we should be more light 
years beyond apollo moon probes. They burned the 1st 
nigger astronaut to a crisp. Pull the plugs out of all 
electric computers and punch your light bills • • • and 
all other bills full of holes with ice picks. 

Talk Loud urges the others not to listen to X but the latter 

stands his ground: "To do, do too, two do's do do to & what 

we need is not to do but to be, to be/do only not what 

others tell us •o do but onliest dos what wants to do. 11 
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Talk Loud leaves, X delivers another dadaistic speech 

(which beneath its absurd surface has a clear message about 

white America), the musicians return to the stage, X issues 

a cryptic collllD.and ("red sofas") and is assured from offstage 

that everything is clear. He drops his crutches, !!!.oves 

center and commands "Watu weusi. Umoja! 11 Everyone now 

shows their true colors, falling into ranks and clenching 

their fists over their hearts. X continues: "Tonight is 

panther walk. All the city must burn. Lucky you check t.....,.e 

left, Happyjack you take the right ... 

Peaches and the girls get their assignments as do the 

musicians. But they are interrupted by two "pigs" ("negroes 

dressed in suits11 ) who are looking for X. X makes his get

away and everyone else reverts to their origina~ poses: 

Peaches says she's looking for a man with money, Lucky tries 

to borrow money from the pigs who are thoroughly disgusted 

with "these niggers11 who don't know how to act and just 

waste their time. The pigs leave, the musicians start 

playing again, drifting off through the audience: "[When] 

musicians ~eave stage all is quiet then very, very loud 

explosion from back of theater w;h screams & shoutsjsalaam 

THE BEGINNING (hopefully) " 

Much humor is packed into this short piece but the 

message is more blatant than that in ~ :Birthday Jesus: 

stop doing nothing, beware of false friends, join the real 

revolution. Alain Locke over 50 years ago predicted that 

-~--------~------------------
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11race drama of the future [would] utilize satire for • • • 

psychological distance and perspective, and rely upon irony 

as a natural ccrrecti ve for the sentimentalisms of 

propaganda" (Gayle, ••• Expression 125-26). 

Here the satire is apparent and it works well for its 

Black audience. Beneath the garb of the pimp and prostitute 

may be found a proud Black; beneath the dashiki of a revolu

tionist may be found a 11negro. 11 By abandoning the strictly 

realistic and truly didactic Salaam has gained in dramatic 

interest. Of course there is a lack of subtlety and a sim

plistic approach but that is charac ';eristic of the set (or 

acto or lehrstuecke) --which is intended to make a point 

without a lot of argumentation. Black Liberation ~ does 

it more specifically than any of the previous pieces and does 

it mere interestingly. Salaam is rapidly developing 

scripting skills. 

Hatch and Shine compare Blk Love §Q!!!! !! to ritual 

plays produced by the New Lafayette Theatre and point out 

that 11 its form, based on verse/chant/dialogue, is designed 

to raise consciousness by repetition of positive and nega

tive black illlages" (864). In explaining what the 

Blkartsouth writers and actors were trying to do at this 

point, Salaam indicates that they were still finding their 

way toward 11 a better/blacker thing": 

The closest thing that can be pointed to • • • that 
will give you an idea of what black theater will be 
like once we get it together is negro down home 
church •••• Tb.at 1 s total spiritual/physical 
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identification .••• We want that energy/identifica
tion in our art. We want to couple that with a 
straight ahead pan african ideology to produce a 
nation. 
---ollr writers are increasingly conscious of this 
direction and their work tries to move that 
way •••• We try to appeal to black people, to every 
facet of our black peopleness. • • 
(Hatch & Shine 565-66) • 

Black Love §.2n9: comes in two versions,. #1 and #2, but Salaam 

says there is virtually no difference between the two. Even 

more than Black Liberation ~, which mixes humor with some 

ritualistic elements, Black Love ~moves into poetic 

ritual. The 11plot11 line is simple: Sarah and Jethro pro

gress through three scenes from slaves with pride and dreams 

to beaten down, quarreling, bitter modern negroes to rededi-

cated Bl.acks starting on the road to liberation. Sl.ick, the 

pimp, and Peaches, the whore, refuse to hear the message, 

and it is made clear that there is no hope for Beat who will. 

not listen to tal.k about Africa. A chorus sets the scene, 

comments on conditions at the e.."l.d of each scene and closes 

the pl.ay. The message though is delivered by Bl.k Man and 

Blk woman and it is more overt than in the other pl.ays. 

At the opening Blk Woman asks: 

Where is the seed of africa? Where? 
~ere are the first men who walked the earth? 
• • • • My brother, my brothers 
and my father, Our fathers, Where? 
Where has the seed of Africa gone? 

The chorus responds: 

They are gone to America 
They are gone to the new world 
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They are gone to America 
Into hell they have been hurled 

At the end of scene two, after Sarah accuses Jethro of aban-

doning her to the rape of the white man and Jethro explains 

why in fact he finally did leave, the chorus comments: 

Bl.ack men walk the streets alone 

Black men walk cause they a in 1 t got no home 
Some black folks call america home 

But if this is home, how come black 111en alone[?] 

Blk Man and Blk Woman preach pride and strength and nation

hood. Blk Man urges Jethro to come along: 

Come my brother and let us try to live our lives. 
Let us try to get along with each other. 
Let us be people, the people that we are. 
Come my brother. The day is dawning and we've 
much work to do. We have much sickness to look into 
ourselves and extract. We have studying to do. 
New ways to learn. Come my brother and bring 
your woman al.ong to this new day. 

And Bl.k Woman reasslJres him: 

No matter what it is, you wil.l. be abl.e to do it. 
Do not be afraid my brother. You are the sun my bro
ther and we, your women, we are the earth. We l.ay 
waiting for you to rise and warl':l. us with the fire of 
your being and nourish us with the strength of your 
manl.iness. We wait to grow for you a nation •••• 

But Jethro and sarah -must find their own way. As Bl.k Man 

tel.l.s them: 

It is not for any man to tel.l. another what to do. 
Each man must do as he must to hel.p his brother to 
survive. I wil.l. tel.l. you this much: 
If you do not become the tel.ler, the one who says what 
is, defines, best, then others will., against your 
interest. 
They will define you out of human existence. You will 
be lost. You must examine your life~ You must 
study yourself. You must be careful what you eat. 
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beginning you must do much of it alone •••• 

24l. 

When Sarah and Jethro leave to work out their new way, Blk 

Man asks: "Where is the seed of Africa now? Will we make 1 

us a home?" Blk Woman joins in: "Will the nation rise and 

grow firm in the f bodies of black woman? 11 And the chorus 

closes the proceedings: 
Where is the seed of Africa? When will they 
come home? Where is the seed of Africa? 
When will they come home? How long before 
from the seeds a new black nation shall bloom 
Let a new black nation bloom 
Let a new black nation bloom 
Let us a new black nation bl.oom! 

Black ~ ~, with its chorus and rhythm and :music 

(live music is suggested) , could assuredly be an effective 

theatrical presentation and, judging by the reviews, it was, 

at least in 1972. Nor does it belabor its message, another 

point noted by Dwight Ott who reviewed it for the Times-

Picayune. He concludes that FST "may have really hit home" 

in its attempt to at the same time entertain and stimulate 

111 creative and reflective thought. ' 11 ott found both the play 

and the performance superior to other productions of Salaam 

and the FST ("'Love Song ••• 111 ). 

Joseph Del Papa reviewed the 1972 production for 

Figaro: 

Except for some pompous and pretentious moments that 
are almost inevitable in verse drama of this sort, the 
play is extremely well written ahd e:xtremely well 
presented. The theatre is really a beautifully 
equipped little place, and the intricate lig'htir..g and 
staging worked without a flaw. 
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But then Del Papa raises an interesting question: 

~he fact that the whole production was so sophisticated 
brings me to some nagging questions: Exactly to whom 
is the Free Southern Theatre· [sic] appealing? • • • 

Presumably blacks who have had little opportunity to 
see theatre. • • • This being the case, isn 1 t this sort 
of theatre just a bit too sophisticated. 

This in turn raises another question: how timely was this 

JD.essage in 1969 and 1972? The Black Muslim movement was 

already past its zenith; the turbulence of the 1 60s was 

giving way to the conservatism of the 1 70s. But the fight 

for Black rights and Black pride was not over (nor is it 

yet) • ~e Black Liberation Movement has left its mark on 

Black thinking and, if integration seems again to be in the 

ascendancy, many Blacks today would arque that the message of 

Black Liberation ~ and Black Love ~ still must be 

disseminated. 

And if, as Salaam sugqests, the Blkartsouth. members as 

a qroup were working their way toward greater blackness, 

Black ~ §..Q!!g and Black Liberation ~ define his pro

gress. While there has been talk of revolution from the 

start in his plays, these two pieces seem to espouse it 

finally and wholeheartedly. 

Subtitled "A Set for Non-Believers, 11 Salaam's The 

Destruction~ the American stage, like the above, takes the 

elements of ritual-music, choral responses, abstractions, 

poetry--and hangs on them Black Liberation dogma. The piece 

is described in Black World as nan experimental framework on 

which to hanq new ideas and concepts and to search for new 
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direct5.ons and meanings in the continuing quest for relevant 

Black forms• (54). Even more than Black Liberation~, 

this piece reaches for audience involvement. After initial 

dancing, singing and mingling with the audience, the Lead 

opens the ceremony: 

We are glad that you have come to see our play. 
Asante, thank you. Your kindness is appreciated. 
our play is you, begins with you, ends with you, and 
for that reason we thank you for being here: without 
you we have nothing. :Is there any among us who woUld 
lead us in prayer? Would you say prayer? (Ask 
someone) Any prayer. We come from many peoples. 
Surely there are many gods present in spirit among us 
•••• Let us thank the creator for life •••• We 
We are the suns (55). 

The chorus affirms 11Yes we are" and Lead, with choral sup

port, continues the paeon. 

As the opening chorale ends, n a brother comes running 

in" and, using sign language, tells Lead "that a long haired 

stranger is coming who swishes when he walks" (56). The 

Stranger, blonde wigged and wearing both a large cross and 

hippie love beads, enters and prays--in Pig Latin. His 

prayer translates to "God help me conquer. • • • Let me 

teach them your ways. Help me, oh my white ••• god. 11 

Debate follows among a Sister, a Brother and Lead about 

the stranger and whether they should help him. The Sister is 

doubtful: "IJ:Ihe str~"'lger seems to me to be L"'l need of help. 

But he does not look right. He smells strange. 11 Lead as

sures her that "smell does not make a man different11 but she 

is unconvinced. The Brother has no doubts: 11 I say kill the 

stranqer. He is a beast. A devil. • • • He will rob us. He 
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will kil.l us. He will. take the women and children away. . • 

I say kill this white death before it kills us 11 (57) . Lead 

is adamant: "No, we w~l.l wel.come him as we would anyone." 

Lead • s faith is misplaced. During a blackout, screams 

are heard that give way to gunfire and finally bombs. Lead 

curses the Stra...'rl.ger. When the sounds cease and lights come 

up, the stranger--with the U.S. Constitution around his neck 

--is sitting in the center surrounded by Black people 11on 

all fours pulling down any of those who attempt to rise. 11 

The stranger laughs at the Blacks fighting among themselves 

and speaks, in English: "Niggers! Niggers! Oh you stupid 

bastards. You stupid Black bastards" (59). Lead begins 
5 

reciting David Walker's "Appeal'', then moves to Douglass' 

"Agitation" speech. Meanwhile the Stranger bribes a Misled 

Brother who interrupts Lead: 

What sort of rot talk is this. • • • we are happy here 
• . • • We are negroes here. • • . We are good Ameri
cans; yes, we are. We can do anything the whiteman 
says we can • . • • We don't want to go back to no 
Africa (59). 

He shoots Lead and seduces a Sister into following him. 

First he must stop to "see the boss man" (the Stranger) who 

declares him guilty "of willfully a."'ld with malice and fore-

thought killing another nigger" and sent&.~.J.ces him "to serve 

two years in jail" and pay a fine of 27 cents. But when 

Misled Brother assures him that "I kills me a nigger every 

chance I get, " the stranger suspends sentence and puts him 

on two years probat.ion (59-60). 
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Lead, in a new guise, is now dragged in before the 

Stranger/Judge: 

STRANGER: • • • • What' s you name boy? 

LEAD: Elijah MuhaiDm.ed. 

STRANGER: You ain't going in the army, huh? 

LEAD: I must follow the will of ALLAH. 

STRANGER: You is the most dangerous type of criminal 
there is. • • • In law school they taught us 
that a man with a conscious [sic] of his own 
is Jnore dangerous than any other type of 
man • • • • You a law breaker. There's a 
law against a nigger being a man. It say 
right here •.• that a nigger ain't no 
better than three-fifths of a man. • . (61). 

Having disposed (again) of Lead, the Stranger sets the 

:men against the women: 11 Now you will hate each other ••• 

From now on all black women will be bitches and all Black 

men will be no good niggers" (62). The men and women, 

alternately, voice their desires while a slick couple move 

around the room pushing dope and "leg." The pusher and the 

prostitute are of course employed by the Stranger. The dope 

business is booming but free love has ruined the prostitu-

tion business so the Dude suggests that they put his wife on 

the stage--big time prostitution. The stranger acquiesces, 

invites the two to his place and then suggests wife swap

ping. That too seems a good idea. The Stranger laments: 

I only wish more Black people were like you two and 
could realize that it only takes a little hard dirty 
work to become a full-fledged American. And then you 
could integrate into the system completely ( 66) . 
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~e three of them leave and Lead returns to plead with 

the other Blacks who have been frozen in place: 

Let us help each other. Do not fight your brother and 
sister. Let us come together and work out some pro
grams for our survival as African people . ... Come, 
let us help one another (66). 

Here there is another chance for audience involvement: 

(The cast struggles, crying out for help f:rolll/to 
everybody that is near. • • • If someone comes to help 
any of the cast the STRANGER will call Dude & Dude's 
wife and will pay them some money to go over to the 
person that is trying to help a cast me:mber and try to 
talk him/her out of helping) 

DODE: You a fool, man. This is only a play. They can 
wals and talk as good as me and you. Let um get 
up on they own. That's the American way • ••• 

DUDE's WJ:FE: I ' ll kiss you if you stop (If that stops 
someone, she should call them a 11liver lipped nigger 
fool11 and tell them that they are too ugly to 
kiss) •••• 

(If a person persists . . . he will have to do most of 
the work of pulling a Black person up alone. . . . rf a 
person helps a Black brother or sister up, then the 
brother/sister--should thank him/her [this is for Black 
people that help cast members]. Greet them. Ask their 
name . . . and then the cast member should teach his/her 
helper to say "WE ARE AN AFRJ:Cllll PEOPLE" ••• ) [67-68]. 

The Lead applauds the cominq toqether and asks the Stranqer 

to go away, implicitly including any whites present. 

(rf there are a n'WDl::ler of whites present, the S'l'RANGER. 
will say: 11 I have seen the beast in me and I want to 
cast it out. I want to be worthy of trust and 
love . ... 11 To which the leader's reply is: "rf you 
are sincere in your wish to help Black people you are to 
become more like a human youself. . . . 11 The STRANGER 
will then leave •••• Otherwise the STRANGER'S DECI
SION ro STAY OR LEAVE SliOULD BE BASED ON WHETHER OR NDT 
HE THINKS HE CliN TALK PEOPLE INTO LETTING HD! STAY. • • ) 
[68]. 
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If he does not leave voluntarily, he is cast out, after which 

the Blacks 11should sinq and eat fruit, play music, sinq sonqs 

and celebrate." Durinq the rite, 11copies of different pro

grams for the uplift of African people should be passed 

out ••• • (68). 

If, however, the cast has not all been helped up after 

some 10 minutes, this is the procedure: 

Those that have not been helped up should begin shout
ing "NIGGERS AIN'T Slll:T" & "WOMEN ARE BITCHES." They 
should also try to pull those who are up down to their 
level. If they succeed in doing this they will shout 
for 30 seconds more and then run out lauqhinq. • • • 
The STRANGER then will rise and begin lauqhing and 
pointing at people. When he tires of that he too will 
walk out, and that will be the end. 

:If white people want to help a cast member up, the 
castnmember should tell them that they can best help by 
going out and helping other white people to cast the 
beast from out of themselves. If white people still do 
not leave, then they should be ignored and/or asked to 
leave. Those cast members who are helped up by white 
people should fall back down as soon as the white per
son stops supporting him/her. (NOTE: If you have a 
cele bration D.ake sure you clean up the room after you 
are throuqh) [ 68-9] • 

Hatch and Abdullah qive no production date for this 

work, Fabre does not list it, and there is no record of a 

production by FST. Thus both external and internal evidence 

suqgests that Salaam wrote the piece after Blkartsouth broke 

away from FST. It is a much more sophisticated and more 

fully worked out set than either Black Liberation ~ or 

Black Love 22!!9: and shows an evolvement both in his thinkinq 

about Black Liberation and in his theatrical techniques yet, 

interestingly, Salaam has no particular attachment to it 

(Personal interview). Ee may have seen The Performance 
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Group's Dionysus .,!!! !2, or been told about it by schechner; 

the audience involvement suggests this. More than any of 

the other FST writers, Salaam experimented with the ritual 

approach of ot..'le.r Black theatre groups and with avant-garde 

techniques of off-off-Broadway. 

The Turn~ the century: ! set/for our rising ••• dt'es 

not have the coherence of Destruction and is more obviously 

a workshop pastiche which Salaam Sllloothed out. The piece 

opens with a scene between goDevil and Brother Man #1. The 

latter is prayinq to be turned into anythinq but a niqqer 

because "a nigger, a jiveass nigqer, ain't got no place to 

go, no place to call home." qoDevil comes on and Brother 

Man appeals to him to be chanqed from a niqqer to a white 

man. 

goDevil: You really want to be a faqqotty white boy, 
huh? 

BROTHER MAN #1: Yes no. Yes yes. No. I mean ••• huh •• 
No. But on the other hand. JUS~ GE~ ME our 
OF THIS TRICK BAG. 

qoDevil obliqinqly transforms Brother Man into a doq who 

exits bow-wowing. goDevil delivers a long harangue urqing 

audience members to put in their applications for a change so 

they can be something other than niggers in the twenty-first 

century. If they wonder why they should change, he invites 

them to look at themselves. 

T.he first reflection of themselves is a black couple 

arguing. 11They are stri vers and their diction is letter 

perfect but quick lasping [sic] into negro smears as the 
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argument heats up." Barbara is urging Charles to be a man 

and he is telling her to stop nagging him. He has qi ven her 

;;a good place, furniture, a car, clothes, money. • His 

question 11What more do you want?" is the cue to move into a 

poetr.i seqt£ence, starting with Barbara Malcolm's "Black 

Woman Throws a Tantrum" and moving to other works by 

Blkartsouth writers (including several performed in the 

poetry shows) accompanied by music and dancing and inter

spersed with brief bits of scene-setting dialogue. Ths last 

segment involves Brother Flagg and Dr. Daddy Dope the Death 

Dealer (Mr. D.). The message is "Stop doping and dying, 

rise and live. Change but change with the future in mind." 

During the final poem, "Build Bros/Sisters" by Kwesi, cast 

mentl:Jers distribute a 11prepared handout. 11 

What Turn £±. the Century essentially is is a poetry 

show built around the theme of change. In performance it 

very likely had more impact than it does on the printed page 

where the seams :between poems seem forced and awkward at 

many spots. 

Dent does not remember the piece ever being staged 

(Personal letter) though it was printed in the drama issue 

of Nkoml:>o (August 1972) • 

With The Quest Salaam returns to realistic theatre. 

The Quest is also post-FST. It was first performed by the 

Voodoo American Theatre and revived by Blkartsouth. A 

second version (unavailable) was mounted as late as 1985 by 
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the Chakula Cha Jua Theater Company at the Alliance for 

Community Theaters' third annual New Orleans Black Theater 

Festival. 

While the theme of The Quest is familiar, the charac

ters and situation are better developed than in Salaam's 

earlier one-acts. The militant Black Lib :message has given 

way to an examination of a continuing problem within the 

Black community--the young dude who refuses to take respon

sibility, who has rebelled against mother and her church, 

who resents his blackness and who is strung out on dope and 

women. Opposed to him is an older brother, married, going 

to school , optimistic about the chances to better himself. 

Woody accuses his brother of being "square" and trying 

to be white "married to a high fallutin sadiddity ass, 

colored woman dat works as a secretary ••• downtown with the 

white folks to help send wonder boy through school. 11 

Clarence countercharges: 

You the one trying to be white. • . • Yeah you just 
like the white man. You going to try and misuse 
everybody for your own endz. You got your white women 
plus you want to have some black girls on the sides. 

The brothers have completely different outlooks on life but 

unlike Mama--with whom Woody haS just had a vituperative 

quarrel--Clarence is beginning to understand his younger 

brother: Woody is lost; he ' s getting nothing from his 

street life but is too stubborn to admit it, too scared to 

try something else. Woody leaves but Clarence follows, 
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determined to find him and "bring him home. • • • :I got to 

find him. He 1 s my brother. 11 

Here is Mama of Mama along with Pete and Rufus. But the 

men are more fully developed, the relationships clearer. In 

this play the didactic speeches are gone. Instead we have 

conversations--between Woody and Clarence, between Mama and 

her sons (mainly Woody) , between Clarence 1 s wife Odessa and 

her husband and her brother-in-law. If at times strained 

(particularly in the scene between Mama and Woody) , the 

dialogue is much more natural than in the earlier scripts 

and, as noted above, the relationships are more apparent, 

fuller. This is not simply an ideological message but the 

universal one, "I am my brother's keeper." And, while the 

dialogue puts the situation squarely in the black community 

and while Woody 1 s hurt may stem particularly from the Black 

situation, the problem is at base a human one--the miscast, 

the outcast. It is popular today in the Black artistic 

community to sneer at Raisin ~ the Sun; The Quest is of the 

same ilk. 

Salaa.m continues to write poetry but has moved away :fr:>m 

dralll.a. He has his own small public relations company, works 

with the New orleans Jazz Inheritance Festival, and concen

trates on non-fiction. He says that many of the editors for 

whom he writes articles are not even aware of his published 

poetry. 
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The other major writer in the Blkartsouth workshop was 

Dent who also co!ltinues to write although he too has shifted 

away from drama. (He is currently working--or may have 

finished work--on a book about Andrew Young.) 

One of Dent's earliest plays, dating from 1967, is 

Ritual Murder. Dent says the play was written for the FST 

but insists that it was never done by them and a long-term 

FST board member bears him out; Fabre ("Checklist ••• ") 

and Hatch and Abdullah credit FST with a production and the 

FST "Historical Notes" lists the play as having been per

formed in 1969. :tt would seem, however, that it never got 

out of the workshop. Chakula Cha Jua, in his "Director's 

Notes" that accompany the published script in Callaloo, says 

he directed the premiere production at New Orleans 1 Ethio

pian Theater in 1976. (It was probably this production that 

he brought to the FST in 1.977 as a guest attraction. ) 

The pl.ay is documentary with a narrator leading the 

investigation to find out why Joe Brown Jr. kil.led his best 

friend. The young wife, Joe 1 s teacher, a Black psychiatrist, 

Joe's boss, his mother and father, the chief of police and 

the head of New Orleans 1 anti-poverty program are inter

viewed; finally James Roberts, the victim, tells what really 

happened. None of the people involved fully understand the 

why any more than they understand Joe (or their own atti

tudes). But the message, the complex of reasons, the frus

tration of Joe come through to the audience. The title 
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comes from the psychiatrist's expl.anation: "When murdar 

occurs for no apparent reasan but happens all the time, as 

in our race on Saturday nights, it is ritual murder." 

Dent indicates music at several point; Cha Jua used it 

throughout 1 an appropriate song to introduce each character. 

He also used actors not involved in the partic':.llar scene as 

a chorus to emphasize points. The piece is simply but 

dramatically written and, as with Salaam's The Quest, it is 

about people, not abstractions. :In fact Joe Brown Jr. is 

brother to Salaam's Woody--hurt, frustrated, seeking, 

finally exploding. 

Inner Black Blues is an extended, not as successful 

version of the same story with Joe telling his own story in 

a succession of scenes. Dent says that he was 11 so disgusted 

that Ritual Murder had not been done, I started to do it in 

different versions11 ; this version was one he had always 

liked but on looking it over 11 for the first time in 13 

years," he decided ••it reads more like fiction than a play, 

so Chakula [was] probably right in not choosing to produce 

it" (Personal letter). 

In the same letter, Dent offers a glimpse into what he 

was attempting to do theatrically during this era: 

At that time I was also into using slides, or attempt
ing in some way to blend cinema and theater, to make 
theater a more varied experience, as much because of my 
love for cinema as a way to make theater more viable. 
When Bob Costley produced Snapshot in 1970 we used 
some slides (and my mother's slide projector), but that 
is the only time we actually tried it. 
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Snapshot, a~onq with Feathers and stuff and Riot~. 
6 

also dates from 1969. Snapshot has been revived since--

most recently by the AC'l' J: P~ayers for the l.985 Black 

'rb.eater Festival. A sketch rather than a iilay, Snapshot is 

billed as •a horror-comedy." It is essentially a long 

sermon by the preacher--11a real smoothy [who] always strives 

for the theatrica~ effect [and has] tota~ confidence that he 

has his congregation under control." 

The occasion is the introduction of the court for the 

steady Strivers Greater Missionary Baptist Church's Spring 

Festival Homecoming. The court is composed of those who 

raised the most money. The queen and her two maids are 

bedecked in gaudy finery and their short acknow~edgment 

speeches deal with their clothes and appeara."'l.ce. The king 

is even more wildly outfitted--11the wildest fantasy of what 

Louis 14th might wear. 11 He is hard-workinq and ever

suffering but he loses his inhibitions and reveals that he 

has dreallls of being able to 11quit shinin shoes and qet out 

and maybe get lD.Y own church som.etilne ••• n (ts) • In the ver

sion in Nkombo this speech is unfortunately cut for it pro

vides the opportunity for am.usinq reactions by the preacher. 

The court is ludicrous but pathetic. These are all 

people who must work hard for what ~itt~e they have and they 

have exerted "even more effort than usual to raise money for 

their church--money for the building fUnd, money for a Cadil

lac for the preacher because naturally they don 1 t want him 
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riding around in an old Ford! But, the preacher exhorts 

them, they are going to have to zontinue striving because 

more is needed: 

We need a new wing on the church.. We need a new pas
torage. I know you want to see me in that new cadil
lac [sic] •••• BUT I DON'T WANT ONE. I DON'T ••• DO 
NOT WANT A CADILLAC. YOU HEAR. • • • I WANT A LINCOLN 
CONTINENTAL •••• A MAROON LINCOLN CONTINENTAL 
(Nkombo 9 o) • 

Dent quickly and neatly captures the rhythm of the type 

of preacher he's satirizing and his point comes across 

through t.L"le laughs: separate yourself from this rip-off 

religion. In a note at the end of the typescript (which 

differs only slightly from the published version and in no 

essential.s except that mentioned above) , he makes this point: 

No matter how it's done, the effect must be that the 
people actually participating in the court are not 
happy, and are drawn away from their natural selves. 
The PREACHER is always the manipulator. The use of 
slides to show at several points the images of pov~rty 
striken [sic] blk people can help make this point. 
The freeze at the end is designed to emphasize this 
imitation of the extravagances & pretensions of white 
culture. 

Dent, more than Sal.aam., used humor, and used it well, to 

make his quick points. 

Feathers and Stuff is another humorous sketch involving 

just four characters: Leroy and Jen..""tie, a Black cat and 

Black chick from New Orleans; Mr. Robinson, an effeminate 

white liberal businessman-industrialist; and Miss Smithers, 

his secretary who is described as 11 a whiteized black chick" 

with a Bryn Mawr education but who has almost no lines and 

contributes nothing to the action. The setting of this skit 
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is Mr. Robinson's New York apartment. Robinson has invited 

Leroy and Jennie over to discuss a study they propose to do 

on the Indians whose dances are performed by Blacks during 

Mardi Gras; they are asking for $50,000 to finance this 

study which they are sure will substantiate their theory 

that a cl.ose all.iance existed between the Indians and the 

slaves. Robinson, although fascinated by their theory (which 

Leroy spell.s out in some detail) , wonders if they could cut 

their budget to $35,000. They promptly agree and Robinson 

promises that they will hear officially about the funding in 

about a month. When Jennie and Leroy are alone, they start 

to laugh: they have successfully conned Mr. Robinson out of 

$35,000! (See Appendix III.) 

Here is another modern trickster tale with the victim 

being an effete white liberal (a favorite target of Black 

Nationalists--too gullible of course to be believable but 

that is irrelevant. There is a deftness in Leroy's presen 

tation that we expect from the traditional wily trickster 

and the piece does what a trickster tale aims to do--produce 

a chuckle and reinforce a positive image of Black ability. 

Riot ~' which may been part of the 1969 tour but 

probably was not (see below), is an even shorter piece than 

the above two and uses humor that turns to horror. Roberts, 

a Black plainclothesman, is trying to get a call through to 

headquarters to make his report from the riot area. The 

humor comes from his battle with the phone operator. He 
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finally gets through and is recommending the deployment of 

more forces--perhaps even the National Guard--when two white 

cops come on, see him in the phone booth, grab and beat him 

without giving him a chance to explain or show his identifi

cation. The piece ends with more shots and an off-stage 

voice: 11 BLOOD WILL RISE. BLOOD WILL RISE UP. ALL BLOOD 

TOGETHER WILL RISE UP. ALL BLOOD TOGETHER WILL RISE UP 

TONIGHT. ALL BLOOD TOGETHER." It doesn't pay to play the 

white man • s game. 

Dent's output was not as great as Salaam's and he never 

apparentl.y went beyond these very short sketches. What he 

did write demonstrates a deftness with dialogue, a sense of 

humor--and a sense of dramatic effect--missing from many 

other such pieces. He makes his points more subtly. But 

then in his articles too Dent seems to be :more i!'lt.eres.te.d i!'l 

form than in pure polemics. Although he was one of the 

strong advocates of making FST all-Black and although he has 

told me that he had no quarrel with 0 'Neal's Marxism, the 

didacticism of Black Liberation is not that strong in any of 
7 

his writings. A cl?-e to his approach is found in a 1971 

~ World article in which he advocates using the rich 

Black musical heritage to enrich Black ::irama. This, he says, 

will be more effective than 11rhetoric and polemics alone. 

Too often our plays sound like mere reactions against white 

theater !!! the ~ ~ the man speaks to his money 

honkies11 ( 11 Beyond Rhetoric •.• " 20-22). 

~------- ----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Also performed during 1969 was ~ Kil.l ~ ~ Die by 

Adam Weber who seems to have been a workshop participant. 

~ Kill £;: ~ Die is another very short (six pages) play 

about commitment that is not very convincing because of its 

too rapid development and lack of orientation. 

Jomo asks his friend Rick for shelter. Jomo is the 

leader of the Black Freedom Army, a group Rick has drifted 

away from b~cause he doesn't like Jomo's "flunkies" and the 

wanto:1 violence the qroup engages in. Jomo leaves to get 

his gear. The police raid the Army's headquarters. Two 

policemen are killed and four wounded: five members of the 

Army are critically injured and eight arrested; Jomo is 

reported to have escaped. But he was not there, not in-

valved. While all this is happening (off-stage--we hear a 

radio report about it} , Marilyn comes to beg Rick to stop 

being a loner, to return to her. (Is she his wife? girl

friend?) He loses his temper and tells her to get out. 

Jomo returns, followed by the police. He goes to another 

room while Rick tells the police they can 1 t come in without 

a search warrant. They break down the door anyway. Jomo 

comes in and shoots one cop; Rick grabs his gun fro!'!!. the 

dresser and kills the second one. Jomo apologizes to Rick 

for having gotten him 11 into this shit11 but Rick reassures 

him: 

No man its not your fault. I never worried about you 
getting me into anything I didn 1 t want to get into in 
the first place. • • • You see the only mistake you 
made was thinking a man had to fight to prove his 
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manhood, while he only has to fight to protect ita 
These pigs tried to take my manhood. The only thing I 
have the only thing I will not surrender [sic] (ts). 

And the incident is over. 

Jomo comes across not as a proud young leader but as a 

hoodlum, Rick is not sufficiently developed for us to under

stand him, and six pages is not enough to treat two dif-

ferent relationships AND plot development that is extraneous 

to at least one of these relationships. 

While these workshop productions were being presented 

by Blkartsouth, the main focus in 1969 was on the profes

sional touring company directed by Gil Moses. Unfortunately 

there is a good deal of confusion in the records about the 

1969 season. Evan Walker's two-act play East ~ Jordan was 

done in New Orleans but whether it toured or not is unclear. 

one printed flyer from the archives announces simply 

N'Kombo, two evenings of one-act plays--Slave ~' Roots, 

Riot ~' Black Liberation ~' Sharon Stockard Martin 1 s 

Proper and Fine and Ben Caldwell's Riot Sale and Hypnotism. 

The "Historical Notes" lists the Walker play, Slave ~' 

Roots, Riot ~ (mistakenly attributed to Ferdinand/Salaam) 

and the Martin piece. And a news release dated July 29 

says: 

The 1969 repetoire has included East .Q!: Jordan • • . , 
Slave ruE ... and Roots in six communities. For 
tt1e second leg of the tour two scripts by New Orleans 
writers Val Ferdinand and Sharon Stockard were added, 
Black Liberation~ and Proper and Fine. 

O'Neal says that Jordan was short lived and was not taken on 
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tour (Personal interview) • And Dent says that in his recol-

lection "it was never used on the road becau~.a. it was too 

cumbersome to set up and too long.'' But apparentl.y it was 

meant to be part of the tour, for Dent goes on to recall 

this incident: 

Gil, who had an explosive temper, fired Jose [the 
technical director who had also helped Moses with his 
conception of Sl.ave ~] in canton, Miss. when he 
demanded that Jose set up for East ~ Jordan, which 
had not been done since New Orleans c Jose said he 
couldn 1 t do it on a moment's notice ••• whereupon Gil 
flew into a rage and fired him, and we haven 1 t heard of 
Jose since (Personal letter) . 

In any case, Walker's work has much to recommend it (al

though Dent doesn't seem to impressed by it, reporting that 

he saw it only once, as best he recalls, at its "overblown 

'opening' 11 [Personal letter]). 

Walker, a Georgia native, was living and working in 

Harlem at the time. (He has since died.) His plays, accord-

ing to the opening night program, had already been produced 

in Connecticut, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania and he had 

"been the recipient of several awards including a Play-

wrighting Fellowship from the Yale School of Drama. 11 

The FST production was the premiere for East ~ Jordan, 

described by Hatch and Abdullah as a "morality drama. 11 The 

program notes summarize the play: 

The dreams of a black family in Harlem are shattered as 
they learn the score about each other and learn that 
the price of a home like the paradise 11Just a little 
East of .:rcrda~'~ is tragedy. Sam, an unschooled Black 
shipping clerk, turns his back on his Southern Roots 
and the wisdom of Harlem's streets for his wife, 
Gussie, who lives in a world filled with dreams of 
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11 refined and educated house niggers. 11 'I'he action of 
the play takes place between July and September of 
1949, in the Harlem apartment of SAM KNIGHT, on the 
street outside • • • , at his job downtown • • • , 
at the GOLDEN LOAN COMPANY and in the LUCKY DOLLAR BAR 
and GRILL. 

The term 11morality drama11 is misleading (despite the 

names, the characters are more than abstractions) and the 

summary does not do justice to the drama. If Death ~ ~ 

Salesman is a modern tragedy, so is ~ ~ Jordan which, 

although not as technically innovative as Salesman, is about 

the same subject--the destructiveness of the American dream 

of material success. Like Willie 1 s wife Linda, Sam 1 s wife 

Gussie will have her house but it too will be empty, for 

like Will.y Loman, Sam Knight will have committed suicide as 

an unwanted and unnecessary gift to his wife. 

The major di~ference between the two plays is that in 

Jordan it is Gussie, the wife, who has lived the life of 

lies that eventually destroy the family and it is her secret 

that devastates the son. 

The plot, in brief, is this: Sam and Gussie were 

childhood sweethearts in Georgia but her preacher father 

didn • t think Sam good enough for her. She goes off to 

college, marries, has a son, is soon widowed and returns 

home to care for her father. Years later Sam, who works in 

New York 1 s garment district, comes home and they are re

united. Now Gussie, Sam, her son Johnny and Sam 1 s brother 

Charlie and sister-in-law Ella are cramped into a Harlem 

tenement. 
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Gussie • s dream is a house and Sam has built her one in 

Yonkers. It is finished except for the wiring and the law 

says Sam can 1 t do that himself; he must hire an eJ,.ectrical 

contractor at a cost of $1500 ~ That is the situation as the 

play opens. 

sam, on his own time at work, has learned to be a 

master cutter and he wants the job left open when his mentor 

died. A})e, the owner of the business, promises it to him-

later, meanwhile giving him a small raise. The bank turns 

Sam down because he has insufficient income. He thinks he 

has the money lined up through a regular loan company but 

the final decision maker also says "no.'' In desperation Sam 

borrows the money, at exorbitant terms and with an excrucia

ting loss of dignity, from a Harlem hustler called candy. 

Charlie, college educated but bitter, jobless, drunk, tells 

Sam the truth: Gussie was never married. The fabulous 

husband she still brags about never e.'"!isted. Sam is 

crushed; his hurt and fury almost destroy him but he is 

beginning to accept Gussie and his love for her despite her 

deceit when the situation comes to a head. Candy is pushing 

Sam for money. Johnny, who works for the same company as 

sam, missends a shipment of dresses because he is writing 

poetry. sam approache~ Abe for help just after Abe has 

heard about the misdirected order. He is so upset that he 

doesn•t even comprehend Sam 1 s pleas. Sam, bitterness re

stirred, in turn tells Johnny the truth--he is a bastard. 
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Later that evening, at his 18th birthday party, Johnriy 

confronts Gussie and more of her sad truth is revealed: she 

does not even know who Jo~Jmy's father is; she was gang 

raped after getting drunk at her first and only fraternity 

party. In the midst of the family uproar Candy calls up 

from the street: he wants his money--now. Abe has phoned 

and promised to bring the money but he isn 1 t there yet. Sam 

goes down to see candy who pulls a knife on him. sam gets 

the knife away from Candy and uses it--on himself in order 

to nullify his contract with Candy and assure Gussie her 

home. 

Melodramatic? Yes. But believable? Also yes. What 

holds East £! Jordan together and makes it truly touching is 

the character of Sam--a strong man, a proud man, a decent 

man, a loving man who cannot handle the crush of events that 

are out of his control.. With each blow, his self-respect 

and his faith weaken a l.ittle more until--like Willy--the 

only thing he has left to give, mistakenly, is his l.ife. He 

is more touching than Willy because of his honesty and 

decency. Walker allows us to see this crmnbling and to feel 

each successive hurt; there is a progression, not a sudden 

turnabout. 

The straightforward plot development is broken only by 

the commentary of Shango, the conjure man. Rather than being 

distracting, Shango adds poetic melancholy and strengt.."lens 

the idea of the al.ienation that accompanies the move north. 
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Two questions, so far unanswered, arise in conjunction 

with the FST production. First, why was the play chosen'? 

(It was Moses' choice [Dent, Letter].) This is domestic, 

not Black Liberation, drama. Yes, the unfairness of the 

white establishment contributes to Sam's death. Yes, the 

American dream has soured for many of those who "fled, 

escaped, followed the North Star" because they "wanted in on 

a piece of the biggest hustle of all. • • . That blinking 

lady who winked false promises of hope, happiness and Yankee 

gold11 as Shango tells us in the prologue (ts, I 4). But it 

has proven false not only for Blacks but for immigrants, for 

the hillbillies of Appalachia, for many. Jordan, like 

Salesman, is political drama in that sense but, like Raisin 

!!1 the Sun, it is more than Black political drama. In short 

the saJUe criticism can be leveled against it as is aimed at 

Raisin: it is not revolutionary or inherently Black. 

The second question is this: was the production weakened 

by having an all-Black cast? There is no reason that Sam 1 s 

boss could not be a bourgeois Black or the young man at the 

loan company an establishment negro. But that was not 

Walker 1 s intent: the action occurs pre-Black Liberation 

Movement, Abe is established as Jewish both through his 

business and his speech patterns ( 11For you, Sammy, I always 

got time 11 ; 11 Solly, I didn't need. He was an old man, like a 

father to me. So I keep him on ..•. 11 [I 30, 33]) and he 

and Sam have a friendly relationship. The loan officer is 
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surely meant to represent the rather patronizing white estab

lishment. Having Blacks exploit Blacks would put a signifi

cantl.y different reading to the play. At the time FST was 

"doing white characters with masks, so that may have been 

the case here" (Dent, Letter). If so, the device would 

surely have seemed jarringly out of a place in an otherwise 

essentially realistic play. 

The centerpiece of the season was 1 however 1 not the 

full-length Walker play but Baraka' s one-act expressionistic 

Slave ~· Subtitled 11A Historical Pageant," Slave g!E_ is 

extremely fluid. The FS'I' July 29th press release describes 

it as "a bril.liant impressionistic depiction of the history 

of Black people in America. It recreates the rape of Africa, 

the middle passage, and sets forth the major struggle in 

America. 11 It hardly accomplishes all that except by impli

cation! The printed script is only 13 pages but a consider

able portion of these pages is devoted to directions for 

music, dance, mime, and ad lib sequences. When all these 

effects are added, the pageant (and that is a better term 

than play) could fill the 11'-.aj or part of a theatrical evening 

and create an overwhelming impression. Eric Bentley called 

it 11 the strongest piece of theatre I have seen in the past 

few years" when he saw Moses 1 version at the Chelsea Theatre 

Center ( .•• War 404). And Salaam discussed Southern audi

ence reactions in his report to Negro Digest. In the small 

towns of Louis.ia!'!a a!'!.d Mississippi where many people were 
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seeing theatre for the first time, Slave ~ was a dif

ferent play, a play "that the audience experienced, not as 

if it were scenes of slavery for a 'negro history,' but 

rather a play that [they] readil.y identified with as scenes 

from their lives. 11 Who, he asks, took notice of this 

production? 

No one! Except, of course, the Black people in Green
ville, Mississippi, who were ready to revolt after the 
performance was over and who were only reluctantly 
persuaded to go home. 

And then there was the entire audience in West Point, 
Mississippi, which rose to its feet, waving fists and 
singing, "When We Genna Rise Up!'' (the song which is 
included at the end of every Slaveship [sic] perform
ance) • And there was also the large gathering • • • 
which witnessed a performance on the Lake Pontchart::-z.:;.. 
shores in New Orleans--th~ ::=~~lay that Southern Uni
versity refus~d to allow in its auditorium. All who 
saw it got the lil.essage (Ferdinand 28-30). 

The press release also refers to "a tussle" between Black 

youth and a photographer in Greenville and to "the exodus of 

several white people" during a Clarksdale performance. 

It must have been a stunning production. Dent, in his 

letter to me, briefly described the setting: 

a raised wooden platform in the middle of the stage, a 
brilliant device since it s}'lllbolized both the slaveship 
(masters above, slaves prone underneath), the auction 
block in the new world, and the speakers platform from 
which the slaves are implored to rise up against their 
masters. It just worked very well, providing the piece 
with tremendous economy. 

First performed in 1967 by Baraka's Spirit House Movers 

in Newark, Slave §1llE is very different from ~ Toilet or 

Dutchman, two of the earlier plays which had won Baraka 

fame/notoriety. His work, Baraka himself says, had taken 
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"a leap fron partial truth to a more wholesided reality," 

from "'Hate Whitey•n to 111 Marxists-Leninists Unite .•• ! ''' 

(Motion . . • 1.5-16) Barak.a, more than many other play

wrights of the 1 60s, experimented with form, moving from the 

brutal realism of The Toilet to the abstract metaphor of 

Dutchman to the impressionism/expressionism of Slave ~-

As noted, Slave ~ is mostly sensory images created 

through music and movement, images that take us from the 

Middl.e Passage back to glimpses of Africa and forward to 

glimpses of slavery, past and present, in America and always 

back to the central symbol of the slave ship. There are no 

distinct characters, only abstractions: lst Man, etc., 1st 

Woman, etc., dancers, musicians, children, voices and bodies 

in the slave ship, Old Tom Slave, New Tom (Preacher), white 

' men and voices of white men. {~resumably the whites were 

played by Blacks in whiteface; this would work here whereas 

it would not in an essentially realistic pl.ay such as 

Jordan.) 

According to o' Neal., Moses always moves at a superhigh 

level. of intensity and with his "pierci!l9" .•• bril.l.iant 

intellect" inspires actors to surpass themselves (Personal 

interview) • We can surmise, by the reports from the South 

and the awards from New York, that his staging of the Baraka 

work was b=illiant. (The New York production won him his 

first Tony although Dent preferred the FST production which 
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''was more sparse [about 50 minutes] and I thought sharper" 

[Letter].) 

Moses is a musician also and the FST flyer for N'Xombo 

(see above) credits him with writing the :music for Slave 

~; the previously mentioned press release says specifical

ly that he "authored three new songs" for his production of 

the play. "One, which comes at the end of the play, 'When 

we gonna rise up, ' never fails to capture the audience at 

the peak of their enthusiasm. • • • 11 The program for the 

Chelsea Theatre Center production credits music to both 

Moses and Archie Shepp. However, in the published script 

(Motion • • • ) Moses is given no credit for the music and 

"When We Genna Rise'' is central to the final minutes (maybe 

five, maybe ten) of the action and is then used again after 

the final blackout when the lights come up again and the 

audience is enticed to join in the dance/celebration. With 

the FST copy of the play is a prologue titled "Names/Places, 

Us" which is not part of the printed script and which seems 

better suited for spoken than musical interpretation. Too, 

this was probably written by Salaam and was incorporated to 

set the scene for FST' s unsophisticated audiences. 

!!1 any event Slave ~ was the highlight of the tour 

which leads one to wonder why FST never did more of Baraka' s 

works. Dent and 0 'Neal have both said that Baraka speaks to 

an urban audience (Personal interviews) and it is true that 

many of his plays do but there are others--such as Slave 
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~--which speak to the Bl.ack, or societal, situation in 

general. 

0 1 Neal claims that a second version of Roots was per-

formed this season (Personal interview) but no revised script 

nor any notes are available. 

The other work that seems definitely to have been on the 

touring bill is Martin's Proper ~ Fine: The Entourage .Q! 
8 

Fannie Lou HaJner. Proper and Fine was written in 1968. It 

is a very simpl.e short piece with quick interchanges remini

scent of Moses 1 Roots and Beckett 1 s Godot, both of which she 

must have seen. Here also are two central characters. 

Afrique and Sam are in a clothing store. They have 

already collected piles of clothing which they are waiting to 

buy. A salesman can be seen lounging against a counter. He 

ignores them. They discuss the situation. sam urges 

patience but Afrique • s feet hurt and she is impatient: 

AFRIQUE: Lord know if he doesn't come over hera and 
take this stuff off my hands, I have a mind 
to stomp on it. 

SAM (horrified) : WHAT are you saying? 

AFRIQUE: You heard me. I'll throw it at him. 

SAM: Mercy. 

They discuss various reasons why he may not be able to see 

them. None seems logical. They sing a song (a few bars of 

11We Shall overcome11 ) to get his attention. He applauds. 

They sit down on the floor. Afrique, looking up, notices the 

ceiling and admires it. The salesman too looks at the ceil-
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ing. Afrique and Sam go back to discussing the situation 

with Sam continuing to urge patience. But Afrique wants him 

to ''~ something. 11 Sam finally approaches the salesman as 

he is about to ring up another customer's sale. The sales-

man brushes Sam off. Sam suggests to Afrique that they 

leave the clothes and the store. But Afrique wants these 

things which have almost become a part of her. Finally Sam 

capitulates and they leave the store but not the clothas. 

:Immediately the salesman yells for the police! An uproar 

and shots are heard off-stage. The salesman reenters: 

"These nigras kill me. They think they can get away with 

anything. What 1 s the world coming to? 11 

With the typescript in the FST archives is a prologue 

by Sam Hill, another workshop member. It is unnecessarily 

heavy-handed and seems even more so contrasted to the 

incisiveness of Martin • s work: 

lST MAN: Hunting season is yearound for them crackers. 
They kill us black people for sport! Here 
lay two more of our people killed at the 
hands of white beasts! • • • 

WOMAN: Listen to me my brothers and sisters. Look! 
Look! o o o o They (lying, laying) dead--
here are our mothers and fathers, our sisters 
and brothers, aunts and uncles, grandmothers 
and grandfathers, great grandmothers and 
grandfathers. . • . 

2ND MAN: Men o o o STOP OVER LOOKING THE WRONG! o 

[T]he time~now to destroy"tilis white 
beast before .!,:; destroys yo;,:.. • • . 

This prologue seems more appropriate as an epilogue if any

thing but is on the whole gratuitous. Martin makes her 
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point without this cal.l to viol.ence. (Whether or not the 

prologue was actually used is not known.) And surely the 

combination of Black Libe,..ation ~, Proper and Fine and 

Slave ~ is enough to get across the message of oppression 

answered by revolt! 

For an early script by a young writer Proper and Fine 

shows a flair for dialogue and a grasp of dramatic logic. 

Like Rcots much of the conversation is funny, but the situa

tion is not funny and the denouement is a logical. (in terms 

of Black Liberation drama) and expected culmination. 

At least two other pieces by Martin are associated with 

the FST: Edifying Further Elaborations 2!! the Mentalitv .Q.f ~ 

Chore, which was toured together with the Molettes• Rosalee 

Pritchett in 1972, and !Qh ~ Death, and Other Anxiety 

Pieces for the Contemporary American stage, which she pro

duced and directed at the Free Southern Theater in 1977 {and 

which are discussed in chapter 6. ) 

Ben Caldwell's Hypnotism and Riot Sale apparently never 

went into production. Caldwell is not an FST product. He 

worked with Baraka at Spirit House and with the New 

Lafayette. Hypnotism is a one-page skit in which a white 

magician dressed in an Uncle Sam suit hypnotizes a negro man 

and woman to dream of non-violence and integration: "When 

you open your eyes you will be what I want you to be •.••••• 

DUMB BLACK NIGGERS! •••.•• 11 (ts). The subjects come to atten

tion, the woman is grabbed by a white policeman who curses 
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her, the Jna.n. goes to her defense only to be himself beaten. 

11He falls to his knees and begins to sing verses of •we Shall 

OVercome. 1 covering his eyes to the scene. 

cian .•• nods his head with satisfaction. 

The magi

YOU CAN 

STOP IT FROM ENDING THIS WAY! " At the most HYPnotism. is a 

curtain raiser, entr'acte filler or sketch in a revue. :It 

miqht have fit into the FST bill but there is no particular 

reason why it should have been used--which may well be why 

it seems to have been dropped. 

Riot Sale is unstageable with limited facilities. It 

lends itself much better to film than to staqe, callinq as 

it does for a full-scale Harlem riot, a qroup of 11125th ST. 

jew merchants, 11 police, Molotov cocktails, tear gas missiles 

and an essen:".!..l.l cannon that shoots millions of paper bills. 

The firing of the bills diverts the rioters • attention from 

their protest. 'lhe sket!Jb. closes to the sound of laughter 

from the cops and a police officer 1 s line 11Look at the black 

bastards go after that money 1 n 

Salaam estimates that the Blkartsouth writers produced 

some fifteen scripts in 1969, six of which were done by the 

FS'l' and these were ones by himself, Dent and Martin 

(Ferdinand, "Black Theater • • • 11 41-42). He seems to have 

forgotten the Weber plays (thouqh it is possible that they 

were not products of the FS'l' workshop) • And it is impossible 

to pin down the ones that w2re done just in workshop. 
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So the only other "productions" we can look at for this 

period are the poetry shows • These shows, according to 

Salaam, were tailored to particular audiences and featured 

poems written in the workshop which were thus mostly 

"period" pieces with no lasting relevance (Personal inter-

view) • Dent says that the Blkartsouth poets made "much use 

of music, ensemble and dramatic effects" and that the poetry 

was being done more, and working better, than the plays. 

They had three or four poetry shows ready, he says, each 

emphasizing a different point. Before each performance they 

would study the audience and pick what seemed to be the most 

appropriate show ("Beyond Rhetoric ••• 11 23). In 1.974 he 

elaborated: 

[WJ e found it necessary to organize and structure the 
poems, trying to mix types, humorous and serious, long 
and short, personal and generic, so that the poems 
reflected off each other. • • • All of the work dealt 
with black consciousness, black reality, black defini
ition. We i."ere excited by the response of audiences, 
particularly young audiences. • • . It was as if the 
audience • • • understood what was happening, could 
relate to it with an enthusiasm that surprised and 
encouraged us. 

So we went on, further developing and refining. We 
broke down the material into thematic sections, usual
ly three. The first might deal with racial loss of 
identity and impotence, the second with the beauties 
and rewards of the black life style, black love of self 
and family, and the conclusion, with black positiveness, 
assertion, and power. As our performances became more 
frequent, we added ensemble poems embroidersd with 
chants and interchanged lines, audience response poems 
and music, both vocal and guitar, and narration over 
instrumental music and humming •••• 

The next stage of development happened naturally. 
We began to think of the poems as more than an oral 
device; it seemed that the meaning would be clearer if 
one or more of the members not reading • . . assumed 
harmony, dialogue and mimetic roles • • • similar to 
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the routines of black soul music groups in support of 
the lead singer ("Black Theater ••• 11 251-52). 

Not all the poetry was coming out of the workshop, 

however, according to handwritten poetry show formats in the 

archives. One, titled "Interests in Black," was slated to 

be performed at the Desire Community Center in April. 1.970. 

It lists as sources not only the FST itself bu"t. several 

books and journals including Umbra, American Negro Poetry, 

Black Voices and African Proverbs. Nine people were 

scheduled to read some 22 selections including two by Claude 

McKay ( 11If We Must Die" and "The Negro's Tragedy"); the 

others have not been identified except for an alternate 

selection, "Black Woman Throws a Tantrum•• which is by Nayo 

(Barbara Malcolm} and was also used in Turn .9!_ the Century. 

(See Appendix IV for sample poems and formats.) Nor is 

there any indication of music or performance techniques but 

these may have been already worked out and the list could be 

simply a pulling together of already set pieces. 

Two other handwritten formats, although undated, seem 

to be from a later date because of the people involved. 

one, featuring O'Neal, Ben Spillman, Gwen [?], and Chakula 

Cha Jua, lists l.4 poems, most of which seem to be originals. 

Another adds to these same works for a total of 27 poems and 

involves more readers. A third lists 20 songs and poems 

(including works by Gwendolyn Brooks and Mari Evans) and 

features the above readers plus 11 Yvonne11 and 11 Tommye" but 

Cha Jua is listed under his original name (Cayette McNeal) so 
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must predate tJ."'le above two although it seems more sophisti-

cated. But again these listings give little indication of 

the complexity of the presentation although a few of the 

poems ara scored for multiple voices. 

Another undated format (this one from 0 'Neal's own 

files) is very complex with a lot of narration, songs and 

dance and a range of published poetry. It is labeled a 

"draft," however, and may never have been used. Or it may 

have been the basis for Where !!!_ the Blood 2! Your Fathers? 

(See Appendix V.) 

What we can be sure of is that poetry performances were 

integral to the FST program from its inception. As Dent 

points out, poetry is natural to the Afro-American tradition: 

[T]hrou.gh poetry we could evoke a sense of i.m:a.ediacy 
and spon-taneity that seemed to flow through the 
audiencea o o o We could deal with the same themes any 
play might. • a • It was simply that poetry seemed to 
be a ~ of perceiving the things that Black audi
ences understood. On a good night, a chain reaction 
fundamental to black art was created; performer and 
audience could get th~ call and response going. • • 
( 11 Black Theater • o o 11 252) o 

He goes on to paint the power of poetry in Black performance, 

concluding that Black theatre m.ust 11 reconcei ve i tself11 and 

must do so 11 in te:r::.s of the oldest and most proven values of 

black culture--our music, in all its forms--rhythm, dance, 

the oral tradition o o • • 11 Black poetry, he emphasizes, .!..§. 

"wusical, i:m!llediate, improvisational, and is a natu::-al :form 

of black art because of its origin in the African oral 
9 

tradition" (254). 
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Both poetry and plays during this middle period in FST 1 s 

history were for the most part marked by the Black Libera

'tion Movement. Short as this era was, and tentative as :most 

of the works were, the Theater came closer to fulfilling the 

tenets of the new Black esthetic than it had before and more 

concentratedly than it was to do in the future as, under the 

guidance of O'Neal, it moved back toward a broader dramatic 

base. 
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Notes 

l 
Playing the dozens is engaging in conversational bat-

tle with a friend. The exchanges are rhymed insults focused 

on the opponent 1 s mother. 

The term "nigger" occurs frequently in these pl.ays. 

It is at times simply an affectionate term between two very 

close friends but more often in modern Black drama it (or 

"negro") is used to signify Uncle Toms and other 

acco:mmodationists. 

"The Free Southern Theater Historical Notes" compiled 

by Amistad from FST records gives the above listing. Hatch 

and Abdullah give a December 1971 performance date for 

Minstrel Quintet and do not mention the revival of The Picket 

or the FST performance of !2 Kill ~ Devil which was first 

produced in 1970 at Columbia University's School of the Arts. 

Fabre ("Checklist ••• 11 ) notes a 1968 performance; 

FST files do not record any performance but most workshop 

shows went unrecorded. 

5 
Walker, born in Wilmington, North Carolina, to a 

slave father and a free mother and therefore technically 

fzoee, lived from 1758 to 1830. He left the South and went 

to Boston where he became prominent in the Black community. 

His 11Appeal, in Four Articles, Together with a Preamble, to 
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the ·coloured Citizens of the World, but in Particular, and 

Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America" 

was published in 1829; it was "at the time the most bitter 

and fiery condemnation of white racism that had ever been 

written" (Barksdale & Kinnamon 151). Two subsequent 

revisions sharpened the tone even more. 

6 
Feathers and Stuff was originally titled Negro Study 

Number 34A. Hatch and Abdul.lah mistakenly list the title as 

Feathered Stuff and they list Negro study separately with a 

1.969 Blkartsouth premiere. There may have been a workshop 

tryout of Negro study but FST records refer only to perform

ances under the new title. The essence is the saJne in the 

two versions. The earlier one plunges into the middle of 

the conversation; the revision sets the scene and introduces 

the participants. Other than that, changes are minor--a few 

added lines. 

7 
Perhaps this lD.Oderation stems frolD. his age and his 

educational background. He is older than the other princi

pals of the FST and he was an ABD with a major in Political 

Science at an upstate New York university (Cornell, if I 

recall correctly) when he decided that to continue work on 

an obscure European event of another era was totally irrele-

vant a..T!d he returned to Ne~ Orleans. ~.1 though he used the 

naine Kush for some of his published work in Nkombo, he never 

adopted permanently a non-Western name. 
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8 
Sbaron Stockard (Martin) was an adolescent in New 

Orleans when FST was borne She credits FST with considerabl.e 

influence on her own work: 

The theatre's successful wedding of social awareness 
and entertainment and its effectiveness so evident in 
the faces of me!llbers of the audience who had never 
witnessed life theatre before inspired my earl.ier 
writing attempts (Ostrow 123) e 

She worked with the FST writers' workshop and also had work 

performed by the Dashiki Theatre during this early period.. 

She went on to earn an MFA in playwriting at the Yale School 

of Drama and to work with a number of other writers 1 work-

shops. She was a Shubert Fellow and received the O'Neill 

Award and the CBS Foundation Prize in Playwriting for the 

best student play in 1.976. Proper and Fine was publ.ished in 

The Scholastic Book Series E:! Black Literature. She is 

writing and l.iving now in California. 

A poetry show of the type the FST did was performed 

at the FST funeral and earned high marks for effectiveness; 

unfortunately, I was still trying to get to New Orleans 

through actual fog and the haze of airline ineptitude. 
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11We don't think of our theater 
as simple entertainment, but 
as a means of j egging the con
sciousness of the audience and 
stimulating Z!i.ind development. 11 

--John O'Neal 

CHAPTER VI 

THE PLAYS: A THEATRE IN DESIRE 

The third and final. era in FST's life began with the 

departure of Dent and Salaam with Blkartsouth in late 
2 

1970. Although it was to span a decade, the era was marked 

by so many hiatuses and problems that productions were 

anything but numerous. There were more full-scale produc

tions and a pronounced emphasis on staging original works, 

the majority of them by O'Neal. But, despite O'Neal's 

development as a playwright, FS'I' still suffered from lack of 

focus. Energies were split between the various projects 

and enervated by Marxist study and soul-searching sessions. 

The unifying thread of Black Liberation doctrine head become 

untied, and the staged works hovered between traditional 

realistic theatre and experimental presentational theatre. 

Essentially FST became the community theatre that Dent had 

wanted in that it trained and used community people and 

performed reg-o..llarly at its o~T.. theatre in the Desire area of 

New Orleans; tours continued but not on the sustained basis 

of previous ones with professional casts. O'Neal, however, 
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never gave up his interest in touring~ In a May 1971 

interview for the Washington Post, he pinpointed the purpose 

of the FST: 

[to] help people, black people, understand more about 
their own history, culture and background with the hope 
this will improve their ability to think creatively and 
effectively about the problems they have to solve now. 

He also emphasized the teaching role of the players 

(Mearns). 

One play that the FST did tour quite extensively in 

Louisiana and Mississippi was Ron Milner 1 s The Warning--A 

Theme for Linda, the first FST workshop performa.~ce under 

the new leadership, which was mounted in October of 1971. 

Warning was presented at the Chelsea Theatre Center in 

Brooklyn in 19 69 and then at Talllbellini 's Gate Theater in 

Greenwich Village as part of ! Black Quartet which also 

included one-acts by Caldwell, Bullins and Baraka. Actually 

the Milner work, which was the centerpiece of the Quartet, 

is long enough to hold its own alone as it did with FST. 

Warning is about a young woman' s rite of passage into 

adulthood. Linda is 17, disturbed by feelings of strong 

sexuality but more than that, in search of a strong male 

image. She lives in a househol.d of women: the bitter 

matriarchal grandmother who holds the household together 

and has no use for men, particularly her drunkard husband; 

Linda's mother who has drifted from man to man, domestic job 

to domestic job, who can't even remember if she "loved" the 

first of the men, Jo~n and Linda's father; Joan, the slight-
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ly younger sister, already starting with parties and men, 

led by their cousin Nora; Paula, the nine-year-old hal.f

sister, seen only as a rescuer of stray animals (just as, 

according to the grandmother, her mother is a picker-upper 

of stray men) • The men in the play are only half-realized: 

the grandfather who appears in one of Linda 1 s dreams as a 

delightful man adored by his young granddaughter but who 

caused a young daughter's death (the reason his wife hates 

hiE) and who Linda finally sees honestly as a drunk old lll.an; 

the lecherous neighbor who attempted to sexually abuse Linda 

when she was a little girl (seen in one of three dream 

sequences) ; and final.ly Donald, Linda! s boyfriend, the 

intellectual who wants to be a writer and who Linda invites 

to spend the night with her in a motel as she decides to 

take the step into full womanhood. Linda is on her way to 

becoming a strong woman who knows what she wants, who can 

face reality and who will neither retreat into wantonness or 

into bitter loneliness. There are indications that Donald 

can match her strength but his character is not fully enough 

depicted and thus the ending is somewhat abrupt and weak. 

The women characters in this basically realistic play 

are full and believable. We can understand them and hope 

with Linda that her choice is right. Whether or not it is, 

Milner leads us to believe that Linda is the new Black woman 

who will cope with her life and who can be the mate Donald 

needs. Speaking of Milner 1 s female characters in toto, 

--------------
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Clayton Riley equates them with "songs heard from Aretha 

Franklin, Gladys Knight, 11 or from the early gospel. and blues 

singers, the women "despised by their own forebears as fal-

len daughters. • • To these women, Ril.ey says, "Milner 

gave a reality consistent with fact. . 11 and made them 

"complete human beings in a nation given to regarding them 

as indefatigable vessels of passion. • • 1' (Introduction 

xix-xx). 

O'Neal says this of Milner: 

[He] is concerned with the relationship between making 
politicalr philosophical points and refl.ecting real 
life; his work is an effort to synthesize these goals 
in more or less traditional dramatic terms. . . . He's 
negotiating between the now and the future. 

This type of approach, O'Neal concludes, is "the one that 

works best, means most, for the FST's audience" ("Per-

forming ••• " 46). It was the approach O'Neal was to take 

in much of his own work. 

When the play was performed in New York, Riley, despite 

his admiration for Milner's writing, took issue \-lith his 

treatment of Black males: 

Other than for a few vague references to the fact that 
times have been hard for them, Milner displays a self
perpetuating contempt for the males in his work that 
is in sharp contrast to the wealth of understanding and 
compassion he affords the women. 

Riley also has problems accepting the transformation of 

Linda into someone who will become 11 1 a really strong woman' 11 

but while he finds the theme "at the very least arguable," 

the writing he finds superb ("Adjust Your Binoculars ••. 11 ). 
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William Raidy, reviewing the New York production for 

the ~ Isl.and Press, found the play•s strength in "its 

vivid portrayal of family life, raw and real."; its chief 

weakness is its length and slowness 11 at getting to the 

point. • • • " Whereas Raidy thought the Bullins piece (The 

Gentleman Caller) the highlight of the Quartet, Daphne Kraft 

of the Evening News of Newark agreed with Riley that honors 

should go to Warning for its universal appeal and powerful 

writing: 

Milner• s concern is with an issue central to all people 
in contemporary life, as he shows how crowding in a 
domestic situation can operate like a time bomb, ticking 
off on each generation with destructive psychological 
results •••• Suffocating, explosive, funny Milner's 
work packs a great, wrenching wallop. 

Richard Shepard of the New York Times also thought the 

Milner play the :most !::::u:::::.a.'"l cf t.':::.e Quartet: "Y..r. Milner is 

looking for, and finds, people rather than symbols. 1 ~" 

A reviewer for the Vieux Carre Courier had this to say 

about the FST production which was directed by Costley: 

There is black theatre here--theatre for, by and about 
blacks--that is truly alive. But t'lore than that, it is 
honest and beautiful and meaningful for a larger com
munity. I say this because I saw it--frol'!l. my white 
perspective--as some of the finest theatre I have seen 
in years. 

He went on to praise the 11 am.azing performance from a group 

of people who worked intensely with each other to be real at 

all times, and, even though none of them had ever been on 

stage before, succeeded" ("Living Black Theatre .•• 11 ). 
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For all its humanness--and that is Milner's strongest 

point--Warning is more than a psychological study: it is a 

study of the Black family without a male head and in this 

sense is social drama--drama which, as Rowe explains, uses 

emotion as "a means to opening and sensitizing the mind to 

receptivity for perception of the truth revealed, or to 

energization of response when the purpose is reforma • • 

He goes on to note that 11 the playwright 1 s passions must be 

disciplined so that emotion is checked and thought stimu

lated" (1.73-74). Warning does arouse thought about the ef

fects, if not the causes, of the matriarchal household but 

only tentativel.y offers an answer in Linda as the burgeoning 

Black woman of today. Despite its shortcomings, the play is 

a substantial one and its production seemed a happy omen. 

Workshop productions of three one-act plays opened 

1972. A revival of Salaam 1 s The Picket, Roger Furman's !£ 

Kill ~ Devil and J. J. Jones 1 Minstrel Quintet were per

formed in New Orleans but not toured. Apparently not all 

three plays were presented the same evening: a reviewer for 

the Jewish Civic Press reported that 11 although three plays 

are advertized [sic], only one one-act [!.2_ Kill ~ Devil] and 

one blackout sketch [Minstrel Quintet] are presented, and 

the evening is over in forty minutes" which leaves one 

"wanting more--like having a delicious appetizer at a meal 

and waiting in vain for more courses" ("Free Southern 

Theatre"). David CUthbert of the Times-Picayune, on the 
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("Black Theater Future . • • ) . 
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Quintet involves three Black men in clown whiteface 

dressed exactly alike. There are also a smiling Man dressed 

in a Mao jacket ana with 11 a dignified red star medallion" 

around his neck and a Pretty Lady dressed in traditional 

African 9-arb. Onstage is a table. At one side of the stage 

is an American flag; at the other, a Russian flag; and 

upstage center, a United Nations flag. 

Three quick speechless scenes open the skit: first 

Mitchell. and Michael are seen trying on angry masks which 

they reject; second they try happy masks but don 1 t like 

these either. Third they put on compassionate masks; these 

they like but when they suddenly see each other, they yank 

off and hide the masks. They sitl' each near his flag. 

(Directions do not specify who is Russian, who American; 

they are interchangeable.) The Smiling Man enters and sits 

apart from the others; he never says a word. 

Mitchell and Michael verbally duel, saying nothing 

substantive but disagreeing with, while echoing, each other. 

The third man, dubbed Dangerfield and representing the U.N., 

comes in and joins the absurd dispute, urging compromise but 

doing nothing to defuse the dispute. The Pretty Lady enters 

and each man claims her as his fianc~e. In a tug of war, 

they half unclothe her. She tells them to leave her alone 
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and exits. The Smiling Man rises, bows and follows her. 

The other three sit. Blackout. 

Obviously this is political satire with the lady repre

senting the Third World and the Silent Man, China who, it 

is implied, will. win her. 

Interestingly the Jewish Civic Press reviewer found the 

piece 11 stunning11 but failed to note the political implica

tions which are patent and which are enhanced by having the 

three protagonists/antagonists in whiteface: it is West

ern civilization that is ridiculous and making a mess of the 

world. What makes the sketch more intriguing is that its 
2 

international theme makes it unique in the FST canon. 

The major piece on both bill.s was the Furman play. The 

Civic Press reviewer calls it "a strong treatise between 

lD.Other and son" and summarizes it: 

Set in Harlem, it depicts the love and need of a youth 
for his mother. She in turn rejects him for the latest 
in a string of lovers. Because she throws . • • [him] 
out so that she can share her bleak flat with her new
est boy friend, the lad has no choice but to join his 
buddies to play a deadly game ••• "to kill a devil"-
devil referring to a white man. 

Cuthbert, who found the piece much more dramatically 

satisfying than The Picket, interprets the play: 

A mother and son tangle in their Harlem apartment, 
berating each other for their individual follies. 
Their hope for what they know can never be keeps them 
going, one anesthetized by beer and dreams, the other 
by drugs. 

Ostensibly they are angry at each other, but it is 
very clear that they are trapped by the feeling they 
have no control over their lives ("Black Theater 
Future ••• "). 
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The script is not in the archives but there is an 

excerpt, the opening scene, in Black Scenes (Childress 1.4-

18) • Carl comes on, urging his lD.Other (a woman in 11her late 

thirties, becoming too plump for comfort," who is drinking 

from a quart bottle of beer) to go to the movies with him as 

his treat. But she tel.ls him she has met a new man: 

This man is really into something. He ain't no fool 
and you don 1 t hear him talking that Black Power either. 
He got a real. good job and a business on the side. 
This fool ain 1 t got nothing but some money. 

carl points out that she's said the same thing about Mr. 

White and Mr. Lee--and apparently about a whole string of 

other predecessors. This one, his mother insists, is dif-

ferent. She tel.ls him again that she needs a man to love 

her, that life has been hard for her bringing up Carl by 

herself. She complains that she has never had any luck and 

this is her last chance. Carl 1 s remonstrances that he loves 

her, no matter what happens, are not good enough. She 

suggests he go to his aunt • s house but Carl demurs. The 

suggestion turns to a request: "You said you wanted to see 

me happy. You know how some men are when they see a kid 

around the place. Please, Carl, don't make me beg you." 

Carl is adamant. He offers to sleep on the fire escape and 

to keep out of the way but she insists he leave. Carl turns 

bitter. He accuses her of always wanting to get rid of him 

and tells her to wise up: this new boyfriend won 1 t last any 

longer than all the others. 
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His mother tries to bribe him with "that pretty pink 

suit you saw on l25th Street last week" but Carl does not 

want to leave. Nor does he want to go out with his gang: 

"They've got a thing on for tonight. They might even kill 

somebody. I don 1 t want a be with them no more. " She won't 

listen and orders him out of the house, screaming, "Get your 

things and get the hell over to my sister 1 s house before I 

knock your silly head off." Carl runs out, yelling back at 

her, 11 Drop dead! Drop dead!'' 

The scene must switch to carl with his gang but the 

opening offers no clue to the climax although, if the play 

runs true to form, someone will be killed--Carl or "the 

devil"--with carl being the likely killer if not the killed. 

Judging from the excerpt available and the reviewers' com

ments, I assmne this to be a pl.ay about relationships rather 

than about Black Power. Here is not the typical Black 

nurturing "Mama" but a woman who has become l.ittl.e more than 

a whore whereas her sister has married and is raising a 

large famil.y. The implication is not so much that she has 

been driven t.:J a succession of men by necessity but by her 

own weakness. But without the complete script, no val.id 

concl.usion is possible. 

Both reviewers admired the skil.l of the actors although 

the reporter from the Jewish Civic Press did wish that the 

actress playing the mother, 1•powerful and excellent;; as she 

was, might have been made up "to look older than her son." 
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A :much ~::a ambitious projet;:t was tackled next: the 

two plays that toured under the umbrella title of 'l'he Black 

Bourgeoisie ••• or~ HUrts Doesn't :It?--the Molettes• Rosalee 

Pritchett and Martin's Edifying Further Elaborations _!!!! the 

Mentality~~ Chore. 

Rosalee Pritchett had been presented by the Morehouse-
3 

Spe2lnan Players in 1970 and by NEC in 1971. Barksdale and 

Kinnamon in their introduction to the play make this claim: 

[It] provides searing insights into the insipidities of 
a Black middle class so encumbered by the :meaninqless 
values of the white middle class that its bridqe
playinq members have lost all sense of identification 
with their race. 

'rh.e editors point out that only a decade previously these 

white values had been presented as qood in Raisin while now 

"the imitation of society• s most meaningless bourgeois prac

tices is condemned. 11 ('l'his, I think, is an oversimplifica

tion and a faulty analogy; the Youngers have nothing in 

COlD!D.on with the women the Molettes depict.) The play, they 

continue, "is a timely and moving comment on the ever

changing social values of Black America. 11 It is "grim•• 

because "none of the characters at the end has learned 

anything regarding renewal and change ••• " (824). 

The Molette work is broadly satirical but Barksdale and 

Kinnamon are right: the comedy turns to horror--for the 

audience; the characters remain unaware of societal reali-

ties. T"ne setting is a southern city during a racial riot. 

Rose (Rosalee Pritchett), wife of a prominent physician, 
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introduces herself and expl.ains that she is in the hospital 

because of a nervous breakdown, a collapse due to the riots. 

There is a flashback to Rose and three friends playing 

bridge and making small. talk about diets, the upcoming deb 

supper, husbands, the riot (which, they believe, has little 

effect on them; their area, they are confident, is perfectly 

safe and i.Inmune from National Guard interference). Four 

National Guardsmen introduce themselves and discuss the 

riot, sex, the 11niggers'' until they see and stop Rose's car; 

she is going home from the bridge game. The men harass and 

then rape her. The final scene is a..Tlother bridge game with 

Rose• s place taken by a woman named Thelma. The women dis

cuss the deb ball, Rose, the spring dance and their sununer 

vacations. They have learned nothing from Rose 1 s ordeal. 

The playwrights advise slides throughout; they used in 

the original production about 300 on four rear projection 

screens. Rose is always isolated, even during the bridge 

game in which she participates verbally, so that we are 

always aware of her. The Molettes suggest having the 

guardsnen acted by Blacks in whiteface since they would have 

11 the kind of objectivity that is necessary in the portrayal 

of those roles 11 (Barksdale & Kinnamon 825) • They also ad-

vise against a curtain call: 

(C]urtain calls say to the audience "the whole thing 
was make-believe, and it's over now." The audience then 
leaves the theater unperturbed, satisfied. The audi
ences ought to leave tJ."lis play perturbed, dissatisfied 
--so, no curtain call ( 825) . 
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This Brechtian presentational approach is more fully 

realized here than in other contemporary works staged by the 

FST and should have worked very well to focus attention. 

But, as in Brecht' s own works, the audience stil.l responds 

to the human situation. Rose may not be likeabl.e but that 

weakness of character only contributes to the pathos of her 

ordeal. 

The portrait of the women is cruel but reflects the 

opinion many Black intellectuals have of upper-class Black 

professionals who emulate and integrate into white society. 

But the portrait never slips into caricature: the Molettes 

have too true an ear for dialogue to let that happen. And 

whil.e any one of us might argue that Black bourgeois does 

not necessarily equal Black sellout, no one can deny the 

gulfs within Black society (as with the encompassing Ameri-

can society) • 

No script is available for the companion piece, 

Martin's Edifying Further Elaborations. Hatch and Abdullah 

call it a "domestic ritual" whereas a partial inventory of 

FST scripts (from O'Neal's files) describes it this way: 

Tragi-comic absurdist farce about the confused effort 
of two black middle class couples • • • to reconcile 
real.ity to their own ideas. A compl.ex, sophisticated, 
intellectual. one-act piece. • • • 

Copies of three reviews of the twin bill have been 

found, however, in the archives. Larry and Nona Einhorn 

writing in the Vieux Carre Courier summarize Edifying: 
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A young middle class black couple, Aswa and Esol ••• , 
who have finally come to accept Black Is Beautiful, 
cannot cope with a new black social pressure [--J The 
Revol.ution In the comfort of their home, stocked with 
all. the right "bl.ack" books and trappings of their 
11ugly past" and "beautiful present" they await the ar
rival. of two guests, Jamal ("super Spade 11 ) Thomas and 
his wife Sonia ("Negative Nigger"). With shades of 
Virginia Woolf, the two couples attempt to tell 
each other the answer but fail miserably because they 
are all. on a superficial trip. Finally alone, Aswa and 
Esol have perhaps l.earned that being black isn 1 t an 
afro hairdo, a dashiki, or a slogan .. 

The Einhorns found the performances "commendable" in 

light of the fact that the actors were untrained. O'Neal 

directed the Martin piece and did "his best to stylize this 

wordy play that gets hung up on role playing and revolution, 

but never clearly defines any of it. 11 They thought the 

Mol.ette work needed "editing and a faster pace which direc-

tor Ben Spillman should [have been] able to resolve by this 

writing.'' 

Shirley Harrison, writing for the Clarion Herald, was 

more impressed although she agreed with the Einhorns about 

the pace of Pritchett. We know too from her review that FST 

did, as suggested, use slides and follow the Molettes' idea 

of playing the Guardsmen in whiteface, a device Harrison did 

not like: 

When NEC did the show in New York, white actors were 
used as the rapists. The effect was much more chilling. 
NEC has learned to use white actors in white roles, and 
the effectiveness aids verisimilitude 1000 percent. 

Still the authors 11 have captured a penetrating message: 

that many upper class blacks scorn the 1 black thing 1 and are 

more comfortable being pro-white. 11 Both plays, she feels, 
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are 11vital11 although the first is the antithesis of Rosalee 

Pritchett. In Edifying, according to Harrison, 11 a heal thy 

aspect [of being black] emerges, and this is that the black 

man can now, at this stage of black militancy, sit back and 

laugh at his foibles. 11 

Like the Einhorns, she comments on a Black Power hand

shake and agrees with them that it is a hil.arious bit of 

business. She concludes her comments on the play by advis

ing that Martin is a talent to watch. "The comedy is genu

inely effective and deserves wide recognition. 11 

Dwight Ott, writing for the Times-Picayune, adds 

nothing to our understanding of the plays but he too had 

compliments. About Edifying he said, "OVerall the acting is 

compelling and seems to do justice to a well-written pla::t by 

a local talent •••• " and with the Molettes' play he 

admired the staging: 

What [it] may lack in consistently forceful acting, it 
makes up for in the novel integration of slides, music 
and staging which enhance the quality of the play, the 
the acting and the overall theme. 

He concludes that "both plays are handclapping good~ But 

neither is for the squeamish. 11 (Earlier in the review he 

reported that six nu..l!s had walked cut of 't.i.i.e performance at 

Loyola University. ) 

In 1977 Martin was responsible for two other scripts 

performed under FST auspices. One was ~ Can Be: ?: Poetic 

Dramatization that was devised for the Summer Youth Program 
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and the other was ~ ~ EVeninq ~ AnXiety Pieces for the 

Contemporarv American stage, that she staged herself as part 

of FST 1 s quest artist series. 

'l'he program description of :!!, can~, 11compiled by 

Sharon Stockard Martin, 11 reads: 

We can Be is a journey of the soul. :tt is the forma
tion of hope out of dispair [sic), of courage in the 
face of fear. The Liberation of Black People in this 
country depends heavily on the children, and their 
awareness of the social and politica1 condition in 
which they live, and the condi-tions that influence 
their day-to-day existence. We Can Be is the legacy 
we offer our children; the Will To Endure (ts). 

The •~script, 11 which is designated "an improv-recitation, 11 

is explained in these terms: 

The journey uses poetry, grouped to form emotional 
islands of displeasure, alienation, proseltyzing [sic], 
glorification, and celebration. • • • WE CAN BE is a 
montage of images and emotions. Success of the piece 
depends upon timing and effectiveness of delivery. 

What we are then given is a 28-step format calling for the 

reading of certain poems, recordings, film, and impro·.rs. 

After group activities by the younger children ( choreo

graphed games) followed by the "older kids characterizing 

what children do become," the first specified improvisation 

involves 11two men talking abou-e their lack of luck in find

ing work and the poor quality of life in general, n and the 

second calls for an angry wife nagging her husband. Another 

has "simultaneous 1preachinqs 1 of Baptist minister, Black, 

muslims; Black Nationalists, teachers, etc~ 11 It all sounds 

rather too complex for an amateur youth group working during 

a short summer session. 
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One of the poems call.ed for in .!! Can ~ is 11505"--the 

overall title for the proqram Martin staged that fall. This 

"evening of anxiety pieces" included the following: Bird

seed, ~ Death, The Interview, sos, ANOPDFS, Ransom and 

Party. Only the script for~ has been found. 

Ranso!!!. is a three-page skit (or at least, three pages 

exi~t in the FST files; it is difficult to tell. whether an 

ending is missing or whether the piece simply ends abrupt-

ly) • Basically Ransom involves Jane and Dudley who have 

been holding hostages in a vault and hol.ding police off for 

2 5 years. Jane asks, 11How long do you think this can go 

on? 11 and Dudley replies: 

It's gone along for this long, baby. And we 1 re not 
doing !lone too bad neither. We got a roof over our 
heads, food in our bellies, clothes on our backs, and 
it beats workin'. 

Jane is, however, dissatisfied and remembers ruefully what 

her mother told her: 

My lllother told me not to marry you. When you put that 
gun up to lilY head 25 years ago and told llle to give you 
all the cash and loose change in my drawer or you'd 
blow lilY he.ad off, I felt the cold llletal and thought I 
was in love. But after thinking about it over the last 
few years, I'd say it was really fear, anxiety, and a 
touch of loathing that made llle love you more than any
thing else I can come up with offhand. 

Perhaps a missing page would supply the reason for the 

situation. Or perhaps the other six pieces on the bill 

would put this piece in context. As it goes, Ransom 

seemingly has only a slight and vague message--that fear and 

anxiety can drive people to truly irrational acts. 
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Taken as a whole the Martin and Molette duo seems to 

have been a successful production--both in terms of script 

selection and presentation. Certainly reaction was favor

able enough for the group to continue the production 
4 

throughout the spring, adding in May ~ Black Experience. 

This program of interpretive readings (the only identi-

fiable one being OWen Dodson's 11Black Mother Praying11 

[Chapman,' Black Voices 451-54]), interspersed with dances 

and comedy routines, was followed by the one-act play ~ 

Snakes in the Grass, apparently written by workshop -----5--
participants. 

Whoever wrote it, it is a delightful skit! Snakes 

updates the story of Eden. God is explaining who he is, 

where he is (Eden) , and what he has done when he breaks 

suddenly: "Aww, can't go through with this. I'm not God. 

You know I'm not, and I know I ':m not. I •m just an unfortun-

ate actor cast in an unfortunate play. " (ts). If we 

have not caught the clue from his first few lines (when he 

asks "Who aJD. I? 11 and castigates the audience for not being 

quicker with the response), we now know that "Snakes" is 

going to treat Christian legend creatively. 

AdaJD., when he comes on, is dressed in modern cl.othes and, 

having read the Bible, knows exactly what is expected of him 

and what is going to happen. God finds AdaJD. a little diffi

cult to swallow and goes off for a walk. Left alone, Adam 

tries reading his Bible but he is interrupted--first by the 
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sound of an automobile, then by the sound of an air hcunmer, 

and t..'l.en by the entrance of a monkey and a lion. Adam of 

course thinks these are the "beasts of the field" and he 

names them. The beasts pay no attention to Adam and, after 

dancing with each other, begin quarreling--a quarrel which 

Adam fir..ds himself powerless to stop. Realizing that events 

are not proceeding' according to his script (the Bible), Adam 

implores "Who are you? What is your name?" 

LION: My name is Hate. 

MONKEY: Furances [sicJ for Jews, hanging trees for 
Negroes, death for five girls on a Sunday 
:morning in Alabama. 

LION: My name is War. 

MONKEY: We have weapons that can kil.l a man without 
bother or mess. • • • We have bombs, rockets, 
tanks, and poison gases that kill without 
regard for race, creed or color. 

LION: My name is Poverty. 

MONKEY: [Explains] 

LION: My nalll.e is Indifference. 

MONKEY: Fifty silent people, watching behind darkened 
windows as a woman cries for help. . • • 

LION: My nalll.e is Disease. 

MONKEY: [Expands] 

LION: My nalll.e is Slavery. 

MONKEY: Slaves with chains on their feet ••• , 
slaves in air-conditioned offices. . . 

And so it continues: the Lion is vanity, lust, boredom, 

hypocrisy, unemployment, pride, ignorance, pain, ugliness, 

bigotry--death. This obviously is not the Eden that Adam 
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has read about and so he tells God. He also tells God he's 

ready for Eve and, after he explains to God how to qo about 

it, God produces Eve--a Black woman. (We must assume that 

Adam has been appearing in whiteface; God from the beginning 

has been at least half-masked.) Adam is shocked. Eve is 

calm. ~.da!!!. proposes "separate but equal" facilities; Eve is 

not impressed. Eve understands their interdependence. Adam 

does not. And Adam cannot accept that what is happening is 

not according to plan. Eve tries to explain that 11 there are 

no snakes in this grass," that they are responsible for 

their own actions. Adam doesn't understand. They argue and 

he finally slaps her at which point God returns: 

( • . . • God holds a white mask to his face. He is 
silent. Adam finally looks up.) 

ADAM: You see •.• He is white! (Suddenly God flicks the 
white mask away to reveal a black mask beneath.) 

EVE: You see, he is black! (God flicks the black one 
away, replacing it with the white.) 

ADA."'f:: You see, white! (White is replaced by black.) 

EVE: You see, Black! (Quickly God turns away from 
them •••• The masks are at his side.) 

GOD: You must leave this place. Out there, perhaps, 
you will find another. I don 1 t remember whether 
that is biblical or not. Go now. (No one moves. 
Angrily.) Go, I say! 

They leave by different exits. God tries to touch and bless 

them but can't reach. As sounds of modern civilization rise 

again, he turns to the audience. 11 He sits covering his face 

with his hands[;] he is crying." 
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Snakes needs no interpretation. It makes its point-

probably very enjoyably if done well, and it is simple 

enough to do well. Equally as obvious is that this goes 

beyond the usual Black Liberation message. Both Adam and 

Eve are stubbornly unseeing, albeit Adam is more so! We are 

all responsible, says the author(s), for our expulsion from 

Paradise, and thus implicitly only we can regain it through 

recognition of our interdependence. This message is the 

first in a long time to suggest a coming together instead of 

a further separating of the races. 

Snakes does not mean that FST or its workshop members 

had suddenly abandoned the militant mode of the late '60s, 

but it does indicate that the militancy of the younger folk 

was perhaps not as compelling as for those who had been on 

the '60s scene. 

That May the workshop also did Black Love ~ !1 (see 

Chapter 5) in conjunction with the imported show Daddv 

Gander~ by Arnold Inniss. All that is known of Daddy 

Gander is froltl Dwight ott; s review in the Times-Picayune and 

all that report reveals is that 11lnniss brought gales of 

laughter from the youths while getting his message across 

[to] the adults present" ("'Love Song •.• 11 ). 

While the bulk of attention that summer was centered on 

FST' s production of Raisin, two other shows were also in the 

works: Black Fragments and the poetry-dance-song presenta

tion ~ Are the suns (which was remounted the following year 
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with Cha Jua•s ~ Black Experience and will be discussed 

together with that work). Fraqments is subtitled "A...'"l 

Historical. Dance Drama" on a flyer announcing a performance 

at st. Monica Hall (New Orleans probably) and "An African 
6 

People" on the script (ts) • The cast consists of six 

"Messengers" who take various roles. The opening directions 

give a flavor of the piece: 

As the lights come up the Messengers are involved in 
improvisational chant, music and dance. This is the 
begin..l'ling of the ritual. During this time two of the 
actors prepare the stilts and body costUJD.e for the 
manifestation of God. The manifestor is stage center 
and messengers are stationed around him in dance 
fashion. 

Messenger I is the manifestor: in free verse he voices his 

approval of the way the African people have m:"':.de use of his 

gifts and concludes by telling them to "Go! Bunt." A 

mimejdance sequence follows in which a hunter stal.ks and 

finally kills a gazell.e. He brings his trophy back to the 

vill.age where there is a ceremony honoring God: "God 

appears for a brief second then disappears. 11 This ends the 

sequence. 

God (Messenger I) next is heard bemoaning the fate of 

his chosen peopl.e who are destined "to be carried to 1 a 

Motherless land." Be admonishes them to remember him: 

Through this hell you must 
not forget me 
though my appearance 
w-i.ll change 
my substance wil.l. not 



I will be the whispers you say 
at the Devil.s [sic] 
back 
the songs you sing to 
clarify your world 
the motivation that 
moves you to the 
next sunrise 

Relnember me :I am freedom 
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Messenqer II as the Devil pantOlllimes beating and curs

ing the slaves while, on the other side of the stage, Mes

sengers III, IV and V as slaves pantomime their troubl.es and 

seek help from God. God briefly assures them that he will 

not forsake them and exits. Messenger :II voices the view

point of a slave trader: 

Best business there is ••• 
stealinq these niqqers 
like this 
They must be the dumbess [sic] animals 
God ever made--if he ever made 
them at all 

Ain't nothin lower than a 
niqqer 
They oughta be glad we come 
over here to get them 
learn um to be civilized 

Move nigqers! Move! 

'rhe next scene is back at the African village. The 

Devil, in his CT.tise as the slave driver, enters and confers 

with ·the Kinq (represented by Messenqer I) who tries to qet 

rid of him. A fiqht ensues and the Kinq is killed. This is 

all done in mime and dance. (In the script in the archives, 

Messenqer I:I: had a wheedl.inq speech addressed to the Kinq 

but it was crossed out.) 
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As the [next] scene opens there are four actors on 
stage with one male dancer St[age] Center. • • • The 
dancer in the center dances while the other ones panto
mime and dance their hardships. During the course of 
the song each actor delivers a short monologue on the 
things that happened to them and things they heard tell 
of--and resume their movement. 

Three brief monologues recount incidents from slave life 

after which there is a scene between Big Missy (Messenger 

IV) , Tom (Messenger V) and a disobedient slave (Messenger 

VI) • (The other messengers/slaves observe and answer ques

tions.) Messenger VI, after being beaten, determines to 

escape that night. Tom tells Big Missy who confronts the 

would-be runaway. She makes Tom kill him. The scene ends 

when the dead man's woman is shown--and thrown onto--his 

body and sings, joined by the other slaves, 11 Soon will be 

done with the trouble of the world. (There is some 

confusion in the script here because of what are surely 

typographical errors: Messengers V and II switch roles. ) 

After this the script becomes difficult to follow due 

to crossed out sections and unclear markings. But a short 

monologue dealing with emancipation seems to be left in: 

Now, in consideration of 1mancipation, and the well 
established need, comes this declaration to the 
nation, the subject on the floor. Which, whereas 
and thereupon considered, it remains, tho somewhat 
withered, as it was the time before. 

Right this moment the battle rages, making calm and 
cautious deliberation hard to do. We must analyze the 
stages of the conflict, confront without hesitation the 
truth that rocks the nations. My cool and calm ap
praisal of the gaping bloody sore? Niggers are the 
cause of the whole damn situation. 

I'll make a procla!D.ation, 'mancipation, give em con
stipation of the heart and mind. 
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A convoluted version of the Emancipation Proclamation 

says nothing but seems about to free the Africans in Africa 

when the speaker is shot by another actor in whiteface. 

During this "Dixie'' is being played in the background. 

After the shooting comes the song "Just Want Freedom. '' 

The next "movement" is a series of short dances on 

"Post-Suppose to be Freedom" subjects while a medley of 

patriotic songs plays: 

a. KKK dance in and hang a man 
b. Marchers carrying organizational signs NAACP etc. 
c. Tap dancers and shufflers in white face 
d. Protest signs and more marches 
e. Demonstrations •••• 
f. Integration sequence (song and dance) 

These are followed by a poem, 11 The Ghetto, and then a ghetto 

dance sequence which shows: 

a. Children playing games in the street •••• 
b. Pimp and whore scene 
c. Church scene 
d. Purse snatcher scene 
e. wino scene [sic] 
f. mugging scene [sic J 
g. Party scene 
h. Dope shooting up scene 

During the latter the "Dope Poem" is read. Then come a 

"Black-whita struggle pcem [not given] while dancers do 

dance" and a (concluding] "Unity Piece." 

The script as it exists is rather disjointed. The first 

part, through the Emancipation Proclamation, is quite fully 

worked out but the second part is quite sketchy. Light cues 

marked on the existing script mark it as a working version. 

Of course so much of the development is carried by mime and 
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dance that it woul.d be vital to see it before judging the 

work. The theme is a typical one in Black theatre of this 

time, taking us from Africa through slavery to present-day 

exploitation in a rather ritualistic fashion. How effective 

this particular presentation of the history was is difficult 

to judge. 

As noted earlier, it became--and remains--fashionable 

to disparage Ha.'"'l.sberry' s ~ Raisin 1:B the Sun. In 1976 

0 1Neal regretted its choice for the FST. In it, he claimed, 

Hansberry was trying to show that Blacks are human, a point 

he hardly thought debatable (Dodds). In 1984, although 

acknowledging it as a "benchmark event,'' he was still with-

holding the praise that was being showered by many during 

the play's 25th anniversary year: 

At a time when most commercial vehicles were racing to 
see wh.o could get the farthest away from the issues of 
current concern • . • , Hansberry had the courage to 
face an important issue. • • • 

[However] Raisin is most significant because of its 
economic (rather than political or aesthetic) impact-
it established that there is a viable portion of the 
theatre-going public • • • who will support serious 
plays about black life. • • ("From 1Raisin to the 
Present" 1.0). 

Costley, conversely, defended the pl.ay in a paper he wrote 

about the FST production: 

[W]hen 11Raisin11 opened .•• , the opening salvo in 
Black Drama ••• had been fired. And it was revolu
tionary. • • . I chose to direct 11Raisin, 11 because I 
believe it is still • . • relevant in the struggle of 
Black artists to bring Black life to the stage. All 
Black people have a positive frame of reference when we 
honestly look at the situation of the Younger family 
( 11 ••• In this Age .•• ? 11 ) 
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• • • I feel. that 11Raisin in the Sun" is one of three 
or four outstanding plays written by a Black playwright 
in the last two decades. The others being, "Amen 
Corner, 11 James Baldwin; "Purlie Victorious," Ossi~ 
Davis; "Roots, 11 Gilbert Moses and "Homecoming, 11 l:;;.'.l 
Ferdinand •••• I look[ed] back at the ot...'ler plays and 
realized that consciously or not (and the latter is 
probably closer to the truth) , they all owe a debt to 
this powerful and honest play. Like 11Raisin" they deal 
with what really is or really was, not with what might 
be (" ••• Concept11 ). 

David cuthbert tackled the question of the play 1 s 

suitability in his Times-Picayune review: 

FST is identified in most minds as a political theater, 
angry and intense. "A Raisin in the Sun" has been 
call.ed ••• "domestic dram.a" and "commonplace." 
Stanley Kauffmann rather harshly label.ed it as being 
"to Negroes what 'the Goldbe:!'gs' were to Jews. 11 

CUthbert goes on to say that the question probably doesn't 

matter because of the excellence of the production: "It is 

rare that a local theater experience can seem so pains-

takingly right, down to the last gesture and inflection" 

(" 1 • • • Raisin 1 ") • In a follow-up piece on Fran Roberts, 

who played Mam.a, he calls the FST production "absolutely 
7 

splendid11 ("CUrtain Lines .•• "). 

Jim Otis also gave Roberts plaudits and commented, 

"FST's production of this important, even classic, work is a 

salutary combination of zealous acting and some nifty tech

nical stagecraft." And Thornton Penfield, then president 

of the New Orleans chapter of ACLU, in an August 29, 1972, 
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letter to Raisin's cast and crew reflected sentiments of 

other letter writers: 

The benefit ~ ~ • which you did forjwith us last Sunday 
was the finest and most rewarding event that the ACLU 
in New Orleans has participated in during my six years 
in town. [As a fund raiser, however, the p1:oject 
[flopped.] 

• • • • You gave up your free time, you went on 
before a small house composed of people who had to miss 
a lot of the play's humor and a lot of its anger and 
grief, and you communicated. I've seen A Raisin 
in the Sun half a dozen times and even directed a 
WorkshoPProduction • • • , but it has never been such 
a powerful experience for me as it was two days ago. 
When you l.eave a pl.ay hurting all over • • • you know 
you've just seen something true. 

What FST needed in 1.972 was a commercial success, which 

Raisin was supposed to be, but despite the rave reviews and 

the decent press coverage, the audiences which could have 

~ade a difference continued to elude the Theater 4 Perhaps 

New Orleans audiences were never fertile ground in which to 

sow the seeds of Black militancy4 But the militancy was 

beginning to abate 1 and still the people did not come in the 

necessary numbers to keep FST healthy4 

The busy and productive year ended with the production 

of two steve Carter one-acts 1 One Last Look and The Terraced 

Apartment4 Both plays had been done in 1968 1 Look by the 
-- 8 

NEC and Apartment at the Old Reliable Theatre Taverne 4 

Neither play is typical of FST fare as Jesse Morrell wrote 

in 11An Aftermath to Death" (whether this was the basis for a 

P.R. release or what is u..~clear from the undated one-page, 

post-performance piece which is not on letterhead) : 
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Both plays were a departure of sorts from the kinds of 
plays usually presented at FS'l' 1 but did represent two 
views of the Black. experience from different ends of 
the spectrum. 

Neither play--particularly Apartment--is especially 

concerned with the Black experience. Look takes us to the 

final rites for Eustace Baylor, a man who for many years had 

supported two families--his legal one and the one he had 

left them fer--and still managed to entertain a succession 

of lady friends. We eavesdrop as each member of each family 

approaches the COJ:l)Se who stands behind the coffin and 

converses with his mates and their offspring (a son and a 

daughter each) • 

Eustace left his wife because her father looked down on 

him because he was Southern Black, not West :Indian, and he 

felt inferior. Not surprisinqly neither the son nor the 

daughter of this union have fond memories of their father; 

what is surprising is that the wife still harbors a hidden 

love for him. 

The second family is at the other end of the class 

scale: the daughter, who seems to have incestucus feelings 

for this supposedly charming ne 1 er-do-well. father, is a 

prostitute with, at the age of 34, nine children; the son, 

who has always lonqed for his father's love or hate, has 

become a wino and is, at the age of 33, on the verqe of 

death. 'l'he mother, contrary to Eustace's expectation, tells 

him she never loved him; what she loved was the victo~t of 

having a man of her own. 
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Theoretical.ly comic relief stems from the comments and 

ministrations of two Harlem ladies, two among Eustace: s long 

string of friends, and the interspersed eulogy of the funeral 

director who has a hard time finding anything positive to say 

about the dead man. The poignancy evidently is supposed to 

arise from the fact that only now when Eustace is dead can 

his falll.ilies reveal their true feelings. It doesn't work. 

While psychologically each character is valid enough, a 

true person does not come through the printed words. The 

main problem, I thirJc, is in Eustace--we are simply not 

given enough to make us understand the appeal he had for his 

women and children. He seems in fact most :9nappealing in 

character and personality, a selfish, unthinking and un

thoughtful man lacking even in surface charm. 

Perhaps performance provides the note of truth that is 

needed. Coril Joseph, a reviewer for Figaro, thought so: 

Though the long speeches are similar in structure, each 
of the actors has enough individual drive to make them 
interesting and fresh. ~ • • 

Dolores Mitchell • • • and Julia Davis are nothing 
short of fantastic as the devoted and misused wives. 
Charles Harris and DUke Elligan are fine, developing 
talents as the sons, as are Liz Fields and Sharon 
Martin as the daughters. Director Bob Costley is a 
master of moods. 

Frank Singer, in the Vieux Carre Courier, agreed that the 

performances were fine--displaying "an unusual (for FST) 

consistency," but he cites different actors (Bolar, 

Roberts, Spillman). "The chief problems," he decides, "seem 

to be the over-long speeches • • . which . • . Costley never 
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wants to cut out, and the anguished shouts that he always 

puts in. 11 

The Terraced Apartment reflects even less of Black life 

than does One Last Look. In that play there is some slight 

sense of caste conflict and Harlem stereotypes but Apartment 

could be about any 11yuppie11 couple. Onl.y because it's by a 

Black playwright and played by Black actors do we interpret 

it as a snide l.ook at, as Joseph describes them, "a super

bourgeois NEGRO couple. 11 

In this skit, wife awaits husband. She wears a hostess 

gown; she mixes drinks, lights car..dles, puts soft music on 

the stereo (hardly a setting with which most of the people 

in Desire could identify) • Husband comes home. This is not 

a cozy cocktail hour but a confrontation: the previous 

night husband and wife's family, coming in to stage a sur

prise birthday party for her, found her in bed with the 

elevator operator. They talk. And talk. She explains that 

she has simply fulfilled bodily needs; her "soul 11 has always 

been her husband's. He rejects her explanations. But he 

cannot divorce her: 11That would be too much of a scandal 

for :my job. My boss wouldn't like that. 11 

He can do only one thing and he has planned it careful

ly: he will kill her. To everyone's knowledge he is holed 

up still in a hotel, shocked and grieved at last night's 

discovery. People will conclude she has com:mitted suicide 

fro:m sha:me. There is, in fact, a witness to testify that 
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she "just decided to leap off our little expensive piece of 

Paradise •••• " "Who'?" the wife wonders. The husband 

tells her: 110h ••. The woman :I shall marry after a proper 

year of mourning and a few months of her consolation. Our 

neighbor. " Then push her he does. 

Singer found it "a well-directed and acted fast-moving 

bit of irony11 and Joseph "a great relief after the heavy 

drama of the previous play. 11 It too must gain something in 

production. Reading it, I found the dialogue too ponderous 

to be cleverly satirical and the people too shallow to be 

interesting. For instance, replying to his wife • s request 

to talk over the matter civilly and to not spoil the neigh-

bor' s "nightly entertainment by acting as beasts, 11 the hus-

band says: 

Dear Wife! My dear, twenty-six year old, young-modern, 
terraced apartmented wife •.•• [T]hough I risk 
sounding more archaic than you already think me to be, 
I am. not ready to talk over the.·~ situation ••• 
difficult or easy. 

Later he tells her: 

Well, you 1ll have to pardon my puerility but, when I 
see my wife and another man in the bed that I 1 ve worked 
like a member of the K-9 corps to pay for •• and they 1 re 
costumed as Adam and Eve .• before the apple incident, 
mind you •. well, my senses tell me that infidelity is 
being practiced. • • . 

It is a wonder the wife has "given [her] 'body' to the 

elevator operators of life11 only four times! 

Not only is the playlet not very funny, it has the wife 

begging her husband to be a man: 
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Beat me. Make me beg for forgiveness. Make me crawl! 
Make me qrovel! Make me wallow in the mud. Beat me 
and then go and beat him. Beat me because if you don't 
I 1 11 do the same thing all over again. Everytime ! get 
the opportunity. 

Presumably carter means this satirically too, as another 

manifestation of the depravity of the unenlightened up

warclly strivinq Negro. It comes across only as offensive. 

According to Joseph, the two plays enjoyed 11a success

ful month-long run •••• 11 I wonder why. They neither 

advance Black Liberation (or any of its corollaries) nor do 

they, on paper at least, entertain. 

1973 was not as pr-oductive. It was the year that saw 

two O'Neal premieres, Hurricane Season and Where!! the 

Blood 2±: Your Fathers? (considered along with O'Neal's 

other works at the end of the chapter) • other than that 

there was the double bill of ~ Black Experience and ~ ~ 

the ~ plus another poetry program and The curing Melon, a 

choreographed folk tale. 

Tom Dent rates !!: Black Experience as one of "the best 
9 

productions done by the FST11 (Personal letter). Sub-

titled "An Exercise for Black Theater11 it is summarized in 

the inventory of plays: 

a full-lenqth theater piece in 2 parts that shows the 
experiences in the life of an ordinary Black youth that 
leads [sic] to his recognition of what the Black 
liberation struggle is for and about. • • 

In other FST references it is characterized as a set. 

Nor is the piece as straiqhtforward as this description 

makes it sound. Two Brothers and Two Sisters (identified 
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onl.y as 1st Brother, 1st Sister, etc.) enact the various 

roles, much as in the rituals where charactars and settings 

are fluid. But in this it strikes me that needless confu-

sion is built into the script. In the beginning, for in

stance, the 1st Brother introduces himself: 

My naiD.e is James ••• James Williams ••• you can call. me 
Jimmy if you like. • • • You might be interested in 
knowing that this show is all about me.... [I] t 1 s 
also about you •••• That's why we cal.l it 11A Black 
Experience. n 

Then the 2nd Brother introduces himself: 

I'm Jimmy. That's what they call me anyway. My real 
name is James Williams •••• This is where I live; 
right in this housing project. Been living here all 
11lY life - all five years of 1 em. 

So the 2nd Brother is James as a little boy. That much would 

be easy to accept but immediately the 1st Brother returns as 

a young plaYJD.ate of little Jimmy and our oriantation is 

disrupted. In the next sequence this same 1st Brother is 

seen as an older (how much older?) Ji:mmy reading the comics. 

We next encounter Jimmy as a teenager: here the 2nd Brother 

is involved with one sister and the 1st Brother with the 

other Sistezo, both of them representing 't:he two-timing 

Jimmy. To make the situation even more bewildering, the two 

Brothers are next in a scene together, talking about their 

conquests, but the 1st Brother seems now to be a friend of 

Jimmy. Yet in the next sequence he is again Jimmy, invo1 ved 

now with another girl who announces she is pregnant. This 

girl is portrayed by the 2nd Sister while the 1st Sister 
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comments on the conversation, acting "as an inner conscious 

[sic], a sort of other self for Gloria." 

The l.st Brother takes over as Jimmy in a series of one

sided interviews and mimed menial j cbs. But then. aftsr a 

poetic commentary by the Sisters, this brother becomes 

Daddy Jake, an old man ~<!ho is Jimmy's mentor, and the 2nd 

Brother is Jimmy. The Jimmy-Daddy Jake sequence is full of 

heavy thoughts which, however, do not sound natural.: 

l.ST BRO.: [D]on 1 t let it get to you; son. As old 
Marcus once stated "We have determined among 
ourselves that all barriers placed in the 
way of our progress must be removed, must be 
cleared away for we desire to see the light 
of a brighter day." Yeah, Marcus 
Garvey. • • • You remember me telling you 
about him don't you? 

2ND BRO.: Yeah, Daddy Jake, I remember. I been read
ing about a lot of the things you been 
telling me about. And I'm always sort of 
inspired when I read, but then when I go out 
and spend a lifetime looking for a decent 
job I sort of lose that inspiration •••• 
Sometimes I just get so mad I feel. that 
black folks ought to just gang up together 
and go out and take what we want. 

lS'I' BRO.: That would do no good, son. Wouldn't be 
organized enough. Old Marcus also said 
"We do not desire to create offensa • • 
but we are determined that we shoul.d be 
heard, that we shall be given the rights to 
which we are entitled." 

2ND BROTHER: You think a lot of him, huh, Daddy Jake? 

1ST BROTHER: Yeah, the old boy was out there then. Ha. 
But to quote a great person is only good 
if you make quotes with your own life son. 

The scene switches to the Sisters. The 1st Sister has 

taken over from the 2nd as Gloria; the latter now plays a 
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friE>..nd who is bubbling over with the excitement of her 

engagement. :In contrast, Gloria is despondent: Jimmy has 

joined the army. :rn an impressionistic sequ.ence of poems, 

mime and music, we see him as a soldier. During this se

qu.ence the J.st Brother is Jimmy. Now the 2nd Brother as

sumes the role as Jimmy is being interrogated by a bully of 

a policeman (the lst Brother) ; he does not however speak--

the Sisters speak for him. The 2nd Brother continues as 

Jimmy in the final major scene--a party at which Jimmy, the 

returned serviceman, is revealed as having seen the Black 

liqht: 

[B]ut it is a fact that once a black man has qone 
throuqh this u.s. military system he definitely be
gins to see things somewhat differently. He can't 
but come back realizinq that America is anythinq but 
the "land of the free" and "home of the brave11 that it 
professes to be. Then again one doesn't have to join 
the military to become conscious of 't..."le fact that black 
people are still very much oppressed in this country, 
and there is still very much work to be done. 

Suddenly the lst Brother is Jimmy again, talking to 

Gloria: 

It's important that I've changed, Gloria. It's impor
tant that we all chanqe. Black paople have got to 
change if we 1 re ever going to move into anything 
positive. • • • The first change has to come in our 
homes. • • • It • s important that our family is a 
complete one. 

All four performers join in the concluding verse. (Music and 

verse are interspersed throughout the piece, between and 

within scenes. ) 

Experience is clearly back in the didactic mold of the 

Black Liberation Movement and is obviously an attempt at a 
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poetic presentation of the message. The constant changing 

of persona makes the point that Jimmy is the universal Black 

youth but it would seem that it also strains the audience. 

Then again, in performance--with lights, music, etc.--the 

movement may l:le easier to follow and appreciate. According 

to Tom Fitzmorris in Figaro, two separate platforms were 

used; apparently each Jimmy had his defined territory. 

The Jewish Civic ~ reviewer l.iked it: 

Cha Jua is particularly adroit with words. His style 
is penetrating. Moreover, his direction of this piece 
is at once stylized, creative and imaginative ("Free 
sourthern [sic] Theatre [sic] Shines"). 

CUthbert is more critical: "Too simplistic at times 

with poetic interludes that don•t always work, 1 Black 

Experience • has a nUlllber of stroug sequences 11 ( ••. • • Has 

Viewpoint, Purpose11 ). 

What the reviewers saw when they viewed !§: Are the suns 

is not so clear. It seems to be a variation and elaboration 

of the poetry format headed 11We Are the Suns 11 (see Appendix 

III) . Announced as 11A ?.:Jatic Dramatization of Black Life, 11 

the piece is hailed (in what appears to be an undated press 

release) as 11 a strong statement on the Black life situation 

in Alnerica. 11 The description continues: 

Although the show utilizes poetry t.o get over its 
meaning, it is not a poetry show but a. polished drama
tization of many phases of the Black life experience. 
Four actors, two men, and two women are used • . • and 
with the help of drums, bells, tamborines, and other 
rhythm instruments they enact scenes from the total 
span of Black life touching a bit on the past, the 
present, and making suggestions for the future. 
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The presentation did strike some reviewers as a play: 

(W]hen it comes to a long one-act called 11We Are the 
Suns, 11 by FST 1 s Black Writer 1 s Workshop [the fact sheet 
also attributes this one to Cha Jua], one can even use 
words like "excellent" and "invigorating". • • • When 
was the last ti.Jne you heard actors on a l.ocal stage 
speak words as if they really meant them? ••• [T]he 
play is an absolute knockout •••. By turns, it is 
blistering, hilarious and starkly harrowing. This is 
good writing, strikingly staged and performed by a 
highly proficient cast. 11Suns11 delves into slaveship 
roots, pokes caustic fun at black campus involvement 
and balances despair with a tough survival instinct 
( 11 ••• Has Viewpoint, Purpose11 ). 

The Jewish civic Press reviewer also calls it a one-act 

that 11 is a purging of the soul of suffering, of anger, of 

suspicion of the white man, of revolution and militancy. 11 

She find~ 11 shades of Godard" and a reflection of the philo

sophy of Bullins and Baraka. "This is a readers' theatre 

type of oral interpretation of constantly changing multi 

roles. 11 She concludes that the excitement at FS'I' "is akin 

to the excitement of the Negro Ensemble Company 11 except 

that NEC 1 s audiences are integrated whereas FST attracts 

mainly Black audiences. She goes on to ask, "An indictment 

of this city's white theatre audiences? Yes, why not. FST 

is creative, dynamic theatre, and it deserves the .5upport of 

all theatre lovers" (" ... Shines"). 

Fitzmorris says that Experience and suns "are two more 

chapters in a steady rise in quality theatre on the corner 

of Dryades and Erator. And, as always, the product is deeply 

related to its community." He describes Suns as 

loosely dramatized poetry [more accurate than the terms 
"play" or "one-act"], the essence of what Free southern 
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has been doing over the years with straight plays. Not 
surprisingly, this turns out to be one of the best and 
most natural productions yet. 11 

Poetry or play, Suns must have been an exciting 

production. 

The CUring Melon is an African fable scripted by 

Kenneth Odom and choreographed by Bostic. It is a charming 

and typical quest tale. Bobo Muma is sent out into the 

-;·1orl.d to find the curing melon, the melon that will bring 

back happiness and the good life to his village. He seeks 

the Ju-Ju man who sends him to find the wise Queen 

Fuddisitu. On his way he encounters a large griffin that he 

manages to subdue, sparing its life (and proving his good

ness). He arrives at the court of Fuddisitu just as she is 

performing her last dance and passing on her powers to 

Tunuka. The new queen sends Bobo Muma to capture Death. 

And this he succeeds in doing. As a reward he is given his 

choice of a wife and chooses Ayisatu. But Death breaks 

loose and in the confusion our hero loses his bride. With 

the help of some birds, however, he finds her. Moreover the 

birds bring them the curing melon and they return, bringing 

prosperity and happiness, to Bobo Mumu' s village. 

The story is told by the narrator, Bobo Mumu himself 

and in interludes of dialogue. But it is the music and 

dance throughout that vitalize the tale of goodness and 

gallantry, a tale which must have charmed all the children 

of all ages. 
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The following year, 197 4, could be called the season of 

cancelled plays. Among the productions FST did NOT do that 

year (see Chapter 2) was Inez Daggs Williams• Small. Winds 

Before the Revolution, a play which caJD.e out of the FST 

Writers 1 Workshop. Winds is not a good play although it 

shows promise in its basic idea and its approach to charac

terizations. Its problem is that nothing happens. Action 

is not indispensable to drama; sartre 1 s ~Exit for instance 

can be spellbinding but the characters are strong enough, 

their relationships dynamic enough to :maintain interest. 

Williims doesn't have that power of presentation. 

She shows us a lower middle-class Black family at home 

on Sunday: Daddy, a retired doorman; MaJD.a; Lulu Mae, six 

years out of high school and beginning to be aware there is 

more to l.ife than clerking and churchgoing; and Earl, her 

younger brother whose main interest is football. It is an 

apparently typical Sunday morning in the Jackson household-

Earl not wanting to get up and go to church, the others 

yelling at him--first to get up and then to eat and get 

ready for church. MaJDa and Daddy never go but Earl must go 

with Lulu Mae (why is not clear) • This morning 1 however 1 

Lulu :M&a finally shocks them all by saying that she doesn 1t 

feel well--probably because of too much excitement at last 

night 1 s baskeball game--and that she is not going to church 

either. The television is turned on just in time for the 

family to catch a news bulletin: the downtow-n Howard 
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Johnsonrs is on fire; it has been taken over by snipers who 

are believed to be Black revolutionaries; two firemen have 

already been wounded. From here on, the TV reports are the 

controlling factor a 

Lulu Mae phones to warn t.lte people already at church to 

stay away from downtown but the police have already givEn 

warning. (The time factor is confusing--people are al.ready 

gathered at church when Earl. and Lulu Mae weren't even ready 

to start.) The bickering and TV watching continue. Lulu Mae 

becomes hysterical: one of the snipers, she is sure, is 

Marvin Harold. He is a high school friend who has returned 

to town. He had inspired the crowd after the basketball 

game with a revolutionary call. to action. She was so in

spired that she went to bed with him. At the height of her 

hysteria, the phone rings and it is Marvin. 

In a comic [?] interlude, Earl calls the girl next door 

and suggests, since he can't go out to play football, they 

do what they had done the previous September on a rainy day. 

By now Mama and Daddy are having a good time drinking wine 

while they watch the 11revolution11 on TV and encourage the 

snipers. Lulu Mae has another phone conversation with 

Marvin; we get the idea the police have killed only one of 

the leaders. Maybe, Lulu Mae suggests, they deliberately 

let the other one get away as a decoy. Earl finally goes 

out to play football, deciding he 1 11 go to the revolution 

"tomorrow." The s:;,und of a helicopter is heard, growing 
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louder and louder. The chorus, which has introduced each 

act, announcas 11The Revolution is still another day away. 11 

Shots come from the helicopter--bl.ackout. 

Marvin must be the other leader. But is it logical 

that he would take time out for prolonged phone chats? Is 

he near and are the shots aimed at him? Or is Earl to be 

killed as so many other innocent Blacks have been? 

The basic message is clear: the revolution, in any 

form, cannot be a reality until. the Mamas and Daddies and 

Earls join in. But there are too many questions about this 

particular battle, not only about ii:s outcome for Marvin but 

about its immediate instigation and purpose. Nor can we 

sympathize with the snipers, for we never see or hear them; 

they seem to be ter2'orists only, not thoughtful--albeit 

misguided--revolutionaries. 

If produced, the play would have struck notes of recog

nition among many in the audience but it would have raised 

some of the s~me questions. In 197 4 Black audiences in New 

New Orleans and environs would not have automatically ac

cepted that Marvin 1 s road was the best route to change and 

power. so, while showing talent, Williams' play is too 

flawed to have been a positive addition to the repertory. 

It is probably just as well that it was preempted by 

0 1 Neal's Going Against the Tide. 

Two nefl productions were mounted in 197 5: Cha Jua • s 

treatment of Langston Hughes' works finally premiered in 
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August under the title Langston and Company. Ficht the 

Power! .£!: CUlture for Liberation was a workshop production 

by o 'Madelle Ra (Jeannette Williams) in collaboration with 

Jesse Morrell and Bill Rouselle. It appeared on the same 

bill as ~ Black Experience. 

Power is as didactic a piece of work as ever produced 

by the FST; from the opening choraljresponse reading of Mari 

Evans' "Speak the Truth to the People" to the closing chorus 

of "Fight the Power , 11 there is a relentless call to action. 

In performance with the music, video additions, mime and 

other effects the piece is bound to have been much more 

dramatic than on the typed page. Some of the poems ( includ-

ing the opening one by Evans plus another of hers, "I Am a 

Black Woman," Hughes' "Ballad of the Landlord," Julia 

Fields 1 "High on the Hog, 11 Sterling Brown 1 s 1101 Lem1' and 

o 1 Neal. 1 s "If I coul.d Promise You a Love Song11 ) are wel.l 

worth interpreting. But the narration too often tends to 

sound like a Marxist lecture--which is not inherently 

dramatic: 

It becomes cl.earer every day that in this system the 
illusion of democracy is only being maintained to 
shiel.d the wealthy [and] they rule only in the interest 
of themselves to make a profit and not the interest of 
the american people and certainly with little regard 
for the Black and poor people of this country at all. 
The democratic illusion is being torn down. More open 
and brutal becomes the method for controlling our dis
content. And as the recession becomes depression our 
discontent and disillusionment grows [sic). 

Despite moving moments, I suspect that this was one of 

the less successful of FST' s poetry productions. It does 
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not seem to have been kept in the repertory or revived as ~ 

Are the Suns was. 

!t is probably safe to claim that no Black American 

writer coming of age in the middle of the twentieth century 

escaped the influence of Langston Hughes, Prolific racon

teur, poet, dramatist, Hughes was also a political activist. 

He has been an inspiration to and model for those who have 

followed. His deceptively simple works hol.d a wealth of 

wit, tenderness, anger, tragedy and advice. Cha Jua 1 s 

Langston and Company was not the first staged compendium of 

Hughes 1 work and I am sure it is not the last. It may, 

however, be the best, equaling even Hughes' own Don't You 

Want ~ ~ Free? which incorporates a number of his folk 
~0 

poems and ends in a plea for union solidarity. 

Cha Jua uses as his starting point Hughes' play Simply 

Heavenly (Five Plays 113-81) , eliminating some ninor charac

ters and bringing in others, using some of Hughes 1 original 

dialogue and providing additional, and setting some of the 

poems to original music by Jane Sapp. 

Boyd, Hughes 1 persona in Heavenly, is here given his 

actual name, Langston. The plot of Heavenly (Semple's pro

longed wooing and final winning of Joyce) is abandoned but 

key characters and the Paddy 1 s Bar scenes are used as the 

framework onto which are deftly nailed excerpts from Tales 

2±, Simple ("Feet Live Their O'i.>n Life," Chapman, Black 

Voices 99-l.Ol), poems, scenes fz:om Mulatto and Little Ham. 
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Among t..'le added characters is Madam Alberta K. Johnson; thus 

several of the "Madam to You" poems are naturally worked in 

(Selected Poems 201-18). And having Langstor:. tell some of 

his latest stories provides a logical introduction to scenes 

from other plays. 

The two-part presentation opens with "Weary Blues" and 

in addition to the "Madam" poems includes, among others, 

excerpts from Montage £! ~ Dream Deferred and from Cross 

( 11my old man's a white old man .•• "}, "Lynching Song," "Life 

Is Fine," 11Homesick Blues,'' ''Hard Daddy," "Morning After," 

"The Backlash Blues," ''Ball.ad of the Man Who's Gone," nport 

Town, 11 "I, Too, 11 "The Neqro Speaks of Rivers," "Question and 

A.."'lswer" and two long poems, "Good Morning, Revolution" and 
11 

the concluding piece "Let America Be America Again. 11 

As Hughes ended Free with a call for revolution and a 

call for 11 no more black or white,•• so Cha Jua ends Langston 

and Company--with a call for a social/economic revolution, 

not a Black Revolution. For the most part, the rhetoric of 

the Black Nationalist Movement has given way at the FST to 

the rhetoric of Marxism. 

Because Cha Jua has for the most part let Hughes speak 

for himself, providing only a few connecting strands in his 

editing, Langston and Company is a beautiful powerful piece. 

No reviews were found in the files but according to the 

1975-76 annual report (ts), it was "very well received by 

the community and ran throughout the fall. 11 This was the 
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first of the FST's Community Theater productions using mem

bers of the community, not just workshop participants and 

Theater employees; this in itself should have created extra 

awareness and stimulated attendance. 

The new production in 1976 was Theodore Ward's Our 

Lan 1 , another Community Theater project. (The Performing 

Group continued to tour two of 0 'Neal's plays, Blood and 

Opportunity.) First produced in 1946 at the Henry street 

Playhouse, Our Lan 1 moved to Broadway the following year 

in a slightly modified version. In 1975 FST had rejected 

the play for the Performing Group because of its size (Play 

Selection Committee Notes, 5/30/75) but for the Community 

Theater program, it offered the chance to involve more than 

40 people in the production--including for the first time 

since 1968 some whites (FST Voice, 2. 2, May 1976) • 

In a report covering the fiscal year ending August 31, 

1976, 0 'Neal extols the play: 

Our Lan 1 is probably the first truly great play that 
the FST has ever produced. We have done many good 
plays, we've even been responsible for the writing of 
some. But "OUR LAN'", written in 1941, produced in 
1946-7 . . • and sel.dom produced since t.."len, is a great 
play with historic, literary as well as durable dramat
ic value. For the first time ever in the history of 
the FST, we had three turn away audiences and several 
filled houses in the course of a five week run. . . 
(ts). 

our Lan 1 is a docwnentary tragedy--saved from melodrama 

because of its basis in history. It is the story of a group 

of Blacks at the end of and just after the Civil War who are 

given land on one of the Georgia Sea Islands by Sherman. We 
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are with them as they struggle to cultivate their land and 

raise their first crop--a bountiful crop of good cotton 

which they then find they can't sell because of the new 

regulations of Reconstruction under Johnson. These new 

regulations go further: they return the l.and to the former 

plantation owners. The freedmen are to sign contracts for 

slave wages and the promise that they can each buy their 40 

acres in three years. This group refuses to sign, main

taining that the land is al.ready theirs. Pushed, they offer 

to make a down payment with the little money they have 

received for illegally selling part of the cotton. The 

plantation owner refuses their offer; he will not then, he 

makes clear, or ever sell them his l~nd. The Union captain, 

although understanding the Blacks 1 viewpoint, believes he 

must uphold the law. When they will neither sign the con

tracts nor leave the island, he brings troops. It is war. 

And the Blacks must lose this battle. 

Weakening to a degree the impact of the historical. 

drama is a l.ove story between Joshua, the Bl.acks' leader, 

and Delphine, a pretty island girl. She is raped/seduced by 

Ollie, a wealthy free mulatto whose father has been helping 

the ex-slaves. Delphine has· fallen in love with Joshua but 

he is reluctant to return her affection because he is so 

much older than she. He finally declares his love only to 

be told by her that she is pregnant by Oll.ie. Hurt, he 

turns from her. At the end of course he accepts her and her 

- ~- --------~ ---~----------------------
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unborn child. The acceptance has come too late for their 

happiness: Delphine comes down from the safety of the "big 

house", where the women and children have been sent for 

refuge, to wait with Joshua for the firing of the cannon 

that will. end the "rebellion" and their dreams. 

The love story does reinforce the idea--introduced by 

other other actions of Ollie and his father--that the free 

weal thy mulattoes of the South were not in many cases true 

friends of the freed slaves. But Ollie is somewhat too 

precipitous in his propositioning of Delphine, Joshua per

haps somewhat too magnanimous in his forgiveness, and 

Delphine somewhat too weak in her rejection of Ollie. 

This though is a minor flaw in an otherwise gripping 

play. Ward describes New York reactions and his own idea 

about the play: 

"The play is about the past, and is better off dead! 11 

the Reverend Bishop Shelton of Harlem said ••.• 
"I a:m entirely tired of hearing this sort of 

opinion, 11 the late reverend Dr. Wm. Burghardt Du Bois 
replied sharply: "The past is the present! ••• Shall 
we let this important play which expresses the authen
tic truth of the Negro 1 s struggle for his economic su_r
vival ••• die, or shall. we fight for its survival?" 

The responses of both Dr. Shelton and Dr. DuBois 
[during a post-performance discussion at New York 1 s 
Royal Theatre] exemplify the dilemma of our leading 
advocates of the rol.e of black culture today. Is our 
history to be discounted, or taken as a weapon in our 
fight for black liberation? 

At the moment of its inception down on the lower East 
Side of New York, one leading critic of the New York 
Press hailed the play as an honest exploration of the 
problem of America 1 s f:dlura to meet the need for the 
bl.ack man 1 s rehabilitation economicall.y. Another 
characterized the play • . . as reveal.ing the triumph 
of material values over the spiritual values in the 
conflict of the freedman 1 s future. 

--~~---- -----------------
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This in essence is what Our Lan 1 is all about. The 
title is ironic, attaching as it does to the patriotism 
of the blacks, and at the same time the denial of their 
right to ful.l-fledged citizenshi~ (ts) • 

A piece of copy (probably a press release) from FST 

dated April 13, 1976, elaborates on the above: 

This play 1 s message is still very important • • • be
cause even though the form of oppression has changed 
from what it was in 1865, that oppression still exists 
in 1.976. We must understand, believe and commit our
selves to the struggle • . • to break those shackles of 
oppression and exploitation. 

The play is definitely not dated in its presentation of 

human determination and courage--and its l.ook at the op

posite characteristics of greed and inhumanity. It is a 
l.2 

dramatic history lesson humanly and :movingly enacted. 

If our Lan' was a big event for FST, the premiere pro-

duction of Ward 1 s Candle !n_ the Wind two years later was 

even bigger. (Between these two shows no new plays were 

staged by either the Perfon~.ing Group or the Collllnuni ty 

Theater Project.) O'Neal has described candle as the 

greatest play by a Black playwright (Personal interview) • 

This is arguable. It is actua;.ly inferior to Our Lan 1 • 

Like ~ Lan', Candle is based on fact: it is the 

story of Charles Caldwell, Mississippi state senator, ardent 

Republican, uncompromising and incorruptible. The setting 

is 1875 during election time--an election that was to see 

the return of the Southam aristocracy, in the robes of the 

Democratic Party, to power, an election that was marked by 

murder on the part of the Democrats and accommodation on the 
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part of key Republicans. Candle traces the mounting viol

ence, the deals and no-deals, the defeats and deaths-

culminating in the death of caldwell. Again like our Lan •, 

it deals with history that is in itself dramatic and tragic. 

Unfortu..'"'late.ly for theatrical effectiveness, Ward let 

himself become too immersed in the details of the history. 

Thus the play is simply too long--1.15 pages of typed script 

with nine settings, one of these repeated non-sequentially 

four times. Not only is there too much detail for sustained 

dramatic interest but at several points polemical debate 

stops action. For instance in Act III, Caldwell, in command 

of a company of state mil.i tia called out by the governor 1 

approaches Edward 1 s Depot where a group of armed Democrats 

await them. Ward takes the opportunity here to have Roulac, 

a small businessman, speak up and argue for the rights of 

all the non-aristocracy, Blacks and whites alike. Ward made 

the same point but much more quickly in Our Lan' : in 1.8 65 

and 1875 and, by extension, in 1975 the struggle was--or 

should have been--economic, not racial. I have no quarrel 

with the premise, only the treatment. In Candle the debate 

arrests action and tha action itself is already too time 

consum.:.ng to allow this. 

Too, the speech--particularly Caldwell' s--too often 

sounds unnatural. If Joshua's speech at times was inflated, 

Caldwell:s is artificially literary in tone. In, for in

stance, an informal audience with the governor, he explains: 
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Our enemies, Sir, have cast off all restraints. Under 
the slogan: "That the white man shall govern, and that 
niggers are not rightly entitled to vote," they have 
instituted a reign of violence and terror which is 
unparalleled in the history of civilized mankind. 
Within the last four weeks alone, no l.ess than 150 of 
our leaders have been slain. Such is the organized, 
ruthless, systematic mai'.ner through which these 
usurpers of our County Governments hope to overthrow 
this Administration--Such is the basis upon which, in 
behalf of the people whom I represent, I appeal to your 
Excellency for the protection which the laws of the 
State guarantee every citizen regardless of party 
or race (II, 4). 

At the end, mortally wounded, he begs: 11No. Take me 

home ••• and let me see my wife before I die. r cannot live 

long." rn still impeccable sentences, he asks again: 

"Surely, Gentlemen~ •• As you see ••• r am in a manner already 

dead--I only want to bid my wife goodbye. 11 His last words 

are: "Just remeiDber when you killed me ••• you killed a 

gentleman and a brave man ••• Never say, you killed a 

coward ..• I want you to remember it ... when I am gone. " 

Caldwell, unlike Joshua (who in a way was also too good 

to be true), never comes across as wholly hwnan: he is 

rather a cardboard silhouette cut from the pages of a musty 

history book. Granted that in performance a skilled actor 

could give dimension to the picture, the script does not. 

Apparently that necessary dimension wasn •t added. 

Dodds, briefly reviewing the play for the Times-Picayune, 

implies that the play was too much for FST: 

For a theater so long inactive in theater production, 
11 Candle in -the Wind" is a large undertaking. • • . 
Ward • s dialogue is occasionally unnatural, but he does 
capture a certain sadness that that time must have con
tained for many people. • • . Performances from the 
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large cast vary considerably, with the awkward dialogue 
at times the problem, and director Joe Stevens could 
work to improve pacing, especiall.y between the dozen 
scenes ("stage • • • ") • 

Bruce Eggler, arts/entertainment editor for the States-Item, 

was less kind: 

"CANDLE IN THE WIND" is a high-minded, serious, earnest 
but somewhat boring drama about a black leader in Mis
sissippi in the closing months of Reconstruction. . . . 
The story is certainly not without plenty of dramatic 
situations and apparent opportunities for vivid 
theatrical re-enactment, yet (at least in the first two 
acts) the play rarely achieves real vital.ity. [Did he 
not, I wonder, stay for the final two acts?] It see!<!.s 
didactic and dutiful, with too many characters intro
duced more for the sake of historical completeness than 
for drama tic purpose. 

Eggler goes on to compliment individual cast members and the 

directorial approach as a whole: 

Ron Castine and Joe Stevens, the directors, apparently 
tried to strike a compromise between historical tab
leaux and fluidity. They succeed a fair portion of the 
time, despite the stiffness of many of the lines •• c • 

The reviewers seem to have pinpointed the difficulties 

with the script. What was to have been FST 1 s coup de grace 

turned out to be rather a letdown. It was also the last 

work not written by O'Neal that was done by FST, 

From Producer ~ Playwright: the Plays .2±, John 0 1 Neal 

The O'Neal productions had begun in J.972. A November 

J.S, J.972, memo from the FST staff informs the intermediate 

students in the Black Theater Workshop that reheazo.3al and 

production dates for the winter production have been 

changed. (It also notes a change in production dates for 

Lena and Bosemar. but this Fugard work was never staged.) 
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The winter play is to be "a new full length script by John 

O'Neal (who wil.l also direct) ••.• " The title was Black 

Power/Green Power/Red J:!1 the ~ and production was slated 

for February 9 through March 11, 1973. What actually was 

produced that February was O'Neal's Hurricane Season. 

Although O'Neal had obviously done considerable work on 
13 

Power, there is no record of an FST production. 

Power is about a New Orleans election but, with minor 

changes--place names, organization names--could apply to any 

city. The hero, and he is a hero, is Eddie Parran who has 

survived the primary to become the first Black mayoral 

candidate in New Orleans. His trust is betrayed by his 

l.ong-time friend and campaign manager, Dan Rathers, and by 

his finance director, Dr. James Williams. Dan is a 11practi

cal11 politician, willing to make nominal. compromises in 

order to win; Williams is simply an opportunistic, con-

ni ving, totally untrustworthy and--as both Eddie and the 

doctor's uncle-in-l.aw call him--a sissified nigger. He is 

perhaps too cold and calculating and too thoroughly unlike

able to be convincing! When Eddie refuses to go along with 

their plan to take bribe money from controlling interests in 

the city, they decide to blackmail Eddie (the doctor has set 

up a secret bank account that would be seen as compromising) 

and, if that doesn 1 t work, to sell out to the Republicans. 

The details of the bribe are overheard by Angela (the 

doctor's wife) who reveals the scheme to June (another key 
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member of Eddie's campaign) and to Foots (Eddie 1 s cousin and 

a radical Black leade::-) . They in turn tell. Eddie who, 

having already fired Williams from the campaign, now tries 

to fire Dan. He learns about the blackmail scheme. But the 

dastardly deed is foiled when, at Foots' suggestion, Eddie 

takes over a called meeting of the executive committee and, 

having invited citizens in general and the press, reveals 

everything. The people of course enthusiastically agree to 

stick with and back to the fullest their hero, Eddie. 

Angela, incidentally, who we gather has not been ecstatical-

ly happy with her husband even before al.l this, decides to 

leave Williallls and become her own woman (much to the joy of 

her uncle). 

SUllllllarized, the plot seems terribly melodramatic. And 

it is--melodramatic and clich~-ridden. Despite this, and 

despite some awkward and unnatural dialogue and only par-

tially developed charact~,..rs, recognizable people are 

involved in an all too realistic situation (in most details) 

and humor and suspense enliven the predictable action. This 

relatively early work demonstrates 0 'Neal's basic grasp of 

dramaturgy and is playable. Like most of his writing, its 

appeal is not limited to Black Power fighters; the Black 

cause is grafted onto a political situation that could 

occur, and has o~curred, in many different milieus. 

The O'Neal play that was done in 1972, Hurricane 

Season, also involves unions and politics. Labor problems 

--------------- -------------
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and a possible strike on the waterfront were peripheral in 

Power; here they are central. Hurricane revel ves around an 

actual New Orleans waterfront problem. A script, undated, 

for a Nation Time program. gives the background to the play, 

concluding with a reference to a work stoppage 11 earlier this 

year" on the New Orleans wharves. The disagreement was over 

royalty payments, an issue that was still not resolved at 

the ti:me the program was taped. According to the script 

writer, "the contention takes on an edge that the play . 

barely approximates" (ts). 

Although 0 • Neal sometimes refers to the work as a play, 

its subtitle is "Story and Text for a :Black Theater 

?XEerienct? [emphasis added]" (ts) and O'Neal took a nuntber 

of opportunities to separate Hurricane from the concept of a 

playe He was quoted in the ~Voice of April 1977: 

"· •.. I don't call 'Hurricane' a playe I call it a 
Black Theater expet"ience. 'Hurricane, 1 unlika most 
plays, does not begin and end on stagee The experience 
that 'Hurricane 1 refers to has already started in New 
Orleans and will not end until the people who live here 
make a decision about what's going to happen, or permit 
that decision to be made for them. That decision will 
depend on what we doe • • • At the same time, I •ve 
tried to accomplish the objective good plays achieve. 
We have strong characters in sharp conflict, an inter
esting sto:ry that's full of human and strong feeling" 
(1). 

To be sure that the audience understood the situation, 

a handout contained "facts about the Central shipping faci-

li ty actually planned for New Orleans and the l.ikel.ihood 

that there will be a strike like the one Joe Lee [the play 1 s 

protagonist] was involved with" (ms 59) e 
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Another handout dealt with 

the death of a real black leader who was trapped in be
tween the forces; on the one hand tryL'lg to represent 
the interests of the Black community and on the other 
"t-""Ying to negotiate •responsibility• with white 
authorities ••• (59). 

Whether "play" or "experience, 11 HUrricane obviously 

grew out of FS'l''s new commitment to New Orleans as well as 
14 

the author 1 s interest in political action. The play, how-

ever, was staged in other communities (in BUffalo by the 

Buffalo Black Drama Workshop in 1973) for the particular New 

orleans situation is not a sine qua non; the essential mes-

saqe of exploited labor--particularly exploited Black labor 

--can easily be translated, actually or mentally. O'Neal 

gives suggestions: 

If the production is staged in some other community, 
then it will be necessary to identify a comparable 
problem in that cOlllliiUility. The point is that human 
l.abor is rapidly being replaced by technology. Black 
people are suffering from this "progress '1 because no 
alternatives are developed to provide opportunities for 
Black working people. What is to be done to correct 
the situation? or are Black workers simply obsolete as 
Nixon and company seem to believe? (59) 

:In a March 20, 1973, letter to the Buffalo group, 

0 1 Neal warns that the play 11 is harder to do11 than it may 

appear: 

The biqqest thinq is qettinq people [the actors] to 
really understand how important it is to do the 
research assiqnment on the last page of the script 
[material for the handout dealing with the death of a 
Black leader] • outside of New Orleans I suspect the 
best thing to do is to point to the fact that the prob
lem of the displacement of human lahor by technoloqy 
will have some specific form and impact in Buffalo, 
too. Maybe it•s not a Port problem for you; but, it 1ll 
be something. 
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O'Neal is right about the play's sharp portraits and 

the realistic concerns a striker 1 s family faces. In the 

family are Theresa,. the mother, forced by the strike to 

spend extra hard hours working as a seamstress outside the 

home; Joe Lee, the father, whom we. meet only at the end when 

he is dying, betrayed by his union and beaten to death by 

the pol ice when he goes out to try to make peace among the 

dock workers; Joetta, the youngest daughter, hip and fligh

ty, headed toward integrated trouble with her two out-for-a

good-time friends Darlene and wanda; Lola, the middle daugh-

ter, the student and intellectual of the family: Anna Marie, 

the oldest daughter, the good girl and work-hard student, 

pregnant 11by mistake. " The other characters, in addition to 

Darlene and Wanda, are Rashied, the militant young Black who 

has gotten A..wma Marie pregnant (and who, there is a hint, 

will stick by her) and who is now intellectually involved 

with Lola; Hester, a good-time neighbor, and her frustrated 

sister Hattie; Father Weber, the priest who brings Joe Lee 

home and who is briefly seen as a well meaning :but ineffec

tual ma!l; and Mr. Walker, cousin to Hattie and Hester, 

viewed as crazy but harmless by the neighborhood, and the 

poet of wisdom. It is he who establishes the metaphor of 

the hurricane: 

They got a story to be told in these hurricanes. 
It 1 s the punishment of evil doings! 
Nature turns against men 
when they get too evil! 
That • s why they have so many hurricanes down here 



And I can smell a hurricane 
brewing new! 

It's a hurricane coming alright .•.... 
• • • • • they been plenty hurricanes down here 
••••••• you can look at it and see, 
they been plenty hurricanes down here. 

Marcus garvey [sic] was a hurricane •••.•••••• 

But they got a hurricane coming for true. 
The ships don't move out of the docks 
-when it • s a hurricane coming 
Ain • t no ships moved out of here 
in more than two months now 
cause the ships 
they know 1 bout th,~ hurricanes coming. 

It; s hurricane season now Nigger 
You better watch out. 
What we got to do is get ready 
A hurricane coming 
Are you ready for the hurricane brother? 
Are you ready for the hurricane season, ha. ha. 
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Darlene and Wanda, overhearing his last comments, come 

in to argue that "this ain't no hurricane season. It's 

almost February. It '11 be carnival in another few 

weeks. Others later echo the same refrain, "This 

simply is not the season for hurricanes! 11 The hurricane 

that is coming of course is the explosion on the docks: 

there is a literal (heard but not seen) explosion at the 

end, a bombing obviously by Rashied and his group of revolu

tionaries, and there is the figurative explosion that is 

sure to co!!l.e, later if not now, when the men learn of the 

union's sellout and Joe Lee 1 s death. 

The audience at the show's beginning and end are drawn 

directly into the action: 
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Mr. V1alker should be on stage when people start 
arriving. . . . He may talk to the people about the 
weather, about how they are dressed, etc. -- just don~t 
tell what 1 s on the papers in the bag~ He may sing. 
Blues line •.•• 

At the end, after the explosion, smoke fills the theatre and 

stage action freezes. Mr. Walker, shedding his rather fey 

manner, starts passing out the papers that are in his bag: 

While the actor continues to pass out the papers . . . 
the house begins a slow fade to black. A Jimi Hendrix 
recording, E:C!ii.ething frantic and very electric comes up 
slowly to a series of slides of Jo, Darlene, and Wanda 
having a ball at an integrated nite club. The psyche
delic lights, a strobe on acto[r]s as they come out of 
the freeze, come out of character without leaving the 
stage. The sound gets louder. • • • The slides 
continue until the end of the recording. Black out. 
The actors leave the stage. The audience leaves when 
they get ready. 

Within this audience-involving frame are a story that 

develops progressively and logically, characters that come 

alive, dialogue that is for the most part natural and 

character specific, humor and ideas and sadness. If the 

conclusion is somewhat contrived, it is by no means impos-

sible: men are killed and betrayed during strikes. And 

although the particular situation is localized and time-

bound, the basic labor exploitation and displacement-by-

technology problem that is central to Hurricane is, as 

0 1 Neal has pointed out, universal and unsolved. 

Of the same period, Hurricane is a much better work in 

terms of characterization and dialogue than Power. Tom 

Fitzmorris, reviewing the original 1973 production for 

Figaro, was complimentary: 
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John 0 'Neal knows his audience, his theatre, and the 
recipe for cookin 1 the two together. As author and 
director of the current "Hurricane Season," O'Neal 
brings Free Souther:t Theatre [sic] one of the finest 
and certainly one of the most immediately relevant 
dramas in the theatre 1 s history. . . . The technical 
staff did its usual great work on the box set [split 
scene--inside and outside the Wilsons' home]. This 
sort of stagecraft is almost a lost art in New Orleans 

There were a few rough spots, but then, this 
is not a show for uninitiated whitey. Black theatre 
has conventions all its own, one of which is that 
rappin' is just as good as theatrical overbearing. The 
several spots of dull. composition or faulty kinesis 
didn't worry the mostly black audience .••• 

The 1977 revival was a Community Theater Production of 

a slight1y revised script directed by Costley. The reviews 

this time were mixed. One unidentified review in the files 

dated May 6-13, 1977, is headed "Ineffectual 'Hurricane• 

spouts rhetoric. 11 The reviewer claims that the show 11 barely 

kicks up a mild flurry of dramatic intensity": while it "is 

a well made propaganda piece, 11 too many plot threads remain 

untied and "with the exception of Hester • . • , all the 

characters are ideological mouthpieces or class prototypes 

that 1ack development. 11 The dialogue too is overly rhetori

cal· although it does contain 11 some clever lyric poetry and 

highl.y expressive spontaneous jive. 11 The productic,n did 

nothing to minimize the flaws in tte script: 

In a play based heavily on dialectrical [sic] rhetoric 
and incendiary propaganda, the main thrust of the ac
tion should move fast ane hit hard, but in FST' s pro
duction, the pacing is slow, the business uncertain, 
the dialogue muffled, the energy low, and the sense of 
conviction totally absent. 

Apparently the production was not on a par with the 

original (hardly surprising since untrained actors were 
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used.) The Courier reviewer seems also to have missed 

excitement: 

When the Hurricane Season is in mid-stream, I want 
to make the same kind of visceral connection, find 
somebody to put my money on • • • but I don't see 
anyone, no heroes or villians [sic], just plodders and 
bunglers • . . so vulnerable, so real. • • . 

He concludes that the play leaves him with his mind in a 

whirl ('''Hurricane season 1 --whirling!1 ). 

The New Orleans DATA News Weekly reviewer, on the other 

hand, urges readers not to miss the play which is "a good 

production11 with "characters [that] are full" 

("Last Weekend • • • n) • 

It is impossible to know whether differences in reac

tion stem from differe!lces in personal tastes or differences 

in production values and/ or the two scripts. 

The labor question (or questions) continued to engage 

O'Neal. In Goinq Against the Tide, his play that was sub

stituted for Martie Charles' Black cycle in 1974, he deals 

with a strike by New Orleans bus drivers. 'l'he Theater's 

1973-74 report to the Ford Foundation discusses the latter: 

Rehearsals for "Black Cycles" [sic] were underway when 
we realized that • • . the conclusion offered by the 
play is that black poverty and oppression are part of 
an inevitable, devinely [sic] ordained cycle that poor 
black folk can do little or nothing about. At first it 
seemed that the point of view could be corrected with a 
few minor adjustments in the script and the mode of 
production. However, the effort to make these adjust
ments turned into a major task th3.t eventually became 
an entirely new play after several postponements and 
delays which the workshop produced under the title, 
"Going Against the Tide" (ts) • 
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'!'he result of the five months work is a draggy didactic dis

quisition that lacks the veracity and verve of Hurricane--

although the play did anticipate an actual strike. (In 

December of 1974 the New Orleans bus drivers did indeed 

strike.) But the FST 1 s own description of the play as "an 

attempt to show how organized and structured struggles can 

be waged around these goals [better wages and working condi-

tions]" credits the play with a coherence that is simply not 

there ("Letter to the Editor" from FST Staff dated l./22/75). 

The Charles play is flawed but it evokes an emotional 
J.S 

response that Tide does not generate. Charles focuses on 

a mother-daughter conflictjcycle. Vera is a beautician, an 

ex-whore, who is determined 'that her daughter Jeannie is 

going to have every ... .;h.ing she never had. To this end, she is 

sending Jeannie to an exclusive private school. Jeannie 

would rat...'1er be with her friends back at her old high 

school. Too, Jeannie is becoming militant, aware and proud 

of her Blackness. As the play opens, she refuses to go to a 

school banquet at which she is to receive an academic honor 

because of the way the Black students on scholarship (dole) 

are treated. Vera cannot--will not--understand her view. 

Jeannie goes to see her friend Carolyn who is unmarried and 

pregna:l'lt (by her steady boyfriend) • At Carolyn's sugges-

tion, Jeannie 11 splits11 until too late to go to the din..'"ler; 

when she does return to her mother and attempt again to 

explain how she feels, Vera hits her. Jeannie goes back to 
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Carolyn who takes her to Calvin 1 s apartment. Cal.vin is 

carolyn's future brother-in-law; he is also a dealer in 

stolen merchandise and, by implication, et. pimp. The one 

conclusion the audience can draw is that calvin seduces 

Jeannie; who is at this point vulnerable to any gentleness 

and kindness, and that she is following in Vera 1 s footsteps. 

What Charles is saying is that the cycle must be 

broken: 

•••• Spirits of black womanhood, be with JD.e. 
Fill every pore of my being with a knowledge 

of who I am 
.••• Remove the layers of white thought, white talk 
••• ("Invocation, II Black cycle, King & Milner 526). 

Hers is a call to Black pride, to understanding, to breaking 

of the cycle. 

0 'Neal has taken the basic cast--Cassie equals Vera; 

Yvonne equals Jeannie; Caroline equals carolyn and so forth. 

In the O'Neal version, Yvonne ::.as already won her college 

scholarship and in her valedictory speech a few nights 

previous to the start of the play has lambasted her school 

and the school board for racism. She and her friend 

Caroline, not pregnant and apparently as dedicated to Black 

radicalism as Yvonne, are involved in a group called ARSAC, 

Anti-Repression Strike Action Coalition. ARSAC members are 

attempting to guide the bus drivers who have just gone out 

on strike. There is violence (off-stage). An ARSAC member 

is badly beaten by the police. Cassie doesn't understand 

Yvonne's dedication to and involvement with the group. But 
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her mother, Minnie, sides with Yvonne and eventually--at 

great length--explains to Cassie that her own father was 

killed because ~f his involvement in militant labor activi-

ty. This news begins to awaken Cassie. Adding to her new 

understanding is the bankruptcy of an insurance company she 

had a policy with, a failure triggered by awbazzlement of a 

huge amount of money by the company's top officials. At the 

end of the O'Neal play, having been inspired by the teen-

agers to take pride in themselves, everyone is rallying 

around everyone else. 

The plotting is labored and diffuse: there are at 

least four main plots--the Cassie-Yvor.ne relationship, the 

strike, Black radicalism, and Cassie's attempt to buy the 

beauty shop from Flora (who is in bad health) • Throw in a 

couple of sub-~'lemes (mistaken values, Black culpability, 

and discriminatory garbage service) and nothing stands out. 

The dialogue is disastrous. Throughout there are 

switches be~cween colloquial and formal diction. Cassie, for 

instance, habitually uses colloquialisms (such as "girl") 

and non-standard grammar (as in "I: ain't lying!") but her 

mother 1 s diction is very precise and her daughter does 

nothing but lecture. l:n Act I, Scene 1, Cassie and Minnie 

are having their heart-to-heart tal.k: 

CASSIE: .••• And even worse, what ant I going to do 
about Yvonne? She 1 s going to keep oa lD.essing 
with these police and before you know it they 
going to do more than take away a scholarship. 
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MINNIE: Cassandra •••••• maybe it would be wise for you 
not to stop Vonnie but to try to understand 
what she's doing and why. Else you might find 
that you and your daughter are on different 
sides in a war. 

Certainly within the same family distinct differences in 

diction can exist but Minnie never relaxes! (Incidentally 

in this scene there is a seven-line speech by Minnie's dead 

husband, the only flashback and departure from realism in 

the entire play. ) 

Typical of Yvonne 1 s speech is this reply to a comment 

by Bert (a friend of Cassie) that it's easy to understand 

what happened with the insurance policy: "These guys in 

Boston stole all that ::!lloney and run off so you and Flora and 

a whole bunch of others got to pay for it. 11 Yvonne 

explains: 

It just so happens that these guys got impatient. It's 
not they were doing anything different than ordinary, 
they just did it all at once, and it's not all that 
hard to see how they did it. In a way this is a very 
good thing because it helps to wake people up to the 
true nature of the system of imperialism (III:2, 2). 

Cassie, uncharacteristically, interjects, "If the system is 

as bad as you seem to thihk then people will automatically 

wake up." Yvonne continues her explanation.: 

People will automatically resist the system when it 
attacks them in forms they can understand: they use 
strikes and boycotts against inflation; people who 
can 1 t get a job in the first place are forced to petty 
crimes ••• ; the more frustrated turn to dope, sui
cide missions . . • or individual acts like Mark Essex. 

Her mother adds, !!And stuff like you 1 re involved with11 but 

Yvonne patiently continues her sermon: 
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No 111other. Organizations like ARSAC are necessary 
because the changes in the political and economic 
situativn move faster than the peoples (sic] under
standing will if it just goes along naturally. See if 
your theory were correct 6 million Jews would' t have 
made it to the gas chamber~ Or to bring it closer to 
home, untold millions of Black people couldn 1 t have 
been captured into slavery. Our job is to help speed 
up the process of peoples [sic] coming into a con
scious understanding of what 1 s going on in the 
world •••• 

In addition to such lengthy lessons, we are told about 

the bus drivers' strike, about the police's unwarranted 

visit to the local bar and subsequent beating of an ARSAC 

organizer, about Cassie 1 s father. about Minnie 1 s sister and 

brother-in-law, about Yvonne's 3peech, etc. The script is 

only 39 pages, hardly full-length, and most of those pages 

are taken up by descriptions of what has happened somewhere, 

sometime else and with lectures by the young people. Drama

tic tension is nil. Atypically of 0 'Neal, the :medium is 

smothered by the message (or messages). 

Whereas Charles' people are believable, O'Neal's are 

inconsistent--in speech, in actions, in reactions. He mis

read Charles• message, I believe, and he belabored his to 

the point of engendering audience apathy rather than action. 

No wonder the play was never revived. (He must realize the 

weaknesses as there has been no further work on it.) 

This pounding propaganda does not, happily, permeate 

Where ~the Blood ~ Your Fez.thers? and, as a result, Blood 

purveys a stronger message. Apparently first produced in 

1973, Blood toured in 1974, 1975 and 1976 and was remounted 
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in a revised version in 1.977. Actually there were constant 

revisions: at least six partial versions of the script plus 

an outline for a particular performance exist. All follow 

the same basic pattern but with differences in organization, 

content, etc. Copyrighted by the FST in 1.972 as 11A Workshop 

Project of the Free Southern Theater Edited by John O'Neal," 

i~ was later credited to 0 'Neal and Ben Spillman (at least 

as editors) and eventually came to be regarded primarily as 

one of o 1 Neal 1 s works. The 1.985 presentation at the FST 

f~~eral. by The Black Liberated Arts center of Oklahoma 

(BLAC) credits authorship to "John 0 'Neal and others" and 
16 

the adaptation to director Albert Bostic (an FST al.umnus) • 

Bl.ood is a documentary in the mode of !!! White America 

and was to be the prototype for the never-real.ized series of 

documentaries by FST workshop meml:lers. The presumed first 

two states are subtitl.ed "A documentary examination of t..'le 

role that Blacks in the Gulf South played in the effort to 

secure their freedom from the oppression of slavery in the 

twenty years before the Civil War" whereas the description 

on the third [?] state drops "in the Gulf South" and in

creases the time span to 11 35 years before the civil war. 11 

By 1977 the program specifies 1827 to 1860 as the period 

covered. 

There are few substantive differences between what I 

take to be the first and second versions; in fact some pages 

have not even been retyped. Some judicious cuts have been 
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made (Garnet's 1843 speech has been cut by a third and some 

narration has been shortened or del.eted) • At the same time 

some dramatic bits have been added along with some clari-

fying transitions. (To compare openings, see Appendix VI.) 

Both are one-act versions, 33 and 35 pages long, that end 

rather abruptly--jumping fro::. the escape of William Wells 

Brown in 1834 to an 1860 editorial by Thomas Hamilton of the 

Anglo African newspaper and thence to a brief concluding 

reprise from the Garnet speech: "Where is the blood of your 

father[s]? ••• let your motto be, resistance, resistance, 

resistance. 11 The 1974 production obviously had a different 

ending which is not in any of the scripts I have. Joseph 

Larose, reviewing that production for the Clarion Herald, 

reports: 

The finale recalls the blacks killed in the 70s .•.. 
The implications are obvious, but in the context of the 
past, it evokes not so :much a spirit of white hate as 
of black sympFJ.thy and perspective. 

In an evaluation of the fall 1974 production, Spillman 

had this to say about the script: 

This documentary presentation attempted to demonstrate 
the efforts of Black People (prior to the Civil War) in 
securing their freedom. As a subtext, the play issued 
forth a challenge to the audiance [sic]. This chal
lenge was to do more in our daily lives to advance the 
liberation struggle of our people. 

From the on-set there were problems with the script, 
however after weeks & weeks of editing and re-editing, 
a "workable11 script was delivered that mediocrelly 
(sp?} supported our hypothesis ("Evaluation, '1 

6 Jan 1975). 

He went on to recommend the following: 
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[T]his script should be tightly scrutinized, organized, 
and systematized before it goes into rehearsal and is 
again performed before an audiance. I base this reo
commendation [sic] on the fact that too much of the 
allot-ted rehearsal time (1 month & 20 days) was spent/ 
wasted putting the script together. 

Spillman then analyzes the problems he had with the cast and 

his own shortcomings as a director. Many of the performing 

group, according to him, had no concept of the actor's 

responsibility in creating and shaping a role nor did they 

have sufficient energy, enthusiasm or dedication. Of him

self, Spillman says: 

From the start, I misjudged the production needs of 
the play. I soon realized it would be impossibl.e for 
me to do an adequate job of re"-Titing the script, 
directing the script, and taking care of the technical 
chores. • • • Something had to come up short! Well, I 
goofed!! Little did I know that everything would 
come up short. • • • 

The production may not have been as bad as Spillman 

thought--or Larose may have heen kind. Crediting O'Neal 

rather than Spillman with the direction, he says: 

Free Southern Theater's well-researched drama
documentary of the black man's resistance to his 
Southern enslavement creates a frequently vivid picture 
of the cruel.ty of slavery and, less effectively, of ef
forts of the slaves to "resistance! 11 • • • • The play is 
a trifle long [another indication of the existence of a 
third script] but it is well worth seeing ••• 

In what may be a review of the same production (it is 

undated) , Noel cazenave expands on the two-act 
17 

production: 

Where Is the Blood of Your Fathers? is a historical, 
contemP"'rary, and futuristic analytical "experience11 

written and direc-ted by • . . o 1 Neal. 
As I walked into FST 1 s wooden hut, I was immediately 

met by a Sl!l.iling black actor who handed me a program 
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and said, "Here you go, brother, I hope you enjoy the 
show. 11 Before I could escape from that feeling of in
clt.i.siveness, I was again captured by the Drums ...• 
the drums went on and on and on. • • • The audience was 
young and mostly bl.ack, the theatre was packe~. The 
stage was simple, direct, and beautiful. The Drums 
(yes, again the Drums) were neatly packed away in the 
rafters. • • • Unfortunately, the African proverb used 
in the introduction also syml:lolized the major weakness 
of the production: 11 If you don't know where you're 
going, any road will take you there. 11 John o 1 Neal's 
script and direction both seemed to foll.ow this 
maxim. . . . and in many ways 0 1 Neal's script repre
sented a rather "catechistic'' exploitation of black 
history. His direction often failed to keep his actors 
involved in what they were doing. • • • The costumes 
were m.akeshift and cheap. The lights were sometimes 
jerky and uncertain. Among the production staff is 
listed a cheoreographer (sic] and dance instructor, but 
there appeared to have been no systematic dance in
struction at all. • • • The second half of the per
formance was stronger and more polished than the first. 
We were finally going to see some of the direction of 
which O'Neal is capable. 

His closing kaleidoscopic review of significant "high 
points" was in itself a climax. • • . The next thing 
we knew, names were being read, people were being shot, 
and life went on as entering characters walked over the 
bodies of the dead. Where is the blood of your 
fathers? We saw the blood of the two young black stu
dents murdered at Southern University •••• We saw 
Gerald Williams shot down by the Felony Action Squad 

We saw a young Muslim :murdered in front of his 
wife and children in Baton Rouge. • • • And we saw a 
city brake tag worker shot down • • • because "they" 
thought that "thing" he had was a gun, and it went on 
and on and on. • • • And finally f in rather gloomy 
anticipation • • • , 0 1 Neal reminded us that • • • in 
each case where black blood was shed, "No one was 
charged, no one is to blame, and no one was 
prosecuted. 11 

What I take to be the third state (at least among the 

scripts I have) is broken into 22 scenes (whereas there are 

no scene indications on the previous two versions) but is 

still in one-act. After the opening Congo Square scene (see 

Appendix VI) , a slave sermon has been added followed by 
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excerpts from David Walker's "Appeal 11 and subsequent col'!l

ments by Garnet. These in turn are now followed by Nat 

Turner 1 s "Confession." Only then do we move to the New 

Orleans Slave Market, Scene 7, which in the previous two 

versions was the scene ilnmediately after Garnet's speech. 

These quite long speeches in a row must have slowed down the 

pace considerably and made it difficult for the audience to 

maintain attention. 

The script then follows the previous versions except 

that the Garnet speech which originally came at the begin

ning is inserted as Scene 13 in a slightly different edi-

tion. Scene 15 is an addition: it discusses Tubman's role 

and adds Robert Jackson 1 s account of his attempted escape on 

the Underground Railroad and letters from John Henry Hill, a 

successful escapee. Again there are large blocks of un

broken dialogue. An excerpt from Douglass' "Fourth of July" 

speech is inserted between the Brown scene and the Hamil ton 

letter and the Garnet reprise is expanded somewhat: 

Where is the blood of your fathers? Has it all run out 
of your veins? Awake, awake; millions of voices are 
calling you l Your dead fathers speak to you from their 
graves. Heaven, as with a voice of thunder, calls on 
you to arise from the dust .•.••• Let your motto be 
resistance, resistance, resistance. 

Any of these one-act versions could have been the basis 

for the 1974 (and perhaps 1975) production; the second half 

of the show referred to by the critics was possibly an 

unscripted review of current atrocities. If this last state 

was the one used in 1.974 (with the earlier ones being tried 
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only in workshop), it is understandable that Larose found 

t..'l-.!.e play "a trifle long.;;; 

The later versions are broken into acts, the two un

dated ones into two and the 1977 script into three. There 

are three distinct prologues (see Appendix VI). All the 

versions move from Congo Square to the Slave Market although 

there are minor differences in the presentations C'>f this 

scene. 

In one undated script (which may be for an attenuated 

special performance) from the Amistad files, the slave mar

ket scene is fol.lowed by comments from various observers of 

the pre-war southern scene, by the catechisl!! of the slaves 

by the white preacher and then by a new bit--an excerpt 

from a report by Colonel Higginson who commanded a Black 

regiment in the Yankee army (a jump in the tillle sequence) 

--and by the Black preacher's sermon embedded between two 

spirituals; Act I (the only act in this file) ends ~ith a 

scene between Revere:;:.d Leguen, an escaped slave 1 and Miss 

Logue, his former mistress. This scene is not in one of 

these scripts~ is in Act III of the one from 0 1 Neal's files, 

and in a performance plot is indicated as Act II 1 Scene 7. 

Blood can truly be considered a work always in progress! 

The other unplaced script from the Amistad archives has 

a paddyroller scene preceding the slave sermon, a scene 

about Tubman and an excerpt from the Walker "Appeal" into 

which the catechism is inserted: 
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WALKER: We the people of these United States 
are the most degraded, and abject set of beings 
that ever lived since the world began. • • • 
wretchedness and endless misery were reserved 
to be poured out upon us by Christian 
Americans! 

ACTOR 5 (answered by all actors) : 
Q. Who keeps the snakes and all bad things from 

hurting you? 

A. God does. 

Q. Who gave you a Jnaster and a mistress? 

A. God gave them to me •••• 

WALKER: The whites have always been an unjust, jealous 
unmerciful avaricious and bloodthirsty set of 
beings. • • • We view them all over Europe, 
and we see them acting more like devils than 
accountable men. 

Q. What book tells you these things? 

A. The bible. 

etc. 

This scene ends Act I in this particular version. The 

Walker/catechism combination reads--and should play--quite 

effectively. It does not, however, appear in any of the 

other versions and was not used in the adaptation presented 

by BLAC. 

The 1977 script from O'Neal's files does not have the 

new material noted above in Act I which ends with the "Oh, 

Freedom'' spiritual following the catechism. A 111imed insur

rection scene, not described in any of the other variations 

--and not played by BLAC--opens Act II: 

This opening scene is played all over the theater 
space--thru, around, over the audience as well as on 
stage. The o:bj ecti ve is to provide the audience with a 
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sense of the frequency and intensity of slave insurrec
tions during this period. 

THE TWO open the scene as white people in the estab
lished pl.aying area. There are rumors about that a re
bellion is afoot. They are scared. Thru out [sic] the 
scene the theme of 11Steal Away11 is maintained •••• A 
third member of the ensemble plays the PATROLLER. He 
too is white. The objective • • • is to kill the white 
people ~ all costs without being caught •••• 
Those who succeed in killing the whites are in turn 
killed by the PATROLLER. After each killing the action 
freezes. on breaking the freeze the action reswnes as 
if nothing had happened. Each killing is more viol.ent 
than the one before. Each crisis builds higher than 
the previous one. Each time the whites are killed, the 
blacks die. .It builds to one final unbearable 
explosion and a freeze. 

This is followed by alternating comments by whites and 

Blacks on the historical situation. 

This script continues with what is now labeled the 

"Party'' scene and which incorporates the comments of the 

various observers. This moves into the scene recounted by 

Brown about a young slave named Randall, a scene which comes 

earlier in other versions. The next "movement" (scene) is 

the one about John Henry Hill which is followed by Brown 1 s 

own story. A brief reference to T-..J.bman and the "Drinking 

Gourd" song end Act II. 

The other script opens Act .II with the Turner scene, 

follows it with Garnet's address, then moves to the "Party" 

and on to the close of the show with excerpts from Douglass' 

speech, and concludes with the Hamilton editorial--here 

spoken in sequence by three actors and ending with a chorus 

of all the actors: 
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No hope •.•••• democrats, republicans, No Hope, No Hope. 
WE MUST RELY ON OURSELVES, THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF OUR 
CAUSE, AND THE ADVANCE OF JUST SENTIMENTS AMONG THE 
GREAT MASSES OF THE PEOPLE! 

The ensemble sings "Where Is the Blood of Your Fathers?" 

before admonishing "Let your motto be resistance, resist-

ance, resistance! 11 and "reciting key lines fro: speeches 

made during the play." A freeze and bl.ackout end the show. 

The three-act version has the last act opening with the 

Logue-Leguen scene, continues with the walker "Appeal'' and 

ends with the usual Douglass excerpt followed by the Hamil-

ton editorial and the concluding song, one-l.ine 11resistance11 

reprise, and key lines from other speeches . 

The scene plot (undated) adds no new material but 

rearranges some elements: Act I has the prologue and Congo 

Square followed by the Slave Market scene, the "religious 

thing11 (probabl.y the catechism) , the paddyroller scene and 

the slave sermon. Act II opens with the abolition "party," 

~1hich is followed by the Randall scene, the Walker 11Appeal," 

Nat TUrner, Tubman, and the Leguen-Logue interchange, and 

concludes with Douglass, Garnett ar:.d Hamil ton speech ex-

cerpts (and undoubtedly with the admonition to resist) • 

The October 1977 issue of the FST Voice announces 

the 1977 tour of Bl.ood without going into detail but ex

plains that the new version is in three acts and is con-

siderably revised. A review of that production by Paul 

Beaul.ieu in the Louisiana Weekl.y (October 22, 1977) de-

scribes this Blood, as directed by John 0 1 Neal, as more than 
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a documentary: "It is a combination musical-draJila-comedy 

that is Jllore than adequately choreographed by Noel Jones. 11 

In discussing the opening Beaulieu comments on the pro

logue's capturing 11 the deep emotions experienced by blacks, 

who were captured, brutally treated and shipped to America 

where slavery awaited them." The play concludes, he says, 

"with black people standing up to demand their freedom [the 

resistance invocation]." Beaulieu says that overall this 

production was 11well done" although the inexperience of the 

players showed at times. 

A letter dated November 15, 1977, from "Brother" 

Randolph Scott of New Orleans to the "Brothers and Sisters" 

of FST congratulates them on "the excellent production • 

[which] reflects the truth about our peoples' capture in 

Africa and bondage in America. • 
18 

Some of the scripts work bet·ter than others. But I 

expect that it would be almost impossible to take document-

ary material about the horrors of slavery from this period 

and NOT have it work to some degree. 

Having apparently decided that ~ White America is the 

work of a white liberal and therefore of only peripheral 

validity, 0 'Neal seems to have purposely avoided much of the 

material used by Duberman. Only the Logue-Leguen scene and 

Turner's 8 Confession 11 are duplicated and they are treated 

differently. But the approach is generally the same. And 

each work has its particular strengths and weaknesses. 
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White America is more comprehensive in its coverage whereas 

Blood provokes a Wider ranqe of emotions, incorporating 

considerable wry humor and lnora music than does the earlier 

docudrama. 

rt is unfortunate that the ongoing documentary project 

envisioned by O'Neal never saw fruition. There is more 

drama in Black history than can be crammed. into one play and 

O'Neal's approach could have produced a series of powerfUl 

productions. 

The other O'Neal work that joined Blood in touring 

during the mid- 1 7Cs is When the Opportunity Scratches. Itch 

~--a very funny play. Despite jumps in action, unfilled 

gaps and lapses of logic, Opportunity makes its point 
19 

hilariously. 

In the "Letter to the People11 from the FST staff cited 

above (1/22/75), the play is swmnarized very generally: 

[It] is an exploration into a highway scheme to get 
rich at the expense of the people in Gertown, who 
would have to relocate. The play focuses on the ex
ploits of a few profit qreedy Black opportunists who 
wanted a larger slice of the pie in the sky. BUt they 
themselves are only used as fronts for the powerful 
City, State and Federal Government, which represents 
biq business, not the people. 

(The suqqestion is made that the play can be brought "closer 

to home11 by relating ••this situation to a similar one in 

your community. 11 Apparently, as with HUrricane and 'I'ide, 

0 1Neal used an actual occurrence as his basis.) :In the pro-

gram for the 11Fall 'I'ourinq Repertoire11 featuring Blood and 
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summary is still non-specific: 
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A three-act comedy about opportunism in the bl.ack com
munity. The play deals with the exploits of a g~eedy 
real estate broker and deacon of the church, 
Mr. Montgomery Ward 'l'urnbull. Deacon Turnbull develops 
and pursues el.abo:r.·ate schemes to get rich quick only to 
find i::h2t. opportunism leads to disaster. This play, 
satirical in style, attacks sharply the large white 
business syndicates and their counterparts in the bla::::k 
community which combine to exploit poor people. "When 
the opportunity scratches, itch it" is a hilarious and 
pointed exposure of an exploitative system. 

This does not begin to convey the complexity of the 

plot in which Turnbull manipulates the church board for his 

own profit only to be doublecrossed in turn by his proteg~, 

the fake Reverend Doctor CUshenberry III; Cushenberry en

lists the help of Black business manipulator Rupert Percival 

Allistair III who, in his turn, doublecrosses CUshenberry. 

Manipulating all of them is the white tycoon Colonel 

Bul:moose Warbucks. The only character who does not allow 

himself to be involved and who has insight into all of the 

others 1 manipulations is Frank, the shoeshine man; he serves 

as a sounding board for much of the necessary exposition, 

making it quite natural and conversational. 

The Deacon is a stuffed shirt who looks down on his 

fellows but who immediately falls for cushenberry 1 s smooth 

talk. CUshenberry in turn is completely taken in by 

Allistair' s airs but the latter is nothing but a stooge of 

the Colonel. Act II, Scene 3, brings the two together in a 

caricatured confrontation of the Boss and a Tom: 
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Colonel Bullmoose Warbucks 1 spacious mansion on 
the spacious patio. The patio table is set with 
very ornate silver service with wine. A full 
course chicken dinner is concealed beneath the 
silver. Rupert's place is set with paper and 
plastic throwaway materials, however. 

The chicken dinner is a box of Colonel's Fried Chicken, this 

colonel's own :enterprise: 

WARBUCKS: •••• Oh, Rupert, that's what I: like about 
you. You 1 re so resourceful and bright and 
energetic. There's nothing at all lazy or 
triffling [sic] about you. Nothing at all. 
Have some of this special Louisiana Fried 
Chicken. 

ALLISTAIR: • • • • That 1 s right! Nothing trifling or 
lazy at all. I'm your new breed Negro. 
Aggressive, bold, dedicated to getting our 
fair share of the public pie so to speak. 
That's why we can appreciate progressive, 
farsighted, old, liberal white gentle:m.en 
like yourself sir. Of course, we still have 
a long way to go. 'I'here are still a good 
number of the old fashioned shufflir1g type 
of Blacks around just like there 1 s still a 
good number of your poor, white trash, Klu 
[sic] Klux Klan type of white men around 
too. 

WARBUCKS: Yes, it•s true •••• But America is making 
progress. • . • But you know sometimes I do 
yearn for the good ole days. :r never will 
forget good ole Essie Mae. When she used to 
cook that fried chicken so it would just 
1nelt in your mouth. Why she was so good, 
she 1 d cook and clean for ne before she 1 d 
take care of her own child~en. • • • :r re
member the day she died •••• She tole me, 
11Colonel11 she said, 110h Colonel, the only 
thing bad about dying now is that I didn't 
stay around long enough to see you dead and 
packed away first". 

A l.ittle later, after All.istair has told the Col.onel about 

Cushenberry and how they can use him, the ol.d man asks, 11 You 

mean, we got a legitified hard working Nigger?" 
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Allistair protests, "Colonel! You know I can 1 t stand 

that word! 11 

WARBUCKS: Oh, I'm sorry Rupert, really, I 1m sorry, 
son. But you know how I just get besides 
myself when I run across one of your people 
who really l.oves to work. • • • 

ALLISTAIR: I know how it makes you feel, Colonel ••• 
but if you insist on using that ... that ... 
word, I'll just have to start submitting 
my reports by mail. . • . 

WARBUCKS: I'm sorry Rupert •.•. I forgot you was one 
of them. Please don't leave me •••• 
(Offering money) 

ALLISTAIR: Alright, I' 11 forgive you this time •••• 
(Acceptinq money) 

The conference continues with Allistair unveiling plans 

for foisting an unprofitable winery {strawberry wine) on 

CUshenberry and the church: they can make money, he '11 

convince them, on communion wine. Allistair•s presentation 

is a model. of marketing research complete with charts and 

projections and reports. The Colonel is impressed. He asks 

only one favor of Allistair before the latter departs. 

Allistair deltl.urs but finally gives in--singing and dancing 

to the jingle for the Colonel's chicken! 

But in the end the Colonel sells him out as he has sold 

cushenberry out. The new man in the Colonel's employ is 

another of the deacons, Green, who has been made a special 

agent and who arrests the plotters. What is not clear at 

the end is whether Green has truly sold out or is really 

working in the interests of justice. 

-----------------------------------------------
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That is hardly important. As noted above, much in the 

convoluted plot is opaque. The essential. message is clear: 

there are too many pious-acting, out-for-a-buck "niggers=• in 

the empl.oy of the controlling interests. They reall.y aren 1 t 

very smart but until. the people themselves get involved in 

their own community and their own destin;i.es, these operators 

together ~with the big bosses will call the sh..:>ts. 

Reviewing the play in the Times-Picayune, David 

CUthbert is generally complimentary: "O'Neal is on target 

most of the time, but for maximum impact the play should be 

shorter, punchier. Its impact and momentum tend to be 

blunted by sheer length." He likes o • Neal.' s performance as 

Frank: . . it 1 s a tossup as to which is better, the role 

or the performancee 11 And he has positive comments for Earl 

Billings, both as director and actor, and for Ben Spillman, 

Jesse Morrell and Chakula Cha Jua. CUthbert makss an inter

esting point generally applicable to Black theatre in 1.974: 

11 In the political theater we are seeing at FST, the charac

ters who approach heroic status are not glamorous, wild-eyed 

revolutionaries, but ordinary people who question the way 

things are11 ("Senseless Self-Defeatism • e • 11 ). 

In a follow-up feature on Opportunity and the FST, 

Cuthbert quotes Earl Billings (the new artistic director of 

FST) : 111 First we identify a problem for the audience • . 

and then we present an approach, a method for solving the 

probl.em. 111 
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Opportunity does not present a solution but it does 

highlight the probleme Actually it has more in common with 

The ~ ~ the Blind ~' Ceremonies for Dark Old Men, and 

other such Black plays of the era than o 'Neal and his co

horts cared to admit--or perhaps recognized. It simply 

presents a segment of Black life, often humorously, and lets 

that picture speak for itself. 

Mark Hemeter also liked the play and the players: 

The oblique political struggle of Free Southern Theatre 
[sic] is being given a thoughtful and well-acted exer
cise in John O'Neal's new play •••• O'Neal is a mar
velous actor. . . • As a playwright, he has a sure 
feel for conversation--most of it witty--and a strong 
sense of developlng a realistic situation into good 
theater. The impact of "Opportunity" might be even 
more powerful if he could tighten the flow of events. 

Billings ••• gives the show a steady pulse •••. 
"Opportunity" is probably the best directed show I •ve 
encountered at FST ( 11 Crusader ••• 11 ). 

Opportunity toured extensively in the South and Midwest 

and, in the fall of 1975, on the West Coast. The Oakland per-

formance was enthusiastically reviewed in The Black Panther: 

This totally committed and highly professional drama 
troupe was an inspiration to all of us. • • • The play 
itself and the spirited production were both of the 
highest ideological and professional level. • • • It is 
a play clearly written for a Black audience, basing it
self solidly on a sharp and clear familiarity with the 
institutions and individual types that are found in the 
Black community of capitalist American. . • • The play 
ended to enthusiastic and sustained applause. • • • But 
as we sat waiting for the curtain call • • . , we were 
informed • • • that the cast does not appear for cur
tain calls after its performances 
( 11 'When Opportunity Scratches •.. 111 ). 

Instead the troupe's message was read to the audience: 

11We at the Free Southern Theater hope that y::~u 1 ve 
enjoyed this presentation, but even more so, have 
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gained deeper knowl.edge and understanding of the role 
of culture in these days of conflict and turmoil.. 
Culture' s role, so we've tried to convey here, should 
be to unify, inspire, and educat~ our people. We say 
culture for liberation. The resources to bring about 
needed change • • • are at our fingertips, b•.lt we have 
to organize and mobil.ize in our own interest to con
front the barriers ahead. It's important to recognize 
the true nature of our oppression and use the col
lective kl"lcwl~dge of oppressed peoples' struggle 
throughout the world if we are to be victorious. 
Dare to struggle!!! Dare to Win!!! 11 

Fortunately the play 1 s message is not as heavyhanded as 

that of the post-show; if it were, there would probably have 

been no one left, or awake, to hear the proclamation. 

a 1 Neal was to do only one more play at FST, Jrmebug 

Jabbo Jones. But on March 30, 1981, his The People Are the 

Ones Who Make the Music was presented at an unidentified Lab 

Theatre. No record of this production apparently exists 

except for a printed handbill in O'Neal's own files. 

People is a presentation of Black theatre history per-

formed by Ms. Mathilde Armstrong-Shephard (MAS) and Joe 

Jones (JJ). MAS sets the scene: 

I am the producer of this '' informatainment" 
I have always been enraged by racism and ignorance. 
At the same time I've always enjoyed a peculiar affec
tion for the Theatre. ~ • • So I found this sma11 
theater troupe • • • and asked them to put together a 
theater piece that demonstrated the greatness of the 
Negroes' contribution to the theater. • • • I told them 
I wanted it to inform and entertain ••.• Last week I 
asked if I could see a rehearsal. . . • I was embar
rassed, no I was livid! They had some naked women 
doing what they called African Dance, they had a 
parody of a church service and some spirituals, then 
buck and winged their way thru the mi [n] strel period, 
jumped up to some Amos and Andy •.• and wound up with 
a servey [sic] of Good Times, the Jeffersons and 
Sanford and Son! 
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I told t.."lem their ideas were reprehensible and that 
I'd do it myself. Unfortunately, it took me so much 
time to find the selections • . . that I did not have 
the opportunity to find actors of the caliber I would 
have liked. • • • Joe is my Yard Man, but I 1m sure 
that he will do quite well •••• 

W11at follows is--or seellls to be--a mixture of tongue

in-cheek and a serious approach to this overview of Black 

theatre. They open with the smothering scene from Othello. 

MAS is astounded by JJ' s grasp of the material. 

She is disgusted by the minstrel bit which follows, 

proclaiming that its contribution to vaudeville and musical 

comedy was the only accomplishment of minstrelsy. Porgy and 

Bess, she remarks, u is one of the most enduring theater 

pieces in history. 11 (It is also anathema to most Blacks 

today.) 

MAS' next selection is from 0 'Neill's All God 1 s 

Chillun Got Wings, a selection JJ understandably finds 

"really depressing. 11 And although he knows and admires the 

work of Langston Hughes! the scene from Mulatto makes him 

wonder why "these people want to write stuff like this. u 

More than that, he wonders "about the people who came to see 

these plays. Who were they and what did they think about 

them, stuff like that?" MAS can't help him: she is "a 

devotee of the arts" but "not a scholar. ;i JJ demurs that he 

"ain:t no scholar either" but insists that he finished 

school and nobody ever taught him "about this stuff." 
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It is difficult to know whether the point is that "this 

stuf£11 should be taught or that it is just "stuff. 11 I doubt 

that seeing a performance would claz-ify the point. 

The first half of the show concludes with an excerpt 

from Our Lan 1 about which JJ has no comment. The second 

part opens with a very brief historical overview of the 

period from the depression to the Civil Rights movement. 

JJ doesn't understand why Louis Peterson's Take.!:_ Giant ~ 

was so popular: "I mean they talk good and all that but 

what good 1 s it do to stir up stuff if you got no intentio~ 

or purpose to do anything about it?11 

JJ can identify with Walter in the scene from Raisin. 

(Yet this was only five years after O'Neal had said that 

FST's doing Raisin was a mistake [Dodds, "Where Is ••. "]). 

A scene from Baldwin 1 s Amen Corner, "one of the most under-

rated of the domestic melodramas to come from this period," 

follows. JJ comments on the lack of heroes: 

I notice that before OUR LAN 1 there were no real 
heroes except for Ot..'lello and he 1 s kind of suspicious. 
Look like the white people could not see a black man as 
being big enough to be a hero. Now looking at these 
things that come after OUR LAN' which black peopl.e have 
been the ones to write, I still can't find no real 
heroes •• o o 

certainly "Purlie is not the kind of person we could really 

look up to either. 11 MAS again explains that many modern 

characters are not heroes: "In fact, there is a substantial 

school of thought devoted to the idea that heroics are no 

longer possible. • • • 11 JJ won 1 t accept that explanation 
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and he takes over the lecturing. A hero, he maintains, is a 

real person who will 11do their best to try to see those 

things done that will be a benefit to everybody.•• A hero 

doesn't want to die but is "willing to face death if it 

comes to that. • • • :I think you have to look among the 

common, ordinary working people to find that man or woman 

these days. • • • 11 

MAS is again impressed and comments that she has 

noticed most significant art 11is preceeded [sic) by a great 

tradition of 1 folk art • " ; she cites a west African story but 

botches the telling of it. JJ tells his version plus 

another tale from slavery times • MAS is so overwhelmed she 

announces that, rather than continuing the discussion, she 

is going home to rethink, with JJ's help, her concepts. 

People is interesting because of JJ: he foreshadows 

{as did Frank in Opportunity) Junebuq. But why did O'Neal 

patch this piece toqether? 'rhe scenes selected provide a 

tour de force for the two performers but they hardly point 

to a coherent artistic view. Perhaps, after all, he let his 

performer's instincts overcome his writer's skill and his 

dialectician 1 s purpose. 

'!'here is no ambiguity about Don't start ~~ Talking~ 

I' l.! Tell Everything ! Know: Sayings from the Life and 

Writing E!_ Junebuq Jabbo Jones {JJJ) • J:t is a warm, 

wltty, subtle script and 0 1Neal 1 s performance is masterful. 
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He began his Junebug performances in 1980 as an FST produc-
20 

tion and has continued them since the Theater's demise. 

Ronald Castine and Glenda Lindsay helped O'Neal write 

the first Junebug show and he had directorial help, first 

from Curtis King and then from Steve Kent, but it is 
2l. 

O'Neal's concept and O'Neal's show. JJJ as a character was 

created by Movement workers in the early '60s; the material. 

for the play is based on the Afro-American oral tradition. 

Actually none of the tales seem to be taken directly from 

that tradition but they have its flavor. In the opening 

story, for instance, of Nigger Bill and his evocation of 

lightning to strike his master are the ingredients of a folk 

story but it and its companions are probably products of 

o 1 Neal's imagination. (At least I have not been able to 

trace them. ) 

Mules appear in many of the Afro-American tales and 

o 'Neal may have heard from someone else about 11 Senator Bilbo 

and Bessie Mae" but it 1 s definitely a modern fable. (JJJ' s 

grandfather named his "cantankerous old jackass" Senator 

Bilbo and would cuss him and beat him loudly and lengthily: 

"The only thing Colored people loved more than \'latching him 

beat up on Senator ~ilbo [was J watching Joe Louis beat up on 

a white man and get paid for it!") Again the "In the Old 

Cotton Fields Back Home" episode has the ingredients of a 

typical tale--the white massa 1 trying to cheat the Black 

field workers, the redneck overseer, the discovery and 
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foiling of the trick by the Blacks. But the organization 

and strike of the workers are contemporary and undoubtedly 

directly from O'Neal. 

Whatever their origins Junebug's stories convey, with-

out belaboring the message, the theme that the individual, 

in any societal situation, ~ take act.ion and control. JJJ 

is the wily trickster out of Africa, the aware knowledgeable 

Black of today, the person--of all times and any race--who 

can apprehend, understand and take in hand a situation. 

JJJ offers insi9ht, humor, pathos--the ingredients of drama. 

What makes this offering so effective is 0' Neal's perform 

ance: he is this old Black Southerner with the wisdom of 
-- 22 

his years and his people behind him. 

0 1 Neal has performed Junebug all. over the country and 

the collection of rave reviews (from New York to Los 

Angeles) is voluminous. Steve Amidon, reviewing t!J.e 1.984 

performance at ONe-Greensboro, sums up the show aptly: 

• • • The Junebug Show • • • is a strong vehicle for 
the rich yet often neglected oral tradition of Southern 
blacks. John 0 1 Neal combines strong acting with an en
gaging story telling style to weave together a series 
of anecdotes that quietly evoke the at111osphere of the 
South before the Civil Rights era. The result is a 
show that is instructive without being didactic, a show 
whose subtle sense of 111orality does not prevent it for 
a moment from being marvelous entertaimnent ("Joyous 
Jabber • • . " 1.6) • 

He also neatly summarizes the material: 

His stories have less to do with overt acts of justice 
or injustice than with the atmosphere of that not-to 
[sic] -distant era and place. In one tale, a jackass 
named for a racist Mississippi senator becomes so stub
born ••• that it dies from its own blind ignorance. 
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In another story, a poor young black takes responsibi
lity for a preacher's daughter ill-used by the son of a 
rich black family. O'Neal's abilities easily range 
through these varied stories, from the irony of a shoe
shine man dousing a white panderer with black polish to 
the pathos of two brothers whose dire poverty forces 
them to break the boycott of a greedy plantation owner 
(16) 0 

o 'Neal has said that the show is probably "more acces

sible to 'upwardly' mobile and middle-income black[s] and 

whites than to poor urban blacks" because of Junebug•s 

"rural nature" and "upbeat message" (Mason, "Junebug. . ") . 

This may be, but surely poor urban blacks can relate 

to the story of Youngblood who 11was a freedom rider before 

the first Freedom Ride! •• and who became a shoeshine man in 

New Orleans until he poured that black polish on that white 

":movie cowboy" and to the tale of "Tommy Too Tuff, 11 the ex-

DJ who still thinks he 1 s broadcasting through an old tin 

can. JJJ, it seems to me, has appeal across the lines. 

Junebuq was "the rock on which the unquenchable 0 'Neal 

hope [ d] tiJ rebuild the . • • Free Southern Theater" (Hurley) • 

He was not successful in that. He has been successful in 

building an admiring coterie for Junebug. 0 1 Neal said in 

1983 that he felt he had finished his apprenticeship and was 

now "like a journeyman playwright" who had apprenticed him

self "to the process of doing theatre"; he has, he said, "a 

few more objectives to try to satisfy" before he can con

sider himself qualified "to start working as a full-time 

author. 11 Once he can devote time to playwriting, he hopes 
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to 11be qualified--in maybe another 20, 25 years--to start 

some really serious work" (Personal interview) • 

O'Neal bas already begun his serious work. He began it 

with his early FST plays, flawed though they are. He con

tinued it throughout FST's final years, culminating with his 

Junebug saga. If anything is serious, it is Junebuq Jabbo 

Jones. The time is soon coming, ho't._rever, for O'Neal to 

give Junebug a vacation while he develops other work. Per

haps what he is doing now with SFi-tT is a step toward that. 

And so this final. phase of FST can be seen as a period 

of personal growth for O'Neal. But despite his efforts, he 

could not keep his Free Southern Theater alive. Ironically, 

his own growth coul.d have been one of the contributing fac

tors in FST 1 s demise: his dedicated embrace of Marxism and 

its appendages, for instance, took time and energies frol!l 

the work of the Theater. His search for his style and 

substance took the Theater from Black militancy to a more 

moderate stance and perhaps contributed to its failure to 

find an audience (although that had been a problem from the 

titne it settled in New Orleans} & It also took him into 

experiments with various theatrical styles. While this 

search and experimentation was necessary to his artistic and 

philosophical growth, it did not provide artistic stability 

to the FST. As noted above, the critics were at times 

confused. So must the audiences have been. Finally his 
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success as Junebug took him away from New Orleans and mono

polized his time. 

Or perhaps, FST was simply born at the wrong time and 

reared in the wrong place. It did, however, manage to 

live--albeit often precariously--for al:m.ost two decades. 

What kind of legacy did it build and bequeath? 
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Notes 

Blkartsouth survived only a short time more, dissol-

ving during 1971. 

There is no clue to J. J. Jones' identity. My sus

picion is that it is O'Neal who may already have been toying 

with his Junebug Jazzbo Jones character; certainly the poli

tical bent to the piece gives credence to this possibility. 

An inquiry to him remains so far unanswered. 

Two of the New Orleans reviewers--those for the 

Clarion Herald and for the Times-Picayune--refer to the play 

as Rosalie or Rosalee Pritchard and that is how it is listed 

in Amistad's inventory of the archival. material. The one 

release I have copied from the archives c.orrectly identifies 

the play as ~ Pritchett as do the Vieux Carre Courier 

reviewers. 

This piece which may have been performed one ti:me 

rather than having been a repertoire addition as the l1His

torical Notes" suggests. on May 6 there was a performance 

by 11 'Grambling college Drama Students' 11 labeled ~ Black 

Experience; this program is not the same as Chakula Cha Jua 

and Leppaine Chiphe's ! Blac~ Experience which was staged 

in 1973 and again in 1977. 
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5 
These included Albert Bostick (Bostic} who is now 

with the Black Liberated Arts Center (BLAC) of Oklahoma City 

and who adapted, directed and choreographed the version of 

Where !! the Blood ~ Your Fathers? presented at the 

funeral. 

A contract in the FST files credits the piece to 

Bostic and Spillman whereas the program blurb calls it "a 

collective writing effort of the company." It probably 

originated with the company and was shaped and formalized by 

Spillman and Bostic. 

Roberts, still a teenager, was regularly receiving 

outstanding re-views. Cuthbert dubs her "the best possible 

advertisement the theater could have for its workshops, of 

which she is a graduate" ("curtain Lines • ") • 

8 
Based on the fact that Denise Nichols appeared in the 

latter, that she was then with the NEC and that Carter was 

an NEC writer, Apartment was probably also an NEC 

production. 

His other four 11besti' productions are ±.!:!. White 

America, Roots, Slave ~ and his own Ritual Murder (which 

he insists was written for but never produced by FST) . He 

credits Chakula Cha Jua with ~ Black Experience as does a 

fact sheet distributed at the funeral but the typescript 

also lists 11 [Leppaine] Chiphe Cha Jua. 11 
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l.O 
That same summer FST sponsored two performances by 

the NORD Swnmer Funshop Players of ~ You Want ~ £! 

Free? (The play is in Hatch & Shine 263-77.) 

l.l 
Most of t."':l~ poems can be found in Hughes 1 ~ 

Poems. "The Backlash Blues" and "Question and Answer" are 

in the Randall anthology. 11 Good Moni:tng • • • 11 and "Let 

America Be • " are in the typescript in the archives. 

It is dated in Ward's use of eye dialect, a device 

common in earlier decades with both Blacks and whites writ

ing about uneducated Blacks but one used much less frequent 

ly today. This use presents problems only in the reading, 

not in the performance. 

].3 

Originally titled Private Places and Public Trust, 

the manuscript was labeled "a work in progress"; however the 

only difference between the two versions is the title. 

l.4 
The play was revised for the 1.977 revival and it is 

probably this version that I have. It is marked 11 Copyright 

1972-3 11 and sets the time as February ~974-75. O'Neal 

points out that all these scripts are "scripts in progress", 

that they were constantly being revised--before, during and, 

presumably, after performance--so that comments on a parti

cular typescript may not apply to preceding or succeeding 

versions (Personal interview) • 
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15 
The script from 0 'Neal's own files is an early 

version titled 2!!.!Y. the Strong survive but it is unlikely 

that revisions salvaged the script. 

16 
I:t is impossible to date the existing scripts with 

precision. I presume that the typescript from O'Neal's own 

fil.e titled Where ~the Blood 2! Your Fathers? and de

scribed simply as "A Working Project of the Free Southern 

Theater" with a 1972 copyright is the earliest typed ver

sion; this presumption is reinforced by a handwritten note 

on the title page: "Marilyn--This is a rough draft. I '11 

let you see it at the next stage of development too--Love 

Johr... 11 I: further presume that the typescript from the 

Amistad archives titled the saJD.e as above and still credited 

only to the Workshop is the second state and that the archi

val copy of the light cue script with the authorship credit 

modified by the addition of "Edited by John 0 1 Neal" and with 

a slight change in the subtitle is the third state. Another 

script from o•Neal•s files which combines handwritten seg

ments with paste-ups from earlier scripts must be from 1977 

because actors 1 names which are written in match those on 

the program. I am simply guessing that the other two 

versions are interim performance scripts. Too, excerpts 

were done on various occasions so there may have been almost 

as many versions as places of performance. The one rather 

attenuated script which is missir.·:r transitional material 
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(and for which I have onl.y Act I) may be a cutting made for 

one of these special showings. 

17 
This definitely is not the 1.977 version being re-

viewed: actors mentioned do not match the '77 cast nor in 

the 1 77 program is 11 choreographer11 misspelled. It may have 

been an interim production since only 0 1 Neal is credited 

and since it seems somewhat more complex than that discussed 

by Spillman and Larose in 197 4. 

18 
The adaptation by Bostic adhered, as best as I 

recall, to none of these but ca~e closest to the two-act 

scripts detailed above. Unfortunately it was not the best 

of performances/productions and failed to have the impact I 

expected. 

19 
The script I have is dated 1974 and bears a C2 

notation, indicating that it is a revised version. 

20 
Recently O'Neal introduced You Can't Judge ~ Book~ 

L-ooking ~ the Cover: Sayings from the Life and Writings 2! 

Junebuq ~ ~ = vol.. ~ which was presented as a work 

in progress in Atlanta and was done by the Wisdom Bridge 

Theater in Chicago before being presented at the FST funeral 

in New Orleans. According to the program notes, it tells 

the tale of Po Tatum, JJJ' s childhood mentor, who left home 

at 17 for "the promised land of Chicago. 11 It shows how 
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people have to leave their rural homes for the city which 

"is often the source of their undoing." 

Barbara King is credited as co-author and, according to 

the program, is already working with O'Neal on a third 

Junebug play. This second volume also involved steve Kent 

who worked with O'Neal on the first play. 

I have an in-progress script, "a series of episodes" 

which need "an introductory piece that establishes the pur-

pose, time, place and circumstances" and 11 a summary piece 

that recapitulates the experience and frames it off in some 

way" (Letter from O'Neal to Dr. Carolyn Rocamora, of the 

Phil.adelphia Festival. Theater, 1.9 Dec. l.9S2; author's 

files). O'Neal planned to organize the piece around the 

premise that "arrogance leads to its own downfall, (even if 

it could use a little encouragement from tiDe to time} 11 

(Letter). The ''series of episodes 11 is, however, too sketchy 

to provide a good idea of the completed work. And unfor-

tunately I had to leave the funeral before the performance. 

However, Dr. Jones says that it measures up the the 

first Junebug show. 

21 
Program notes in the Piedmont Playbill (September/ 

October 1984) for the JJJ production at UNC-Greensboro give 

this explana·~-{on: 

Written by John O'Neal with research and support from 
Ron Castine and Glenda Lindsay, the first version of the 
piece was the last production of the Free Southern 
Theatre [sic] and was directed by curtis King of 
Dallas. After a year of touring, a long collaboration 
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with Steven Kent began. The result •.• was that a 
revised production • • • became the l.ast production of 
the Provisional Theatre of Los Angeles. Thus, Junebug 
has the dubious distinction [of] having been the last 
production of two historically significant theatre 
groups (9). 

22 
To date 0 'Neal has refused to release the rights to 

JJJ to anyone else. Larry Leon Hamlin of the North Carolina 

Black Repertory Theatre is aching to do Junebug; it would be 

interesting to see if the script holds up as well under 

someone else's interpretation. 
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110ur failures are more important 
than wl1at we succeeded at. The 
greatest value in what Free 
Southern Theater did was in 
making the right mistakes. 11 

-- John O'Neal 

CHAPTER VII: 

THE LEGACY: PERSONAL AND PUBLIC 

Al.though functionally dead since 1980, legally dead 

since 1983 and officially buried in 1985, FS'I' will live in a 

sense as l.ong as O'Neal tours m. But does it live in 

other ways? Did it leave a legacy? Or was it simply one of 

many theatres that have flared and folded, leaving no real 

contribution to other theatres, to their community or to the 

wider world? 

The personal bequests are significant: O'Neal's con

tinually developing artistry and audience, Moses' profes-

sional success, Cha Jua' s and Salaam's ongoing involvement 

in theatre and the New orleans cultural comm~-lity, Bostic's 

and Martin's theatrical careers which were nurtured in the 

FST workshops, Dent's return and commitment to New Orleans 

and the Black collUUuni ty. Erika Munk of the Village Voice 

credits FST with being instrumental in developing her ideas 

(. . • Project). Surely too there were others, workshop 

participants probably, who were marked by what the FST 

introduced. Dent has said that "at its best, at its height" 
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FST was more than a theatre; it was a cultural center, and 

perhaps its chief value arose from its exposing so many folk 

to the possibility that they too could be culturally active 

and that the arts could make a difference (. • • Project) . 

O'Neal echoes this idea: art doesn't change the way people 

think; if people are changed by art 1 they are changed 

through participation (. • • Project) . 

Thus over the years, through its workshops in New 

orleans and through direct contact with audience :members 

during the tours--particularly in post-performance discus

sions--FST did make it possibl.e for people to participate 

or, at least, to understand that they could participate. In 

this individual respect then, FST made a mark. 

But no one I have talked with (Schechner, Dent, S~laam, 

O'Neal) will hazard a guess as to whether or not FST per

formances had arty deep effect on the audiences. Surely some 

of the ideas generated by the performances and discussions-

especially during those first years of touring rural Missis

sippi and Alabama--must have not only opened some cultural 

vistas but must have stirred some consciences. A critical 

conscience, however, does not necessarily translate into 

productive action. It is unlikely that FST in itself 

wrought any real societal or even attitudinal changes among 

its audiences. (There are of course those who would argue 

that the Movement as a whole accomplished no real changes.) 
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On the other hand, Schcchner thinks that "during its 

time of urgency, it did communicate to a lot of people" and 

that it was part of a network of contributors: he argues 

that obviously the Deep South has changed considerably over 

the past twenty years; while much remains the same, there 

are "absolute and profound changes as well" and FST t::an be 

seen as a contributor to these changes although that contri

bution cannot be measured (Personal interview) • 

Gaffney presents the problem of influence in these 

terms: "Perhaps FST was born out of time. The Black com

munity is not ..• ready to sur;.port a radical, or even 

challenging, Black theaterii ("Black Theater • • " 1.3). He 

al.so points out a flaw in the Theater 1 s original goal of 

bringing culture to these Southern communi ties: the problem 

is NOT one of introducing culture to the Blacks--they al

ready have a rich heritage--but of developing self-identity 

and awareness (11). He claims, and I agree, that "as a 

revolutionary force, the FST . • . failed to echo in art 

that which the Black Movement [was] expressing in politics 11 

(l.1). 

0 1 Neal attributes this problem of FST 1 s failure as a 

revolutionary force to the fact that FST was 11 a reflection 

of the Movement" which was already becoming passe when the 

Theater was born; furthermore he sees the Black Power Move

ment as coming to the end of its philosophical rope by the 

late 1 60s and asking questions such as "why are we not 
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winning?" and "why are the mass-es of Black people not only 

no better off but perhaps worse off [economically] than 

before the Movement?" Thus follows the question: 11 'What 

did revol.utionary REALLY mean?'" For 0 1 Neal the revolu

tionary thr'..tst became Marxist but he could not arouse the 

same commitment among other members of the FST (Personal 

interview) • And, as suggested above, his very strong 

commitment to Marxist methods probably contributed to FST' s 

problems. 

The Movement artists, he believes, were naive--politi

cally and economically. And their art of course reflects 

this naivet~. He has observed that "the art work of the 

'60s is liJUited by the philosophical shortsightedness of the 

move!D.ent itself" and that it "is more important as histori

cal data than as an aesthetic product" ("Art and the M.,ve

ment11 80). Tom Brown of Spelman College notes the short-

comings of Black Power-inspired art in that era: 11 ••• as 

long as one cried and spoke of hew good it was to be Black, 

it was considred artistic11 ( 11Black Theater • • • Comeback11 

58). The era, in effect, was conducive to polemics, not 

poetry--although at their best, productions emerging from 

these movements (at the FST and other Black theatres) merged 

the two successfully. 

The definitive history of the Movement and analysis of 

its effects is yet to be written. Perhaps when it is toJ:rit

ten, FST' s relation to it will be clarified. Joseph Hurley 
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goes too far, I suspect, when he credits FST with being none 

of the fullest flowerings of the brief period when SNCC, 

CORE, SCLC and other civil rights groups managed to sus-

pend . . the philosophical and procedural differences 

dividing them •.•• 11 Yet O'Neal probably shortchanges his 

offspring and the Movement when he laments thai: earlier 

Black artists, those who worked from 1918 until 1940, were 

better than those of the '60s because they worked from a 

stronger philosophical base and that the work in FST had 

been "basically egocentric" ("Art and the Movement" 80-81). 

Certainly after its ties with the Movement loosened, 

the FST was isolated both from the mainstream of Black Power 

politics and Bl.ack theatre although key troupe members did 

try to remedy this in later years with their visits to other 

theatres and their participation in the Black Theatre 

Alliance and in ROOTS. But their contac't. with other 

people 1 s theatres of the era remained loose. As Vantile 

Whitfield (now chief executive officer of Arts Media Ser

vices in Washington, D.C., which provides advice and assis

tance to neigf'IJJorhood arts groups, and once director of the 

National Endowment for the Arts 1 Expansion Arts Program) 

points out, by the beginning of the 170s there were some 160 

Black theatre groups (of which fewer than 70 survive) (. 

Project). FST helped spawn one or two, was in touch with 

some half dozen more, but knew little o:c nothing about most. 

This isolation hampered the Theater in its pursuit of mate-
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rial and methods to convey its message. Not only did the 

group lack valuable interchange with similar groups, because 

of this isolation, it perceived its work as nniq-ue; an 

understanding of its place in the historical/theatrical 

continuum could have pointed to helpful lessons in how to 

make a touring people's theatre viable. 

Nor was FST ever able to identify its audience. Was its 

primary community those rural towns of the Black Belt or was it 

New Orleans? Was that audience Black only? For 0 1 Neal the 

revolutionary thrust crossed racial lines: 

It 1 s clear that the majority of oppres5ed people in 
this country are white people • • • which is often 
overlooked by the ~"hite people who are in fact op
pressed.. • . . With all this racist claptrap being 
spread around, they are encouraged to think of them
selves as a part of t..'lle privileged few when in fact 
they are simply victims. • • • It's also true that an 
extraordinarily large percentage of Black people [and 
others such as Native Americans] ••• a-re being op
pressed and exploited (Personal interview) • 

The FST did not reach these expanded audiences or even really 

attempt to establish such cross-cultural presence. It was 

hampered even in reaching the target audiencas since, as 

O'Neal also points out, FST members were not members of 11 the 

Black masses" but among 11the Black [and white] privilegedu 

(Personal interview) • For that matter, it was not always 

clear that they were playing for the uBlack masses 11 ; some 

of the plays definitely did not stem from the experience of 

these masses. 

The split among early FST key people as to the Black-

white approach was only one of the dichotomies holding back 
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the Theater. There were also the argument over building a 

community theatre or concentrating on touring, the tension 

between pursuing personal professional goals and committing 

energy to FST, the diffusion of energies in peripheral 

projec-ts (such as the booking agency) as well as the dif

ferences in political philosophies--all contributed to a 

blurring of purpose and procedure. 

Aggravating the split between the pro-community empha

sizers and the pro-professional tour advocates was, for the 

first five years, the New Orleans-New York separateness. 

Two boards do net a smooth operation make. And the New York 

supporters had been, and continued to be, attracted by the 

idea of FST' s brave ventures into the dark hinterlands of 

the south; this original concept was what made the FST 

different. New York, after all, had its own struggling 

Black community theatres that were worthy of support--Teer 1 s 

NBT, Bullins and Macbeth 1 s New Lafayette, Ward 1 s NEC among 

others. But the initial concept of what the FST would do 

and where it would do these things is what grabbed the 

imagination of the press and New York theatre people. And 

it is undoubtedly what grabbed the foundation monies that 

were finally forthcoming. So when FST decided to focus on a 

New Orleans theatre, !!!Uch of its New York appeal dissipated. 

And whereas it was building a loyal following in those 

small rural collliCuni ties--communi ties that had adopted FST as 

their theatre--the competition and audience diversity in New 
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Orleans were never squarely faced. Because it never found 

its community, FST never built the type of suppo:tt that has 

enabl.ed some of it contemporaries to survive. Val Ward, for 

instance, s.ays that what has kept Kuwnba alive have been 

•• 'the people in our community •.•• There was always some 

church, some business, some organization we could turn to 

for help ••• 111 ("Black Theater ••• Comeback" 61). 

0 1 Neal has also said that the concept of a 11 free" 

theatre was a toe-stubber for FST: 

We tried to be a free theater. We meant three things 
by free. • • • We meant free in the sense of freedom of 
[the Movement] • We meant free in the sense of having 
freedom to explore all the options of the medium we 
were working in. And finally we meant free in terms of 
cost • . • (. . • Project} . 

This last idealistic concept--that people should net have to 

pay for what was their due--was "ultimately • • • the un

doing" of FST. It failed, he says, to take into account 

t.liat people investing all their time and energies into such 

a project must have recompense. 

0 'Neal approaches the key problem, I think, when he 

says that FST produced good work but never reached its 

maximum potential: 

• • • the artistic and political potential of our work 
is far greater than anything we have actually been able 
to do. We have not created works which adequately il
luminate those values or actions which the masses of 
people recognize as being helpful • . • to their strug
gle to improve the quality and character of our collec
lective life ("Art and the Movement" 83}. 
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Gaffney put it this way: 

The idealistic tenets of its young founders • . • have 
somehow lost their eloquence in the face of the "real" 
South. • • • [T]he FST has failed to echo in art that 
which the Black Movement is expressing in politics 
("Black Theater • • • " 11.) • 

The FST, like the New Lafayette and NBT, was searching 

--probably too hard--for new forms and images. Their fail-

ure to transform Black theatre was a failure of the times, 

a failure to set realistic reachable goals. Yet in that 

failure to build a distinctive Black idiom was a nugget of 

success. FST, and its cohorts, did bring new life into the 

Black (and therefore American) theatre with its exuberant 

embrace of music and poetry and open emotion. Specific 

movements (such as that toward ritual) may fail, but they 

frequently leave their distinctive marks, enriching the 

theatre (or other art) for those to follow. 

Those works, particularly O'Neal's, which were not 

direct offspring of the Black Liberation Movement but which 

steinm.ed from the more general American sociopolitical 

situation zemain viable today. In the mid-' 80s we are 

realizing how little the larger picture of A:merican life has 

really changed since those heady years of the 1 60s. 

Talent abounded on the FST staff and in the FST work-

shops; some of the original work is worthy of refinement and 

remounting. And sc:m.e of it is still being produced but only 

sporadically and only on small local scales. Somehow FST-

despite its national and New York coverage--never broke into 
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the Black consciousness, let alone the national. Probably 

more people in New York City than in the South knew about 

the group. 

In the same way, as suggested above, it never captured 

the New Orleans imagination even when the Theater began to 

get good local press coverage and settled into a community 

rol.e. 11A Proposal for the Initiation of a Process to Build 

Professional Theater in Louisiana" sets out the basic re-

quirement for success: 

At the center of a strong theater program is an artis
tic vision, a particular artistic vision~ . . . integ
ral to the life of a given community •••. It [a 
theatre] must grow out of that community in some organ
ic way. The successful theater will reflect the lives 
and interests of its audience and will serve to improve 
the quality and character of life in the community (ts, 
0 'Neal's files) • 

FST did not grow out of the New Orleans community but came 

into it. It seems to have always been the stranger on the 

block. 

FST suffered from excesses of the era. More than that, 

it suffered from personal conflicts, ideological conflicts 

and procedural conflicts. It suffered even more from lack 

of sustained managerial skills and fuzziness of focus. 

These in turn contributed to more serious problems: the 

inability to build a persona or produce a body of uniquely 

identifiable works. 

What is amazing is not that FST died but that it sur-

vived for as long as it did. And in surviving, it did 

influence other people's theatres that are at work today. 
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Martha Jones was wrong in 1972 (1.2-13) and Mance Williams 

was wrong in 1.985 (62) when t-lley credited FST with being a 

parent to the modern Black 't.!.'leatre movement; the Black 

theatre movement began generations before the FST. Nor was 

it parent to the more general. people • s theatre movement. 

That too has a much l.onger history. 

Perhaps FST' s continual poor health and eventual demise 

can be summed up by saying that the Theater was born in the 

wrong time (at the end of the Civil Rights Movement) and 

brought up in the wrong place (New Orleans) and that it was 

never subjected to the proper discipline. The groups, such 

as :Kuwnba in Chicago and Jomandi in Atlanta, that are 

thriving today learned to live without the grant monies. 

Perhaps even more important, they built for themselves a 

clear persona. Martha Jones, co-director of Jomandi, cred-

its that group's success to its "concentrated effort to 

carve out a particular niche on the Atlanta entertainment 

scene." She elaborates on this: 

The audience we have gained comes to us because we have 
very consciously chosen our themes. • • • Jomandi 
involves various disciplines in the rendering of a 
dramatic work. People find that they are uniquely 
drawn not only by what we do, but by the way we do it 
("Black Theater •• o Comeback" 61) o 

FST had no consistent theme nor continuity in its production 

and training approaches. 

Still FST did leave and continues to leave its mark and 

to serve as one source of inspiration for those few who view 
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theatre as more than Broadway entertainment, who believe in 

it as a tool in the centuries-old struggle between hWllanity 

and its oppressors. O'Neal sums it up by saying that "the 

greatest value to be gleaned from the . • • struggle to 

build the FST is the understanding that politics and art are 

integral to each other" ( 11 ••• Living in the Danger Zone" 

13). 

The FST sent out during its two decades numerous mes

sages--political messages, personal messages and, above all: 

messages about the integral worthiness of the honest human. 

Moreover by its very existence, ten':lous though it often was, 

the FST says to all of us that the dream, when it is dreamed 

by people of courage and concern, can be made real. 

People 1 s theatre in various guises is stronger in the 

United States today than in the decades before FST and its 

cohorts appeared upon the scene. The Free Southern Theater 

is an inspiration to lD.any of those working in that theatre 

just as it was an inspiration to those who birthed and bred 

it. It seelD.s unlikely that the plays themselves that o:::::a.me 

out of the FST will outlive their century. (Let us hope 

they do not, for if they do, that will be an indictment of 

American society.) But the Theater itself exemplifies the 

doctrine of theatre as a lD.essenger. This is its legacy. 
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APPENDIX I 

The Picket 

by Val Ferdinand (Kalamu ya Salaam) 

(NOTE: Spelling, punctuation, etc. have been transcribed 
as they appear in the original script except where punctua
tion is needed for clarification cr an error is obviously 
typographical. This practice has been maintained fer the 
scripts foll.owing. ) 

CAST 

RABBIT:* Loose, bearded, hatted, touches Joyce often 
throughout play, voice is heavier, dangerous, 
louder than all others, walks slowly 

JOYCE: Attractive, holds a large brown wallet, is wearing 
shorts and a sweatshirt of local college or 
university, speaks slowly 

GEORGE: Tall, neat, articulate, papers stick out of his 
shirt pocket, has ring of keys hanging from his 

belt, gestures with his hands constantly, calm, 
even voiced 

PICKETER: Dark girl, walks slowly, wearily, is wearing a big 
straw sun hat, sneakers, and blue cotton dress or 
shift 

WHITE 
GIRL: 

Dark girl with bush, wears babu and small glaring 
white mask, gestures are all exaggerated, smiles 
constantly when fauing someone, otherwise looks 
toward the floor. 

The stage is bare. No lights. White girl stands with back 

~~n~~~!~~~~ ~~:s~~g~~~i;e~h:~: ~~~! ~~~u~~~eA-2~:ayA~ ~ 
music begins three spotlights come full on at downstage 
left, upstage right, and at upstage center. All action 
takes place within these lights. After lights are full on, 
Picketer with only a broom stick in hand begins walking very 
slowly counterclockwise (if stage has wings, half the route 
should be off stage) • George enters from downstage right 
and remains, begins gestures as if talking with soi:Leone, 
occasional pats on the back and handshakes. White girl 
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faces audience, comes up into spotlight and gestures (with 
appropriate exaggerations) as if passing out leaflets. At 
music's end all. action freezes and spotl.ights are turned 
off. Rabbit and Joyce enter from downstage left, stop, look 
toward picketer, Rabbit is closer to audience with his arm 
around Joyce 1 s shoulder. Spotlight on picketer is on now. 

RABBIT: 

JOYCE: 

RABBIT: 

JOYCE: 

RABBIT: 

Hey I didn't know they were picketing down here. 

Who is? 

NAACP sign says. 

What employment? 

I guess so. Come on let's find out. 

(They move to spot where picketer turns to face 
audience) 

Hey what's this all about? 

PICKETER: I can't talk while I'm walking but you see that 
guy down by the mailbox, he 1 11 fill you in. 

(Points with one arm towards George, simultaneously 
spot on George comes on) 

RABBIT: Thanks. Come on Joyce. 

(Spot out on Picketer. As they pass white girl spot 
comes on and they accept leaflet remaining in spot.) 

They 1 re protesting this store 1 s hiring policies. 
Say they don't hire no brothers. Here you want to 
read it? 

(Joyce takes leaflet, glances at it and puts it in her 
wallet~ Spot out. Rabbit and Joyce continue movement 
toward George~ Spot on George comes on. ) 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE' 
RABBIT: 

JOYCE: 

How long yall been out here? 

Not very long but with your help we can succeed. 

Yeah we read your thing. 

Are you members of the N double A c P? 
No man. 

I am. My father gets one for us every year. 
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RABBIT: 
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Well wouldn't you l.ike to join brother? We ha •.• 

Naw indeed. It ain 1 t nuthin' but a bunch of Toms 
controll.ed by white liberals frontin 1 integration 
as the answer to our people 1 s problems. 

No brother. We don • t insist that integration will 
cure all the problems of our people. And I must 
say that we are the largest civil. rights organiza
tion actively fighting for the rights of all. 
people in the United States. Many of our branches 
are as militant as any other organization you can 
name. 

OR baby. OK. I won't shop here but spare me the 
bullshit. 

(Rabbit and Joyce turn to leave. As ·;:hey do Rabbit 
runs into the white girl. The white girl drops the 
leaflets and Rabbit, Joyce and George help her pick 
them up. They are all still in the s:pu"t.light. As 
they finish the white girl. and George are standing 
together.) 

GEORGE: Wait a minute, aran•t you going to apol.ogize for 
what you. did? 

RABBIT: Man you ... 

JOYCE: We're sorry. It was an accident. 

GECRGE: W""hat about you brother? 

RABBIT: What abo~t me ••. brother! 

GEORGE: I • :m waiting .••• 

WHITE GIRL: Let it go George it was an accident l.ike she 
said. 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

JOYCE: 

GEORGE: 

No, people have got to learn to respect each 
other. This is what I mean by prejudice is not 
blind. 

Prejudice! Why •••• 

I said, we were sorry Gregory or whatever your 
name is. 

I didn't hear the good brother say anything and he 
did it. 
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And you won 1 t hear me say a damn thing either. 
Turns to Joyce) Come on Joyce let 1 s go. That's 
he first time I •ve ever seen a black boy protect
ing a white girl. 

(Starts to wal.k away. George puts a hand on Rabbit's 
shoulder) 

GEORGE: What did you say? 

RABBIT: I said that dUI!Ib nigger was about to get his ass 
kicked over some white bitch. (Has not yet faced 
George, speaking over downstage shoulder. ) 

GEORGE: Now you '11 have to apologize to me. 

RABBIT: Nigger get your motherfucking hands off me. 

(George drops his hand as Rabbit faces him) 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

I don 1 t mean to offend you brother ••.•• 

I ain't no brother of yours. You whitey's 
brother. What I got to apologize for? For 
calling you "nigger" or her a "white bitch". 
(shouting in George's face) 

No man, it's a simple matter of all people 
respecting each other. 

Who the hell you trying to fool. What you mean 
is, is that it's a simple matter of me--a black man 
apologizing to Miss Ann. 

The fact that the girl happens to be white has 
nothing to do with it. 

On the contrary baby, it has everything to do with 
it. You see that black girl carrying that sign 
down the street. If some hunky came up to her and 
spit on her would you demand that he apologize to 
her? 
You're confusing the issue brother. I'm just 
asking you to show a little common courtesy. 
To some white bitch. 

Why are you so intent on calling the girl a bitch? 

A white bitch. 

OK a white bitch? 
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GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 
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Why are you so intent on protecting her? Why 
aren't you out there protecting that black girl? 

You 1 re dodging the issue bra .••• 

You must be gettin 1 some from her! 

My people, my people. 

Don't "my people" me. 

Man why don't you just go ahead and apologize to 
the young lady. 

Fuck her! 

If that's the way you feel about it then it's no 
use in our fighting for you, it's no use in our 
picketing but you 111 see the light. Someone will 
tell you better. 

That 1 s the way I feel about it nigger and I better 
never catch her on my block or you either cause 
then I '11 have something to apologize for for 
truth. 

George and Rabbit glare at each other.) 

GEORGE: Are you a muslim or •••• 

RABBIT: Why I got to be a muslim, baby. The man done got you 
trained ain't he. Look at him Joyce ready to protect 
the flowers of the south at a moments notice. No, I ':m 
not a muslim and I '11 tell you something else, I '11 
tell you what you ain't. You ain't shit nigger! 

GEORGE: Please brother .•• 

RABBIT: Please shitt If you were half the :man you playing 
at you would try to kick my ass. You 1 d make me 

GEORGE: 

RABBIT: 

GEORGE: 

respect that white bitch hut you ain't shit. You 
ain 1 t going to do a godda.Iil!l thing. 

Brother let's not put our business in the street, 
we 1 re drawing a crowd. 

Well you take it inside nigger! 

(speaking to Joyce) I 1m sorry this happened. 
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You are sorry. About the sorriest black man :I've 
ever seen. 

JOYCE: Please, look why don't you forget about it. r 
don • t know about you but if you keep pushing him 
you•re qoinq to have to fight. So please we've 
had enough fiqhting among ourselves. 

GEORGE: I guess you're riqht. 

RABBIT: Call her a name, nigger and I 1 11 show you how to 
be the man you think you are. 

(After about a minute of glaring at each other George 
turns away and R2Wbit and Joyce move toward the 
Picketer stopping at the spotlight on center stage. 
As George turns his spot dies and center stage spot is 
lit just as Rabbit and Joyce reach it. 

If I thouqht he'd a fouqht back I think I would 
have kicked his ass. 

(Rabbit looks back toward George whose spot flickers on 
briefly revealinq him talking with the white girl. 
Rabbit turns again to face the Picketer, her spot 
comes on and George 1 s dies. ) 

JOYCE: Forqet about it. Be wasn•t worth the trouble. 

(Both Rabbit and Joyce move forward toward the picketer 
enterinq into her spotliqht. The white qirl is seen 
briefly in the center staqe spotliqht passinq out 
leaflets.) 

PICKETER: Did he tell you what you wanted to know? 

(Rabbit immediately turns to Joyce without answering 
the Picketer) 

RABBIT: Joyce, ask her can you carry her sign awhile. I 
want to talk to her. 

(Joyce goes over and exchanges the sign after a few 
words are passed. ) 

coUld you do me a favor? 

PICKETER: Depends. 

RABBIT: Go down there and tell that quy I slapped you and 
called you a black bitch. 
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PICXE~R: What? 

(Rabbit slaps the Picketer) 

RABBIT: Now bitch qo tell your boss what I did. 

(The picketer flees quickly. As she leaves all spots 
die out. center spot flickers on as she passes by the 
white girl. George's spot comes on as she approaches 
him. They exchange words. As she points toward 
Rabbit that spotlight comes on and then dies after a 
few seconds. ~a.y exchange exchange words again and 
the girl starts back toward Ra!:;bit very slowly. All 
spotlights are out. :In A Sentimental Mood starts 
again, very slowly. iheii the Pl.cketer reaches Rabbit 
the spotlight over them comes on. She goes over to 
Joyce to take her siqn back, passinq by Rabbit. She 
is blinking her eyes and obviously trying not to cry, 
brushing back the tears with her hand and also passing 
it across her face.) 

RABBIT: I'm '":ery sorry for what I did to you. Believe me 
! 'm sorry :I hit you, I sometimes go too far just 
to prove a point. 

PICKETER: I understand. (She avoids looking at Rabbit) 

RABBIT: I'm truly sorry. 

(Rabbit and Joyce leave staqe. The spot on the 
Picketer remains on until the music ends. ) 

*The name is spelled 11Rabitt11 on the first two pages but 
since 11Rabbitll occurs thereafter, the latter is assumed 
correct. 

@ 1972 by Val Ferdinand (KalaJilll ya Salaam) 

Permission of the author 
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APPENDIX II 

Bl.ack Liberation Army 

by Val Ferdinand (Kalamu ya Salaam) 

(Lights have been on for at l.east ten minutes. 3 musJ.cJ.ans 
should be sitting in audience with their axes (bottles, 
cans, and at least one instrument which the lead musician 
may or may not have technical knowledge of) they come for
ward one by one with the lead musician starting off and 
building a polyrhythmetic climax of screams and holl.ers 
(duri!'lg this number lights and other improvisations can and 
shoul.d be used) at climax of piece musicians should bow to 
each other and audience and return to their seats in the 
audience.) 

Lights dim and Lucky comes slowly onto the set with an 
unlighted cigarette in his left hand. 

LUCKY: Table like white women your l.egs to be fine .•.• how 
you doing chair, got a light? •.. vase you heard the 
story that the other day ••• that uh ••• you uh ••• 
they ••• uh, you have ••• yeak OK •.• al.right, 
al.right ••. cadill.acs, buicks, chevies, ol.ds, sting 
rays, pl.pouths, cougars, GT0 1 s 'n fords, uh ••• 
tabl.e I aint guil. ty ••• look here wal.l. whatcha say 
we go out tonight ••• OK, OK •.• (to the audience) you 
know I hates for people not to answer me when i 
tal.k to um (he wanders across stage) 

HAPPYJACK: (entering walks over to Lucky) l.ooka here boss, 
you let me hol.d five for tonight, just for to
night ••• 

LUCKY: No nigger, You got a l.ight? 

HAPPYJACK: No man but dig it, three bucks will. do til.l. •.• 

LUCKY: Man why don't you go hustl.e Rev. Cl.ark or a nun or 
something. 

HAPPYJACK: Aug man they got they game so tight till you got 
to go way five or six years just to l.earn the 
hustl.e. 

LUCKY: Yeah, I don't know which is worst, a cathol.ic or a 
christian. 
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HAPPYJACK: Yeah, look a buck and a half huh how bout it huh 
somethin come on man, damn. 

LUCKY: Man quit begging. That's the problem with our 
people now. They beg too much. Worst than a 
bunch of vultures sitting around, can't kill 
nuthing and won't nuthin die. 

HAPPYJACK: Yeah, you right. But man I'm hungry. 1md right 
now I 'm reaC.y to beg, borrow or steal.. 

LUCKY: Ain 1 t we all hungry for one thing or the other. 

HAPPYJACK: Yeh, you right. (Looking offstage right) Hey 
man, check it out. 

Peaches enters chewing gum 1 reading cheap comic book, walks 
past i:hem & s~.ts. Happyjack crosses over to her. 

HAPPYJACK: Hey baby! 

PEACHES: What the shit you want nigger. 

HAPPYJACK: (retreating) Aw nothing. Not a damn thing. 

LUCKY: (comes over E: stands n~t to Peaches) Whatcha 
reading there? 

(she ignores him) You got a light? 

PEACHES: Get lost! 

LUCKY: Look here baby you could learn to like me once you 
got to know me. 

PEACHES: Yeah, I bet. (smacking qum) 

LUCKY: Yeah I got me a boss record collection and .•• 

PEACHES: You got a car? 

LUCKY: No, but ••• (she ignores him again) .• never mind. 

TWo girls come in walking under an umbrella and laughing & 
gigc;ling pointing at various people in the audience and then 
laughing to themselves, they have on wigs of red & blonde, 

they sit down somewhere backstage. Enter negro militant 
(beard, dashiki, & big mouth) 
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TALK LOUD: All power to the people. Black power to black 
people. Horse power tc the cars! Right On! yo-yo. 
What's da matter wit you niggers. Don't yall 
realize that we is all slaves of the white man. 
We got to get togetha. What 1 s da matter wit you 
niggers. Don't yall understand nuthin. 

HAPPYJACK: Hey man you got a couple bills till tomorrow. 

TALK LOUD: Why don't you go rob ;3, bank. Everything the 
white man has belongs to you nigger. All you 
got to do is take it. It all. belongs to you. 
Ungawa, Black Power! 

HAPPYJACK: Never mind. You can't even change my mind much 
less get off some dust. 

TALK LOUD: We needs to understand who & what we are. Like 
them two bitches. Sisters don't you know how ugly 
you looks wit them hog-hair wigs on yo haids. 
(They giggle) We needs to or9anize. Of the pigs. 
Off the pigs. Oh yeah! 

PEACHES: I'm looking for a man with some money. 

TALK LOUD: Sister the movement needs black women. 

PEACHES: Yeah and black women needs green money. 

TALK LOUD: You all is so hung up on money. 

LUCKY: Hey Talk Loud how much money is you making with 
KNQP. 

HAPPYJACK: The K-N-what? 

LUCKY: The K-N-Q-P. Keep Niggers Quiet Program. He 
works for the poverty program. can't you tell. 
Look at that si~k dashiki. 

TALK LOUD: LOOK Here niggers. Yall wants to do somethin. 
WE Burn this damn place down. Right nah. Burn it 
to the ground. 

LUCKY: Talk Loud you got a light? 

HAPPYJACK: How much money you make with that nigger 
program? 
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TALK LOUD: Man I don't make no money. I'm out here trying 
to help my people. All power to the people. 
Black ••• 

LUCKY: 

x ••• : 

Shucktime, fat mouthin, no count nigger you is 
:making $700 dollars a month for doing nothing but 
keepin niggers quiet. 

(entering on crutches) This sun is not our star. 
White men are walking live red flower pot titty 
pink grass we should be more l.ight years beyond 
apollo l!loon probes. They burned the l.st nigger 
astronaut to a crisp. Pul.l the plugs out of all 
electric computers and punch your l.ight bills, and 
electric bills. and all other bills full. of holes 
with ice picks~ 

TALK LOUD: This is hoo-doo. Don't listen to this mess. 
What we need to do •••• 

X ••• : To do, do too, two do's do do to & what we need is 
not to do but to be, to be/do only not what others 
tell us to do but onliest dos what we wants to do. 

TALK LOUD: Nigger you sick. Peace, power, pigs, whiskey, 
grass. Later on, Power! Power! All power to the 
people. Nigger power to niggers. Right on. 
Wrong off. Almost ir... Nearly out. (he exits, in 
a hurry) 

X ••• : Green cheese is not a man they say but we say 
green cheese is round bout the other side or it 
aint even worth that. Donald Duck is more real 
than the last 37 ducks what been quacking for our 
entertainment which is to say he may not been 
nearly so funny if he'd been created by Walt Dizzy 
instead of selected by hunky americans. Dizzyland 
is the white house and mickey mouse our next 
president. 

Musicians come on stage, bowing to everyone 

x ••. : 
VOICE: 

x ... : 

red sofas. 

(from offstage) all clear 

(dropping crutches & moving to center of stage) 
Watu weusi. Umoj a! 

At X ••. 1 s command everyone falls into two ranks and when 
name is called responds with clenched fist over the heart. 
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Tonight is panther walk. All the city must burn. 
Lucky you check the left, Happyjack you take the 
right. 

They exit to wings of stage and sta:td on lookout 

X ••• : City Hall. 

PEACHES: Check. 

X ••• : Downtown stores. 

TWO GIRLS: Check. 

X ••• : Water Plant. 

lst MUSICIAN: Me and Lucky got that. Check. 

x ... : Police Headquarters. 

2nd & 3rd MUSICIANS: Check. 

x ... : Airport. (no answerjhe repeats louder) Airport! 

PEACHES: I :believe Happyjack got that. 

x ... : (hollering down to Happyj ack) Happyj ack you got 
the airport. 

HAPPYJACK: Right On. Check. 

x ... : 

LUCKY: 

x ... : 

We go at 11:30. It's 9:4 .••.. 

(running onstage) Cool it. Pigs coming. 

(picking up crutches) Salaam! 

ALL: Salaam. 

x ••• leaves, going offstage in Happyjack's direction 

LUCKY: Let's sing a song. (Lucky raises his hands and 
counts out a beat. On the downbeat everybody 
beqi:. ..... singing but every person is singing a dif
ferent song. Lucky is directing his ass off. Two 
negroes dressed in suits enter and stand watching 
and listening for awhile and then shake their 
heads and go over to Lucky. Everybody stops sing
ing when the pigs approach Lucky but Lucky con
tinues directing. ) 

1st PIG: We looking for a man what calls himself X •.• 
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PEACHES: ::r•m looking for a man with some money. 

HAPPYJACK: ME man, I'm just looking for some dust. How 
bout a buck till the eagle flies. 

2nd PJ:G: (to lst Pig) What's the matter with these neg
roes. our people need to quit acting the fool and 
begging so much. 1'hey need to get a job and do 
something constructive instead of just laying 
around on the streets. 

Shouts of 11Rig'ht on,'' 11Yeah, You Right, 11 and troink, Oink'' 
come from the people onstage & [are] directed at the two 
negro pigs. 

1st PIG: See you all just don••·. know no better. cause if 
you did, you wouldn't be acting the way you 
acting. 

ALL: Yeah you right. Right on. Right on. Oink, Oink. 

2nd P:IG: Come on. We're wasting our time with these 
nigqers. 

ALL: Right Onl Rig'ht On! Oink, Oink, Yeah, You Right! 
Oink, Oink! 

'I'he pigs start to leave and Lucky goes over to them and 
motions for a light. They stop and just stare at him. 

LUCKY: Would either of you qentlemen happen to have a 
light? 

~e Pigs ignore Lucky and walk away. 

LUCKY: I hates for people not to answer me when I talks 
to um ••• 

The lllusicians begin playing again & everybody slowsly drifts 
offstage, some into the audience, when musicians leave staqe 
all is quiet then very, very loud explosion from back 
of theater wfh screams & shouts/salaam 

i'HE BEGDINING (hopefUlly) 

@1972 by Val Ferdinand (Kalamu ya Salaam) 

Permission of the au~or 
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APPENDIX III 

Feathers and Stuff 

by Tom oe:nt 

SCENE: Leroy and Jennie are ushered into Mr. Robinson 1 s 
apartment. It is as snazzily furnished as possible, 
paintings on the wall, liquor around, a few unusual 
anciques--well not so much expensively furnished as 
unusually, but comfortably furnished. 

TIME: Now. It is earl.y evening, after dinner. 

ROBINSON: Yes, sit anywhere. Anywhere. This is just my 
little hangout. Please feel at home. I hate 
formality. 

LEROY: New York is a real gas. 

ROBINSON: And now I would like to introduce you to my 
private secretary, Miss Jeanne Smithers. Miss 
Smithers is a recent graduate of Bryn Mawr 
College in Philadelphia. I don't know what I 
would do without her. 

(Smithers, Leroy, and Jennie greet each other.) 

ROBINSON: I'm sorry I couldn't arrange this meeting earlier. 
I'm interested in your project. You know, New 
Orleans is the most incredible city. You don't 
know how fortunate you are to be there, able to 
see every Mardi Gras. Pl. ease, would. you like a 
drink? 

(They go through the drink bit. Robinson offers gin and 
tonics.) 

LEROY: Well, that's what we're here about, Mardi Gras. 
When you grow up with something it ain't so 
groovy. But damn, Mardi Gras is special.. Of 
course, our whol.e gang gets up early to see the 
Indians. 
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POBINSON: Yea, tell me about your Indians. :It's the most 
intriguing of •••••• of racial and cultural 
phenomenon. 

JENNIE: Really, it's just fantastic! out of sight! Posi
tively oriqinal, not to be duplicated anywhere in 
the western hemisphere, Africa either. 

LEROY: The whole scene is totally a qroove, of course 
(smiles at Miss Smithers) everybody just gets down 
bees real. 

ROBINSON: Well, I must say, I was excited when I was there 
in 1955. I was traveling through the south for my 
father. I was in Atlanta at the time and my 
friend said, 110h, oh LOuie, we must go to the 
Mardi Gras. 11 So we left a martini and some 
delightful friends at a restaurant and--well ••• we 
just went. My greatest thril.l, of course, would 
have been to see King Zulu, but by the time we got 
there everyone told us he was through for the day. 

LEROY: (snapping his fingers excitedly) Damn! Zulu! 
Yeeeaaa! That 1 s another project someone 1 s got to 
do. (Smiles at Mr. Robinson) For another time. 

JENNIE: But Zulu, Zulu, well Zulu has become ... well, let 
us say compromised. It used to be more swinging 
than it is now. The NAACP, you know. Respectable 
niqq ••• Nearoes. (sighs) But this Indian thing 
we 1 re after, this Indian dress culture, this is 
pure very, very, very, ~ few white people see 
that. Those cats are bad, and they have their own 
rituals, and they've maintained them, and their 
own costumes. Why the Indian Mardi Gras ••• 
phenomenon ••• is like nothing else in northern 
America. 

LEROY: We believe of course it's a black thing. 

JENNIE: That's one of the things our study will 
substantiate. 

LEROY: Yea. We qon check out some of them tribes to see 
what they got going. 

SMITHERS: (doubtfully) Is that what the $20,000 for travel 
to Indian reservations is for? 

LEROY: Mostly. That 1 s correct, Miss Smithers. 
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ROBINSON: (after a pause) Well., it all does sound so 
fascinating. Tell me more details about the 
dances. The da.'"'lce rituals and the costumes. 

JENNIE: Well I think Leroy :::an tell it best. 

LEROY: As far as we know, the tradition started about 200 
years ago, when blacks, mostly escaped slaves and 
sl.ave rebel leaders many straight from Africa, un
spoil.ed by the cha[tter]s of Western civilization, 
used to co-mingle with the Indians who was giving 
the white man hell in Louisiana. There was .•. like 
man there was this fantastic unoffical like al
liance between the black :man and the red man in 
Louisiana. Like when them cats would skiddo from 
them horrible sugar plantations they would make a 
bee l.ine for the Choctaw tribes up t._l:le river from 
New Orleans (gets up, his voice rising with 
excitement) and man •.. they -,.,..culd say to them red 
:n1en, l:let is go down and wipe them moth ••• slav~
owners out, let's come up with a raid, I'll be 
yawll' s quide11 , and man that • s how it started, 200 
years ago, this fantastic alliance between the 
blacks and the reds in Louisiana. 

SMITHERS: Why ••• why that's ••• that's fantastic. I never 
heard that before. 

JENNIE: 

LEROY: 

I guess they don 1 t teach that at Bryn Mawr. 

But it's true! And the blacks of Louisiana, that 
is New Orleans, have honored this tradition ever 
since. Not the Creoles. Not those amalgamated 
colored who thought they were white and wanted to 
be white •••• 

ROBINSON: Of course. 

LEROY: (pointing • • . at Mr. Robinson) But the real 
blacks, and man, when they started Mardi Gras-some 
of those blacks said we • re gonna honor this alli
ance, we made with the red men, they our friend, 
we had a groovy thing together. The white man 
done messed over both of us, we gon dress up like 
Indians and fuck up the white man • s mind. And 
man they dressed up in red man suits •.•• You know 
what they wear, feathers and all that shit, and 
they come out hopping early in the morning, and 
it's old New Orleans tradition that they do this 
cause they wanted to fuck over the white man 1 s 
mind. (jumps up) Man they come out like this 
(goes into a wild dance, lifting his feet high) 
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ROBINSON: Wow! It's so exciting. 

LEROY: Don't interrupt. And man them cats is jumping 
around with their blades (still dancing like an 
Indian war dance) , and people be crowding around 
them looking at their feathers, and when people 
ask them. something they just say 1 don 1 t bother me 
nigger' and go on and on. Next thing you know 
they gone (knocks over a tablec) 

SMITHERS : Oh! My God! 

JEh'1UE: Leroy! 

ROBINSON: That's all right, Roy. That's all right. Don't 
worry about the table. It's just an old antique. 
My, you do that dance well. 

LEROY: 

JENNIE: 

(picking up the table) Man, that scene ••• Man, that 
scene ••••••••. It 1 s just toooooooooooooooo Much. 
It should be studied. Got to be studied. Some
body just got to study it. 

(rather apologetically) Leroy did get rather 
carried away. 

ROBINSON: (after a long pause) Well ••••• I don't think ••••• we 
have available •.•••• what you requested. $50,000 
would simply be out of our reach. Do you 
feel ••••. you could revise your budget .•••••• 
to say •••••••. $35, ooo? 

LEROY: Yea 

JENNIE: (cutting him off) I think ••••••• I think we could. 
We could cut out some of the travel here, some of 
the travel there. It would still be a valuable 
study. 

LEROY: How soon ..•••. how soon •••••• how soon do you think 
we can be funded? 

ROBINSON: (smiling) Oh not long. I would say a month. 

JENNIE: 

You'll hear from me in a formal letter. 

You should come visit us in New Orleans. That is 
at Mardi Gras. 

ROBINSON: I'd love to. But I'm so busy. You know how it 
is. 



LEROY: 

JENNIE: 

We '11 turn you on to some first-hand, raw 
experience. 

We' d better be going now. 
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(they exit) 

Later by themsel. ves 

JENNIE: 

LEROY: 

JENNIE: 

LEROY: 

JENNIE: 

LEROY: 

(cracking up with laughter) That was too much. 
Man them jive hunkies believe anything. But you 
almost ruined it when you knocked over the table. 

Shit, :r planned that. They think a nigger ain 1 t 
dancing unl.ess he knocks over something or cuts 
somebody. .we got away clean. For a while there, 
when he started sta.JlllD.ering out ' out of our reach' 
I thought I was gonr.a have to give that cat some 
bad action. We got away clean. 

Two hundred years ago! Lord have mercy! I never 
heard anything like that in my life! 

Two hundred years, three hundred years. What's 
the difference 

Al.l I got to say, is Leroy you one hustlin 
motherfucker. 

It's an old ritual, baby. An old ritual. 

(they exit) 

@ 1986 by Tom Dent Permission of the author 
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APPENDIX IV 

Poetry and Poetry Show Formats 

~Are The~ (Poetry Show) FST 

(NOTE: I have two formats for ~ Are the Suns; one lists 
all the poems bel. ow and does not indicate performers; the 
other contains only those marked 11 B11 .) 

~) 

2) 
3) 
4) 
S) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

Na:mes, Places, Us (B) 
New Born (B) 
Little Black Boy 
My B<:other (B) 
Look for the Children 
Image Poem (B) 
Community Poem (B) 
Newspaper Ad (B) 
The Choice 

Group 
Chakula 

Gwen 

Ben 
Chakula 
Ben 

~0) 
H) 
~2) 
13) 
~4) 
~S) 
~6) 
17) 
~8) 
~9) 
20) 
2~) 
22) 
23) 
24) 
25) 
26) 

Blk Girl (B) John 
Woman w;o Her Ma!'l (B) Gwen 
He Was My Brother (But He Done Her Wrong) 
3 Shorts 
!..egacy of a Brother (B) 
Christianized Niggers 
Just Another Jive-Ass Nigger 
The Poisons 
Autumn Leaves & Old Men (B) 
Blk Eyes 
Necessary Poem 
The Womb 
Let It Be, Blk Woman 
Oh Happy Days (I Want to Go Home) 
I Want Africa 
People of the Land (B) 
We Are the Suns (B) 

Chakula 

John 
Ben 
Gwen 

John 
ChakulajGroup 

11 Namesjl?laces, Us 11 

Salaam as author] 
[Initials VF at end suggest Ferdinand/ 

[C = CHAKULA, B = BEN, G = GWEN, J = JOHN, A = ALL] 

Who did they kill? [C] 
What were the names of those Blacks they killed then? 
No one knows no one knows [ALL] 
no names no places just us here to witness 
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they are dead, killed only because their skins were [B] 
Black, 

we are here only because their skins were black [G] 
who did they kill what, were who, who they killed [C] 

murdered what, [A on 11what, were who"] 
they killed you, who, who dead drift now who they killed 
are you hip to the middle passage how many of your peo-

ple rest now at sea 
their bones & flesh chewed & eaten by fish abandoned to [J] 
to die in a turbulent sea 
whipped by the frenzied hands of white masters into 

their places 
what were the naJlles of those Blacks they killed then [G] 
Who did they kill'? What are you/ 
WHAT ARE YOU BLACK PEOPLE: WHERE ARE YOU? [A] 
I often go down to the sea & stand looking out aero [B] 

wondering 
how many of my people rest now out there their bodies 

eaten by fish 
thrown there, in those waters from slave ships years ago 
abandoned to die in a turbulent sea whipped by the hands 

of white masters 
Who were they, what were the names of those Blacks they [C] 

killed then 
no one knows, no one knows they are dead, killed only [A on 

because their skins were Black [1st 11 no one knows 11 ] 

one day bones will wash from the sea and rest gleaming 
in the sun on eastern seaboard shores 

let them then try to lie to you, let them try explaining [GJ 
where those bones come from 

those bonesjbones of our ancestors, dead, killed, murdered 
nameless Black people, countless Black people we do not 

even know now 
Black bones from the sea Blackjbones [A] 
bones Black bones washed upon the shorejwashed upon the [J] 

sand 
Black bones resting in the sand from the seajno home no 
name just bones 
legs&arms, l.arge, small. bones/Black bones Black bones [B) 

thrown up from the sea 
Black bones from the sea, Black bones 
and when i die throw me too into that sea facing toward [ C] 

Black Africa 
let fish eat my hair, and my eyes, and my Black flesh [G] 
let me go home again and if net home at least to the [B] 
bottom where i know others rest 
let me join others like me dead at the bottom [A] 
Black forever more. --



"New :eorn" 

How to do you break the news 
To a newborn blk baby 
That after all that 
Fightin 1 and Strugglin' 
To come out the womb 1 

He ..•••• She •••••• 
Still ain ~t free? 

"Little Blk Boy" 

"Little Blk Boy Where Is 
Your Maw?" 

11At Work. 11 

"Then Little Blk Boy 1 Where Is 
Your Paw? 11 

"Who?" 

"My Brother" 

My brother is only four 
But he can greet you in swahili 
give you the 1 handshake"~ 
can tell you who Coltrane is 

And if you don't sound exactly right 
He knows how to cut you 

He 1 s very together 

"Look for the Children" 

Look for the children 
In any new place you go 
Look for the children 
and they will tell yc-..::. what there is to know 
about that place 
they will tell you 
what the people are like 
they will tell you 
how welcomed you are 
and they may or may not be able to talk to you 
But any new place you go 
Seek them out 
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Look for the children 
for the children know all that there is to know 
the children know all that will ever be of any use 
in preserving the life, their lives and ours too 
on this twisted mad spinning planet 
look for the children 
and say quietly, 
"where y! at lil brer, 
whats going on?" 

"Image Poem" 
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Our children/ tomorrows blk earth people/ need some images; 
Images of you; me-usjwhat ~ are/ 
What we look like in the morning/ serving them righteous 

food. 
What we look like sweeping the floor, carrying out the 

trash. 
(look out brothers, you gotta use both hands now). 
What we look like taking a bath, talking quietly to each 

other. 
Our childrens eyes are flash bulbs/ fast cameras 
Developing time/ after time/ faster than any film Polaroid 

has on 
the market. 

The pictures hanging upon the walls of their minds, 
And in the albums of their heads, are important pictures. 
We cant allow them to fade. 
I realize wearing a natural !D.ight not mean much to you, 
Just another fashion, a hip head way. --
But to a little girl with thick black hair it means our 

o~0~~~l.ds life style for tomorrow, 
It means what we are and gone be. 
'I'he next time you open your mouth, picture your child saying 

that. 
'I'he next ti.Ia.e, picture your child being just like you 
And see if that flash i:nage you develop of yourself 
Is the picture worth a thousand words 
Or just another Kodak brownie nigger snapshot. 

"Community Poemu 

so it came to pass that 
all 

the niggers on campus 
rapped 

& organized 



& held meetings, meetings, 
meetings for days; 

and from the union of 
rapping & meeting & organizing 

came the fruit 
a jewel of a thought/ 

that the campus?niggers 
wd qo down 

wd go down 
wjtheir knowledge 

& book learning 
& organizational ability 

& dedication (unerasable Blkness) 
they wd go down & 

work for a semester (maybe two) in 

THE COMMllliiTY 
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So the collegians boarded a volkswagen bus & rode & rode & 
rode 
'til finally someone realized that they were 

lost/ 
so one brother stuck his head (beret & all) out the window & 
asked the first dude he saw; "excuse me sir but cd u tel.l me 
which way the COMMUNITY is?"/ 

whereupon the brother gave him the finger, laughed at 
him, jacked him for his money & stole the bus.; 
after walking awhile (in groups of 3 for protection) the 

car..pus 
niggers: 

helped a old lady cross the street 
played chinies w a group of 5 yr olds 
picked trash out the gutter for 2 whole blocks 
got woofed at 4 more times 
& invited the community up to their school to 

learn about blk people, their heritage & lifestyle.; 
and the campus niggers went ·oack to school talkin about how 
worthwhile it was & howfulfilling it was & howthey were going 
to :make it an annual thing. 

[ts. Very likely by Salaam) 

"Newspaper Ad" 

3 boys needed to do porter work 
Ages 1.9-45. $25.00 weekly 
(and all you can steal) • 



11Choice" 

trnwed pregnant girls have two choices 
have a baby or have an abortion 

if no abortion and no husband 
cry Divine conception. 

it was believed once, 
it can be believed twice. 

11Black Girl11 

Black qirl 
Black qirl 
tell me where in the world 
tell me where did you sleep 
last niqht 

Did you sleep in the arms 
of a lonely black man 
whose time was lost 
in the cry of revolution 
the tears of struggle 
whose need to be 
to be stronq 
denied the tender need 
that makes the shallow place 
in your own bosum sore 
is your bosum. sore 
this morning 

Black qirl 
Black qirl 
tell me where in the world 
tell me where did you sleep 
last niqht 
Did you sleep in a tarpaper house 
on a mississippi farm 
hunqry and sad 
because the smiling children 
with bloated stomachs 
looked dead 
as they slept 
huddled in a mass 
on the blanket on the floor 
beside the pee stained bed you slept in 
the bed their mother :made 
made fresh for you 
and you could think of nothing 
to say when she asked you 
why she should 
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register to vote 
did you wake up smiling 
this morning 

Black girl 
Black girl 
'tell me where in the world 
tell me where did you sleep l.ast night 
Did you sleep 
on a couch in the house 
of a friend after many tired hours of driving 
highways dirt roads 
to come to this house 
where warm food 
and warm friends welcome 
the passing of a lonely 
black girl travel.ing 
did you dream. 
when you slept on their couch 
did you wake 
from your dreaming 
with a start 
not quite understanding 
where the door should be or 
why the window had moved around behind you 
that you weren 1 t in your own house 
at al.l 
did you stay awake then 
wondering 
who will be the father 
of the child you want to have 
not trusting the thought of 
any other family 
because you know the men 
you could love 
won 't be there 
they 1 11 be taken by the death 
in revolution 
they'll be taken by the death 
in revolution ••• 
or some other death 

"one wins or dies 

Black girl 
Black girl 
tell me where in the world 
tell me where did you sleep 
last night 
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"Woman Without Her Man 11 

.-A woman without her 
man ain't 

nothing 
A Blk woma~ without her 

man gets 
to be l.ike 

a vegetable 
not even fit to eat 

She need that Blk man 
To hold on to 

to take care of and when 
he aint there 

she gotta go to him 
even if he be miles 

away 
she gotta go 

A woman without her man 

a woman 
no matter how good 

aint 
nothing. 

11He Was My Brother (But He Done Her Wrong) 11 

he was my brother 
(but he done 
her wrong) 

no! my manfthe fact that 
yo blk rap 
is so strong till 
that you can 
get next to 
damr~ near any 
sista you want to 
ain • t really 
impressive. 

i mean like any tom 
or dick 
can fuck in a hurry 

i mean like getting over ain't 
so hard 
if you is quotin malcom 
at the door 
& fanon[?] in the bed 
for my brother you 
is a negro 
& the little sistas 
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whose legs you 
have jacked up 
so high 
& whose nose 
you have opened up 
so wide 
believes in youjno 
us, we :blk men 

but will she 
forever/will 
she always 

no, my man it ain't 
hip to feel that 
since there is 
more women than men 
you got to get around 
& your revel utionary 
thot ain 1 t right 
or left (should be left out) 
for i heard your 
whisper into that 
sista 1 s ear: 
11 come on babe 
bee let • s make 
bab-bees for the rev-vo-luuuuu-tion11 

makin them ain't the 
problemjbut like 
who's gon be 
round to raise them 
when you is busy 
fuckin someone else 

11 3 Shorts" 

Everywhere I go I hear talk of war. 
And when I hear brothers talk of war, 
I wonder which one are they referring to? 

FAIR PLAY 

I asked God to give me a hand 
And he dealt it from the bottom of the deck 

(SING) 
Oh s,ay can you see 

By the dawns early light •.•. 
THE PIGS CAN • • • CAN YOU? 
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"Legacy of a Brother" by Renaldo Fernandez 

Markings on a shi tte.r wall. 
crude markings 
carved with crude tools 
yeah, markings on a shitter wall 

WILLIE WAS HERE IN 1 59 

but Willie died in 1 63 
fighting vc 
and his body was never found 
Now .•. all that remains are 
crude markings on a shi tter wall. 

~f.!LLIE WAS HERE IN 1 59 

please 
dent l.et um paint 

that wall 

(Rpt. New Black Voices, Abraham Chapman, ed., p.380) 

"Christianized Niggers 11 

Christianized niggers starve 
Don 1 t fuck on Sunday 
Can 1 t eat on Friday 

Christian nigger men beat christian nigger women. 
Christian niggers want to die 

live to die 
die for christ 

go to heaven 
live in hell 

White folks live 
niggers die 

Christian niggers live to die 
White folk live to see christian niggers die 
White folks say 11My Christ" 
and they 1 re right. 
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"On Men and Autumn Leaves" 

As the leaves 
scuttle about 
in a fussy 
October 
back yard, 
My own thoughts 
suffer the whiff 
and puff of breezes 
inside me. 

The old men 
sitting by the 
door of the 
laundrymat 
next door 
to my house 
sit all day 
every day 
with walking sticks 
and crumpled hats 
tobacco juice 
and one always has 
pee stained 
trousers. 

I wonder where they'll sit 
when the winter that they're 
waiting on 
comes. 
Their black and brown 
and tan faces 
remind me of the leaves 
October breezes 
toss around 
the ground 
and stick 
in the corners of fences. 

Is death a dreary 
prospect now 
on the other side 
of sunshine 
warming something? 

'h'hat sun has warmed the stuff 
these lives now withered 
were made of 
what loads these 
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bended shoulders 
have been made to 
carry. 

what roads these 
slow feet 
have walked? 

Old men and autumn 
leaves fuss about 
the coming winter 
till the summer 1 s 
tale is told 
and 
:I find 111.y own thoughts 
curious to me 
like the old men are curious 
about the wind 1 s 
song of 
winter 1 s cominq 
in October 

"Blk Eyes" 

Blk/eyes searching 
eyes 
a brother 1 s eyes 
looking for 
what 

a response from 
an other 
eyes that contain 400 
yrs. of not being able 
to gaze into his woman 1 s 
eyes 
eyes moving to regain 
that which always did 
rightfully belong to us. 

Blk/eyes 
meeting turning 
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(lst WOMAN] 

Blk/eyesjbrown (lst MAN] 
eyes round 
wide & wondering 
where, who 
why? 
a sister's eyes [2nd MAN] 
eyes filled w centuries 
of hurt, longing to be 
comforted 
eyes asking will her man 
claim him self--her self. 



away & meeting 
touching 
feeling [2nd WOl'.ANJ 
living. 

coming 
together 

dangerously 
to cause 
a 
destiny 
to be 
ful.filled & 
a nation 
to be 
born 

(Copy in archives is from a journal--probably~) 

"Necessary Poemn 

out of necessity 
came me 
black and ready to defend/defeat/dethrone 
and from the same pattern came he 

and out of necessity 
we talked 
and dug the conversing of black to black 

and out of necessity 
we touched 
gently, yeah just touched 

finger tips and eye lids and lips 

and out of necessity 
we fucked 
and released all that had been witheld [sic] 

in negro fucks 

and out of necessity 
we spent time together 
to talk and touch and fuck 
and fill empty spaces 
and hours and days 
turned to weeks and months 
and out of necessity we somehow ate 
and slept and read and worked 
and talked and touched and fucked 
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and out of necessity 
:r watched the days of :my :monthly cycle 
and suspected it wasn't ccm.ing 
and it all becmne quite natural 
talking and touching and fucking 
and watching 

and out of necessity 
we got a pad 
and a gun 
and a kitchen sink 
and an understanding 
of what to do when comps come 

and out of necessity 
I: wondered if he • d love me 
when I: 1m old and grey 
and he wondered why 
I needed to deal with that at all 

and in the midst of the necessities 
of living and lovin9 

we are learning to be 
necessary 

11 The Womb" 

There is life inside me 
Life 
I:t moves/and with every push you become me 
A thousand/million timesjover and over again. 
In me is the seed of a nation 
t1 are :me;I a:m u. 
Love I feel for youjthe love I feel for you 
this love I: feel for youjthis love I: have only for you 
t1 are :my hopej:my joy ;my very soUl itself. 
In your veins in the blood that will feed the nation 
in you I will carve something 
No man can destroy 
What I will give to you even death cannot take a'ti8Y 
t1 will be eternal 
I 111 form and mold you into that image 
You will be the blk hope 

the wish 
the gold. 
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:~Let !t Be Black Woman:: 

Let it grow 
and grow 

expand & swell 
Let it grow 

and grow 
expand & swell some more. 

Don't stop it! 

Don't 
let some avoidable complication 
be an obstacle 
to stand 
in the place of that growth either. 

Let it grow 
until it is as firm & hard 
as an air packed basketball. 

Let it expand & swell 
until it is as round & full 
as the revolving earth itself. 

LET IT GROW WOMAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Let it grow 
Strong with POWER 

WILL 
& BELIEF 

& healthy with KNOw~DGE 
WISDOM 

And finally i'Then it has grown 
& FORCE. 

expanded 
swollen 

to its fullest capacity 
Then let it FIGHT11 

Let the New Life Force 
fight its way through 
that narrow passage way 
to find air 

FIND AIR AND BREATHE 
& LIVE 

Let it be black woman. 
Let it be. 

& LOVE 
& CONQUER!!! ! ! 

LET THAT STRONG BLACK NATION BE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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"People of the Land" 

This is the season 
the planting/growing season 
season of the crops. 
of her children. 

Now we have to turn the soil and 
get rid of the dead clay 
ruined by the trampling of foreign footsteps. 
We have to plant the seeds we know 
will yield the right fruit; 
a fruit on which we can all live 
and grow strong in the spirit of 
Africa; 
a fruit that brought us through the four 
hundred year winter. 

This is the season of the good harvest. 
We will have a goodcrop this year 
We will have a nation. 

"We Are the Suns" 

WE ARE THE SUNS 
YES WE ARE 

WE ARE THE SUNS AND SHINE WITH WVELINESS 
WE ARE THE VESSELS 

YES WE ARE 
WE ARE THE VESSELS AND CENTER"OFLIFE 
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WE ARE THE PEOPLE AND THE SOUND OF THE PEOPLE AND THE BEAT 
OF THE PEOPLE 

AND THE BEING OF THE PEOPLE, YES WE ARE 
AS LONG AS WE REMAIN OURSELVEs;-ASLONG AS WE DO NOT FORSAKE 

WHAT WE ARE, 
AS LONG AS WE DO NOT IMITATE OTHER ENERG!BS 1 AS LONG AS WE 

ARE. 
YES W'"E ARE 

WE ARE THE SUNS AND MOONS ANDSTARSAND SHINE WITH LOVELI-
NESS 

SING MANY PRAISES 
SING MANY PRAISES 
PRAISESTO OUR PARENTS 
WE ARE THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF THE EARTH, YES WE ARE 

YES WE ARE 
PRAISES TO OUR PARENTS PARENTS - -
WE ARE THE GRANDSONS AND GRANDDAUGHTERS OF THE BEAUTY OF THE 

EARTH, YES WE ARE 
.!!§ ARE Q!: THE EARTH, YES ~ ARE 

PRAISE ONTO OUR ANCESTORS 
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WE ARE THE CONT!h'"J.ANCE OF LIFE 1 YES WE ARE 
~ ARE LIFE, YES ~ ARE . 

OUR FATHERS ARE WARRIORS AND LOVERS 
PRAISE ONTO THEM WE ARE THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF WARRIORS 

AND 
LOVERS I YES WE ARE 

~ ARE FROM WARRIORS AND LOVERS, YES ~ ARE 
OUR MOTHERS ARE LIFE GIVERS AND BEAUTY MAKERS 
PRAISE ONTO THEM WE ARE THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF LE~ AND 

BEAUTY, YES WE ARE 
~ ARE FROM LIFE AND BEAUTY, YES ~ ARE 

WE ARE 

MAY WE EVER BE 

PEACE&LIBERATION 

~ARE 

MAY~ EVER~ 
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APPENDrX V 

(The following form~t, a draft from O'Neal.;s files, although 
identified by him as a poetry show format, may have been the 
basis for Where .!§. the Blood ~ Your Fathers?) 

OPENING: African Song--"Hurry Ma:ma, Don't Let Them 
Catch You" 

NARRATION: Introduction--Africa Before White Man & 
Oeve:\opment of Slave Trade & Slave Factories 

SLAVE TRADER: Robert Hayden 1 s "Secret Passage II" [undoubt
edly Hayde.."\ 1 s well known "Middle Passage," 
which is divided into three sections, is 
:meant] 

NARRATION: Slavery in .America--Destruction of Negro 
Family 

SONG: 11 Goodbye 11 --Mothers sang to their children on 
sale on the auction block in Americus, 
Georgia 

NARRATrON: 

CAPTArN: 

NARRATION: 

Protest of slavery: suicides, riots, re
vel ts, mutinies 

Amistad revel t 
Hayden's "Secret Passage III" [sic] (spoken 
by white captain, integrated thru dance.) 

Continue protest. Introduce Harriet Tubman 

SONG & DANCE: 11Wade in the Water" 

NARRATION: Continue protest: runaways before Underground 
Railroad. 

SONG & DANCE: "Steal Awayn 

NARRATION: Abolitionists--Frederick Douglass (edited 
11 4th of July" speech) 

BLACK OUT: DRUM ROLL 

SONG: OFFSTAGE: 11 No More Auction Block for Me 11 



NARRATION: 

GRANDMOTHER: 

NARRATION: 

NARRATION: 

DUBOIS: 

NARRATION: 

SONG: 

NARRATION: 
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:rittroduces 3-generation family from Civil War: 
grand:mother, today 1 s grandson & daughter 

Covers civil War I Reconstruction, KKK terror
ism, sellout, Negro church through 
backs, songs & drama 

Nigeria [? J -- Booker T. Washington & DuBois 
Debate (2 readers) 

NAACP & World War I 

Riots & the War 

Lynching riots of 1918 & 1919 

"Southern Gentle Lady" (choral reading) 

Depression Blues (?] • Introduces the mother 

MOTHER: Adam Clayton Powell marches & M. M. Bethune & 
hard times 

DA.~CE & POEM: Claude McKay's ••outcast" 

N1>.P.P-~TION: Jazz, post-war boom, Negro :protest 

JAZZ NUMBER 

NARRATION: Introduces son 

SON: Goes from 1954 to 1964 & Selma March (in
cludes flashbacks of mass meeting, argument 
wjf:amily). Expresses bitterness over 
limiting Civil. Rights Movement, draft notice 
[& remembers - ?] Malcolm X's "Ballots & Bul
lets" speech (separate reader) 

SON: StateJne!lt of condition: riots, ghettoes, lack 
of jobs, Georgia elections! too many blacks 
Vietnam--What will HE do? Where do we go 
from here? 

NARRATION: No one answer--Through study, understanding 
of culture & history heretofore denied us we 
might each find ways to develop society where 
we have "The Right to Be." 

SONG: 11Ain't We Got a Right to the Tree of Life" 
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APPENDIX VI 

W'"here ~ the Blood .2! Your Fathers?--Prologues 

Probable 1st State: 

You act as though, you were made for the special use of 
these devils, You act as though your daughters were born to 
pamper the lusts of your masters and overseers. And worse 
than all., you tamely submit while your lords tear your wives 
from your elitbraces and defile them before your eyes. In the 
name of God, we ask, are you men? Where; ~ the blood 2f 
~ fathers? Has it all. run out of your veins? Awake, 
awake; millions of voices are calling you! Your dead 
fathers speak to you from their graves. Heaven, 
as with a voice of thunder, calls on you to arise from the 
dust. 

NOTE: 

- from "An address to the Slaves of the 
United States", a speech delivered by 
Henry H. Garnet at the National con
vention of August 1.843 in Buffalo, N.Y. 

Drummers and musicians play happy drum music in front of 
place where performance is going on. Draw a crowd and make 
the people want to dance. Actors join the crowd of people 
who listen to the drummers. They do what the crowd is 
doing; if the crowd listens they listen, if the crowd dances 
they dance. 

Musicians take prominent place in theater. Continue music. 

After a while male actor dances to center stage. Co11ll\\ands 
t.lJ.e attention of all by his dance. He dances around and on 
a large black box. From the top of the box, he wheels to a 
quick stop, raises an arm and commands all to "STOP"! 
Everything stops instantly. He surveys the audience. He 
thanks the musicians. He sits on the box. Otherwise the 
stage is bare. 

MALE ACTOR: 

Thank you for comir.g to join our play. We have worked very 
hard for a long time to prepare it for you and we are very 
happy that you thought enough of it to come toni te. There 
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are two or three things that you need to know in order to 
understand the play; however. 

To begin with, take the play's title - Where is t.."le 
Blood of Your Fathers? This is a quote from a speech made 
by a young Black preacher in 1843. You can see the section 
of his speech that this comes from on the front of your 
program and you' 11 hear an actor do it in a mo:ment. 

The rather long subtitle is important too: A documen
~ examination 2! ~ role that Blacks 1!1 the GUlf South 
played !!!_ the effort .:!:£ ~ their freedom from the 
opPression .2! slavery .!!! the twenty years before the Civil 
War. Everything that we present this evening is really 
true, it really happened. The words were really spoken in 
real l.ife. Every""....hing comes from historical documents and 
records of these people and these events. 

occasionally it will be necessary to stop and explain 
something - when we use our own words we • 11 wear a thing 
like this. 

(He reaches in the box, takes out one of the 
things that a priest wears around his neck and 
puts in on) 

Now I have to tell you who I am. 
I am the prop master. We 1 re going to use different 

things to make the story seem. more alive to you. When an 
actor needs a prop or a piece of costume, I 1 11 be in charge 
of giving it to hj.m. Sometimes I 111 stop and explain things 
to you if it seems necessary. When I •m not needed I '11 get 
out of the way o 

Finally I want to tell you why we • re doing this play. 
There's an old African Proverb which goes "If you don't knot-1 
where you 1 re going, any road will take you there. 11 In order 
for us to know where we 1 re going we have to know where we 
came from to get to where we are now o Too many of us 
believe that Malcolm X was the first Black man who called 
for Blacks to fight, too many of us think that Black people 
didn't do anything but wait for the white folk to set us 
"free". 

Once you get into it, it 1 s easy to see that the main 
thing that 1 s heen on our minds since the beginning of 
oppressio:l has been how to get the white people off our 
backs. 

(Music starts) 

It 1 s time to start the story. congo square! 

(Actors dance from places in audienc2 to get cos
tume bits from ~Master - An old hat, a 
ragged shirt, and trousers, a piece of cloth to 
wrap a skirt) 
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PROP MASTER: 

The slaves worked from can to can 1 t. They saw the sun set 
fire to cane and cotton fields and the moon found hungry 
black children waiting in and near dirt floored shack[s] 
waiting for a mother to come from white houses on hills to 
suckle them on tired breasts at least six days a week. 

But Sunday afternoons in New Orleans were special! In 
the place on the edge of the old city, now called Beauregard 
Square, on Sunday afternoon they were l.eft their only chance 
to get together alone. 

There was music, and dancing, a chance to remember ••• 
Africa perhaps. And sometimes a chance to talk. 

WHITE MAN: 

(Two actors sit •.. talking quite seriously and 
quietly about an escape plan. All. the others 
dance with a terrible abandon. • . • It's kind of 
like blues ••• a joyful celebration of a sad occa
sion. The Dance goes to terrible proportions til 
a white man approaches. A lookout gives a 
signal. The two actors involved in conversation 
stop talking and join the dancing. 

As the white man enters, the music makes a 
change. The Dance changes to an imitation of 
what white people do. It matches the description 
of what the white man describes. 

[Blank space] 

ACTOR: (Wearing sash) 

Between 18_ and 18_ it was the custom for Northern Blacks 
to meet together to plan strategies for the race. At one 
such convention between August 21-24 in 1843 held in 
Buffalo, N.Y. Delegates including such outstanding men as 
Frederick Douglas [sic], William Wells Brown and others. A 
27 year old presbyterian preacher named Henry Highland 
Garnet, delivered a very militant speech at the convention 
which failed by one vote of being adopted as the sentiments 
of the convention. 

[Male actor wearing shirt, tie and jacket goes to downstage 
podium and delivers Garnet speech.] (ts, O'Neal files) 
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Probable 2nd State -- @ 1972 by the Free Southern Theater 

In the name of God, we ask, are you ltlen? Where ~ the blood 
£! ~ fathers? Has it all run out of your veins? Awake, 
awake; millions of voices are calling you! Your dead 
fathers speak to you from their graves. Heaven, as with a 
voice of thunder, calls on you to arise from the dust. 

- from "An address to the Slaves of the 
United states" I ••• by Henry H. Garnet 

NOTE: 
Drmnmers and musicians play happy dru:m. 
music •.•• [Note continues as in state #1.] 

WILE ACTOR: 

Tha:lk you for coming to Jo~n our play ••.• [Continues as 
above for first two paragraphs. ] 

This is a documentary theater piece. That means that all 
the material in the play is taken from real historical 
documents. We have studied and found copies of speeches, 
letters, and books written by people who actually had the 
experiences we're going to show you. Everything that we 
present this evening is really true, it really happened -
Check It Out! It 1 s in the book. 

(He reaches in the box, takes out one of the 
things that a priest wears •••• ) 

Now I have to tell you who I am. 

I am the prop master. We're going to use different things 
to make the story live for you.... [Continues as above 
through introduction, dancing on of other actors and Prop 
Master's first paragraph.] 

Beauregard square, on Sunday afternoons they were left their 
only chance to get together alone .•.•• sometimes •.•• [Con
tinues as above through white man's entrance.] 

ACTOR: 

The white man comes! The white man comes ! 
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WHITEMAN: 

(with pencil and pad furiously taking notes. Off stage 
voice repeats what he writes) 

Tho they have t-lle means to a.::::hieve all manner of contras-t 
that discord car- furnish, the African can see no end to the 
ecstasy ~om of maddening repitition [sic]. 

And yet there is entertaining variety. Where? In the 
dance! There is constant exhilarating novelty - endless 
invention - in the turning, bowing, arm-swinging posturing 
and leaplng of the dancers. 

ACTOR: 

(The dance desolves [sic]. Singing "when the 
tater's cooked don't you eat it up", some of the 
actors move into and through the audience. ) 

When the tater's cooked don't you eat it up. Often Mammy's 
in kitchen poisoned the food they served in the Big House. 
Tho our writer didn't understand. The warning was under
stood by those it was intended for. 

[Continues with introduction of Garnet and his speech.] 
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SCENE ! = I outside Theater) 

[Sa.!lle instructions for musicians and actors as above] 

SCENE 2 - (Inside Theater) 

[Continues as above through actor's dancing on and stopping 
music.] 

Thank you for coming to join our play. • • • and we are very happ::f 
that you thought enough of it to come toni te. 

This is a documentary theater piece •.•. It 1 s in the book. 

Now, I have to tell you who I am. 

I am the Stage Manager. • • • [Continues as above throug:n 
introduction to Congo Square which is now designated 
Scene 3.] 

Slaves worked from can to can't •••• There was music and 
dancing, a chance to remember home ••••• to remember Africa. 
To make plans for freedom. 

[Con-cinues as above through the dance to and explanation of 
"When the tater 1 s cooked •••• ] 

Actors perform~~ and dance for the actor ig white 
:masks. ~music, ~ clapping ~ hands and the stomp
.4:!!9: ~ feet. Finally, somebody picks BE the following 
lyric 

ACTOR 

Once upon t.."le heel tap, 
And then upon the toe, 
And every time I turn around 
I jump Jim Crow 



Sister, you better watch how you walk on the cross 
Yo, your foot might skip and your soul git lost. 

ACTOR 

Juba dis, Juba dat; 
Juba skin a yeller cat 
Juba, Juba 
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This ~ continues until the white masked actor 
exits. 

SOLO VOICE (Mournful} 

My Old Mistus promise me 
Fo she died, she 1 d set me free 
She lived so long that her head got bald 
And she give out the notion of dyin at all. 

My Old Master promise ma 
When he died to set me free 
A dose of poison helped him along 
May the devil preach his funeral song 

(Laughter brings the dancing :!;£ ~ gradual stop-the 
attitude gradually becomes one £!_ worship. 

(Scene 4 is a church scene.) 
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ACT ! = Scene ! (Prologue) 

The entire company is placed strategically on stage. The 
male and female actors are invol.ved in improvisational work; 
mourning, hungry, being whipped etc. All other actors 
address them. 

ACTOR 4 

nllere ..1.1:> the Blood. of yuur fathers? 

ACTORS - ALL 

Has it all run out of your veins? 

ACTOR 3 

You act as though you were made for the special use of these 
devils. 

ACTOR 6 

You act as though your daughters were born to pamper the 
lusts of your masters and overseers. 

ACTOR 7 

And worse than all you tamely submit while your lords tear 
your wives from your embraces and defile them before your 
eyes. 

ACTORS-ALL 

In the name of God •••• we ask, Are you men? Are you men? 
(audience) Where is the Blood of your fathers (done in a 
round to the audience) 

ACTOR 4 (to couple) 

Your intellect has been destroyed as much as possible, and 
every ray of l.ight they have attempted to shut out from your 
mindse (to audience) The oppressors themsel.ves have become 
involved in the ruin. They have become weak, sensual, and 
rapacious - they have cursed you - they have cursed them
selves - they have cursed the earth which they have trod. 
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ACTOR 7 

Fellow men; patient sufferer! Behold your dearest rights 
crushed to the earth.! See your sons murdered, and your 
wives, mothers and Hlsters doomed to prostitution .••• let it 
no longer be a debatable question whether it is better to 
choose liberty or death! 

ACTOR 3 

You are not certain of heaven, because you suffer yourselves 
to remain in a state of slavery, where you cannot obey the 
commandments of the Sovereign of the universe! 

ACTOR 6 

It is impos~,;ible, like the children of Israel to make a 
grand exodus from the l.and of bondage. The Pharoahs are on 
both sides of the Blood-Red-~aters. 

ACTOR 4 

Your condition does not absolve you from your 1noral 
obligation. 

ACTORS-ALL 

Neither God, nor Angels, or Just Men, command you to suffer 
for a single moment. Therefore it is your solemn and im
perative duty - to use every means. Both moral. •.. intellec
tual .•• and physical that promises success. 

Chorus 

Tel.l me where is the Blood of your fathers? 
Tell me where is the blood of 1-·cur fathers? 
Tell me where is the blood of your fathers? 
That are dead? 
Has it all run out of your veins? 
Eas it all run out of your veins? 
Has your fathers blood run out of your veins 

Millions of voices are calling for freedom 
Millions of voices are calling for freedom 
Millions of voices are calling for freedom 
Everyday ••••. and from their graves 
Millions of voices are calling for freedom 
Millions of voices are calling for freedom 
Millions of voices are calling for freedom 
Every day •.••••• 



1st VERSE 

Hear the cries, the cries 
of your poor a ••••• children 
Remember the stripes, the rope 
that your father bore 
Think of the torture and disgrace 
Your mothers had to face 
Every, every, every, single day 

2nd VERSE 

{There is no hope of redemption 
without the shedding of blood 
But if you lD.ust die 
let it all come, come at once! 
Rather die free men 
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Than live to be a slave [Marking indicates possible 
live to be a slave in the grave.} deletion.] 

ACTOR 1 

This is a documentary theater piece. All the material. in 
the play is taken from real historical documents. We have 
studied and found copies of speeches, letters, and books 
written by people who actually had the experiences we're 
going to show you. 

.}..CTCR 2 

Everything that we present this evening is really true, it 
really happened - check it out! 

ACTOR 

There's an old African proverb which goes •.••• 

COMPANY 

"If you dcn 1 t know where you're going, any road will take 
you there. 11 

ACTOR 3 

In ::>rder for us to know where we're going, we have to knew 
where we came from. 
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ACTOR 2 

Too many of us bel.ieve that Malcolm X was the first Black man who 
cal.led for Blacks to fight. • • • It 1 s easy to see that the main 
thing that's been on our minds since the beginning of our oppres
sion has been holli -~c.o resist that oppression. To be free! 

ACTOR 4 

Let t.'le story unfold. 

ACTOR 5 

Yeah let it be told. (music starts) 

ACTOR 1 
Congo Square! 
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There is an instrumental prologue while the audience 
finds the space. The actors are in the house. When the 
action is ready to start the song starts in the house. The 
actors find the stage singing: 

Chorus 

[As in above yersion] 

(Simultaneously the voices from the epilogue speak from the 
record of history, movement, music. ) 

THE VOICES OF HISTORY 

Hear the cries, the cries 
of youT. poor •••••• children 

Remember the stripes, the rope 
that your father bore 
Think of the torture and disgrace 
Your mot.'llers had to face 
Every, every, every single day 

(Pause) 

Actor 

There is no hope of redemption 
without the shedding of blood. 
But if you must die 
let it all come, come at once! 
Rather die free men 
Than live to be a slave 

(Pause) 

Cherie repetition 

This is a documentary theater piece. All the :material in 
the pla:r is taken from real historical documents. We have 
studied and found copies of speeches, letters, and books 

w:d tten by people who actually had the experiences we 1 re 
going to shew you. 
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What we present this evening is a summation of our examina
tion of the 3 0 years of str.1ggle leading up to the war 
between the class of southern planters and the class of 
northern industrialists, called the Civil War. 

ACTOR 

We believe that a people ignorant of their past are doomed 
to be victims of those who would oppress them. 

We believe that the history of the Black nation in Al'ilerica 
has been intentionall.y hidden. 

Distorted. 

Destroyed wherever and whenever possible. 

In order to maintain the oppression of the Black Nation in 
America. 

We believe that this has been done to protect and serve the 
interests of the ruling classes of America who form a series 
of even smaller, ever more exclusive circles. 

The class of merchants gave way to the class of planters, 
the class of planters gave way to the class of national 
industrialists, the national class of industrialists gave 
way to the international class of imperialists. 

They have \used the vicious tools of racism to keep us di
... ~ided from our friends. 

They have tried to destroy the knowledge and the lessons of 
our history. 
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ACTOR 

We :believe that knowledge of the truth can be a great weapon 
in our struggle. 

Too many of us bel.ieve that Malcolm X was the first black 
man who celled on Black folk "tc S:i.gb.-t. Too many people 
think that Black people did.n 1 t do anything but wait for "de 
Yankees soldiers" to set us free. 

There 1 s an old African proverb which goes ••••.•• 

If you don't know where you're going, any road will take you 
there. 

Once you check it out, it 1 s easy to see that the main thing 
that 1 s been on our minds since the beginning of our oppres
sion in this country has been how to resist that oppression. 
How to be free! 

Let the story unfold.· 

Yeah, let it be told! 

C· ... jo Square! (music) 

(The Congo Square scene, Scene 1, is the same as in the 
previous version through the "tater" song and warning. Then 
it ends with with the two short verses aoubt 11 My old missus" 
and "My old master.") 
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@:, 1.977 by Free Southern Theater 

Prologo.J.e - MOVEMENT 1 

Drummers & :nusicians play happy music in front of the place 
where the performance is going on. Draw t..lte crowd into the 
sharing, into one place. Let them focus. Create a single 
rhythm for all to share in and tune to. If there can be 
dancing, let there be dancing. The mood should be joyous 
and celebratory. 

The actors join the crowd. They do what the crowd is doing; 
if the crowd is listening th-ey liste.."'l; if the crowd dances, 
they dance. It is important to begin by being with and 
working with the crowd of people. One of the main aims of 
the experience is to win an understanding of the point that 
collllD.on ordinary people (as opposed to 11great men11 ), in their 
collective action, are the ones who make history. 

At the appropriate time, the actors begin the welcome song -
(Aki wowo or some other song of African motif) .. During the 
welcome song the actors bring the stage to life, coming from 
the audience. They continue the dancing until the audience 
is fully focused. On signal from the song leader the song 
is ended. Wait for silence. 

Ir~ ·~!le sti~~ness, all but the musicians work for a total 
freeze. One then two persons break the freeze. They work 
from images of isolation, aloness (sic] in a hostile place. 
The frozen fig-11res are made into slave traders, slave ship 
captai:r~sf auctioners [s~.::~, slave holders, slave drivers, 
F.c<.trollers, etc. The t::::::::S!.ct should be a::1 impressionistic 
emotional s~ary of the slave ex-perience that results 
finally in the breaking of the slave. The two pe:rsons 
portraying the slaves end the sequence nearly defeated, 
docile. 

As "they are about to resign themselves to utter failure firm 
but still quiet voices inquire wi thcut condemnation "Where 
is the Blood of your Father::;? 11 The qu.estion davalops into 

:~ ~~~; i~a~~~ dt~c:~~o~~a~e~~~~~ ;~~ ~=~e f~~~r~~u~~;ir 
burdens and struggles have taken the time to criticize and 
to help them. The two are made a part of the group and 
collectively the song becol':!.es an anthem of resolve to strug
gle on til victory is won. 

[Chorus and verses as above until the 2nd verse]: 



There is no hope of redemption 
without the shedding of bl.ocd.! 

But if you must die 
let it all come at once! 

Rather die free men then live to be slaves! 
Where is 'the Blood of your fathers? 

ACTOR 1 
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We are happy to be with you here in (NAME, PLACE, and OCAS
SION [sic]). We are all members of "\ Black Theater workshcp 
of the Free Southern Theater. Since March we have been 
working and studying together. Today/tonight we have come 
to sh'are with you some of the fruits of our study and work 
together. 

ACTOR 2 

The purpose of our work and study together has two parts. 
First we are trying to understand how art in general and 
theater art in particular can be useful as a powerful weapon 
in the struggle for the liberation of Black people in 
America and oppressed peopl.e thruout the world. At the same 
time we are trying to develop and improve our skills as 
theater artists so that we can carry out theater work that 
genuinely supports the work of the Black Liberation struggle 
while we entertain you at the same time. 

ACTOR 3 

Todayjtonite we're going to share with you a portion of a 
piece that we're still working on. The name of the piece is 
"Where is the Blood of your Fathers?" That title comes from 
a speech made by a very mil.itant young Black preacher in 
1843 named Henry Highland Garnett. We '11 do some of that 
speech for you ir .. a few moments. 

ACTOR 4 

"Blood," as we call it is a Documentary theater peice [sic]. 
By that we mean that all the material in the peice is taken 
directly from historical documents. We are using letters, 
diaries, court records, speeches, first hand reports of 
peopl.e who were directly involved to try to get a clear 
understanding of what really did happen. 
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ACTOR 5 

What we do in the future is determined, in large part by how 
we understand what happened in the past to bring us to where 
we are now. What we have begun to discover is that the 
schools we've gone to have given us incomplete and wrong 
information about what has happened. 

ACTOR 3 

The idea that most of us get is that Black people never did 
that much about trying to change things in this country 
until the civil Rights 1novements of the 1960 1 s and that only 
lasted for a few years. But we' [r]e beginnintt to see that 
that•s simpl(y] not true. 

ACTOR 5 

For example in "Blood" we have aimed to deal with the period 
between 1827 and 1860. We want to find out what Black Folk 
really did: is it true that the slaves were happy and 
carefree? Did our great grandparents and their parents 
before them just sit idly by while others debated, struggled 
and fought out the issues t~3.t determined their fate? (Or] 
did we play a decisive role in making the Civil War happen? 

ACTOR ~ 

When did the Black Liberation struggle begin? What roads 
have we traveled to come to where we are now? Are there 
lessons to be learned from the experience of those who have 
gone before us that might help us now? 

ACTOR 6 

There's an old African Proverb wl"dch goes, !!If you don!t 
know where you 1 re going, any road will take you there. 11 

ACTOR 7 

In order to know wher~ you 1 re going you have to know where 
you come from! 

ACTOR 8 

once you checked it out, its easy to see that the main thing 
thats been on our mind since the begining [sic] of our 
o:._:>pres-sion in this country has been how to resist that 
oppression. HOY:' to be free. 
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ACTOR 

Let the story unfold! 

ACTOR 

Yeah, let it be tolda 

ACTOR 

Congo Square! 

(Mu-.:;ic Starts, Movement starts) 

(Congo Square scene continues as above in the version con
taining the "Juba" song. After the verse about "My Old 
Master, 11 the "chorus picks up the melody and the blues line 
converts into a near long-metar blues moan.") 


